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'I'hc_ NASA llandbook for Prc)p,_g_tior_ Effc_ct:_ on _'_tel]Iit[ ._
Syst_.'ms at Frequencies Below ]0 (;llz w_]s preparc_d by l)r. Warren
G. Flock, University of Colorado, for NASA Jet: Propul sior_
Laboratory fJPI_). The H_indbook w;_s initiated two years ago when
prof. Flock was working at JPL while on leave from the
University of Colorado, and it has evolved through an extensive
review process at JPL.
The Handbook was developed under NASA's Propagation Studies
and Measurements Program, which has been involved for over a
decade in the study of radiowave propagation on earth-space
paths. The objectives of the NASA Propagation Program are to
provide an understanding of the basic propagation mechanisms
which hinder reliable ear_h-space communications, and to develop
predictive models for the quantitative evaluation of propagation
effects in the bands allocated for space applications.
The frequency bands below i0 GHz are allocated for several
space services, including broadcasting, land-, maritime-, and
aeronautical-mobile, meteorological, and space operations. The
propagation problems are primarily ionospheric effects, although
tropospheric factors cannot be neglected, particularly at low
elevation angles. This Handbook provides the first comprehen-
sive development of propagation effects in the bands below i0
GHz which impact satellite system design and performance.
Dr. Ernest K. Smith, Jet Propulsion Laboratory Propagation
Program Manager, was instrumental in the initial defini_;ion and
structure of the Handbook, and coordinated the preparation and
review process throughout its development.
A second NASA Handbook, published earlier, presents a
summary of propagation effects above i0 GHz ("Propagation
Effects Handbook for Satellite Systems Design - A Summary of
Propagation Impairments on i0 to i00 GHz Satellite Links With
Techniques for System Design", NASA Reference Publication 1082,
December 1981). Together these two documents provide a compre-
hensive description of propagation factors affecting telecom-
munications systems involving earth-space links.
This Handbook was conceived as an evolving document, which
will be updated periodically to provide the most recent
developments in propagation research. Your comments or
suggestions on the document are always welcome.
Dr. Louis J. Ippolito
Manager,
Propagation Studies &
Measurements Program
NASA Headquarters
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PREFACZ
The use of satellite communications is expanding at an impressive rate,
with much of the expansion taking place at frequencies above 10 GHz where at-
tenuation due to precipitation and atmospheric gases tends to he the
highest. Frequencies below 10 GHz, however, will continue to provide a large
fraction of satellite service, and new applications, including mobile satel-
lite services, are planned at frequencies below 10 GHz. As frequencies de-
crease below 10 GHz, attenuation due to precipitation and gases decreases and
ionospheric scintillation and Faraday rotation increase. Tropospheric refrac-
tion and fading affect frequencies above and below 10 GHz but appear to be
relatively more important at lower frequencies where attenuation due to rain
and gases is small.
A handbook on propagation effects in the 10-100 GHz range has been pre-
pared under NASA sponsorship* and this handbook is intended to serve a similar
purpose for the 100 MHz to 10 GHz range. Emphasis Is on effects on satellite
communications, but _aterial that ;s pertinent to radionavigation satellite
service and deep-space telecommunications is included as well.
Descriptive background _terial concerning the various propagation im-
pairments is given in Chaps. i through 7, and Chap. 9 is devoted to the esti-
mation or calculation of the magnitudes of these effects for use in system
design. Link power budget equations and the role of propagation effects in
these equations are the subjects of Chap. 10. The final two chapters include
some repetition of material presented earlier so that they can be used inde-
pendently of the earlier chapters to a considerable extent. To avoid exces-
sive duplication, however, references are made in some cases to figures and
tables of the earlier chapters. Chapter 8, dealing with the complex subject
of propagation effects on interference, departs from the earlier chapters in
that it in.ludes both background material and a summary of procedures for ap-
*NASA Communications Division, NASA Headquarters, A Propagation Effects Hand-
book for Satellite Systems Design, A Summary of Propagation Impairments on 10-
'100 GHz Satellite Links, with Techniques for System Design, Second Edition,
Dec. 1981, NASA Reference Publication 1082 (L. J. Ippolito, Program Manager;
R. D. Kaul and R. G. Wallace, Authors).
v
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®plication of the material in the same chapter. Although it draws upon the
previous chapters and is pertinent to Chap. 10, the material of Chap. 8 con-
stitutes a distinct and interesting subject of its own.
The handbook is based upon the work of the many investigators cited in
the lists of references. Research supported by the Communications Division of
the Office of Space and Terrestrial Applications of NASA has contributed
greatly to knowledge of satellite c_munications, including the propagation
aspects considered here, and is well represented in the reference lists.
I would like to express my appreciation for assistance and cooperation in
the preparation of this handbook to Dr. Louis J. Ippolito of NASA and Dr.
Ernest K. Smith, Dr. Young Park, Mr. Alfred M. Goldman, Jr., Dr. Arydas J.
Kliore, Dr. William J. Weber, Dr. Stephen D. Slobin, and Mr. Tomas A. Kon_rek
of the Jet Propulsion Laborato_. In addition, I wish to thank the many other
persons at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for their help in providing
information and assistance in the production of the handbook. Mr. Goldman
provided especially valuable assistance by reviewing the manuscript, providing
information for inclusion in Chaps. 9 and 10, and engaging in discussions of
the nature and purpose of the handbook.
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CliAPTER 1
INIRODUCI'ION
1.1 PROPAGATION EFFECTS ON SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
1.1.1 Performance of Earth-Space Links
A fundamental requirement for satisfactory satellite communicat$ons
service is the maintenance of a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. Propagation
effects are important because they tend to cause transmisslon losses which
aaversely affect this ratio. The received carrier power C on a path of 'length
d is given by
PTGTAR
C = -- (I.I)
4_d2L
where PT is the power supplied to the transmitting antenna, GT is the gain of
the transmitting antenna, AR is the effective area of the receiving antenna,
and L is a loss factor which includes all losses and margins not otherwise
taken into account. In particular, L includes propagation losses. If the
losses included in L reduce C to 0.5 of what its value would be if the losses
were neglected, for example, L would have the value of 2. Transmission losses
are frequently specified in terms of the losses exceeded for a certain per-
centage, such as 0.01 percent, of a year or worst month.
Equation (1.1) can be converted to
PTGTGR
(1.2)
where, for the receiving antenna, use has been of the relation between gain
and effective area Aeff, namely
G - 4_Aeff
(1.3)
L
The quantity LFS is the so-called free-space loss and is given by
LFS : -- (1.4)
I-I
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In Eqs. 11.3) and (1.4), >,is wavelength. The noise power X in watts at tile
receiving antenna terl_lirlalSis given by
X = k Tsys B (1.5)
where k 'IsBoltzmann's cunstant (1.38 x 10-23 J/K), Tsys is the systep}noise
temperature (K), and B is bandwidth (llz). The ratio C/X is given hy
"L
.1
PTGTGR (EIRP)GR
c/x : : (I.6)
LFsLkTsysB LFsLkTsysB
where EIRP (effective isotropically radiated power) has been substituted for
the product PTGT. In some cases, however, PT is taken to be the transmitter
or power amplifier output rather than the transmitting antenna input. In that
case
PTGT
EIRP = _ (1.7)
LT
where LT accounts for losses in switches, filters, cables, or waveguides
between the power amplifier and the antenna terminals. The quantity C/X is
commonly expressed in dB (decibel) values and then takes the form of
(C/X)dB = (EIRP)dBW - (LFS)dB - LdB + (GR/Tsys)dB - kdBW - edB (1.8)
Here k is taken to be the product of 1.38 x 10-23 J/K times a 1K temperature
interval times a i Hz bandwidth so that it has units of dBW (power _asured in
dB with relation to one watt). TllenTsys and B are treated as nondimensional
quantities which can be expressed in dB above unity. The LFS value in dB is
given by
(LFS)dB : I0 log(4_Tdl,1)2 = 20 log(4_rdl_) (1.9)
The carrier power-to-noise density ratio, C/Xo, where Xo is noise power
per Hz and is equal to kTsys, is frequently used as a measure of system per-
formance. It differs from C/X only by the factor B, representing bandwidth,
and is thus given by
I-2
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P(EIRP)GR (1.IO)
C/X° _ LFsLTsysk
Some satellites serve a wide geographical area in which a number of earth
stations are located. In such a case the satellite transmitter gain GT and
the corresponding value of EIRP that are utilized in the expressions for C/X
or C/Xo must be the appropriate value for the location in question. It can
not necessarily be assumed that the maximum antenna gain corresponding to the
center of the antenna beam is the value to use. For satellites that are
already operational or for which detailed antenna analyses and designs have
been made, plots showing contours of co;.stant EIRP superimposed on geo-
graphical maps may be available (Fig. 10.6). Such plots, commonly referred to
as footprints, allow selecting the proper value of EIRP for use in Eqs. (1.6)
or (1.10).
As the system designer may be required to provide a certain C/Xo ratio
over,a certain coverage area Aco v, it is instructive to show the relation of
Acov to C/Xo and the other system parameters, A relation accomplishing this
purpose has been supplied by Pritchard (1977) who gives the following ex-
pression
PTAR
(l.ll)
Acov C/X0 =
sys
A similar expression involving C/X, which is related to C/× o by C/Xo = (C/×)B
with B the b_ndwldth, is
PTAR
AcovB = T L(C/X) (1.12)
sys
Note that these relations show proportionality rather than equality. Numeri-
cal constants (k in particular) have been ellm_nated from Eqs. (1.11) and
(I.12)+ Pritchard has stressed that Eqs. (1.11) and (1.12) are fundamental to
appreciating the essential problems of space communication. Equations
(1.11) and (1.12) display clearly the roles of Tsys and L in determining
system performance. Tsys is not strictly a propagation effect but is a
closely related quantity, is a subject of this report along with L, and plays
a comparable role in determining system performance. L includes, and may
r
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iconsist only of, propagation losses. A derivation and furth(_r discussion of
Eq. (I.11) is given in Section 10.4,
1.l.V. Determination of Distance and Elevation Angle of Satellite
Geostationary satellites operate aI an altitude of about 35,785 km above
sea level. Unless an earth station Is directly under a satellite, however,
the distance d of Eq. (1,4) will be larger than 35,785 km. The value of d can
be established by use of the law of cosines of plane trigonometry. Consider
first that the earth station is on the same longitude as the subsatellite
point, taken to be at 0 ° latitude. The subsatellite point is located where a
straight line from the s,_tellite to the center of the Earth intersects the
Earth's surface. Referring to Fig. I.I
d2 = r2o + (h + ro)2 . 2 r'o(h + rO) cos o' (I.13)
where 0' is latitude. The equatorial radius of the Earth is 6378.16 km, the
polar radius is 6356.78 km, and the mean radius is 6371.03 km (Allen, 1976).
To obtain the most accurate value of d, it would be necessary to take into
account the departure of the Earth from sphericity, but an approximate value
of d can be obtained by taking ro, the earth radius, to be 6378 km and h, the
height of the satellite above the Earth's surface, to be 35,?85 km in Eq.
(1.13). It is convenient to divide all terms by (h + ro)2 or(42,163)2giving
kn* rol
r
where f = _ __r - 0.1513. Once d is known then all three sides are known and
the angle _ cd:h be determined by applying the law of cosines again. The
applicable equation is
ro)2 = d2 + r2 - 2r d cos(h +
o o
(i.15)
The elevation angle e measured from the horizontal at the earth station, is
equal to _ - 90 ° .
i-4
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Figure I,i. Geometry for calculation of distance d of satellite from earth
station.
For an earth station not on the same meridian as the subsatelllte point
one can use
COS Z = cose' cos¢' (1.16)
in Eq. (1.13) in place of cose',_where ¢' is the difference in longitude
between subsatellite point and earth station. Cos Z is the angular dis-
tance of a great-circle path for the special case that one of the end points
is at 0° latitude (Fig. 1.2). Also the expression follows from the "law of
cosines for sides" of spherical trigonometry (ITT, 1968). The azimuth angle
of an earth-space path can be determined by using
cos= = tane' cot Z (i.17)
another relation applying to a right spherical triangle (ITT, 1968). The
angle _ is shown in Fig. 1.2a for an earth station located to the east of the
subsatellite point. The azimuth angle measured from north in this case would
be 180° + _. For an earth station location to the west of the subsatellite
point as in Fig. 1.2b the angle from north is 180° - _. As an example, cal-
culations for Boulder, Colorado, latitude 40°N, longitude I050W and for
Satcom-2, located at 119°W, with cos Z = cos 40° cos 14° = 0.743, give d =
37,501 km, elevation angle = 43.?3°, and azimuthal angle = 201.2°.
i-5
In the aboveexpression,ro is takena'; a fixed sea-levelvalue, but a
larger valuecanb_!usedfQr elevationsabovesealevel. Local topography
affects theangleof thepathabovethe local horizonandcan be taken into
K,) ,:, w_
','#
POINT
SUBSATELLITE J
POINT
(Q) (b)
Figure 1.2. Projection of right spherical triangles on Earth's surface.
account to determine this angle for a particular location. Breuker and Walsh
(1980) have developed a computer program to carry out such calculations for
interference analysis as well as for determining the angle of a satellite
above the local horizon. Prop,_ation effects are a function of elevation
angle and tend to become more serious with decreasing elevation angle. An
elevation angle of 5° is often taken to be the minimum elevation angle that
should normally be utilized. The procedure described here, essentially the
same as that described by Dougherty (1980), is presented as suitable for link
analysis and consideration of propagation effects rather'than for precise
aiming of antennas.
1.1.3 Propagation and Related Effects
Relatively small margins are utilized for satellite communications, and
it is important to use no larger a margin than necessary. Thus, it is impor-
tant to have as accurate information as practical about the propagation
factors contributinQto L even for the case of effects which might appear to be
minor.
I-6
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Frequencies in roughly the i to 4 GHz range tend to be affected only
slightly by the Earth's atmosphere, but it is important nevertheless to know
as closely a5 practical what the magnitudes of the effects are in this fre-
quency range. Moving to higher frequencies, attenuation and noise due to
rain, clouds and a_ospheric gases increase. These effects may become limit-
ing factors at frequencies above 10 GHz. The ionospheric effects of Faraday
rotation, amplitude scintillation, and absorption, on the other hand, become
increasingly significant with decreasing frequency. Tropospheric refraction
and fading can affect transmissions over a wide range of frequencies extending
above and below 10 GHz.
Depolarization or cross polarization may occur in propagation through the
atmosphere or in reflection from terrestrial features. These terms refer to a
degradation or change in polarization as froplpurely vertical linear polariza-
tion to linear polaFization at an angle slightly different from vemtical.
This latter polarization is equivalent to a combination of vertical and hori-
zontal polarization. In the process the originally vertically polarized wave
is attenuated. Also the power converted to the orthogonal polarization may
interfere with a channel having that polarization and thus make less effective ....
the practice of frequency "reuse" (using the same frequency for two orthogonal
polarizations in this case).
Electromagnetic radiation emitted by the atmosphere, comn_only known as
sky noise, is not strictly a propagation effect but is closely related and
increases when attentuation increases. As is evident from the discussion of
Sec. 1.1.1 [Eqs. (1.11) and 1.12) for example], Tsy s affects system perform-
ance directly. Sky noise contributes to Tsy s. When using a receiving system
having a low noise temperature only a slight increase in sky noise may in-
crease the system noise temperature, Tsys, significantly. It is important to
know Tsys, as well as L, as accurately as practical.
A few references of a general nature, concerning either satellite systems
or propagation effects, are appropriate for mention here. A comprehensive
trea_t_ent of satellite communication engineering has been provided by Miya
(1981), and Freen_n (1981) includes satellite systems, as well as HF radio,
line-of-sight terrestrial systems, and troposcatter systems, in his T=lecommu-
I-7
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nication Transmission Handbook. Martin (1978) discusses satellite communica-
tions from a largely non-technical viewpoint, as part of his popular series of
books on communications and computers. An introductory treatment of radiewave
propagation, earth-space links, and remote sensing has been prepared by Flock
(1979). Hall C1979) has presented a summary of tropospheric effects on radio
communications. NASA Reference Publication 1082 (Ippolito, Kaul, and Wallace,
1981) treats propagation effects at frequencies above 10 GHz, but many of the
concepts and much of the material presented is pertinent to a broader range of
frequencies.
1.2 FREQUENCYASSIGNMENTSAND APPLICATIONS BELOW10 GHZ
Frequencies below I0 GHz are used for a variety of purposes involving
earth-space or space-space paths as shown in Table I,!. The general cate-
gories of service are actually little different for frequencies above
i0 GHz. A listing of frequency allocations for earth-space service at fre-
quencies between i00 MHz and 10 GHz is given in Table 1.2. "Fhe entries in
this table were taken from the Final Acts of the World Administrative Radio
Conference, Geneva, 1979, Book I (ITU, 1979) for Region 2, which comprises _ ..............
North and South America and portions of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. This
same reference also includes allocations for Region 1 (Europe, Africa, and
Northern Asia) and Region 3 (Southern Asia and the South Pacific, including
Australia and New Zealand). Allocations for the three regions tend to be
similar but differ in details. The reference includes numerous footnotes
oiving information about exceptions for particular countries and periods, but
information from the footnotes is omitted from Table 1.2, unless otherwise
indicated. Allocations are also given in the Manual of ReBulations and Pro-
cedures for Federal Radio Frequenc_ Management (NTIA, 1979) and in the FC___C
Rules and ReBu}ations.
The INTELSAT satellite system uses frequencies near 6 GHz for the uplink
(earth-to-space path) and frequencies near 4 GHz for the downlink (space-to-
earth path), and allocations used by INTELSAT are included in Table 1.2 as
entries for fixed satellites, which refers to point-to-point service using
geostationary satellites. Note that a number of space services utilize lower
frequencies than the INTELSAT satellites. Included among these services are
I-8
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Table 1.1 Satellite Services (ITU, 1976).
Aeruuautical Mobile Satellite
Aeronautical Radionavigation Satellite
Amateur Satellite
Broadcasting Satellite
Earth Exploration Satellite
Fixed Satellite
Inter Satellite
Land Mobile Satellite
Maritime Mobile Satellite
Maritime Radionavigation Satellite
Meteorological Satellite
Mobile Satellite
Radiodetermination Satellite
Radionavigation Satellite
Space Operations
Space Research
Standard Frequency Satellite
Time Signal Satellite
o
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Table 1.2 Frequency Allocations for Space Services (ITU, 1979).
Frequency
(Milz) Services
1117- 138
138 - 143,6
143,6 .-143.65
143,65 - 144
144 - 146
149,9 - 150.05
267 - 272
272 - 273
322 - 328.6
399.9 - 400.05
400.05 - 400.15
400.15 - 401
401 - 402
402 - 403
406 - 406.1
406.1 - 410
460 - 470
608 - 614
620 - 790
806 - 890
Space Operations and Research (Downlink)
Meteorological Satellite (Downlink)
Space Research (Downlink)
Space Research (Downllnk)
Space Research (Downlink)
_ateur Satellite
Radionavigation Satellite
Space Operation (Downlink)
Space Operation (Downlink)
Radio Astron_ny
Radionavigation Satellite
Standard Frequency and Time Signal Satellite
Meteorological Satellite (Oownlink)
Space Research and Operation (Downlink)
Space Operation (Downlink)
Earth Exploration Satellite (Uplink)
Meteorological Satellite (Uplink)
Earth Exploration Satellite (Uplink)
Meteorological Satellite (Uplink)
Mobile Satellite (Uplink)
Radio Astron_ny
Meteorological Satellite (Downlink)
Radio Astronomy, Mobile Satellite (Uplink)
Broadcasting Satellite (Footnote 332A)
Mobile Satellite (Footnote 3670B)
i-i0
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PTable 1.2 Frequency Allocations for Space Services (ITU, 1979)
(cont'd).
Frequency
(MHz) Services
!i
I_IS - 1240
1240 - 1260
1400 - 1427
1427 - 1429
1525 - 1530
1530 - 1_35
1535 - 1544
1544 - 1545
1545 - 1559
1559 - 1610
1625.5 - 1645.5
1645.5 - 1646.5
1646.5 - 1660
1660 - 1660.5
1660.5 - 1668.4'
1668.4 - 1670
1670 - 1690
1690 - 1700
Ra_ionavigation Satellite (Downlink)
Radionavigation Satellite (Downlink)
Radio Astronomy (1420 MHz neutral H line)
Earth Exploration Satellite (Passive)
Space Research (Passive)
Space Operation (Downlink)
Space Operation (Downlink)
Earth Exploration Satellite
Space Operation (Downlink)
l_aritimeMobile Satellite (Downlink)
Earth Exploration Satellite (Downlink)
Maritime Mobile Satellite (Dc_nlink)
Mobile Satellite (Downlink)
Aeronautical Mobile Satellite (Downlink)
Radionavigation Satellite (Downlink)
Maritime Mobile Satellite (Uplink)
Mobile Satellite (Uplink)
Aeronautical Mobile Satellite (Uplink)
Aeronautical Mobile Satellite (Uplink)
Radio Astronomy
Radio Astronomy
Space Research (Passive)
Radio Astronomy
Meteorological Satellite (Downlink)
Meteorological Satellite (Downlink)
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il Table 1.2
Frequency Allocations for Space Services (ITU, 1979)
(cont'd).
Frequency
(MHz) Services
,. 1700 - 1710
i 2110 - 2120
2290 - 2300
2500 - 2655
2655 - 2690
2690 - 2700
3400 - 3500
3500 - 3700
3700 - 4200
4202
4500 - 4800
4800 - 4990
4990 - 5000
5250 - 5255
5650 - 57Z5
5725 - 5850
5850 - 5925
Meteorological Satellite (Downlink)
Space Research (Deep Space Uplink,
Footnote 3707B)
Space Research (Deep Space Downlink)
Fixed Satellite (Oownlink)
Broadcasting Satellite
Fixed Satellite (Oownlink and Uplink)
Broadcasting Satellite
Earth Exploration Satellite (Passive)
Radio Astronor_
Space Research (Passive)
Earth
Radio
Space
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Exploration Satellite (Passive)
AstronoF_
Research (Pass-ire)
Satellite (Downlink)
Satellite (Downlink)
Satellite (bownlink)
Standard Frequency and Time (Downlink)
Fixed Satellite (Downlink)
Radio Astronm_
Radio Astronomy
Space Research (Passive)
Space Research
Space Research (Deep Space)
Fixed Satellite (Uplink)
Fixed Satellite (Uplink)
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Table 1,2 Frequency Allocations for Space Services (ITU, 1979)
(cont'd),
Frequency
(MHz) Services
5925 - 7025
6427
7125 - 7155
7145 - 7190
7145 - 7235
5925 - 7075
7250 - 7300
7300 - 7450
7450 - 7550
7550 - 7750
7900 - 7975
7975 - 8025
8025 - 8175
8175 - 8215
8215 - 8400
8400 - 8500
Fixed Satellite (Uplink)
Standard Frequency and Time (Uplink)
Space Operation (Uplink, Footnote 3762A)
Space Research (Deep Space only, Footnote 3763)
Space Research (Uplink, Footnote 3763)
Fixed Satellite (Uplink)
Fixed Satellite (Downllnk)
Fixed Satellite (Downlink)
Fixed Satellite (Downlink)
Meteorological Satellite (Downlink)
Fixed Satellite (Downlink)
Fixed Satellite (Uplink)
Fixed Satellite (Uplink)
Fixed Satellite (Uplink)
Earth Exploration Satellite (Downlink)
Earth Exploration Satellite (Downlink)
Fixed Satellite (Uplink)
Meteorological Satellite (Downlink)
Earth Exploration Satellite (Downlink)
Fixed Satellite (Uplink)
Space Research (Deep Space Downlink)
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space research, involving the use of telemetry for transmitting data to the
Farth, and space operations, including the functions of tracking and com-
_nand. Tllefrequency ranges of 2110 to 2120 MHz, 2290 and 2300 MHz, 5650 to
5725 MHz, ((rid8400 and 8500 MHz are listed as being for deep-space research.
The proposed satellite power system (SPS) for collecting solar energy and
transmitting it to the Earth would utilize 2450 Mllz, according to present
plans, for space-to-earth transmission.
Tile806 890 MHz band which is used for land mobile service is being
considered for Mobile Satellite services, lhese would be coi_patible with
terrestrial land _obile service and would allow vehicles in remote areas to
com_unicate-by satelllte.
Still lower frequencies, including prominently some in the 136-150 MHz
range, are also assigned for space research and operation and for meteor-
ological, radio navigation, earth exploration, mobile, standard time and
frequency, and amateur satellite service. A_teur satellite service has
assigned frequencies as low as 7 MHz.
Some of the services listed in Table 1.2, including radio astronomy,
operate passively, which means that they record signals of natural origin
which have followed earth-space paths and do not utilize l_nmade transmis-
sions.
A listing or log of operational and planned geostationary satellites, by
longitude, has been provided by Morgan (1980).
1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE
Earth-space paths traverse both the Earth's troposphere and ionosphere,
and the characteristics of these atmospheric regions are thus pertinent to
satellite communications.
Troposphere
Temperature decreases with increasing altitude in the troposphere on the
average, but temperature inversion layers provide exceptions to this general
_.-14
characteristic. Theheight of the tropospherevaries but extendsto about
10kmover the poles and 16 kl_over the equator. Theupper limit of th(
troposphereis knownas the tropopause. A plot of atmospherictemporature
versusaltitude is _hnwnin Fig_ Io3.
Atmosphericpressuretendsto decreasexponentlallyin accordancewith
P = Poe-h/H (1.18)
whereh is the height abovea referencelevel wherethe pressureis Po' The
Scaleheight H, however,is not a constantas it is a function of temperature
T, the averagemassm of the moleculespresent, and the accelerationof
gravity g as indicatedby
kTH= -- (I.19)
mg
wherek is Boltzmann'sconstant.
Therate of changeof temperaturewith altitude in a dry atmospherein an
adiabaticstate involving no input or loss of heatenergyis givenbydT/dh=
-9.8°C/km. Thedry adiabatic rate of changeof temperaturewith height is of
interest becausethe stability or instability of the atmosphereis determined
in large part by the relative valuesof the actual rate of changeof tempera-
ture with altitude andthedry adiabaticrate of change.
if the actual lapserate of the atmosphere(rate of decreaseof tempera-
ture with altitude) is 9.8°C/km,a parcel of air that is originally in equi-
librium with its surroundingsand which is then movedupwardsor downwards
will tend to remainin equilibrium, at the same temperature as its surround-
ings. ?he parcel of air will then not be subject to any restraining or
accelerating for(:e. Such a lapse rate of temperature is referred to as
neutral. If the actual lapse rate of the atmosphere is greater than 9.B°C/km,
a rising parcel of air will tend to cool only at the adiabatic rate and be
warmer than its surroundings. As a result it will be lighter than the air
around it and will be accelerated still further upwards. The air in this
condition is unstable. If the lapse rate is less than 9.8°C/km, a parcel
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Figure 1.3. Atmospheric temperature versus altitude (values from U.S. Standard
Atmosphere, 1976).
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llmved upwards would tend to cool at the adiabatic rate and be cooler than its
surroundings. Thus, it would be subject to a force that inhibits vertical
iflotion. Such a lapse rate, less than 9.8°C/kin,is a stable lapse rate.
In an inversion layer temperature increases with altitude, and such a
layer is highly stable. All vertical motions are strongly inhibited in an
inversion layer, and pollution emitted below the layer tends to be confined
below it. Also, if a source of water vapor exists below an inversion layer,
it tends to be confined below the layer, with the result that large decreases
in index of refraction may be encountered in upward passage through an inver-
sion layer. Thus the occurrence of inversion layers may have a_ important
effect on low-angle.eartb-space__commun.ication.paths(Secs. 3.2 and 3.3).
/.
Inversions tend to develop at night and in the winter, especially under
conditions of clear sky as in the desert at night and in the arctic and sub-
arctic in winter. Inversions may also form when warm air blows over a cool
surface such-as an ocean surface. Subsiding air is another cause of inver-
sions, and this type of inversion is common because descending air is asso-
ciated with developing or semipermanent anticyclones. The Pacific coast of
the United States lies along the eastern edge of a semipermanent anticyclone
that forms in the Pacific; this occurrence is a major factor in causing the
pollution problems of the Los Angeles area.
Model atmospheres have been developed to present the best available esti-
mates of the average values of pressure, density, temperature, and other pa..
rameters. One such _odel atmosphere is the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (1976).
Temperature tends to decrease on the average at a rate of about 6.S°C/km,
which is less than the dry adiabatic rate. When rainfall occurs at the
Earth's surface a transition to ice and snow particles tends to occur at the
height _here the O°C isotherm is reached. Water drops cause much higller
attenuation than do ice particles and snow, so the 0% isotherm marks the
upper boundary of the region where most attentuation due to precipitation
occurs.
A characteristic pattern of winds develops in the troposphere and is
considered further in the following section (Sec. 1.4), where the natural
regions of the Earth are listed.
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Above the troposphere temperature increases with height, to a maximum
near 59 kin, as a result of the absorption of solar ultraviolet radiation by
ozone (Fig. 1.3). This region of increasing temperature with height is known
as the stratosphere. The inesosphere, a region of decreasing temperature witll
height, occurs above tile stratosphere and ex_ends to about 85 km. Above 85 km
is the th,.,rlnosphere, in which temperature again increases with height as a
result nf the dissociation of atmosphere gases by solar ultraviolet radid-
tion, Above 300 km temperatures change little with height for a considerable
distance. Below about i00 km temperature varies little with time, but temper-
aturc above 120 km may vary by nearly a factor of 3 to i, being highest in the
daytime near the peak ef the ll-year sunspot cycle,
The characteristi,; of th_ thermosphere of most importance to satellite
c_nmunications is not the temperature structure itself but the ionization that
occurs there. On the basis of the ionization, the region is known as the
ionosphere. Actually the ionosphere commences at an altitude near 60 km, so
it includes par_ of the ;,_sosphereas well as the thermosphere.
lonoshep__
The i,}:1ospherextends from about 60 km to a not very well defined upper
limit of about 500 to 2000 km above the Earth's surface. As geostationary
satellites operate at an altitude of about 35,785 kin,transmission to and from
these satellites pass through the entire ionosphere. The ionosphere, which is
ionized by solar radiation in the ultraviolet an_ X-ray frequency ranges, is
an ionized gas or plasma cGF,taini_)g free electrons and positive ions such as
to be electrlcally neutrai. Only a fraction of the molecules are ionized, and
l_.rgenumbcr._of neutral molecules are also present. It is the free electrons
that affect electromagnetic wave propagatio_,in the frequency range considered
in this report (100 MHz to 10 GHz).
Bucause differe(_t portions of _he solar spectrum are absorbed at dif-
ferent altitudes, the ionosphere consists of several layers or regions. The
layers are not silarply defineo, distinct layers, and the transition from one
to the other is generally gradual with no very pronounced minimum in electron
1-18
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concentration in between. Representative plots of electron density versus
height are shown in Fig, 1.4, Two good sources for further information about
the characteristics of tile ionospherc have been provided by Rishbeth and
Garriott (1969) and Ratcliffe (1969),
DR____Sg_to__n
The D region, the lowest of the ionospheric regions, extends front
approximately 50 to 90 km witil the maximum electron concentration of about
I09/m3 occurring between 75 and 80 km in the daytime. At night electron con-
centrations throughout the D region drop to vanishingly small values.
As electron concentrations in the O region are very low it tends to have
little effect on high-frequency waves. However, attenuation in the ionosphere
occur_ mainly through collisions of electrons with neutral part"cles, and as
the D region is at a low altitude many neutral atoms and molecules are present
and the collision Frequency of electrons is high. Thus, transmissions in the
At_-_r'oadcastband are highly attenuated in the daytime in the D region, but
distant reception improves at night when the D-region disappears.
The E region extends from about 90 to 140 km, and the peak electron con-
centration occurs between about 100 and 110 km. Electron densities in the E
region vary with the 11-year sunspot cycle and may be about I011/m3 at noon at
the minimum of the solar cycle and about 50 percent greater at the peak of the
cycle_ Electron concentrations drop by a factor of about 100 at night.
Intense electrical r.rrents flow in the equatorial and auroral ionospheres at
E-region altitudes, these currents being known as equatorial and auroral
electrojets. Radio waves are scattered from electron density structure
associated with the electrojets at frequencies up to more than 1000 MHz.
Backscatter echoes from the auroral electrojets are a manifestation of radio
aurora. The phenomenon of sporadic E, thin, sporadic, often discontinuous
layers of intense ionization, occurs in the E region, at times with electron
densities well above I012/m3. The E layer can be useful for communications,
as HF waves may be reflected from the E layer at frequencies which are a
function of the time of day and period of the sunspot cycle. By causing
interference between VHF stations, sporadic E tends to be a nuisance.
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Figure 1.4. Electron density distributions at the extremes of the
sunspot cycle (from Hanson, W.B., "Structure of the Ionosphere"
in Johnson, F.S. (ed.),Satellite Environment Handbook, Stanford
Univer.ity Press, 1965).
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The F regiorl has the highest electron densities of the ionosphere
regions, it soi_ti_es consists of two parts, the FI and F2 layers, The F]
layer largely disappears at night but has peak electron densities of about
2.5 x I011/m3 at noon at the minimu_l_of the solar cycle and 4 x lOI1/m3 at
nooFfat the maximum of so'(arcycle. The F2 layer has the highest peak elec-
tron densities of any Ionospheric region and the electron densities there
rm_ain higher at night than in other regions. The peak electron density is in
the 200- to 400-kin height range and may be between about 5 x loll/m3 and
2 x I012/m3 in the daytime aqd between i x i011/m3 and 4 x 1011/m3 at night.
Reflection from the F2 layer is the major factor in HF communications which
formerly handled a large fraction of long-distance, especially transoceanic,
communications.
P1asmasphere and.Magnetosphere
The upper limit of the ionosphere is not precisely defined but for the
purposes of space communications may be taken to be 2000 km, the being the
upper limit for significant F-araday rotation as <iiscussed in Se_, 2.2. Above
the ionosphere is the plasm_sphere or protonosphere, which has an electron
content of about 10 percent of the ionospheric content in the daytime and up
to 50 percent of the ionosphe_-iccontent at night, as defined along ar_earth-
space path.
The Earth's magnetic field is conFin_l inside an elongated cavity in the
solar wind, that extends to about 10 earth radii in the direction towards the
sun and has a long tail extending to about 60 earth radii or farther in the
opposite direction. The boundary of this cavity is kraownas the magnetopause,
and the region inside the boundary, above the ionosphere, is known as the
magnetosphere. The magnetosphere can be defined as the region in which the
Earth's field dominates the motion of charged particles, in contrast to the
ionosphere where collisions play a major role. The Van Allen radiation belts,
discovered in 1958 by use of Explorer l, are in the magnetosphere. The
plasma_phere, usually considerd to be above the ionosphere (or above 2000 km),
is below the Van Allen belts and is the lowest region of the magnetosphere.
The plasmasphere is bounded on the upper side at about 4 earth radii at Lhe
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equator by the plasmasphere where the plasma density drops by a factor of 10
to 100 or from about I08/m3 to I06/m3. The region above the plasmasph_re is
known as the plasmatrough.
Irregularities and Disturbed Conditions
A brief aescription has been provided of the ionospheric layers. Con-
sideration of the ionosphere can be conveniently separated into the quiet
ionospheric layers and their formation and ionospheric disturbances and
irregularities, as occur at times of magnetic storms and essentially every
night or day to some degree in the auroral and equatorial ionospheres. Both
.......propagation in the quiet ionosphere and the effects of disturbances and
irregularities are considered in the following Chap. 2.
i
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1.4 NATURAL REGIONS OF THE EARTH, A GLOBAL VIEW OF PROPA_TION EFFECTS
The uneven heating of the Earth's surface by the Sun, the rotation of the
Earth and the consequent Coriolis force, and surface features of the Earth
determine a characteristic pattern of wind over the Earth. See, for example,
a text on meteorolo_ such as that by Donn (1975), p. 238. In good measure II
because of this pattern, corresponding characteristic patterns of climate,
ecosystems, vegetation, tropospheFic refractivity (Sec. 3.1), and rainfall
(Chap. 4) also occur over the surface of the Earth. The living portions of
ecosystems are referred to as biotic communities, and the major terrestrial
biotic communities are known as biomes. A generalized pattern indicating the
distribution of biomes over a theoretical flat continent corresponding roughly
to a combination of North and South America or Eurasia and Africa is shown in
Fig. 1.5, adapted from Trewarth (1968), and the numbered blomes of the flgur_--
are named and their locations are listed in Table 1.3. It can be seen that
the names of the blomes represent the dominant type of vegetation (e.g.,
coniferous forest, grassland, desert) and are quite familiar. For most
practical purposes the biomes can be referred to simply as natural regions.
Many variations of such classifications exist, and local or regional condi-
tions may cause departures from generalized distributions but the natural
regions do occur in a regular way over the Earth. Regions of chaparral and
Mediterranean climate (No. g in Fig, 1.5), for example, occur in similar
locations in North and South America (Ca'iifornia and Chile), Europe and
northernAfrica, southernAfrica, andAustralia, in generalagreementwith the
schemeof Fig. 1.5. Thebiomesof Fig. 1.5 correspondto the well-known
Koppensystemfor classifying climate (Trewartha,1968),but his letter desig-
nationsandterminologyhavenot beenusedin the figure. Mapsof the natural
regionsof all the continents are includedin the Aldine University Atlas
(Fullard and Darley, 1969). The classification in Table 1.3, having been
devised for biotic communities, does not include the surface areas consisting
essentially of only ice and snow that occur in the Arctic and Antarctic.
The _.limatological, ecological, and geographical characteristics of a
region a,'e closely related and are pertinent to satellite communications
within the region. Areas of tropical rainforest, for example, (the forests
t)_fnselves are disappearing rapidly) can be expected to have heavy rainfall
and a high atmospheric vapor content. The Arctic, on the other hand, has low
precipitation and low values of water vapor. Some of the characteristics of
the natural regions that may affect telecommunications are listed in Table 1.3
along with the names and locations of the regions.
A global_model for estimating rainfall statistics has been developed and
is discussed in Sec. 4.3.3, where rain rate regions are show)_in Figs. 4.8,
4.9 and 4.10. Having this statistical model of rainfall allows formulating
so a model of attentuation due to rainfall. To aid incomparing the natural
regions listed in Table 1.3 and the rain rate regions of Figs. 4.8 - 4.10, the
letter designations of the rain rate regions are included in Table 1.3, when-
ever a close correspondence occurs, in parentheses after the numbers assigned
to the natural regions. Worldwide map_ or tables are also available showing
atmospheric water vapor content and features of the index of refraction, n, of
the _rth's atmosphere, including surface values, an (the decrease in n in the
2 [(nI - n2)2 where nI and n? are indices of refraction atfirst I km), and Cn
points located I m apart]. These parameters are discussed in Secs. 3.1 and
3.2.
The rain-rate classifications of Sec. 4.3 and the available data on index
_f refraction, etc., are not very detailed, however, and advantage should be
taken of any more detailed in?ormation that may be available about the climate
and related characteristics of a potential site for an earth station. Lar_(
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Figure 1.5. Generalized distribution of major natural regions (adapted from
Trewartha, G.T., An Introduction to Climate, McGraw-Hill,
1968). The numbers correspond to the entrles of Table 1.3.
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Table 1.3 The Major Natural Regions, their Locations, and Characteristics
Pertinent to Telecommunications.
Natural Region Characteristics
i. (A)
2. (B)
Tundra
Circumpolar (Arctic)
Northern coniferous
forest (taiga, boreal
forest)
Circumpolar,-south of
the tundra
Low atmospheric water vapor content, low
precipitation, but fog common in summer.
Polar-cap absorption.
Rather l_w _tmuspherlc water vapor content
and precipitation, winter temperature in-
versions and ice fog, the latter especially
in settlea areas (Fairbanks, Alaska).
Auroral absorption, scatter, and scintilla-
tion.
3. (C)
4.
.
6,
Temperate rain forest
(marine west coast
climate)
N. Pacific coast of
N. America (Alaska to
California), w. coast
New Zealand, Tasmania
and s.e. Australia,
s. Chile.
(D) Temperate deciduous
forest
Eastern N. America,
Europe, China, Japan,
e. coast of Australia
(E) Broad-leafed evergreen
subtropical forest
(humid subtropical
climate)
S.e.U.S., central and
s. Japan
(F) Temperate grasslands
and steppes
Interior regions of
N. America, e. Europe,
central and w. Asia,
Argentina, Australia
Moderately high-atmospheric water vapor
content, considerable rain and overcast,
but rain rates generally not extremely
high, drier in summer, amount of rainfall
influenced by location with respect to
mountains (Pacific Northwest).
Moderately high atmospheric water vapor
content, moderately high precipitation more
or less uniformly distributed throughout
year
High water vapor content, high rain rates
and high total precipitation, more or less
uniformly distributed throughout the year
in United States except higher in summer in
Florida.
Rather low water vapor content and total
precipitation but with some severe thunder-
storms and blizzards. Precipitation great-
est in early summer in Great Plains of
United States.
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OF POOR QUALI'i'Y
The M,_r,_IJ,_.,,o,1Doni_n, the,Jr locations, and Characteristics
Natural Region Characteristics
7. (G) Tropical savanna Alternating wet and dry seasons with cor-
responding variations in water vapor con-
Central Africa, C. and _ent (summer monsoon in India),
S. America (n. and s.
of Amazon basin),
n. Australia, s.e. Asia
8. Desert
,
S.w. and intermouHtair,
N. America; n., s.w., and
e. Africa; Mid East; cen-
tral Asia; Peru and
n. Chile; c. Australia
Mediterranean (chaparral,
etc.)
Mediterranean area,
California, central Chile,
Cape of Good Hope, s.w, and
s. Australia
i0. (H) Tropical forest
(a) Rainforest
Amazon basin,
Brazilian coast of
S. America,
C. America, Congo,
Niger, and Zambezi
basins of Africa;
Indonesia, Malaysia,
Borneo, New Guinea,
and Pacific islands.
(b) Scrub and deciduous
forest
C. and S. America,
Africa, Australia,
s. Asia
Low total rainfall and low water vapor con-
tent away fro_ coast but some intense rain-
storms in summer. (Maximum rain in the
summer with a secondary maximum in the win-
ter -in Arizona.) Deserts and mountains
having higher precipitation are found in
close proximity in western North America.
Some coastal areas have very high -water
vapor content (Persian Gulf). Drier desert
areas subject to temperature inversions at
night.
Moderate water vapor near coast, lower in-
land, winter rainy season, dry summers.
Strong and persistent temperature inver-
sions in summer and fall (southern Cali-
fornia).
Very high water vapor content and very high
precipitation throughout most of year in
rainforest areas, lower in scrub forests.
Equatorial ionospheric scatter and scintil-
lation.
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variations mn climate can occur on a local scale as well as on a global
scale. Rainfall on the west slope of the Olympic Mountains of the state of
Washington, for example, may be about 144 inches (12 feet) per year, whereas
in the rain shadow on the northeast side of the mountains rainfall max total
only about 16 inches.
The auroral and equatorial ionospheres exhibit irregularities and dis-
turbed conditions more extensively than other regions. Magnetic latitude is
the major detemlining factor in the case of the_orlosphere, but it corresponds
sufficiently closely to geographic latitude that Table 1.3 includes references
to ionospheric characteristics for regions i, 2, and i0.
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@CHAPTER 2
IONOSPIIERIC EFFECTS
2.1 PROPAGATION IN HOMOGENEOUS PLASMAS
This chapter includes a brief treatment of ionospheric propagation. The
reader interested in a Imre thorough analysis of this large and interesting
subject is referred to references by Budden (1961), Davies (1965, 1969), Kelso
(1964), and Ratcliffe (1972). An elementary treatment starting with Maxwell's
equations is included in the text by Flock (1979).
2.1.1 CharactE'istic Waves
The Earth's ionosphere is a partially ionized-gas or plasma which is
rendered anisotropic by the presence of the Earth's magnetic field. The con-
cept of characteristic waves -is important iblconsidering the propagation of
electromagnetic waves in such a medium. These are the waves which propagate
without changing their polarization, by which reference is made-to whether a
wave is linearly, circularly, or elliptically polarized and, in the case of
linear polarization, to the direction of the electric fie]_L intensity vector
of the wave-(e.g, vertical, horizontal, or at an angle between vertical and
horizontal). Changing from linear to elliptical polarization, for example,
constitutes a change in polarization, and changing the direction of linear
polarization also constitutes a change in polarization.
The nature of the characteristic waves that propagate in an anisotropic
plasma such as the Earth's ionosphere can be determined by the application of
Maxwell's equations. It develops that there are two characteristic waves and
that the parameters of the characteristic waves depend upon the direction of
propagation with respec___to.__h_ £ar_th£__magnetic field (the angle eB of
Fig. 2.1 ).
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Figure 2.1. Coordinate system for considering propagation at an angle 0B fret1
the direction of the Earth's magnetlc field B. The quantity _is
a vector indicating the direction of propagation of the wave.
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Parall el Prop,,a_ation
For propagation parallel to the Earth's field B (OB = 0°) in the lossless
case the two characteristic waves are left and right circularly polarized and
have indices of refraction nz and n r given by
2
2 _P
= K = i - (2.1)
n _ _(_+ _B) _
and
2
2 Wp
: K = i - {2.2)
nr r _ _B)
K_ and Kr are the relative dielectric constants for the left and right circu-
larly polarized waves. _ is the angular frequency of the wave and equals 2xf
where f is frequency in Hz. _ is the angular gyro frequency of the electrons
in the plasma and is given by
="mqB {2.3)
where B is the Earth's magnetic field in Wb/m2, q = -e : -i.6022 x 10-19 C is
t_e charge of _he electron, and m is the mass of the electron (9.1096 x 10"31
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kg). _The_Earth's field is roughly that of a magnetic dipole, inclined l)y
about 120 with respect to the rotational axis, for which the field decreases
as the cube of the radius or--dlstance from the center-x)f the Earth. Figure
2.2 shows field values given by a dipole model. Other more accurate models
take into accuunt the observed departure of the Earth's field from that of a
dipole. It must be recognized that the Earth's field changes with time and
that a model developed for a certain period of time will not give the most
accurate results for a later period. Emphasis was originally given to model-
ing the Earth's surface-fleld, but for-earth-space paths field values may be
needed for a r.ange of altitudes. The Environmental Data Service (1976) of
NOAA, Boulder, Colorado can supply values of the Earth's magnetic field by
making use of several mathenatical models and has prepared a leaflet describ-
ing their services of this type. The World Data Center A for Rockets and
Satellites, Code 601, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771
can supply information about computer programs for synthesizing field values.
Coefficients for expansion of the International Geomagnetic Reference Field in
_pherical harmonics are given in the May 1982 issue of Geophysics (Peddie,
1982). This model of the Earth's geomagnetic field was developed by a working
group of IAGA (The International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy). A
special issue of the Journal of Geomagnetism and Geoelectricity is scheduled
to be devoted to the Earth's field but is not yet available at the time of
writing. A computer algorithm for synthesizing the geomagnetic field has been
prepared by Malin and Barraclough (1981).
2
_p is-the angular plasma frequency squared and can beThe quantity
calculated from
2 _ Nq2
- _ (2.4)
p m_
o
N is electron density (el/m3) and _o is the electric permittivity of empty
space (8.854 x 10"12 F/m). For practical calculations using Eqs. (2.1) and
(2.2) it may be convenient, to convert from angular frequency to frequency in
MHz for'propagation at HF and higher frequencies. For this purpose
(fB)MHz: 2.7992 x 104 B ~ 2.8 x 104 B (2.5)
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Figure 2.2. Total intensityof tl_.Earth's magnetic field as a function of
altitude and dipole Latitude,a_uming an oearth-centeredipole
of magneticmomentM 7.95 x i0_ gauss cm° (afterSmith, 1974).
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with f) in Wb/_, or (fB)MHz = 2.8 B with II in gauss. Also
(f) = B.978B x _0"_ /_
p MHz
(z.6)
with N the number of electrons per m3. Then
11Z
(2.7)
and
't1
nr: i- f_'--_"TJ (2.8)
A right circularly polarized wave has an electric field intensity vector
of constant length that rotates with angular v:locity m in the right circular
direction, which c_n be defined by the direction of the fingers of the right
hand, if they are imagined to circle the thumb when the thumb points in the
direction of propagation. A left circularly polarized wave rotates in the
opposite direction.
Perpendicular Propagation
For propagation perpendicular to the magnetic Field (oB = 900 ) one
characteristic wave has its electric field intensity vector directed_along the
z axis of Fig. 2.1. The electric field in this case imparts-a veloclty-to the
free electrons in the z direction, with the result that the electrons are
unaffected by the magnetic field, as no magnetic force is exerted on charged
particles having velocities parallel to the magnetic field. The index of
refraction no for this case is given by
2 f2
2 pn =I- =I -
o
(z.9)
Z-5
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which is also the value for the case of no magnetic field. The suhscr-ii_t n
stands for ordinary; traditionally this wave has been called the ordinary wave
as it Is,unaffected by the magnetic field. If the electric field intensity is
in the y direction in Fi(}. ?.l {or In general perpendicular to B), the situ-.
atiun is somewhat more complicated, in this case, the index of refraction nx
is given by
KK
2 .. .t r
n ....... ° (2.1o)
x K
i
where
2
K_ = I " -T--'_
CO (_)B
This wave is referred to as the extraordinary wave. The two characteristic
waves for propagation perpendicular to the magnetic field are linearly polar-
ized in the plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation,- but it
develops that for the extraordinary wave there is a component of electric
field intensity in the direction of propagation (_-he x direction if the trans-
verse component is in the y direction) as well.
2.1.2 Role of Index of Refraction
The index of refraction of an electromagnetic wave is by definition the
ratio of c : 3 x 108 m/s,-the velocity of an electromagnetic wave in empty
space, to Vp, the phase velocIty of the wave in quest_o_ in the medium under
consideration. (A more precise value of c is 2.9979 x ).08m/s.) Thus
c
v
P
The phase constant 3 of an el_ctromagnetic wave gives the phase lag of the
wave with distance when used in
E = Eo e"j_z (2.12)
for the case-of a wave propagating in the z direction and having an electric
field intensity Eo at a reference position where z = O. B can be expressed in
several ways as shown in Eq. 2.13, namely
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P ............x v _on (2.13)
P
where k is waveler.gth and _o is the phase constant for empty space. It can be
seen that the two characteristic waves, for propagation either parallel or
perpendiLCE1ar to the magnetic field, have different values of index of refrac-
tiop. Thus they have different phase velocities, phase constants, and wave-
Iengths.
IF
LZ
_°.
Wr
2.1.3 Reflection and Refraction
Reflection
Examination of Eqs, (2.1), (2.2), (2.9) and (2.10) reveals that it is
possible for the index of refraction squared, or the relative dielectric
constant, to be negative and thus for tl_einde× of refraction itself to become
imaginary. The simplest case to consider is that of the ordinary-wave
(Eq. 2.9). For _ > _p, no is real but for _ < _p, no is imaginary. An
imaginary value of index of refraction determines that {3of Eq. (2.12) will be
imaginary and that, instead of a propagating wave as indicated by Eq. (2.12)
with _ real, an evanescent condition will occur with E = Eoe'_Z, when the -j{3
of Eq. (2.12) has become "J_o (-jlnI) = -_. The different possibilities are
summarized in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Characteristics of n and E(z) Corresponding to Different Relative
Values of _ and _p.
n E(z) -
> Wp real E : Eoe-J{_z
: _p 0 E : EO___-
< mp imaginary E : Eoe-_Z
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The condition E = Eoe'_z of Table 2.1 represents a field that attenuates
with z, but the attenuation in the evanescent case is not dissipative. In-
stead--i_--involves reflection and reversal of direction as suggested in
Fig, 2.3b. In Fig, 2.3 an increase of electron density with height in the
ionosphere is assumed. The frequency u is much greater than _,,pin Fig. 2.3a,
and the ray path is essentially unaffected by the ionosphere, whether the path
is vertical or oblique. In Fig. 2.3b the condition u <Up is reached in the-
vertical path shown and the ray is reflected. The illustration of Fig. 2.3b
IONOSPHEre:
Figure 2.3. Ionospheric ray paths.
a. u >> Up throughout the ionosphere.
b. The condition u _p is reached along the ray path.
c. Oblique-incidence path.
suggests the overall result, but the reflection process actually takes place
over a range of heights, consistent with E = Eoe'_z, rather than abruptly at a
particular level. Furthermore_ if the evanescent region is of limited extent
and E still has a signi£icant value at the far side of the region from the
source, then a wave of diminished but measurable 8mplitude will be launched
and will propagate beyond the evanescent region.
For the ordinary wave Up plays the role of a critical frequency with
propagation occurring for u > mp and not for u < _p. The situation is similar
to propagation in a metallic waveguide having a certain cutoff frequency fc'
In a waveguide propagation occurs for f > fc and an evanescent condition
2-8
occursfor f <fc" Anevanescentsectionof waveguide,however,canser_eas a
waveguide-below-cutoffattenuator. For the left andright circularly_ polar-
izedwaves,Eqs.(2.1) and(2.2) showthat the conditions,
_2p= _2 + _B and_2p=_2 _ _X_B'
respectively, separatepropagatingandnonpro_Kgp_a_gA__Lngre ionsfor the left and
right circularly polarizedwaves.
Theabovediscussionis idealized_in that dissipative attenuationdoes
occur to so_ degreein the ionosphereso that for _-> Up, E(z) --_--e._J_Ze" z
where• nowrepresentsdissipative attenuation involving the conversionof
electromagneticenergyinto heat. Theattenuationvaries as I/f 2 for fre-
quenciesabove30MHzandtends to be small for frequenciesusedon earth-
spacepaths. Thetopic of absorptiveor dissipative attenuationis treated in
Section2.7.
Refraction
In Figure 2.3c a ray is obliquely incident upon the ionosphere and is
shown to experience re_ection. In_this case _ is always greater than Up,
however, and while the overall result is usually viewed as reflection the
process is basically one of refraction. Applying Snell's law with the angle X
measured from the zenith and neglecting the earth's curvature
n sin x = no sin Xo
where Xo is the initial launch angle below the ionosphere and no, the index of
refraction of the troposphere, is essentially unity. At the highest point in
the path of Figure 2.3c the angle X is 900 . Therefore,_AJL_bts_point n = sin
xo. For the ordinary wave for which
n2 = i - (fp/f)2
with fp the plasma frequency and f the operating frequency
2-9
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2 2 (_)n = sin 7o _' i - (2,14)
from which cos xo = fp/f and
f = fp sec xo (2.15)
This expression-gives the maximum frequency, f, which will be reflected, or
refracted, from or below a height where the plasma frequency is fp for a wave
having a launch angle of Xo. If fp is the peak value of the ionosphere then f
is the maximum usable frequency, in particular the maximum frequency that will
be reflected for a launch angle of xo.
The above case can be considered to be an extreme example of refrac-
tion. At the frequencies of-major interest in this handbook ionospheric
refraction will be of rather minor importance but will cause a slight bending
of a ray such that the apparent elevation angle or angle of arrival will be
higher than the geometric elevation angle. For satellites well above most of
the ionization the error in elevation angle _c)is given by
%#
.'_- ,
?
-,j,
(R+roSin eo)r0 cos o° a R
ao : --rad (2.16)
[hi(2ro+hi) + (r° sin 0o) 2] R
where 0o is the apparent elevation angle, hi is the height of the centroid of
the electron content along the path (normally_between 300 and 450 km), and AR
is the range error [Eq. (2.34)]. For suf_ficientlylow elevation angles or for
long ranges corresponding to geostationary satellites for which R > ro sin C6
COS _0
_0 _ AR rad - (2.17)
2hi
As AR, the range error, varies with time, the elevation angle error AO
also varies with time. Furthermore as AO is the diffe_ence-b_tween the true
and apparent elevation angles, the apparent elevation angle or direction of
arrival varies with time.
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These relations were developed by Millman and Reinsmith (1974). Klobuchar
(1978) reports that for a frequency of 1.6 GHz, a worst case elevation angle
of 50, and a TEC (total electron content) of 1019 electrons/m2, Ao will be 0.3
mr. Equation (2.34) shows the range error and therefore the refraction or ele-
vation angle to vary inversely with f2.
2.1.4 QL Approximation
Propagation can occur_a.tany angle OB_With respect to the magnetic field,
and analysis for the general case is more complex than for strictly parallel
or perpendicular propagation. The situation is considerably simpliffed, how-
ever, when the QL approximation is applicable. To state this approximation,
the com_n-practice of defining _D_/_2^ as X and _B/_ as Y. Usingwe use
F
these quantities, Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) take the forms
2 X (2.18)
nz = K = 1 - "I+ Y
and
2 X
n = K = i - ---- (2.19)
r r I-Y
Also defining Y cos 0B as YL and Y sin C)B as YT, the condition for the QL
approximation to apply is
4(i X)2 2 4
" YL >> YT
(2.20)
When this approximation applies the characteristic waves for propagation at an
angle ®B with respect to the magnetic field are circularly polarized, as they
are for oB = 0°, and their indices of refraction have the forms
2 X
n = K : I (2.21)
_ i + YL
and
2 X
n = K : i -_ (2.22)
r r 1 - YL
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2.1.5 Application to Space Communications
The value of X in Eq. (2.20) is a major factor in determining if the QL
approximation applies, and X is defined as _ZD/_Z. For space communications
r
u_tends to be high, X tends to be small, and the QL approximation tends to
apply, even for large values of oD. Thus the characteristic waves on earth-
space paths are normally left and right circularly polarized waves. Also
examination of Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) or (2.21) and (2.22) shows tb_t n_ and nr
have values only slightly l.essthan unity for large values of _ and that these
values approach closer to unity and to eacllother as _ increases_.Thus for
sufficiently large, n_ and nr are essentially unity, reflection does not
occur, and the effect of the ionosphere can be neglected. Such is the case
for frequencies above 10 GHz. Moving downward in frequency below 10 GHz,
however, one reaches frequencies for which--ionosphere effects are important,
even though n_ and nr may still not be far from unity.
In this section consideration is given to uniform or homogeneous media,
but the ionosphere is c_aracterized by various disturbances and irregularities
which also affect propagation and which are also most important for lower
frequencies. These irregularities and their effects are treated in Secs. 2.5,
2.6, and 2.?.
2.2 FARADAY ROTATION
Analysis of the propagation of a linearly polarized high-frequency wave
in the ionosphere shows that it experiences rotation of the plane of polariza-
tion such that a wave that is launched with vertical pclarization, for ex-
ample, does not remain vertical. Depending on the frequency, length of path
in the ionosphere, and orientation with respect to the Earth's magnetic field
the amount of rotation may vary from a negligible amount to amounts in excess
of 3600 to many complete rotations. The basis for _uch rotation, known as -
Faraday rotation, is that a linearly polarized wave consists of left and right
circularly polarized components which have different indices of refraction.
That a linearly polarized wave can be separated into left and right
circularly polarized components, or formed by combining the circular com-
ponents, can be visualized with the aid of Fig. 2.4.
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Consider that EZ and Er are the electric field intensity vectors of left
and right circularly polarized waves. Small auxiliary arrows are used to
indicate the direction of rotation for'Ezand Er for a rlght-handed coordinate
system with z, the direction of propagation, extending out of the plane of the
paper. EZ and Er are the circularly polarized components of a linearly polar-
ized wave having its electric field intensity in the x direction. Figure 2.4a
shows an instant when EZ and Er both also l-re-along the x axis, and Fig.
2.4b shows conditions an instant later. It can be recognized that as the two
" --_ctors rotate their projections on the y axis cancel and the sum of their
projections on the x axis provide co_inusoidal
E, with E always lying along the x axis.
soidally, E_and Er maintain constant lengths.
Y
I E2-
_-- _ X
I Er E
(Q)
variation of the amplitude of
Note that as E varies cosinu-
Y
E£
(b)
Figure 2.4. Illustration suggesting how circularly polarized waves combine to
form a linearly polarized wave.
As the vectors EZ and Er propagate in the z direction, they continue to
rotate with angular velocity _ in their respective directions but the phases
of the rotations lag in accordance with the factors e'J_ z and e'JBrz. The
indices nz and nr have different values and therefore BZ and Br have different
values, in accordance with Eq. (2.13). Thus after propagating a distance z,
the rotations are no longer symmetrical about th_x axis, and the direction of
the linearly polarized wave no longer lies along the x axis but at an angle ¢
from the original x axis where
_z - Brz
¢ - 2 (2.23)
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for the case of a uniform ionosphere. The parameter Ha.is larger than (_rbut
its lag in phase of rotation is in tileright circular direction, Thus, Fi_).
2.5 shows a possible conditlon after propagation thr.ough some--distance z,
namely rotation of- E through an angle @ in the right circular direction.
Y
r
Figure 2.5. Faraday rotation through an angle , from the conditions of Fig.
2.4.
Consider now propagation at an angle c)B with respect to the magnetic
field when the QL approximation applies. For sufficiently high frequencies,
the calculation of rotation can be simplified by noting that
_" _r (3o(nk" nr) (30 F( X _/2
: _ _--_ [ 1 I +'YJ
~_o I X=-_- 1 - 2(i + YL) - I + 2(I YL : T _ItY_ (2.24)
The electron density and magnetic field along the path will in general not be
uniform but tota'_rotation can be determined by first defining the differen-
tial rotation d¢ in an increment of path length dZ and then integrating along
the length of the path. Thus
_o
d@ = T XYLd_ tad (2.25)
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and,usingthe definitions of X andYL, the total rotation ¢ in radiansalong
a pathi_ givenby
3
¢ - e22 f NBcos 0Bd_ rad (2.26)2c_-m
o
wheree = 1.6022x 10"19, m= 9.1096x I0"31, c = 3 x 108,_o= 8.854x 10"12,
and_ = 2xf. Also
2.36 x 104
¢ - f2 i NB cos OB d_
rad (2.27)
with f in Hz and all quantities in S_ .Jnits(N/m3 and B, the earth's field, in
Wb/m2).
The total rotation can be seen to vary inversely with f2 and to be pro-
portional to-the integral of electron density, weighted by the value of B cos
0B along the path. If it is desired to carry out integration in the vertical
direction_ letting d_ = dh, but the path is a slant path, a factor sec x can
be introduced inside the integral in Eq. (2.27)_ where X is the zenith angle
or angle of the path measured from the vertical. B decreases as the cube of
radius and has very low values above about 2000 kin,and Faraday rotation ic-
insensitive to ionization above that level. Thus, Faraday rotation measure-
ments of signals from geostationary satellites provide a measure of ionos-
pheric total electron content but not of total electron content along the
entire path to a satellite. The region above the ionosphere, above about 2000
km_ may have an electron content that is about 10 percent of the electron.
content of the ionosphere in the daytime and 50 percent at night (Davies,
Hartmann, and Leitinger, 1977).
For some situations, it is sufficiently accurate to replace B cos 0B in
Eq. (2.27) by an average value, namely EL and take it outside the integral.
The expression for the Faraday rotation angle @ then becomes
-"(L J
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2.36x 104 P. 36x 106BLTEC
_t
_.
%- ,
'i
.] --"
where
BL = _ NB cos C)B dZ
_Nd_
and TEC stands for the total ionospheric elect_-_)ncontent along the path.
Equation (2.28) can be i_n_e_tedto find TEC by use of
Of2
TEC : (2._9)
2.36 x I06 _L
On a fixed path, when the above procedure is applicable, the amount of Faraday
rotation depends on the TEC, which exhibits a pronounced diurnal variation as
well as a variation with the season, solar flare activAty, and period of the
solar cycle. When the form of the variation of electron density with altitude
changes, however, the value of l_L may change also,
A practical consequence of Faraday rotation is that, in the frequency
range where Faraday rotation-is significant, one cannot transmit using one
linear polarization and receive using an antenna with the same linear polari-
zation without a high probability of a polarization loss which may be ser-
ious. Among the techniques for__voiding or dealfng with the problem are to
use a sufficiently high frequency for which Faraday rotation is negligible, to
use a receiving antenna that can accept both orthogonal linear polarizations
so that no polarization-loss occurs, and to use circular rather than linear
polarization. As a ri._t or-left circularly polarized wave is a character-
istic wave, it does not change polarization as it propagates and thus preser.ts
no problem, as long as both transmitting and receiving antennas are designed
for circular polar-tza_ion. Another possibility, if Faraday rotation is not
too great or highly variable, is to vary the orientation of a linear transmit-
ting or receiving antenna to compensate for the Faraday rotation expected
along the path, as a function of time of day, season, and period of the
sunspot cycle.
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As Faraday rotation and group delay and other topics of the following
Sec. 2.3 are all functions of electron content along the path, numerical
illustrations of Faraday rotation are deferred until Sec. 2.4 which deals with
electron content.
2.3 GROUP DELAY, PHASE ADVANCE, DOPPLER FREQUENCY, AND BANDWIDTH COHERENCE
2.3.1 Group Delay
To consider ionospheric group delay at high frequencies, note that the
integral fn dXT evaluated along a path with n representing index of refrac.-
tion, gives th_ true distance along the path if n = I but gives a value P,
sometimes called-the ph_path length, which is different from the _:'ue
distance if n # I. Thus
P = f n d_ (2.30)
and AP the difference between P and the true length is given by
AP = _ (n - i) dZ (2.31)
Neglecti,_g refraction and considering that f > 100 MHz for which n2 ; i - X,
!i
f2
2 p. 80.6 N
n = I ---- 1 (2.32)
f2 f2
where N is electron density (el/m3) and f is frequency in Hz. Taking X as
being small compared to unity as Is the case for sufficiently high frequen-
cies, including f > 100 MHz.
X 40.3 N
n = 1 - _ = 1 f2 (2.33)
For group delay, however, one is concerned with the group veloci_cy rather than
phase velocity. As VgVp = c2 for ionospheric propagation when Vp > c, where
Vp is phase velocity and Vg is group velocity, one should use the group
refractive index, ng= i + X/2. The result is that
L_,::
it)
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40.3 N 40___:3 m (2,34)
where ^R-is a positive range error arKt is the difference between the true
range and that which-would be inferred by assuming a velocity of c. (The true
range is less than the Infle_e(L range.) Also, if the velocity c is assumed,
AR corresponds to an error in time or a time delay of
40.3 1.34 x 10-?
_t - cf2 i N d_ - f2 i N d_
s (2.35)
where _ N d_ is the total electron content (TEC) along the path (el/m2). If
the TEC is known or can be estimated closely, At can be determined from Eq.
{2.35),
Use of a second lower frequency allows determining _t and also TEC with-
out any advance information. Let
40.3 TEC
Atl = 2
cfI
where fl is the frequency of primary interest and
40,3 TEC --
At2 -
cf22
Then
6t - At2 - AtI : 40.3cTEC ( 21 21 )
f2 fl
It is now possible to solve for AtI which is given by
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(2.36)
,2
l'2
AtI = __-p-......... ) _,t
fx " f2
(2,37)
N<>t(.,that _t can be readily n_asured by sui.tab-lymodulating both carrier
fr(.,qu(,nciesbut At as used in Eq. (2,35) cannot be readily measured directly
for 'lackof a suitable reference signal.
For determining the TEC, one can use
2 2
6t c fl f2
TEC : (2.38)
40,3 2- 2
fl " f2
Equation (2,37) allows calculating at_Jcorrectimg for Atl, at the expense of
utilizing a second frequency. Such _ correction is imperta_t in the case of
satellite navigation systems such as the NAVSTAR Global Positioning System,
where it is desired to determine positions precisely. In particular, it_is-
desired to locate positions to an accuracy of a few meters, but if no allow-
ance is made an electron content of 1018 electrons/m2 can cause an error of
134 nanoseconds or 40 m in range at a frequency of 1 GHz (Klobuchar, 1978).
Another case where high accuracy is desired is that of the DSN (Deep
Space Ne_ork) of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, v(bereit is desired to deter-
mine ranges to satellites with a precision of 3 m. Coded signals are trans-
mitted to satellites at S band and retransmitted back to the station as X
band. Also for determining the declination angle of a spacecraft near zero
declination a range differencing procedure has been developed. This procedure
involves determining the difference in distance to the satellite from Gold......
stone, California and Canberra, Australia. Correction for time delays i_
essential to this procedure......
Equation (2.38), when applied to an earth-space path, gives the total
electron content along the entire path, i,l contrast--to Faraday rotation
measurements which gives the electron content of the ionosphere only.
Numerical values of time delay are given in Sec. 2.4.
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2.3,2 Phase Advance
The presence of the ionosphere advances the phase of a received signal
with respect to the value which would be recorded for propagation through
unionized air. _Equation (2.34) can be used to determine 6¢. the phase ad-
vance, by multiplying by the phase constant P = 2x/X = 2nf/c, Thus
40_3 {2xf)
A¢ - TEC
f2c
= 8.44 x 10-7 TEC rad (2.39)
f
Dividing by 2x gives the value of aO in cycles so that
1.34 x 10-7
A¢ - f TEC cycles
2.3.3 Doppler Frequency
Frequency and phase are related by
i de
f L.
2_ _t
(2.4o)
with f in Hz and ¢ in radians. ][he Doppler shift in frequency,
ponding to the phase change described in Eq. 12.39) is given by
fD : 2-_i_8"44fxi0"'/d(TEC)6,___.= 1.34 fx10-7 d(TEC)_t
fo, corres-
In terms of finite o_u_i_t_s, 'itbecomes
1.34 x 10-7 A(TEC) (2.41)
fD --:- f T
C
where the TEC changes by A(TEC) in the time interval or count time Tc ar,_fD
is the average value during Tc.
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2.3.4 Differenced Range versus Integrated Doppler (DRVID)
A technique known as differenced range versus integrated Doppler (DRVID)
has been developed at the Jet Propulsion t.abcu_a_ar_yfor obtaining information--
about changes in columnar electron content (TEC) (Callahan, i975). The basis
for the technique is the difference in group and phase_v_elocities, the group
velocity being less than c and the phase velocity being greater than c. In
tenns of index of refraction,
40.3 N 40.3 N
n : i +--and n : i ......
g f2 f2
where ng is the group index and n is the phase index, which i3 nomally what
one refers to when they speak of index of refraction. Total celumnar electron
content, TEC, and electron density, N, are related by TEC -- I Ndl, where the
integral is taken along the-path length.
The Deep Space Network of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has a system for
measuring range delay by the use of two-way transmissions of coded pulse
trains. For the time interval between to and t, this system providesa value
aRg which in general is a combination of a true change im range, R(t) - R(to)
and an apparent change in range represented by 40.3 A(TEC)/f 2. Thus
40.3 A(TEC)
aRg(t,t o) =R(t) - R(to) + f2 _ (2.42)
A similar expression applies for ARc (t, to), which is determined by a phase
or Doppler frequency measurement such that
40.3 A(TEC)
ARc (t,to) : R(t)_- R(to) - • f2
The difference ARg - ARc is designated as DRVID, which is given by
DRVID(t_ : ARg(t) - AR$(t) = 80.6 A(TEC) (2.44)
f2
where DRVID, aRg, and ARc all refer to values applying at a time t after to .
From Eq. (2.44), the change in total electron content A(TEC) can be determined
and if a series of consecutive measurements of this kind ._remaae, a record of
the variation of TEC can be constructed. Note that the absolute value of TEC
(2.43) -
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........can_not_be determined by this method but that the effects of motion of the
spacecraft and of the troposphere are cancelled out as ng and n are the same
for the troposphere.
The quantity ARc can be determined from
1 ARt
fD = _'-T---
o C
where Tc is the count time and equals t - to or alternatively from
(2.4_)
i At (2.46)fD = _T"
c
and
2x (2.47)
At = _- ARt
o
where A@ is the change in phase in the time Tc....Equation {2.46) has the.form
of Eq. (2.40) except that finite quantities A@ and Tc are used in place of d¢
and dt. The fD of Eqs. (2.45) and (2.46) is the average Doppler frequency in
the interval Tc. A limitation of the DRVID technique is that it tends to be
noisy and not readily adaptable to recording rapid scintillation (Sec, 2.6).
2.3.5 Bandwidth Coherence
Time delay and phase advance on ionospheric paths are functions of fre-
quency. The rate of change of time delay with frequency, or the time-delay
dispersion, is found by taking the derivative of Eq. (2.35) yielding
dt -80.6 -2.68 x 10-7 L2._4&)
- f N d_ = f3 TECdf cf3
The rate of change of phase angle with frequency or the phase-advance disper-
sion, is found by taking the derivative of Eq. {2.39) giving
d_¢¢: -8.44 x 10-7 TEC {2.49)
df f2
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The effect of dispersion is to tend to introduce distortion into wideband
signals. Note that all of the quantities of this Sec. 2.3 are closely related
and that the other quantities can all be determined from the group delay.
2.4 ELECTRON CONTENTS OF IONOSPHERE AND PLASMASPHERE AND THEIR EFFECTS
Faraday rotation measurements on .atellite to earth paths provide values
of the electron content of the ionosphere, and group delay measurements give
the total electron content (TEC) along the entire path. By taking the differ-
ence of the total and ionospheric values, the electr.oncontent of the plasmas-
phere or protonosphere is obtained. Most electron content data refer to
ionospheric values, but data for the plasmasphere as well have been reported
by Davies, Hartman, and Leitinger (1977), Klobuchar and Working Group (1978),
and Davies (1980).
The ionospheric TEC shows pronounced diurnal variations consistent with
the production of ionization by solar radiation in the daytime an(_the decay-
of ionization at night. Extreme values of the ionospheric TEC are given by
Klobuchar (1978) as-t016 el/m2 :{min) and 1019 el/m2 (max); CCIR Report 263-4
(CCIR, 1978) refers to 1018 el/m2 as a maximum zenith value. These values
apply to the electron content of a vertical column having a cross section of 1
m2 and extending_to a height ef about 2000 km. Representative curves showing
the diurnal variation of TEC for an invariant latitude of 540 are given in
Fig. 2.6. Invariant latitude equals cos -I (I/L)I/2 and refers to the magnetic
field line that-is at--a distance L, measured in earth radii; from the center
of the earth, at the magnetic equator.
One effect of the TEC is to produce group time delay. Plots showing
ionospheric time delay as a function of TEC and frequency are shown in Fig.
2.7 .....
_B
The results of utilizing a worldwide model of ionospheric TEC to deter-
mine time delay at a frequency of 1.6 GHz are shown in Fig. 2.8.
Typical values of Faraday rotation as a function of ionospheric TEC and
frequency for a northern mid-latitude station viewing a geostationary satel-
lite near the station meridian are shown in Fig. 2.9.
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Figures2.6 and 2.9 provide informationaboutthe diurnal variation of
TEC'andhowTECaffects grouptimedelayandFaradayrotation. Thedatashown
in these figures maybesufficient for somepurposes,but solar-cycle varia-
tions andionosphericdisturbancesandirregularities causevariations in TEC
that maybe importantin certain cases.
Table2-2, adaptedfromCCIRReport263-4anda draft revision of Report
565-1, gives a summaryof ionosphericeffects of frequenciesfrom100MHzto
10GHz. Includedare effects proportional to TEC(Faradayrotation, propaga-
t:Iondelay, anddispersion)andrefraction andabsorption.
7
Table 2.2 E,_timated maximum ionospheric effects in the United States for
elevation angles of about 30 degrees and one-way paths (derived
from Table VI, Report 263-4).
Frequency
Effect Dependence 100 MHz 300 MHz I GHz 3 GHz 10 GHz
Faraday I/f2 30 rot. 3.3 rot. 108o 120 i.1°
Rotation
Propagation I/f2 25 ps 2.8_s 0.25 _s 0.028-_s 0.0025 _s
delay
Refraction I/f2 <i0 <7' <0.6' <4.2" <0.36"
Variation in I/f2 20 min 2.2 min 12 sec 1.32 sec 0.12 sec
the direction of arc of arc of arc of arc of arc
of arrival
Absorptlon I/fx
(auroral and i<x<2
polar cap)
5 dB 1,1 dB 0.2 dB 0.04 dB 0.008 dB
Absorption I/f2 <i dB 0.i dB <0.01 dB 0.001dB <i0-4 dB
(mid latitu_e)
Dispersion I/f3 0.4 0.015 0.0004 1.5 x 4 x i0"7
ps/Hz ps/Hz ps/Hz 10-6 ps/ ps/Hz
Hz
L
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Figure 2.6. Diurnal variations In TEC, mean monthly curves for 1967 to 1973 as
obtained at Sagamore Hill, MA using 136 MHz signals from ATS-3
(after Hawkins and Klobuchar, 1974).
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Figure 2.8. lonospheric time delay in nanoseconds at a frequency of
1.6 GHz, based on the Bent model of ionospheric TEC
(after Klobuchar, 1978).
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2.5 XONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES AND IRREGULARITIES
2.5.1 Equatorial Ionosphere
Because of _ospheric solar and lunar tidal forces and heating by the
Sun, horizontal n',ovementsor winds-occur in -the ionosphere. As a result,
electric fields are developed by the dynamo affect, described by _ : v x _,
where E is electric field intensity, _ is the velocity of the charged part-
icles of the ionosphere, and B is the Earth;-s magnetic fieid___ (This is a
vector equation and F_ is perpendicular to both v and B.) The electric fields
in turn drive a current system -in the ionosphere which involves two systBns of
current loops in the daytime hemisphere, one in the northern hemisphere and
one in the southern hemisphere. The currents flow ceuntercluckwise in the
northern hemisphere and clockwise in the southern hemisphere so that the cur-
rents of both systems flow from west to east near the geomagnetic equator.
Furthermore, the conductivity of the ionosphere becomes high over a restricted
range of altitude in the E region. Atso,. the equatorial ionosphere is
situated favorably to intercept solar radiation, which is the main agent
causing ionization in the ionosphere. As a result of the factors mentioned, a
strong, concentrated current, known as the equatorial electrojet, flows at
heights near 110 km in the E-region of the equatorial ionosphere. Electron
density irregularities and variations associated with the electrojet cause
scattering of- electromagnetic-waves which are incident upon and propagate
through this region. Strong radar backscatter echoes are received from the
equatorial electrojet. The-Jicamarca Radar Observatory near Lima, Peru,
operating at a frequency near 50 MHz, has provided a large amount of informa-
tion concerning the equatorial ionosphere, It canrecord both discrete echoes
from E and D region irregularities and weak incoherent-scatter echoes from the
entire ionosphere (Evans, 1969; Farley, 1963; Balsley, 1969).
The occurrence of plasma bubbles. (McClure et al., 1977) has been an
object of investigation since Woodman and La Hoz (1976) reported the appear-
ance of rising plume-like structures, using the Jicamarca radar. The bubbles
typically have a width of 100 km and electron densities i to 2 orders of
magnitude less than the surrounding (Heron, 1980). Such bubbles are con-
sidered further in Sec. 2.6.
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2.5.2 Auroral Ionosphere
Energetic-partlcle precipitation into the auroral ionosphere causes the
visible aurora, excess ionization which attenuates and scatters radio waves,
and concentrated electr4cal currents known as auroral electrojets. The cur-
rents in turn cause characteristic variations in the geomagnetic field. These
phencm_ena occur in the form of an cval (Fig. 2.10) which surrounds but is
eccentric with respect to the E_rth's magnetic dip pole, with the oval center
displaced by about 30 toward the dark hemisphere (Akasofu, 196B). The oval is
fixed approximately with respect to the Sun, and the Earth rotates beneath the
oval. The term auroral zone is applied to the area that falls beneath the
midnight portion of the auroral oval, where auroral activity occurs essen-
tially every night to some degree.
lhe excess ionization occurs prominently in the E region and can be re-
garded-as a variety of sporadic E. Intense radar backscatter or radar auroral
echoes can be received at HF, VHF, and UHF frequencies_ The irregularities in
ionization are field aligned, having a considerable e_tent along the Earth's
magnetic field lines and a small extent perpendicular to the lines. The line
of sight to the echoing region must be close to perpendicular to the magnetic
field to receive VHF-UHF echoes, which must therefore occur at ranges of 500-
900 km in Alaska, An auroral radar facility at Ai_chorage,Alaska transmits
data to the NOAA-USAF Space Environment Services Center in Boulder,
Colorado. HF waves experience sufficient refraction in the auroral ionosphere
to achieve near-perpendicularity without being launched originally in the per-
pendicular direction.
An ionospheric trough, namely a region of reduced ionizations, separates
the auroral and mid-latitude iCnospl_eres. This trough appears to be linked by
magnetic field lines to the plasmapause of the magnetosphere (Sec. 1.3).
.... The riometer (relative ionospheric opacity meter) has been a valu'able
tool for studying the auroral and polar ionospheres. It operates typically at
a frequency of 30 MHz and, bj, recording the amplitude of cosmic noise,
monitors auroral and polar-cap activity and the associated attenuation exper- -
ienced-by radio waves propagating thruugh the auroral ionosphere. An inco-
herent scatter radar facility at Chatanlka, Alaska, near Fairbanks, has been
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Figure 2.10. The auroral oval (Akasofu, 1968).
in operation since about 1972 and has provided extremely valuable information
about the auroral ionosphere. (LeaAabrand et al., 1972; Baron, 1974; Hunsucker,
1974). Auroral absorption is consideredfurther in Sec. 2.7.
2.5.3 SID's and Ionospheric Storms _
The equatorial and auroral ionosphere are characterized by irregularities
and disturbed conditions, to some degree and subject to diurnal variations, on
a more or less continuous basis. The mid-latltude ionosphere exhibits less
activityand disturbance generally but is subject to the effects of solar-
flares and sporadic E. Auroral activity is also et_hancedby flare activity.
The effects of solar flares can be divided into the categories of simul-
taneous and delayed. The simultaneous effects result from the radiation of X-
rays from the flares. X-rays propagate with the velocity c, the velocity of
light. The simultaneous effects are known as sudden ionospheric disturbances
(SID's), a term which covers a variety of phenomena including SWF (shortwave
fadeout), SCNA (sudden cosmic noise absorption), SPA (sudden phase anomaly-)
and SFD (sudden frequency deviation). These effects tend to be important at HF
frequencies. SWF refers to a decrease in amplitude of radio-wave transmis-
sions, whereas SPA and SFD refer to variations in phase and frequency of
radio-wave transmissions. Phase ¢ and frequency f are related by
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and if a change in phase occurs, a corresponding change in the frequency of
the recorded signal also occurs. The change in frequency is similar to that
encountered in reflection from a moving object and the term Doppler frequency
is applied in both cases, Solar X-rays affect primarily the D region of the
ionosphere_
Delayed effects from solar flares are caused by particles which are
emitted-from the Sun and may take 20 to 40 or more l_oursto reach the Earth,
The particles cause magnetic and ionospheric storms (Rishbeth and Garriott,
1969), which can result in blackout of HF frequencies and also cause large
variations in phase and Doppler frequency. Ionospheric storms strongly affect
the F region of the ionosphere.
Magnetic storms are manifested by large irregular variations in the-
magnitude and direction of the Earth's magnetic field, as recorded by
magnetometers, and are accompanied by ionospheric storms that strongly affect
the F region of the ionosphere.
If it is not always possible to make a clear distinction between quiet
ionospheric condltions and the disturbed conditions of magnetic storms, Some
magnetic activity and associated ionospheric effects, especially tileTID's and
spread F discussed in the following subsection, tend to occur to some degree
nearly every night even in temperate latitudes,
2.5.4 Traveling lonospheric Disturbances and Spread F
Traveling ionospheric disturbances (TID's) propagate as acoustic-gravity
waves in._he Earth's ionosphere (Hines, 1974). These waves involve variations
in pressure and corresponding variations in electron density. Measurements of
the Faraday rotation of signals from satellites indicate a cyclical variation
in total electron content as TID's propagate through an earth-space path.
TID's frequently appear to originate in the auroral zone and to propagate
toward the equator, The condition of spread F is commonly associated with
TID's (Booker, 1979), Spread F manifests itself and was originally identified
on ionosonderecords, whichare madeby vertically pointin_.-r-adarsystems
whosefrequencyIs varied periodically fromabout0.5 to P.5MHz. Underquiet
ionosphericconditions, the traces onan ionosonderecordhavethe formshown
in Fig. 2.11_ In the ionogram,the vlrtual heightof reflection is plotted as
a function of frequency. The symbolsfo and fx in Fig. 2.11 stand for
penetration frequenciesof the ionosphericlayers (E, FI, and F2) for the
"ordinary" (unaffected_ magneticfield) and "extraordinary"waves. The
highest penetrationfrequencyshown,f_F2 is about7 MHz. Wavesat higiler
frequenciespassthroughthe ionospherewithout reflection. A mainpoint for
presentpurposesis that the traces are relatively clean and distinct, al-
thoughthoseof Fig. 2.11havebeenredrawnto provideadditional clarity.
WhenspreadF occurs, the trace for the F region is brokenup iFLtoa
multiplicity of separatetraces. SpreadF has beendivided into two main
types, whichare rangespreadingand frequencyspreading, Rangespreading
involves two or _re traces (often a multiplicity) havingdifferent virtual
heights-well belowthe penetration frequencyas in Fig. 2.12a. Thehigh-
frequencyportions of the traces are branchedor blurred in frequencyspread-
ing as in Fig. 2.12b.
SpreadF occursfor the largest.percentageof the time in equatorialand
auroral latitudes, but as mentionedpreviously tends to occur nearly every
night in temperaturelatitudes to somedegreeaswell. It is positively cor-
related with magneticactivity at high latitudes andnegativelycorrelatedat
lowlatitudes (RishbethandGarriott, 1969).
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Figure 2.11. ionospheric traces under quiet ionospheric conditions,
Washington, D.C., June 3, 1962 (after Davies, 1959).
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2.5.5 Polar-cap Absorption
Very energetic protons or solar'cosmic rays which may reach the Earth in
only 15 minutes to several hours after a flare are as_c,ciated with some
intense solar flares. These particles ar(_guided by the Earth's moonetic field
to the polar regions, above about 640 in-geomagnetic latitude, where they
cause polar-cap absorption. Such polar--cap absorption events occur most
frequently near the peak of-the sur,spot cycle and tend to last for several
days. When the polar regions have periods of both daylight and darkness, the
absorption decreases significantly at night with respect to daytime values.
The auroral--oval partially overlaps the equatorv_ard edge of the region where
polar-cap absorption occurs, and both polarcap and auroral absorption can
occur in the auroral zone. A hypothetical illustration of polar-cap absorp-
tion is given in Sec. 2.7.
2.6 IONOSPHERIC SCINTILLATION
2.6.1 Introduction
Irregular variations or scintillations of the amplitude of radiowaves
received from radio stars were first recorded by Hay, Parsons, and Phillips
(1946) who reported variations in the amplitude of signals from Cygnus and
Cassiopeia at 36 MHz. At first, It was thought that the emissions from the
stars might be varying with time, but records obtained simultaneously from
stations separated by 200 km showed no similarity whereas when the receiver
separ-a-t_onwas only about 1 km the records were closely similar (Smith, 1950;
Little and Lovell, 1950). These results showed that the scintillations were
not caused by -the stars but were of localized origin, and it was concluded
that their source was in the ionosphere. The scintillations were attributed by
Hewish (1952) to a diffraction pattern formed at the ground by a steadily
drifting pattern of irregularities in the ionosphere at a height of about 400
km. According to Aarons, Whitney, and Allen (1971), the irregularities are
mostly in the F layer at heights predominantly from 225 to 400 km.
With the advent of satellites, scintillations of signals from such space-
craft were also observed (Yeh and Swenson, 1964). The signals from radio
stars are incoherent and broadband and allow the recording of amplitude and
angle-of-arrival scintillations but not phase scintillations. Coherent, mono-
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chromatic slonals from spacecraft have the advantage of allowing the recording
of phase scintillations and spectral broadening as well as amplitude scintil-
lations (Crane, 1977; Woo_ 1977; Smith and Edelson, 1980). The early obser-
vations of scintillations were at comparatively low frequencies and, on the
basis of the assumed form of decreas_ of scintillation intensity with fre-
quency, it was expected that frequencies as high as those of the 4 and 6 GHz
bands planned for the INTELSAT system would be f.ree from scintillation
effects. It developed, however, 'chat scintillation occurs at frequencies at
least as high as 6 GHz, with significant scintillation at 4 and 6 GHz in
equatorial latitudes (Craft and Westerlund, 1972; Taut, 1973).
Scintillation may involve weak scattering._or _trong scattering. The
strongest scattering is observed in the equatorial and auroral regions, espe--
cially the equatorial areas. The resulting scintillation is correspondingly
intense and extends to higher frequencies than elsewhere. Scintillation tends
to-be weak at temperate latitudes. Maximum scintillation occurs at night in
all three regions (before midnight in equatorial regions). The nighttime pat-
......tern of occurrence is shown in Fig. 2.13. It is generally agreed that the
weak mid-latitude scintillation is due to diffractive scattering, and it has
sometimes been assumed that such is the ca_e for all scintillation. Certain
analyses of -trong, scattering, including that responsible for scintillation
at microwave (SHF) frequencies, however, have led to conclusions that such
scintillation must be caused by a higher portion of the atmosphere, in
particular the plasmasphere (Booker, 1975) or by a different mechanism, namely
refractive scattering rather than diffractive scattering (Crain, Booker, and
Ferguson, 1979). The refractive scattering _s said to be caused by ionization
structure in the form of "holes" of "bubbles" that is perpendicular to the
line of sight. Refractive scattering is considered to involve irregularities ---
of scale larger than the Fresnel scale, and diffractive scattering is assumed
to involve irregularities having sizes near the Fresnel scale.
Several _asures or indices of scintillation have been used. Attention
was given to the subject of indices by Briggs and Parkin (1963) who introduced
indices designated by S, SI, S2_ S3, and S4. The index S4, representing the
standard deviation of received power divided by the mean value is said to be
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Figure 2.13. Pattern of occurrence of ionospheric scintillation (CCIR, 1978).
the most useful of the several indices (Klobuchar and Working Group, 1978).
It is given by
I ...... 1
S4 = _ E2 2 1/Z
(E2 )
(2.B11
where E is field intensity. A similar index, m, has been defined as the ratio
of rms fluctuation to mean value of power.
The index Sl has been propose¢ as a convenient approximate measure of
scintillation (Whitney, Aarons, and Malik, 1969). It is defined by
Pmax " Pmin
Sl =
+
Pmax Pmin
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whero.the P's represent power. In order to avoid overemphasizing extreme con-
ditions, it was recommended that the tHrd peak down from the maximum pcak in
an interval and the third minimum-up from the absolute minimum be used to
define Pmax and Pmin' "
The parameters _c, the fade coherence time, is pertinent to digital
communications. If _c is long compared to the tinm interval corresponding to
one bit, the average bit error can be computed in terms of S4. It has been
asserted that knowledge of S4, _c, and a rough measu,'eof coherence bandwidth
are what i.sneeded for considering the effect of scintillation on transionos-
pheric communication systems (Klobuchar and Working Group, 1978).
2.6.2 Theory
Discussions of ionospheric scintillation may refer to Fresnel scale sizes
and distances. To introduce these concepts, consider a path of length d
between transmitting and receiving locations. At distances dT from the trans-
mitter and-d R from the receiver', the first Fresnel zone radius FI is given by
(Appendix 2.1)
L dTd RFI: d
(2.52)
All the elements of radiation passing through the first Fresnel zone have com-
ponents of electric field intensity that add--constructively. If the distance
to the transmitter dT becomes very large compared to dR, dT approaches d and
the first Fresnel zone radius is given by
FI : /X dR
(2.52a)
The first Fresnel zone is circular in cross section and has an area of _i 2.
Converting to different symbols, corresponding to irregularities that occur
with a radius or scale size L about equal to FI at a height h = z above a
point of observation Eq. (2.52a) becomes
L = _/_z- (2.52b)
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Upon rearrangement, one obtains
z = L21_ (2.53)
In Eqs. (2.52b) and (2.53), L takes the place of FI and z takes the place of
dR. In some cases, one may wish to know the Fresnel distance z corresponding
to a certain value of L; In other applications, one may wish to know the
Fresnel scale size L corresponding to a certain distance z. If dT is not
sufficiently large to justify• using Eq. (2.52a),one can revert to Eq. (2.52)
which is sometimes written with dTdR/d replaced by a single symbol which is
referred to as reduced distance.
Some analyses of ionospheric scintillation are based on consideration of
scattering in an ionospheric layer or screen containing identical roughly
isotropic or ellipsoidal irregularities of scale size L, as Fig. 2.14. Let
the irregularities of the layer be characterized by AN., the deviation in
electron density from that of surroundings. The corresponding deviation An in
index of refraction can be determined by use of Eq. (2.33) to be given by
An = -40.3 aNlf2 (2.54)
thus
(An)2 : 1.624 x I03(AN)2
f4 (2.55)
where the overbars indicate mean values. The phase change a¢ in traversing a
single irregularity of size L is
a¢ : (2_IX) (LAn) (2.56)
where 2_/X is the phase constant. Equation (2.55) can be written in an alter-
native form as
,,i_•
(An)2 i 2 4 )2
- r X (AN (2.57)
n 42 e
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where re is the classical electron radius (2.82 x 10"15 m). Using this form
and considering a layer of thickness D rather than a layer of negligible
thickness, the total mean square phase fluctuation _'aa¢_2 in a layer of
thickness D at a zenith angle x is given by Booker (1975) as
R_
(a¢)2 = 4 r 2 L2(AN)2 LD sec X (2.58)
Note that n of Eq. (2:57) is essentially
positive or negative quantity.
unity and that An can be either a
Only phase variations occur immediately below the layer of Fig. 2.14, but
amplitude variaticns develop farther below the layer. The distance.hthat is
required for amplitude fluctuations to develop 4s in the oraer of the Fresnel
distance z = L2/L of Eq. (2.53). In particular, if h > _L2/_ amplitude
fluctuations are said to develop (Booker, 1975). The phasor diagram of Fig.
2.15 can help to visualize the association of phase fluctuations and amplitude
fluctuations. A represents
_,CI RCULAR LOCUS
OF A+AA
Figure 2.15. Phasor representation of ampliZude_an_phase scintillation.
the undisturbed component of field intensity and (AA)2 = (a¢)2 A2 so that
(_,2
__ (_T)2 (2.59}
im the fully developed case [see Eq. (2.62)]. In the diagram AA represents a
quantity that adds with random phase to A to produce amplitude variations.
C
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Using results obtained by Bowhill (1961) but expressing relations in his
own-notation, Booker (1975) obtained the following expressions for (_-_@)2and
(_A/A)2 for weak scattering. The relations are in terms of Z = :rL2/L,
which is referred to as the Fresnel distance, [Following Eq. (2.53), we
designated z = L2/L as the Fresnel distance.]
2
.hsecx.
--- I +i_(_T_ I
2_2 (AN)2 LD secx (2.60)(nO) 2 = 4 r e 2
hsecx,
1 + (_--!
i/2 hsecX 2
--- (--T-)
_A 2 2_2(^N)2 LD secx .hsecX.2 (2.61)
(--_) = 4 re I+ (T I
when hsecx>>Z
2x2 (AN)2 LD secx(n¢)2 : ( )2 = 2re (2.62)
when hsec x <<Z
(n¢)2 = 4 r ,2 _2 (AN)2 LD secx (2.63)
e
--h 2
.AA,2 2 2 _4 (_N)2 Dsec3x
(.,-_-! =--_ re (2.64)
These relations are said to explain weak mid-latitude scintillation .for
parameters in the order of L = 800 m, D = 200 km, and h = 300 km.
In the analysis outlined above, a layer of finite thickness is con-
sidered, but in other treatments the layer is rep.tacedby an _quivalent two-
dimensional screen. Thus scintillation may be discussed In terms of a dif-
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fracting screenmodel (Cronyn,1970). For present purposes,wewill not
distinguishbetweenscatteringby a layer or a screen.
For the theoryof weakscattering to apply, it hasbeenassumedthat the
phase variation introduced by the ionosphereis restricted to about I
radian. For this condition, the amplitudevariations observedat the ground
are consideredto correspondto the pattern of irregularities 'in the ionos-
phere, for irregularities belowa certain size. If -the phasevariation is
greater than i radian, the correspondencebreaksdown(Lawrence,Little, and
Chivers, 1974). The amplitudescintillation index tends to increasewith
distancebelowthe ionosphericlayer but remainless thanunity for weakscat-
tering. Theamplitudescintillation indexfor strongscattering canreacha
valueof unity andsaturatesor limits at that value,whereasphasescintilla-
tion doesnot reacha saturationpoint but continuesto increaseif the intetl-
sity of scattering continuesto increase. It hasdevelopedin morerecent
analysesthat phasevariations are commonlyin excessof i radian evenwhen
amplitudesclntillation is weak(RinoandFremouw,i_977).
The total field interlsity at the groundis the sumof an unperturbed
componentandthe perturbationsin field intensity dueto the irregularities
as in Fig. 2.15. Themechanismsbywhichthe perturbationsin field intensity
are generatedinvolveselectrical currentsthat flow in the irregularities due
to the incident field intensity. Becauseof thesecurrents, havinga density
different than that of the surroundingionosphere,the irregularities act as
antennashaving roughly conical radiation patterns as suggestedin Fig.
2.14. l'he beamwidthof the conical beamsis about L/L, the larger the
irregularity the narrowerthe beamwidthandvice versa. At anobservingpoint
at a distanced belowthe layer whered<<z= L2/_, with z the Fresneldistance
correspondingto the scale length L, oi:ly onebeamis interceptedandonly
phasevariations ar_..recorded. For larger distances,the conesof radiation
overlapandconditionsfor interferenceandconsequentamplitudescintillation
occur. A slight variation of this description is to saythat the diffracting
screen or layer producesan angular spectrum of plane waves and that
interference between the plane waves produces amplitude scintillation (Coles,
1978).
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Assumingweakscattering and a pattern of ionosphericirregularities
drifting horizontally, the above discussion indicates qualitatively how
amplitudescintillations develop. A further question,however,is underwhat
conditionswill the amplitudescintillations correspondto andallowdetermin-
ation of the sizes of the irregularities that are causingthe scintillation.
An additional requirement,beyondthe conditions stated above,is that the
irregularities mustnot be too large. In particular, the irregularities must
not fill morethan the first Fresnelzone. Radiationfromthe evenFresnel
zonesinterferes with that fromthe oddzones(Appendix2.1) andthis condi-
tion introduceseffects on the receivedsignal amplitudethat precludethe
identification of irregularities havingscale sizes larger than ,F-_-[Eq.
(2.52b)]. Phasescintillations, however,are not so limited andcandetect
irregularities over a large rangeof scale-sizes. Also phasescintillations
do not saturateas do amplitudescintillations but cancovera widedynamic
range. Theprocessby whichamplitudescintillations are renderedunrespon-
sive to large scale sizes has been referred to as Fresnel filtering.
(Rufenach,1971).
Thetemporalandspatial fluctuations of phaseandamplitudeare related
to the powerspectrumandautocorrelationfunction of electron density varia-
tions, the powerspectrumandautocorrelation functien beingFourier trans-
formsof eachother (Beckmann,1967). Early analysesassumeda Gaussianform
for the powerspectrum(Briggs andParkin, 1963),but later treatmentshave---
assumeda power-lawform (Rufenach,1972). Illustrations of these formsfor
the one-dimensionalcaseby Rufenachare reproducedbelow,Eq. (2.65) repre-
sentingthe GaussianformandEq. (2.66) illustrating the power-lawform.
2,2 2
PN(Kx) : 3 x 1016e"_x_K2N (el/m3)2/(wavenumber) (2.6_5.).....km-l ...........
with K2N : 1.16 km"I
PN (Kx) : i x 1016 Kx'2'5 (el/m3)2/(wavenumber) (2.66)km-l
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The PN (Kx) are power spectra of electron density variations expressed in
terms of wavenumber Kx, which is related to irregularity size.-_X by Kx =
2_r7_x, In the above expressions _x is expressed in units of km, and the units
of the spectra are [(el/m3)2km]. Rufenach determined that PN (rx) is
proportional to KX'(_H+I where 8H varies from 3 to.-4. It was by comparing
expressions s_ch as those shown with experimental data that it was concluded
that the power-law form is applicable.
The relation between irregularity size _x and the corresponding frequenc%
of temporal phase variation depends on the velocity of the moving pattern of
irregularities. Assuming the pattern to be moving in the x direction with
velocity Vx, _x = Vx T : Vx/f and f-_ Vx/_x. The frequency f is that of the
temporal variation in signal phase corresponding to a periodicity in electron
density of _x, and T is the period of the temporal variation. The velocity of
the moving pattern of irregularities can be determined by the use of three
spaced receiving antennas when the direction of the velocity is originally
unknown (Coles, 1978).
The model involving diffraction in an ionospheric screen or layer has
been widely employed to analyze scintillation, but it has been asserted that
it may not be suitable if the irregularities are not confined to a suffi-
ciently thin layer and if amplitude variations already occur at the lower
boundary of the layer. First-order perturbation solutions of the scalar wave
equation, based on the Rytov approximation or the method of smooth perturba-
tions presented by Tatarski, are said to provide a means of treating the gen-
eral case (Jokipii, 1973; Woo and Ishimaru, 1973, 1974; Crane, 1977; Ishimaru,
1978). The Rytov approximation is based upon a solution of the scalar wave
equation in the form
(v2 + k 2n2) U(r) = 0 (2.67)
o ~
where U represents a component of electric field intensity, ko = 2_/Lo, and n
is index of refraction. The scalar quantity_U._s_shown as a function of the
position vector r.__solution of the equation can be obtained by setting
U(Z) = Uo(Z) e (2.68)
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where
V_(r)._= / _ jSI :=In _--.*A" j (S'So) (2.69)
0
with _ responding the fluctuation of the logarithm of the amplitude and SI tI_e
phase _uctuation. As the solution is expressed in logarithmic functions, it
is convenient to express amplitudes this way when analy_zing scintillation data
and using the Rytov-approximation approach. For treatments of the method of
smooth perturbations or the Rytov approximation, the reader is referred to
Tatarski (1961, 1971) and Ishimaru (1978). Woo and Ishimaru (1973, 1974) and
Woo (1975) have applied the Rytov approximation to the study of the solar wind
and planetary atmospheres.
The diffracting screen or layer model has been defended as being con-
venient and accurate for treating ionospheric scintillation (Bramley, 1977)
and has been used by Rino (1979 a,b) in his recent analysis of scintilla-
_ion. Some proponents of the Rytov approximation say that the diffracting
screen or layer model is an approximate method that gives good results in some
cases and not in others, whereas the Rytov approximation is applicable gener-
ally. Some proponents of the diffracting screen or layer model say that it
gives good results, that it involves concepts equivalent to the use of a
lumped-constant equivalent circuit for treating transmission problems, and
that the Rytov approximation does not always_ correctly predict observed
scintillation characteristics.
2.6.2 Effect of Source Size, Interplanetary Scintillations
Stars twinkle in visible light but, because of their larger angular size,
planets do not. The same effect of size occurs for radio waves. The reduc-
tion in scintillation when the source has an angular width greater than a
certain value is due to the fact that the diffraction pattern on the ground is
the convolution of the point-source pattern and the brightness distribution oF
the source. For weak scattering, the angtJlarwidth of the source, ao, must be
less than the angular width of the irregularities as seen from the ground.if
scintillation is to develop. The relation used by Lawrence, Little, and
Chivers (1964) is that
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for scintillation to occur, where L Is.the scale size of the irregularities
and d is the distance to the irregularities. For strong scattering, they take
L. (2.71)
for scintillation to be evident, where@is th_ magnitude of the average phase
change-_ radians and is greater than i radian. The effect of source size was
recognized by Briggs (1961). Typically, radio sources must be smaller' than
about 6 to 10 minutes of arc if ionospheric__clntillation is to develop.
In recording signals from radlo-sou=ces of very small size along paths
passing close by the Sun, Hewish, Scott, and Wills (1964) observed scintilla-
tions having short periods, typically around I s, which is small compared with
the periods, typically around 30 s, that had been-associated with ionospheric
scintillations up to that tin,e. For such short-period scintillations to be
recorded, the sources must have angular widths of about 0.5 second of arc or
less. (The angular extent of sources can be detemHned by interferometry
techniques.) On the basis of the relations embodied in Eqs. (2.70) and (2.71)
and taking into account that the signal paths passed through the solar wind
close to the Sun, it_was concluded that the sGintillations were of inter-
plaDetary origin....An account of the early observations of interplanetary
scintillations (IPS) has been provided by Cohen (1969). The use of IPS has
bec_ne an important means for obtaining information about the solar wind (Woo,
1977).
Before IPS were recognized, i% was noted that radio-star signals that
passed near the sun experienced angular broadening (Hewish, 1955)._ What was
actually observed was a decrease in signal amplitude. This decrease could not
be explained Gn the basis of absorption or refraction but only on the basis of
angular broadening due to scattering by electron density irregularities.
Angular broadening has been vividly illustrated as such by two-dimensional
displays produced by a radio heliograph operating at 80 MHz (Blesing and
Dennison, 1972). The radioheliograph, having a beamwidth at the zenith of
3.9', produces a 2° square-area picture of the sky every second.
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When Pioneer 6 having a stable monochromatic signal was occulted by the
Sun, another effect, spectral broadening, was observed (Goldstein, 1969). I'd
record spectral broadening, the-sidebands of the spacecraft signal are elim-
inated by filtering and only the pure carrier signal is recorded. Spectral
broadening causes the carrier which originally has an _x_eedingly narrow width
in frequency to be broadened in frequency. The phenomenon may be caused by
the Doppler shift of elements of radiation that are scattered from electron
density irregularities or by amplitude scintillation or by a combination of
both mechani sins.
_.6.4 Observed Characteristics of Scintillation
Scintillation tends to he most intense in equatorial,__uroral, and polar
latitudes and to have a general pattern of occurrence as shown in Fig. 2.13
(Aarons, Whitney, and Allen, 1971, CCIR, 1978). Table 2.3 gives examples of
observed percentages of occurrence of scintillation at equatorial, sub-
auroral, and auroral latitudes at frequencies of 137 and 254 MHz. The table
includes Kp values, which are measures of magnetic activity, and shows that
scintillation activity increases with K, in sub-auroral and auroral latitudes.
'.ZJ
The unexpected occurrence o_ scintillation at microwave frequencies at
equatorial latitudes is illustrated for 6 GHz in Fig. 2.16 by Taur (1973), who
presented further examples of the same type. Equatorial scintillation is
often cllaracterized by a sudden onset, and its occurrence varies considerably _
with location within the equatorial region. Basu et al. (1980) obtained data
at 1.54 GHz at Huancayo, Peru for a 20-nmnth perlod in 1976-1977 using the
MARISAT satellite. Scintillation occurs after sunset and before midnight,
with maximum intensities in roughly February - March and September - October
(Fig. 2.17). The maximum scintillation observed was 8 dB, peak-to-peak.
Aarons et al. (1981a) obtained data at 1.54 GHz during the peak of the sunspot
cycle in 1979 and 1980 from Huancayo, Peru; Natal, Brazil; and Ascension
Island. Peak-to-peak fading greater than 27 dB was recorded at Ascension
Island, and 7-9 dB were recorded at Huancayo and Natal. The latter two loca-
tions are close to the magnetic equator in what can be described as the
electrojet region. Ascension Island is at approximately 17°S dip latitude and
is in _hat is known as the equatorial anomaly, namely the region from about
16_ to 20 ° north and south of the magnetic dip equator where electron den-
sities are higher than at the geomagnetic equator itself (Rishbeth and
Garriett, 1969).
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Table 2.3 Percentage of occurrence of scintillation (CCIR, 1978).
(a) _ 10 dB peak to peak, equatorial latitudes
Site Frequency Day Night
(0400-1600 LT; (1600-0400 LT)
Huancayo (Peru) 137 MHz 3 14
254 MHz 2 7
(0600-1800)
Accra (Ghana) 137 Mhz 0.4 14
(b) > 12 dB peak to peak at 137 MHz, sub-auroral and auroral latitudes
Site Kp_ Day Nigilt
(0500-1700 LT) (1700-0500 LT)
Sagamore Hill (Massachusetts) 0 to 3+
> 3+
Goose Bay (Labrador) 0 to 3+
> 3+
Narssarssuaq_(Greenland)
0 1.4
0.1 2
011 1.8
1.6 6.8
0 to 3+ 2.9 18
> 3+ 19 45
c) ) 10 dB peak to peak at 254 MHz, auroral latitudes
Site Kp Day Night
(0600-1800 LT) (1800-0600 LT)
Goose Bay (Labrador)
Narssarssuaq (Greenland)
0 to-3+ 0.i 0.I
> 3+ 0.3 1.2
0 to 3+ 0.I 0.9
> 3+ 2.6 8.4
LT: Local time.
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Mid-latltude scintillation sl_ows a well-establishecLmaximum near midnight
corresponding to the occurrence of spread F. Scintillation increases at high
latitudes compared to-mid latitude_ the increase beginning near the region of
the ionospheric trough. In the auroral oval, both discrete and diffuse
aurora, as shown by Defense Meteorological Satellite program images, have been
correlated with scintillations at 136-137 MHz-(Martin and Aarons, 1977).
Frihagen (1971), using 40 MHz transmissions, has reported two regions of peak
scintillation activity at high latitude, one corresponding to the auroral oval
and one above 80 Q geomagnetic latitude (over the _olar cap). Aarons et al.
(1981b) have prepared plots showing percentages of occurrence of scintillation
greater than i0 dB in the polar cap at Thule, Greenland at a frequency of 250
MHz.
Measurements by Fremouw et al. (1978) employing i0 freqencies between 137
and 2891 MHz transmitted from a satellite in a high-inclination orbit and
recorded at equatorial and auroral locations (Ancon, Peru; Kwajalein Island;
and Fairbanks, Alaska) showed a i/fI"5 variation of the intensity of amplitude
scintillations with frequency for S4 less than 0.4 and a i/f variation of
phase scintillation with frequency. Amplitude scintillations result in a
reduction of signal-to-noise ratio. Phase scintillations may or may not be
important depending on the type of system. For digital systems, phase scin-
tillations are unimportant if the bit rate is much greater than the scintilla-
tion rate. Phase scintillations tend to be important for radionavigation
systems such as the Global Positioning System and for synthetic-aperture
radars. For positioning systems phase scintillation results in range jitter
and consequent loss of accuracy in range (Rino, Gonzalez, and Hessing, 1981;
Yeh and Liu, 1979) as increments of phase _ and cnrresponding changes in
apparent range-ARc are related by a@ = 2_/L0 AR@ [Eq. (2.47)]. Loss of signal
coherence is another possible effectrfrom scintillation (Rino, Gonzalez, and
Hessing_ 1981). Loss of coherence across a band as narrow as 1L.5 MHz at-UHF
was observed by Fremouw et al. (1978).
Amplitude scintillations can be described quantitively by the use of
_powem---spectra, autocorrelation funotions, cumulative probability distribu-
tions, fade-duration distributions, and plots showing message reliability
(Whitney and Basu, 1977). Power spectra have been presented by a number of
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authors including Rufenach (1972), Crane (1976), and Whitney and Basu
(1977). Examples of power spectra and autocorrelation functions are shown in
Figs. 2.18 and 2.19. Cumulative probability distributions show the percentage
of time--that signal amplitude exceeds specified dB values. The Nakagami-m
distribution shows good agreement with -observed distributions (Whitney and
Basu, 1977; Fremouw et al., 1978; Panter, 1972). For the m of this distribu-
tion equal to one (not to be confused with the scintillation index m), the
distribution is a Rayleigh distribution.
The power spectra, cumulative probability distributions, etc. contain
detailed information about scintillation characteristics, but frequently one
is primarily interested in certain parameters such as mean value, standard
deviation, scintillation index, and coherence time. The index S4 is the ratio
of standard deviation to nman value. Coherence time Tc can be obta_med from
plots-of the autocorrelation function and is the t_me for this function to
decrease from unity to some specified value such _s 0.5 or 1/e. Whitney and
Basu (1977) used 0.5 in their analysis of scintillation data. For predicting
bit error rate, the__orm of the probability distribution function is needed.
In CCIR Report 263-4, values of the fading period of sc4ntillaZ_on are
given (CCIR, 1978). The period varies over a large range and can be as long
as several minutes. The fading period of GHz scintillation varies from 2 to
15 seconds.
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2.7 ABSORPTION
Attenuation was neglected in discussing the characteristic waves and
Faraday rotation in previous sections, but waves propagating in the ionosphere
tend to experience dissipative attenuation which becomes increasingly im-
portant with decreasing__requency. A principal mechanism of attenuation is
collisions of free electrons with neutral atoms and molecules. An electro-
magnetic wave propagating in a plasma imparts an ordered component of velocity
to the eZ{._t_o_s but the electrons lose some of the associated energy in the
collision process. Hence the electromagnetic wave is attenuated. The attenu-
ation coefficient _, determining the rate of decrease of electric field
intensity with distance in accordance with e":z for tne left circularly
polarized wave, is given, using conventional m_gneto-ionic theory, by
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Nq2v
: .--2----_Nepers/m (2.72)
_ 2m_.onreC[(_+ _B ) + v']
where _ is the collision frequency. For the right circularly polarized wave,
the corresponding expression is
Nq2v
= Nepers/m (2.73)
2mEonreC [ (_-mB)2 + _2"']
r
When attenuation-is taken into account, the index of refraction becomes
complex and is a function of collision frequency as well as electron
density. The quantity nre in Eqs. (2.72) and (2.73) stands for the real part
of the--complex index of refraction for the particular wave type considered.
The value of nre can be calculated precisely, based on assumed values of N and
v, but if-losses are slight nre has essentially the same value as for the
lossless case. Note that w appears in the denominator and that for-_ >> mB-
and _ >> v, attenuation varies inversely with m2. The frequencies used for
space communications are generally sufficiently high that attenuation does
vary inversely with frequency squared and nre does have the same value as in
the lossless case. FuFthermore nre will approach unity as frequency in-
creases. The quantity c is about 3 x 108 m/s.
For frequencies above about 30 MHz in particular, the attenuation co-
efficient-varies inversely with frequency squared-and takes the form of
Nq2_
- 2 Nepers/m (2.74)
2m_ n c_
o re
To obtain attenuation in dB/m, the value of _ in Nepers/m can be multiplied by
8.686. In the above expressions for _, all quantities are in SI units. For
ionospheric work it may be convenient to express _ in dB/km. A loss factor La
in dB. for ionospheric propagation is the integral of the attenuation coeffi-
cient _, expressed in dB/m or dB/km.
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For obliquepaths, total attenuationis proportionalto secx/f2,-wherex
is the zenith angle, for frequenciesabove30 MHz(CCIR,1978). Attenuation
tendsto be low at the frequenGiesusedfar spacecommunications,the highest
attenuationsoccurringunderconditions of auroral and polar-cap absorption.
It is for this reason that the subject of attenuation was deferred until these
topics were introduced.
Table 2.4 shows values of auroral absorption at a frequency of 127 MHz as
published in CCIR Report 263-4 (CCIR, 1978) but based upon extrapolations of
30 _IHz riometer data in a supplement to CCIR Report 252-2. In a typical night
of auroral activity, long quiet aurora_ areas appear to the north before mid-
night in the auroral zone. These progress-southward and may reach close to
the zenith by 23 h local time. One or two westward traveling folds or _urges
in the otherwise quiet areas may have been observed by this time. Between 23
h and 02 h the aurora forms become widespread-and active in the sky, this
phase being known as the auroral breakup. After the breakup, patchy, luminous
forms appear in the sky. Quiet areas may then reappear as the opening phase
of a second cycle of activity. Auroral absorption is usually greatest in the
breakage and post-breakup periods.
Figure2.2Oshews illustrative hypothetical- plots of absorption during a-
polar-cap absorption event at 30 MHz, as could be derived from riometer
records. The top curve applies in the summer when sunlight occurs for 24 h a
day. The other two curves for equal periods of day and night show a
Table 2.4 Auroral Absorption at 127 Ml_z,-dB (CCIR, 1978).
Angle of elevation
Percentage
of the time 20° 5°
0.1 1.5 2.9
i 0.9 I.?
2 0.7 1.4
5 0.6 1.!
50 0.2 0.4
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pronounced diurnal variation in absorption. The decrease in absorption at
night is due to the decreased equilibrium density of free electrons that
occurs when solar electromagnetic radiation is absent.
2.8 TRANSIONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION PREDICTIONS AND CORRECTIONS
For some satellite systems advance estimates of-atmospheric parameters,
in the planning stage, is sufficient, but for other systems continuously
updated long-term (e.g. monthly) or short-term (e.g. daily) predictions may be
needed. Furthermore, real-time or near-real-time data on atmospheric charac-
teristics may be required in some cases.
The problem of ionospheric predictions was considered in a conference
devoted to solar-terrestrial predictions (Donnel]y, 1978). Included in the
proceedings of the conference are a report treating transionospl_eric propaga-
tion predictions (Klebuchar and members of Working Group, 1978) and other
papers on this topic. It is stated in the working group report that monthly
mean values of TEC can probably be predicted within _20 percent for regions
where a time history of TEC exists. However even if monthly mean values could
be predicted perfectly accurately, short-term variations from the monthly mean
values would still- present a problem. Much of the difficulty arises from the
ionospheric effects ofgeomagnetic storms. Theoretical capabi'lities are not
presently capable of predicting storm-related TEC behavior, and prediction
procedures based on morphological data are the only alternative. The report
discusses the problem and possible remeaies further.
Faraday-rotation data from linearly polarized 137-MHz beacons of the
geosynchronous satellites ATS-1, SIRIO, and Kiku-2 have been used by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory to measure TEC and determine ionospheric corrections to
range and Doppler data used for Voyager spacecrBft navigation (Royden,
1980). By taking the difference between TEC values determined by Faraday
rotation and TEC values from dual-frequency transmissions from Voyager (2295
MHz in the S band and 8415 MHz in the X band), the electron content of the
path beyond the ionosphere is also determined. The electron content beyond
the ionosphere includes that of the plasmasphere and the solar plasma. In
passing by the moon Io of Jupiter, furthermore, electrons in its atmosphere
contributed to the total electron content along tllepath and made possible a
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comparison of experimental results and theoretical models of the electron
density surroundi_Ig Io.
A two-frequency technique involving time-delay measurements for detemlin-
ing TEC in order to correct for the time delay_that it causes, has already
beef_ described in Sec. 2.3.1. The particular two-frequency technique u_ed
with Voyager, mentioned above, involves the difference in Doppler frequencies
for the two down-link microwave frequencies.
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APPENDIX2,1
FRESNELZONES
OI_IOtIV,_,LPAGF. IS
OF POOR QUALITY
To obtain expressions for the radii of the Fresnei zones, consider the
two paths of Fig. A2.1. TPR is a direct path from a translr.itterat T to a
receiver at R, and path TSR is longer than TPR. If TSR : TPR + x/2 where
S
dT P dR
Figure A2.1 Geometry for consideration of Fresnel zones.
X is wavelength, the region within the radius r of the direct path, at-the
distance dT from T and dR from R, is defined as the first Fresnel zone. Let
this particular value of r be defined as FI, the first Fresnel zone radius.
Considering that the paths are such that TSP and RSP form good approximations
to right triangles with FI <<dT and FI <<dR,
and
FI2 ]SR = _dR2 + FI2 = dR i + 2_
Setting TPR + X/2 = TSR gives
dT + dR + X/2 : dT + di F12 F12
+N+N
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from which
and
so that
rl2- (_ + Z) =
dT TR x (A2.4)
d +d.
F12 . T ,) --x (A2.5)
where d - dT 4.dR . If TSR = TPR + n X/2, then
(AZ.6)_
Fn = 16F l (AZ.7)
All the elements of radiation passing through the -first Fresnel zone have
components of field intensity that add constructively. Radiation passing
through the second Fresnel zone (between r = FI and r = F2)_ interferes-
destructively with that passing through the first zone, and radiation passing
through the third zone adds _ith that through the first. This condition of
alternating destructive and constr_ctive_ interference continues, radiation
from.each zone being 180° out of phase with that from adjacent zones, but the
amplitudes of the contributions d3crease with increasing n.
®I
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CHAPTER 3
TROPE)SPHERIC CLEAR-AIR EFFECTS
3.1 ]NI)EXOF REFRACTION PROFILE
P-mopagationin the troposphere i_nfluenced, and in some cases strongly
affected, by the variation of the index of refraction with height. By_(:fini-
tion, the index of refraction n of a particular type of wave in a given medium
is the ratio of c, 2.9979 x 108, to Vp, the pl_asevelocity of the wave in the
medium. The index of refraction of the troposphere at radio frequenGies is a
function of pressure, temperature, and water vapor content as indicated by
77.6 Pd 72 e 3.75 x l(J'_Je
N = (n .-I)-106 - + _-+ (3.1)
T T T2
where Pa is the pressure of dry nonpolar air in mb (miliKbars), e is water
vapor pressure in rob, and T is absolute temper;_ture in kelvi'ns (Smith and
Weintraub, 1953). Because the index n is only slightly greater than 1, the
usual practice is to use N units for conven'ience, with N defined as in Eq.
(3.1). N, sometimes referred to as refractivity, is seen to vary inversely
with temperature and to be strongly dependent on the water vapor pressure.
The water vapor pressure e, the saturation water vapor pressure es, which is a
function of temperature (Table 3.1), and the relative humidity R.H., are
related by e = es (R.H.). If Eq. (3.1) is expressed in terms of p, the total
pressure, where p = Pd + e, it becomes
N - 77.6 p 5.6 e + 3.75 x 105 e (3.2)
T T T2
The last two terms can be combined to give, approximately, ._
3.73 x 105 e
N - 77.6 p + . (3.3)
T T2
The last form is widely used and gives values for N that are accurate within
0.5 percent for the ranges of atmospheric__parameters normally encountered and
for frequencies below 30 GHz (Crane, 1976). If one wishes to consider
separately the effects of dry air and water vapor, however, letting N = Nd +
3-i
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Table 3.1 Saturation Water Vapor Pressure es in mb [Adapted from Smithsonian
Meteorological Tables, 1958 (List,.1958)].
T(°C) es (mb) T ("C) es (rob)
-30 0.5 20 23.4
-20 1.3 22 26.4
-10 2.9 24 29.8
0 6.1 26 33.6
2 7.1 28 37_8
4 8.1 30 42.4
6 9.3 32 47.6
8 i0.7 34 53.2
10 12.3 36 59.4
12 14.0 38 66.3
14 16.0 40 73.8
18 20.6
Nw where Nd refers to d_, air and Nw to water vapor, Eq. (3.1) should be used-
with
77.6 Pd
Nd -" T -- (3.4)
and
Z2 e 3.7_ x 105 e
Nw = ----I+ T_ (3.5)
The absolute humidity or water vapor density in gm/m3, p, and e in mb are
related (Appendix 3.1) by
216.5 e (3.6)
p = ...._
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The dew point is the temperature at which air is saturated with water
vapor, and values of the dew point can be used to determine Cs, the saturation
water vapor pressure, by use of Table 3.1. For example,_the highest accepted
weather-observatory dew point of 34° [recorded on the shore of the Persian
Gulf at Sharjah, Saudi Arabia (U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976)] corresponds to
a vapor pressure of 53.2 mb and an absolute humidity of 37,5 gm/m3.
Although an increase in temperature would cause a decrease in N if water
vapor pressure were held constant, the saturation water vapor pressure
increases rapidly with temperature and the highest values of N therefore occur
for high temperatures (and high relative humidities).
The value of N corresponding to the value of e of 53.2 mb at a tempera-
ture of 34°C, for example, is 467. In nearby inland desert areas of Saudi
Arabia where the relative humidity might approach O_ however, the value of N
could approach 256, the value of dry air at the sea level pressure of 1013 mb
and the temperature of 340C or 307 K. The lowest surface values of N tend to
occur in high, dry areas where both p and e are low, At a height of 3000 m,
for example, assuming the pressure for a standard atmosphere but a temperature
of 273 K, N is 230 with 100 percent relative humidity and 199 with 0 percent
humidity. The values of N mentioned above are extreme. Monthly mean values
of N at sea level vary between about 290 and 400 within ±25 ° of latitude from
the equator, with a somewhat smaller variation elsewhere, and are typically
320 in the winter and 340 in the summer in the UK (Hall, 1979). In the United
States, winter values var% from about 285 to 345 and summer values range from
about 275 to 385 (Bean and Dutton, 1966).
Pressure, temperature, and water" vdpor content all decrease with height
above the Earth's surface in t_;e troposphere on the average, but temperature
increases with height in temperature inversion layers. Pressure drops off
approximately exponentially w" h height, and-the decrease or change of e with
height is variable but may be approximately exponential, The re,activity N
may also decrease with height in a variable manner, but on the average tends
to decrease exponentially as described by
N : NS e'h/H _ (3.7)
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where N is the refractivity at the height h above the level where the refrac-
tivity is Ns. H is the appropriate "scale height." lhe change in N in the
first km of height _I)ove the surface, AN, is a parameter of significance. In
the average atmosphere as defined by the I_CIR, Ns ha_ the value of 315 and AN
the value of -40, consistent w'th
N = 315 e-h17.36 (3.8)
with h in km and 7.36 km the scale height H. Values of Ns and AN have been
compiled, with Ns in some cases reduced to sea level values NO , and charts
showing these quantities, probability distr-ibutions of N s, the water vapor
density p, etc. have beer_provided by Bean, Horn, and Ozanich (1960), Bean et-
al. (1966), and the CCIR (1978a). Figure 3.1 shows annual cycles of Ns for
several climatic types.
The exponential model is widely applicable but any reliable data on
actual refractivity profiles should be used when available, Such data can be
acquired by use of radiosondes or microwave refractometers and often display
significant departures from the exponential form. A common cause of non-
exponential refractivity profiles is the occurence of temperature-inversion
layers. In an inversion layer, the temperature increases with altitude and
such a layer is highly stable (Sec. 1.3). All vertical motions are strongly
inhibited in an inversion layer, and pollution and water vapor-existing below
the layer tend to be confined below i_. Temperature inversions may develop
when the loss of heat from the surface of the Earth is-not compensated by
inputs of hea_, the ground being a more efficient radiator than air and there-
fore cooling more rapidly. Surface and low-level inversions tend to develop
at night and in the arctic and subarctic in winter and in locations such as
the San Joaquin Valley of CaiLi_fornia where fog forms under the inversion and
prevents surface heating in the winter. Inversions may form also when warm
air blows over a cool surface such as an ocean and when the cold air of a cold
front extends beneath warm air.
Inversions are also caused by subsiding air, and this type of inversion
is of common occurrence because in portions of developing or semipermanent
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Figure 3.1. Annual cycles of Ns by climatic _ype (from Bean, Horn, and
0zanlch, 1960).
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anticyclones the air between about 500 and 5000 m descends at a rate typically
around 1000 m/day (Scorer, 1968). The Pacific coast of the United States lies
along the eastern edge of a semipermanent anticyclone that forms in the
Pacific, and the persistent-temperature inversion of the Los Angeles area is
caused by subsiding air. This air is heated in a process of-adiabatic com-
pression but the movement and heating cannot extend to the ground itself, and
a temperature inversion is thus formed at or near ti_e surface.
The occurrence of a high water vapor content underneath an inversion
layer may be accompanied by a rapid decrease in water vapor content through
the inversion layer. The corresponding N value is also high beneath the layer
and drops abruptly through the laye_ in such a case.
3._ REFRACTION AND FADING
A practical consequence of the variation of the index of refraction of
the troposphere with height is that electromagnetic waves do not travel in
straight lines in the troposphere, but experience refraction or bending. To
treat this phenomenon, one can consider ray paths which represent patiosalong
wi_ich energy is transmitted. An important characteristic of an element of a
ray path is its curvature C, defined as ]/p where D is the radius of curva-
ture. It can be shown (Bean and Dutton, 1966; Flock, 1979) that a ray path is
a spherically stratified atmosphere having a curvature given by
C = - I dn
d--_cosB (3.9)
where _ is the angle of the ray measured from the horizontal. In the'tropo-
sphere n =I, and for rays having an angle _ that is near O, the expression for
C simplifies to
C : . _dn _ (3.10)
dh
The latter form is usually suitable for terrestrial line-of-s_ght paths.
The change in direction or the amount of bending _ along a ray path can
be determined by taking _ = IC ds or • : _C As where ds is an infi_itesmal
element of length and As is a finite element of length along the path° For an
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Infinitesmal length ds the corresponding bending d_ is given, from Eq. (3,9),
by
I dn
d_ = - _ cos _ds (3.11)
But as dh = sin p ds
d,_= - dr--__.L_ (3,12)
n tan
This form can be used for ray tracing for any arbitrary index of refraction
profile and for a path at any angle (Weisbrod and Anaerson, 1959; Flock,
1979),
: °
Very low-angle Satellite paths may experience much the same effects as
terrestrial line-of-sight paths. To illustrate these effects, it is con-
venient to use the simple form, C = - dn/dh, to consider propagation over a
spherical earth. In this case the difference in curvature between a ray path
and the Earth's surface is given by
_i_. C = _i + dn (3.13)
r r
o o
where ro is the Earth's radius and I/ro is the curvature of the Earth's sur-
face, To analyze propagation, one can use a geometric transformation such
that raypaths become straight lines and the Earth has an effective radius of
k times the true radius ro. This result is accomplished by setting
i + dn i + 0 (3.14)
r _ r_
o o
thus maintaining the_ame relative curvature as that of Eq. (3.13). The 0 has
been--included on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.14) to emphasize that it
applies to the case that dn/dh = O, for which r_y paths are straight lines.
In terms of N units the relation becomes
i = (157 + _)× i0"6
(3.15)
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Table 3.2 lists corresponding values of k and dN/dh.
Table 3.2 Corresponding Values of dN/dh and k.
dN (Nlkm) k
157 0.5
78 2/3
0 i
-40 4/3
-100 2,75
-157
-200 -3.65
-300 -I.09
Typically, dN/dh : -40 and k = 4/3, and graphs prepared for k = 4/3 have
been commonly used for plotting terrestrial microwave paths. However, k ca_
vary over a range of values, and this type of graphical procedure has the
shortcoming that a different graph is needed for each k value.
A more efficient procedur_ is to use a transformation which makes the
Earth flat and allows plotting paths for various k value_ on the same chart.
Such plots are made by calculating h' of Fig. 3.2 in accordance with
did2
h' - (_16)
12.75 k
where dI and d2 are the distances from the two ends of the path (GTE, 1972).
The units of Eq. (3.16) are km for dI and d2 and m for h'.
The basis for Eq..(3.16) is that h_ = hmax - h where hmax and h are cal-
culated with respect to the center of the path by using, for h for example,
h - (3.17)
12.75 k
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Figure 3.2. Quantities referred to for flat-earth plot.
where _ is the horlzonal dista,;ce from the center of the path, at which point
thc path is horizontal. The distance _ is in km and h is in m in
Eq. (3.17). This expression follows from the construction of Fig. 3.3 where,
in contrast to Fig 3.2, the ray path is straight and the Earth is curved.
Here _, r o, and ro+h form the three sides of a right triangle. For h <<ro'
it can be detennined that
2
(3.18)
2r
o
with all quantities in identical units. For a finite value of dN/dh, however,
ro is replaced by kro, and the form of Eq. (3,17) results when _ is in km and
h_n m.
The effect of the various k values-is illustrated in exaggerated form in
Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. In Fig 3.__all the rays are horizontal at the common
point. In Fig. 3.5 ray paths are shown which allow signals from a common
transmitter to reach a common receiving location.
It is evident from the above discussion that tropospheric refraction may
cause errors in the measuren_nt of elevation angle and variations in angle of
3-9
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h _
Figure 3.3. Geometry for determining h for initially horizontal ray_
arrival which can cause a reduction of signal amplitude for narrow-beam
antennas, Also some degree of beam spreading or defocusing may occur and
cause an attenuation of up to about 0.4 dB (Hall, 197_). To visualize how
_uch defocusing occurs, consider a family of relatively closely spaced rays
within an antenna beamwidt_. The closer the spacing of the rays, the greater
the signal intensity is. Defocusing involves a distortion of the ray paths
such that the rays are more widely spaced then normally in the region o_ the
receiving antenna,
Various programs for calculating bending have been devised. A simple
procedure for calculating bending and elevation angle errors was presented by
Weisbrod and Anderson (1959). Bending angles have been calculated by Crane
(1976) for different elevation angles and for the 1966 U.S. Standard Atmos-
phere and an assumed humidity profile. His values are given in Table 3.3.
The ray paths extend to the heights shown, and the-,beights correspond to the
ranges or path lengths shown. The exact values of the bending angles will
vary depending..on atmospheric conditions, but the values of Table 3.3 are
representative. Also included are values of range error or excess range,
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Figure 3.4. Ray paths for several values of k for _nltla]ly horizontal rays(exaggerated and lllustratlv_ nn)y}.
Figure 3.5. Ray paths from a transmitter T to a receiver R for various values
of k (exaggerated and _llustratIve only).
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which is discussed in Sec. 3.7. For transmitters or--radar targets in the
troposphere, the total bending and elevation angle errors are not the same;
for astronomical sources and geosynchronous satellites, the total bending and
elevation error angles are identical. Bending takes place largely in the
lower troposl)here and Crane (1976) has shown that the total bending _ is
related to surface refractivity Ns by • : a + b Ns, where the coefficients a
and b vary with elevation angle and have been tabulated in his paper for
Albany, New York. Nearly the same values are said to apply in other circum-
stances.
A phenomenon of major importance in tropospheric propagatlon at small
angles from the horizontal, especially in the presence of temperature inver-
sions, is the occurrence of severe fading due to multipath propagation.
Propagation over more than one path may involve reflection from land and water
surfaces and from manmade structures. This type of multipath is considered in
Chap. 6. Multipath propagation involving the atmosphere alone, such as
suggested in Fig. 3.6, however, also occurs. !n terrestrial line-of-sight
links, a fading allowance of 30 to 45 OB is co;imonlyassi_led for multipath
fading. Such paths are often cssentially horizontal or at only a slight angle
from the horiz,_ntal, whereas earth-spacr, paths are usually at rather large
angles above the horizontal for which troposph'.'ricfading is r,uch less
severe. It is often considered that about'5° or 10_ is the smallest elevation
______anglethat should be emRloyed for earth-satellite paths, but there are circum-
stances fol which it may be necessary to operate at lower angles, as at high
latitudes. "fhen_tT_osphericmu'itipath fading may prove to be as serious as on
terrestrlel pa".hs.
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Table 3.3 Ray Parameters for a Standard A_mosphere a,b
k
T v:"
Initial Elevation- Range
Elevation Angle Height Range Bending-- AngleError Error
(de_) (km) (km) (mdeg) (mdeg) (m)
0.0 0.1 41.2 97.2 48.5 12.6:'
1.0 131.1 297.9 152.8 38.79
5.0 289.3 551.2 310.1 74.17
25.0 623.2 719,5 498.4 101.1
80.0 1081.1 725.4 594.2 103.8
5.0 0,1 1.1 2.6 1.3 0.34
2.0 11.4 25.1 12.9 3,28
5.0 55.2 91.7 52.4 12.51
25.0 241.1 176.7 126.3 24.41
80.0 609.0- 181.0 159.0 24.96
50.0 0. I 0.i 0.2 0. I 0.04
1.0 1.3 1.9 1.0 0.38
5.0 6.5 7.0 4.0 1.47
25.0 32.6 14.3 10.3 3.05
80.0 104.0 14.8 13.4 3.13
a U.S. Standard Atmosphere Supplements, 1966, Environmental Sci. Serv. Admin-
istration, Dept. of Commerce, Washington, D.C. (1966)
b N. Sissenwine, D.D. Grantham, and H.A. Salnmla, AFCRL-68-0556, Air Force
Cambridge Res. Lab., Bedford, Massachusetts (October 1968)
L
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Figure 3.6. Concept of atmospheric multipath propagation. Energy reaches the
receiver from the transmitter by two different paths. The rela-
tive phase of the two contributions varies, with the result that
the two signals add constructively at one instant and interfere
destructively an instant later.
3.3 DUCTING
Ducting is a strong refractive effect involving trapping of a wave in a
duct, commonly a surface duct, and possibly propagation for an abnormally long
distance. Ducting occurs frequently in some locations, but is not a reliable
means of communication. It can, however, cause interference beyond the hori-
zon, at a location that would otherwise be free from the interfering signal.
On the other hand, it May prevent a signal from reaching the intended receiv-
ing location or cause severe fading.
Li
A necessary condition for ducting to occur is that the refractivity
decreases with height at a rate of 157 N units per km or greater. If dN/dh =
-157, Eq. (3.15) shows that 1/kro = O, corresponding to k = "which condition
corresponds to a flat earth. A ray that is launched horizontally under this
condition remains horizontal and propagates at a constant height parallel to
the surface of a spherical earth. If the rate of decrease of N is greater
than 157 N/km, a ray may be bent downward to the surface of the Earth as for k
=.-3.65 in Fig. 3.4. Such a path may result in what is sometimes called black-
out fading on a terrestrial path (Hautefeville et al., 1980).
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)_ _,uch ,_ca.;(,,11o sisal re,_ch_; tlv_ receiving location and-the use of
space or frequency diversit_ may not improve the situation. The rays bent
downward to tl)eEarth's surface may be reflected upwards, however, and then
refracted down to Earth again, etc,, giving rise to ducting of the type illus--
trated in Fig. 3.7. A second condition for ducting is that the refractivity
gradient of -157 N/km or greater be maintained over-a height range of a number
of wavelengths.
3.4 ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE
In addition to the variation of index of refraction with height, the
index also exhibits variations associated with atmospheric turbulence. The
theory of turbulence indicates that turbulence develops from wind shear, that
+_C
- 0C DISTANCE
Figure 3,7, Example _f ducting.
turbulence is introduced in the form of large turbuient eddies or blobs, and-
that energy is transferred from larger to smaller eddies throughout an !nor.-
tial subrange corresponding to eddies of size _ where
For eddies smaller than _o, viscous effects dominate _nd turbul_nt energy is
dissipated. Thr process _s suggested by Fig, 3.8.
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Associatedwith the turbulent eddiesor blobs is a correspondingtime-
variable structure of temperature,watQr_vapordensity, andindexof refrac---
2 is a measureof-the intensity of the indoxof refrac-tion. Thequantity Cn
tion variations associatedwith the turbulence. In particular
C2 : (nI - n2)2 (3.19)
n
c
t o HEAT
L
0
Figure 3.8. Illustration suggesting the transfer of energy at the rate _ from
large eddies or blobs of characteristic size Lo to smaller blobs
of characteristic size #o'
where nL and n2 are values of the _ndex of refraction at two locations a di_----
tance of 1 m apart. The overbar indicates dn average value of the quantity
below, namely (nI n2)2. The atmosphere is normally turbulent to-some
degree, but the occurrence of turbulence is not uniform throughout the ._
atmosphere. Turbulence tends to have a layered structure and may vary in the
horizontal direction also.
The turbulent structure of the index of refraction of the troposphere is
believed to be responsible for the scatte_ of electromagnetic waves that is
the basis for troposcatter communication systems and radar clear-air echoes.
Scatter of this type is known as Bragg scatter and is due to the structure of
the index of refraction that has a periodicity of L' where X' = X-/[2sin
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(c_2)] where _ is the electromagnetic wavelength and _ is the scattering angle
as shown in Fig. 3,9.---T-herange of eddy size is large, and scatter from tur-
bulence can bc expected to occur over a wide range of frequencies and wave-
lengths.
k
o
Figure 3.9. Scattering geometry.
For satellite communications, interest lies in the effect of turbulence
cn forward propagation through the turbulent region. The effects on forward
propagation include amplitude fluctuations or scintillations, phase fluctua-
tions, and angle-of-arrival variations.
3.5 AMPLITUDE VARIATIONS DUE TO REFRACTION AND TURBULENCE
It is not always easy to assess the relative importance of amplitude
variations due to large-scale variations in refractivity and-variations dLieto
turbulence_ either in advance planning or after the fact. Certain treatments
of propagation emphasize one topic, atldother studies deal with the other. In
designing terrestrial line-of-sight-Ainks multipath fading associated with the
refractivity profile receives attention, and effects or turbulence are largely
ignored (GTE-Lenkurt, 1972). For earth-space paths the emphasis tends to be
on effects due to turbulence (Theobold and Kaul, 1978).
The maximum amplitude variations due to turbulence are smaller in general
than those due to multipath propagation, as discussed in Sec. 3.2, tend to
occur more rapidly or at higher frequencies, and are commonly referred to as
scintillation. Such scintillation increases in amplitude with frequency
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(Fhompson _,tal., 1975). (For brevity we will henceforth refer to refractive
or multipath fading for effects due to large-scale variations in refractivity
and to scintillation for effects due to turbulence.) Earth-sp.ace._pathsare at
higher _.levatien angles than terrestrial paths. Ev(.,npaths at what are
considered to be low angles for satellite co[nmunications tend to be at larger
angles than those of terrestrial paths, for which severe multipath fading may
occur. Also multipath fading, while severe at certain times of the day and
certain seasons in regions subject .to-strong temperature inversions, does not
occur uniformly over all areas or at all times. Thus earth-space paths tend-
to experience scintillation associated with turbulence more than multipath
fading, especially at larger elevation angles and higher frequencies.
Low-angle satellite paths, however, can encounter both scintillation and
multlpath fading, and refractive multipath effects may dominate at low
angles. On a path in Hawaii at an elevation angle of 2.5° that simulated a
low-angle, earth-space path at frequencies from 10 to 49 GHz, for example,
Thompson et al. (1975) recorded both fades of more thn 20 dB and scintilla-
tions of several dB in amplitude.
Measurements of 4 and 6 GHz signals at the very small elevation angle of
IO at Eureka in the Canadian arctic, some of which are summarized in Table
3.4, show effects that are probably due-primarily to refractive mu!tipath fad-
ing.
Table 3.4 6 GHz Link Margins for Tropospheric Fading at Eureka, Canada,
Elevation Angle : i Degree (Strickland, et al., 1977).
Reliability
Time Duration 90% 99% 99.9%
Worst two-hours 8.0 dB 18.0 dB
Worst summer day 6.8 dB 15.5 dB
Worst sumnmr week (5 days) 5.4 dB 13.0 dB
Worst month, July (15 days) 3.8 dB 10.8 dB
28,0 dB (Rayleigh)
24.5 dB
22.0 dB
20.3 dB
• >
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Amplitude fluctuations and pha_e and angle-of-arrival variations due to
turbulence are treated hy Theobold and Kaul (1978), who include an example for
path at 28.56 GHz and an elevation angle of i0 °. They predict a signal-loss
of 0.12 dB for c-lear weather, which is a small effect. Botli the effeGts due
to turbulence and the possibility of refractive fading would increase if the
angle were decreased below i0 °. As noted earlier, Thompson et aI,_-(1975)
recorded larger scintillations of several dB at an angle of 2,5 ° in Hawaii.
3.6 GASEOUS AITENTUATION
A microwave absorption peak due to water vapor occurs at 22.235 GHz and
peaks due to oxygen occur near 60 GHz and 118 GHz (CCIR, 1978b; Van Vleck,
1951; Waters, 1976). Below 10 GHz absorption caused by atmospheric gases is
small. Vertical one-way attentuation values for'frequencies above 1 GHz are
shown in Fig. 3.10. Attentuation values for paths at elevation angles o above
about 10° are equal to the vertical values divided by sin o, in a horizontally
stratified atmosphere. Values of the attentuation constant due to oxygen and
water vapo_ are shown in Fig, 3,11,
3.7 TROPOSPHERIC EFFECTS ON RANGE, PHASE, AND DOPPLER FREQUENCY
Range to a target fs commonly determined by radar technlques by assuming
that )lectromagnetic waves propagate with the velocity c (2.9979 x 108 m/s or
approximately 3 x 108 m/s). The velocity of c corresponds to an index of
refraction of unity. In the troposphere, however, the index of refraction, n,
is slightly greater than unity with the result that the velocity of an elec-
tromagnetic wave is slightly less than c. A range error then results if the
velocity c is assumed. The slight error in range is unimportant in many
applications but may be Important In other situations. In practice, when high
accuracy in range is desired, it is anticipated that the range indicated by
using the velocity c Is greater than the true range and an effort is made to
estimate as accurately as possible the excess range delay (the amount by which
the indicated range exceeds the true range) in order to correct for it (Flock,
Slobin, and Smith, 1982).
As for the case of the ionosphere (Sec. 2.3.1), the range error AR can be
determined by taking I (n-l) d_ along the path. For the troposphere, however,
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Figure 3.10. Theoretical vertical one-way att_ntuation from specified height
to top of atmosphere for 7.5 g/m_ of water vapor at the surface
(CCIR, 1978b).
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The attenuation constants due to oxygen and water vapor
for a pressure of I013.6 mb, a_temperature of 20°C_ and a
water vapor density of 7.5 g/m_. The solid curves are from
CCIR Report 719, and the dotted curves represent recent
results from a radiation trans?er computer program_eqcped
by J.W. Waters of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Use Scale B
For the curves for 02 and H20 below I0 GHz in the lower ]eft-
hand portion of the flgure.
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cal,.ul_vtLions-,r( . i:: _;_fiLiv N = (n-l) x 10b.
(In the ionospheric analysis, N stands for an entirely different quantity,
namely, electron density.) It is convenient to treat dry air and water vapor
separately. For dry air, making use of Eq. (3.3) for a zenith path
I I ..... 77.6 PdARd : 10-6 Nd d_ = 10"6 _"T--" dh m (3.20)
o
with Atd, the range delay due to dry air, in m. The pressure Pd is in mb, h
is height in m, and T is temperature in kelvins. Pressure in the troposphere
t_nds to decrease exponentially as Indicated by p = poe'h/H (Eq. 1.18), where
H is the scale height kT/mg or RT/Mg, k fs Boltzmann's constant, g is the
accel_ration of gravity (about 9.8 m/s2 at the earth's surface), R is the gas
constant [8.3143 x 103 J/(K kg mol)], M is the mass of a kg mol, and m is the
mass of an individual molecule. (M/m : 6.025 x 1026, which corresponds to
Avogadro's number, but applies to a kg mol rather than _o a gram mol.)-Using
the form of H involving R with M = 28.9665 k9 from Table 3 of the U.S. Stan-
dard Atmosphere, 1976, treating T as if it were constant, and employing the
value of g utilized by Hopfield (1971] corresponding to the height at 500 mb
at 45 deg latitude (namely, 9.7877 m/s2)
._ _ PoRT
I Pd dh = I Po e'hlH dh = PoH :--_= PoT 29.326
o o
Substituting the value of-the integral into Eq. (3.20) and identifying Po as
pod, the surface pressure of dry air
aRd = 2.2757 x 10"3 pod
(3.21)
with pod in mb. If pod is 1000 mb, for example, AR has the value of 2.28 m.
The delay is directly proportional to surface pressure and independent of the
temperature profile. Hopfield (1971) has examined the applicability of this
relatlon and has concluded that it allows determining the range error due to
dry air on a zenith path to an accuracy of 0.2 percent, or about 0.5 cm.
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AsHis a function of temperatureandtemperaturevaries with height, the
exponentialformPd e-h/Hwith H a constantshouldonly be assumedto apply
overa limited height range. If accountis to betakenof the Variationof H
with altitude, however,the integral of Eq. (3.20) canbe representedas a
summation-ofintegrals over layers of limited thicknessfor whichT can be
treated as a constant. If this-procedureis _followed,T will cancelout of
all the integrals andthe sameresult will beobtainedas shownby Eq. (3.21).
Thedelaycausedby watervaporis considerablysmallerthan that for dry
air, but total water vaporcontentalonga path is variable andnot predict-
abl_ with high accuracyfrom the surfacewater-vaporpressureor density.
Therefore,water vapor is responsiblefor a larger' error or uncertainty in
ranget-hanin dry air. Theexpressionfor Nw, the contribution to refracti-
vity of water vapor',i_ givenby Eq. (3.5), but Nwcanbeexpressedin terms
of water vapor density p instead of wai_r vapor pressuree, by using e =
pT/216.5(Eq.3.6), andthentakesthe form
1.731p (3.22)Nw = 0.3323p+
fromwhich
AR : 10-6 _ N d_-- 3.323x 10-7 _ p d_+ 1.731x 10-3 _ (p/T)d_ m
W W
(3.23)
Alternatively, the total excess range delay could be separated into AR 1 and
z_R2 corresponding to the two terms of Eq. (3.3). Then
_: ARE= 2.2757 x 10-3 Po m (3.24)
where Po is now the total surface pressure and
,. _R_ = 1.7:.I 10"3; (p/T, d_ m (3.25)
The value of the integral can De det,ermined from radiosonde data if _ and T
vary only wit.", height above the surf_ce .,rid not horizontaiiy to a significant
degree within the limits of the path.
1
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Accumulation of sufficient data from radiosondes can provide a basis for
a statistical description of the range error due to water vapor and for formu-
lating _dels that may apply to particular locations. Radiosonde dat are
available from only certain locations, however, and it may be impractical to
use radiosondes regularly and routinely for determ_-ningrange errors due to
water vapor. Aircraft instrumented with microwave refractometers can provide
more accurate data on p and T.
Another approach is to employ microwave radiometry to estimate the value
of AR2. This approach is based on the expression for the-brightness tempera-
ture Tb observed when a source at a temperature of Ts is viewed through an
absorbing medium having a variable temperature T. Tb is given by (Waters,
1976; Wu, 1977)
u_
"_ Io e'ZTb : Ts e + T a d_, (3-.26)
with L_, = I _d_L
0
P
and _ : I md_L
#
0
where _ is the variable attentuation constant (scattering neglected) at the
frequency employed. The expression for Tb takes a simpler, and perhaps more
familiar, form when T is constant or when an effective value Ti--can be
employed. In this c.ase
Tb : Ts e"z + Ti (I -e"z) (3.27)
A problem with the radiometer method is that oxygen and possibly liquid water
contribute to-c as well as water vapor, Use of a suitable pair of frequencles
allows separating the effects of gaseous and liquid--water to a reasonable
degree, and the effect of oxygen can also be separated out (Staelin etal.,
1977_ Wu, 1977; Claflin, etal., 1978). Frequencies of 22.235 and 31.4 GHz
have been used, 22.235 GHz being mere sensitive to water vapor than liquid
water by a factor of 2.5 and 31.4 GHz-being _re sensitive to liquid water
than vapor by about a factor of 2.
(By using Eq. (3,26) for the two different frequencies, and with the
- "[j_
Tse terms replaced by con_.tantsas Ts due tO cosmic sGurces is small (2.7 K),
the value of /o W(_) p/T) ,I_ is obtained where W(_) can be regarded as a
weighting function and has a nearly constant known value if a suitable pair of
frequencies is employed (Wu, 1977).
Although there are limits to the accuracy to which AR2 can be determined
by the use of surface values, as mentioned earlier, Berman (1976) has never-
theless reported useful results for particular locations by using somewhat
different day and night models, based on surface values of relative humidity
and temperature.
_,'c.
i •
The standard deviations or accuracies of the determinations of the range
error due to water vapor that have been achieved are about 2.0 cm, and there
is interest in reducing this value, particularly for VLBI and geodynamics
experiments.
The exact value of AR2 in a particular case depends on the value of the
integral appearing in Eq. (3,25), but an indication of the magnitude of _R2
can be obtained by assuming an exponential decrease of N2 with a scale height
H of 2 km. It is of interest that the value obtained in this way is the same
as if N2 were constant up to the height H and zero beyond. Assuming a vapor
density of p of 7.5 gm/m3 at the surface and a temperature of 280 K, the
corresponding values of e and N2 at the surface are 9.70 mb and 46.15 respec-
tively. Then for a vertical path
AR2 = 10-6 I_46.15 e"h/2000 dh
0
: 10-6 (46.15) (2000_ = 0.0923 m
= 9.23 cm
An extreme value of _R2,corresponding to the highest accepted weather-
observatory values of e and p of 53.2 mb and 37.5 gm/m3 at the temperature of
340C and assuming an exponential decrease of N2 with a scale height of.2 km,is
42.1 cm, along a vertical path.
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Once a _R value is known, a corresponding phase angle or phase error A¢
can be determined by
^¢: ARe = ^R .2_ (3.28)
X
where _ is the phase constant-and is ecLualto2x divided by the wavelength },.
The doppler frequency error fD associated with the range and phase errors is
given by
i A¢ (3.29)
where the rate of change of phase with time is involved. Thus fD involves the
rate of change of refractivity along the path in question. The value given by
Eq. (3.29) may also depend in practice to some extent on the interval of time
At used to measure A¢.
For_paths at elevation angle B of about 10° or greater, the range delay
equals the vertical or zenithvalue divided by sin e. That is
AR (3.30)
Table 3.3 shows values of AR(e) or range error for elevation angles-of
0°, 5:, and.50 °, based on the 19_6 Standard Atmosphere for 45°N latitude in
July and including an assumed-humidity-profile _del. These values represent
total delay_ue to both the dry component of the air and water vapor. Note
the large vaiues of the range error for 0° and 5°.
The widely used-constants provided by Smith and Weintraub (1953) have
been employed for calculating __efractivity in this chapter. When extreme--
precision is important, reference can be made to values provided by Thayer
(1974).
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APPENDIX 3.1
RELATION BETWEEN WATER VAPOR PRESSURE AND DENSITY
The perfect gas law in the form applying_o one molecular weight of gas
pv : RT (A 3.1)
where-p Is pressure, v is specific volume, R is the gas constan% and T is
temperature in kelvins. To obtain density p in kg/m3 use
_ M = pM- (A 3.2)
where M is the mass of a kg mol.
N/m2'or Pa, M = 18 kg, and R = 8.3142 x 103 J/(K kgmol),.one obtains
e 18 2-.165x I0"3e kg/m3
8.3143 x _ T T
If e is to be expressed in mbi however, rather than N/m2 (Newtons/m2)
Usin_ Sl units throughout and setting p = e-
(A 3.3)
(Total
N/m2).
e (18) (I00). 0.2165 e
p = : (A 3.4)
8.3143 x 103 T T
level pressure in a standard atmosphere is 1013 mb or 1.013 x 105
Finally for p Sn @m/m3
216.5 e
p = gm/m3 (A 3.5)
T
In u:ing SI units for M and R, we follow the usage of_the U.S. Standard Atmos-
phere (1976), for example.
®
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4.1 ATTENUATION BASED ON RAYLEIGII AND MII: SCATTERING
Raindrops cause attenuation of radio wa_es by both •absorption and scat-
ter. Absorption involves dissipation of some of the energy of an electromag-
netic waveas heat. Scatter involves diversion of some of the energy of the
wave into directions other than the forward direction, ln the case of a beam
of electromagnetic radiation, for example, it is said that energy is scattered
out of the beam. The term extinction is appl_ed_to the sum of absorption and
scatter. Attenuation constants can be defined for absorption, scatter, and
extinction such that
_ext = _abs + _sca (4.])
where the _'s are attentuation constants and can be identified by their sub-
scripts.
Analysis of absorption and scatter _, rain drops has often been based
upon the assumption of a spherical drop shape. For drops that are small com-
pared to wavelength, the theory of Rayleigh scattering tends to apply, and for
drops that have sizes comparable to wavelength the more complicated Mie scat-
tering theory, or refinements of it, must be used. The frequency range over
which Rayleigh scattering applies is further restricted below what would be
predicted on the b_sis of raindrop size alone by _he lossy nature of raindrops
which is responsible for absorption.
A further complication is that the shapes of the _arger drops are not
spherical. Drops with radii < 170 _m are essentially spherical, whereas drops
with radii between 170 and 500_m are closely apRroximated by oblate spher-
oids. (An oblate spheroid is formed by rotating an ellipse aboutlts shortest
axis.) Between 500 and 2000 _4m, drops are deformed into asymmetric oblate
spheroids with increasingly flat bases, and drops > 2000 _m develop a concave
depression in the base which is more pronounced for larger drop sizes
(Pruppacher and Pitter, 1971). The ratio of the minor to major axes of oblate
4-i
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spherGidal drops is equal--to l-a, where _ is the radius in cm of a sphL, rical
drop having the same-volume. Figure 4.1 shows an examl)l(_ of the sha_c ol
far,L, drop.
Figure 4.1. Form of a large raindrop IPruppacher and Pitter, !971)
ii"
The-cotal _ ext{nction power-densi_ attentuation constant _p for rain
can be expressed as
_P : / N(a) Cext( he'a_d_ _o ' (4.2)
where a is drop radius, nc is the complex index of refraction of water (which
varies with temperature), and _o is wavelength in air. Cex t is an extinction
coefficient which is a function of nc and a/_o. N(a)da (having units of
I/m 3) represents the number of drops per unit volume inthe size interval da
and is dezermined _ the distribution o_ drop sizes which i_ a function of
precipitation rate. Distributions of drop sizes have been determined empir-
icall_ the most widely used and tested distribution being the Laws and Parson
(_943) distribution. The Marshall and Palmer (]948)-distribution is also well
known. The Laws and-Parsons data (Table 4,1) obtained _ collecting raindrops
i_pans of flour do not provide N(a) da, but M(a) da, the fraction of the
total volume of water striking the ground due to drops of a given size. To
determine N(a)da, one must use M(a)da and also v(a), the limiting terminal
veloci_ of raindrops, in
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da = 14(a_da--R- (4.3)IJ(a)
v(a) a i!i.1
F_er'uR I,_ the precipitatiort rate iriram/h,v(a) is irim/s, a is in clll,M(a) da
is nondimensional, and N(a)- da is the number of drops per m3 'in the size
interval-da. The Laws and Parsons data utilizes a finite value of da of 0,025
cm and Eq. (4.2) is evaluated i_ practice when using this distribution as a
summation i_stead ef as an integral. Values of v(a) are given in Fig. 4.2,
_;
Zi:
The I4orshall aI_d Palmer distribution made by ni._kingmeasurements of
raindrops on dyed filter papers has the form of
N(R, a) : NO e"Ca (4.4)
where R is rain rate apd a is drop radius. N and NO are sometimes stated in
units of cm-4, corresponding to the number of drops per cm3 in a size range of
I cm in radius. In these units, No has the value of 0.16. If a is in cm and
R in mm/h
C = 82 R"0'21 (4.5)
The number of drops in a volume V, in units of cm3, having radii between a and
a + da is given by N da V. T_e Laws and Parsons distribution also can be
approximated by an equation of the fon_ of Eq. (4.4).
The determination of Cext is usually based upon the Mie scattering theory
for spherical drops (Kerr, 1951; Kerker, 1969; Zufferey_ 1972). Cex t has the
form of
Cext nc, _ -2T Re .( + 1) (a n + bn) (4.6)
n=l
where X is wavelength in air and an and bn are coei_ficients involving
spherical Bessel and Hankel functions of complex arguments, Cex t and So,
which gives the amplitude of the forward scattered wave, are related by
nc, - - I4. 1
where _o is the phase constant 2 _/_ .0
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Table4.1 Lawsai_dParson_Distribution Givir!gtho _'er_,_;s:of VolumeReachingGroundContributeJb! DrGp__,i:_'aricusSizes.
_ain Rate,mm/l_
DropRadiu_
Limits, a_mm)0.25 1.25 Z.5 !P.5 25 50 100 150-
U-(i.125 1.0 0.5 0.3 0.1
U.I75-0.375 2/.0 10.4 7.0 2.5 i.7 1.2 1.0
0.375-0.625 50.1 37.1 27.8 11.5 7.6 5.4 4.6
0.625-0.875 18.2 31,3 32,8 24.5 18,4 12.5 8,8
0.875-i. 1,25 3,0 13.5 19.0 25.4 23.9 19.9 13.9
1,125-1.375 0.7 4.9 7.9 .I.7.3 19.9 20.9 17.1
1.375-1.625 1.5 3.3 10.1 1-2.8 15.6 18.4
1.625-i,_,75 0.6 1.1 4.3 8.2 10.9 15.0
1.875-2.125 0.2 0.6 2.3 3.5 6.7 9.0
2.125-2,375 0.2 1.2 2.1 3.3 6.8
2.375-2..625 0.6 1.1 1.8 3.0
2,625-2,975 0.2 0.5 i.i 1,7
2.875-3.125 0.3 0.5 1.0
3.125-3.375 0.2 0.7
1.0
4.1
7.6
11 7
139
17 7
16 0
119
77
3,6
2.2
1.2
1.0
*Drop radius i_iterval, da = 0.25 cm. Multiply percentage values by 0.01 to
obtain M(a) da, e.g. for 50 mm/h and 1,175-1.375 mm M(a) da = 0.209.
After J.O, Laws and D.A. Parsons, "The Relation of Drop Size to Intensity,"
Transactions of the American Geophysical Union, pp. 452-460, 1943.
For frequncies-of-about 3 GHz and less, the "Rayleigh approximation" can
be used instead of the Mie theory. For this case, Cext takes the simple form
of
4_2 a3 6 Ki
Cext = Xo (Kr + 2)2 + K# " (4.8)
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Figure 4.2. Terminal velocit_ of raindrops at six pressure levels in a summer
atmosphere as a function of the equivalent spherical diameter.
(From Beard, "Ten_ina] Velocity and Shape of-Cloud and Precipita-
tion Drops Aloft,," Journal of the Atmospheric "Sciences, May
1976.) The pressures off013, 900, 800, 700, 600, and 500 mb cor-
respond roughly to altitudes of O, 975, 1950, 3000, 4200, and 5600
m of the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976,
where a is drop radius, _o is wavelength, Ki is the imaginary part of the
relative dielectric constant of water, and Kr is the real part. As nc2 =-Kc
where nc is complex index of refraction and Kc is complex relative dielectric_
constant, values of Kr and Ki can be determined from knowledge of nc. For _o
= 10 cm, Kr _.s78.45 and Ki is 11.19 at 20°C.
Rather than calculating the attentuation constant by use of Eq. (4.2), an
effective or bulk index of 4_efraction mc can be determined for a medium con-
sisting of water drops in empty space (using m for the index of refraction of
the medium to distinguish from n, the index of refraction of water). The
index mc is given in terms of the forward scattering function SO by
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Figure 4.4. Rain rate versus frequency for specific values of attenuation
constant (Zufferey, 1972).
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®mc - I : j 5- N(a) So nc' da
I_O a
(4.9)
The approach using an effective index of refraction has been discussed by van
de Hulst (1957) and Kerker (1969), but early consideration of the concept is
attributed by Kerker to an i_99 paper by Rayleigh and 1890 and 1898 papers by .......
Lorenz. The real part of the complex index determines the phase shift due to
rainfall and the imaginary part of the index determines attenuation, the rela-
tion being that
il-
k
I
f
_&
[
7
_,.._
j;
_-;.r
m_':
= _o mi Np/m (4.10)
where _ is the field-intensity attentuation constant in Nepers per m, 6 i_
2_/Xo, and mi is the imaginary part of the refractive index. To obtain the
attentuation constant in dB/m multiply the value of u from Eq. (4.10) by 8.68
and to obtain the value in dB/km multiply also by 1000. (Alternatively,.one
can obtain a power-density attenuation coefficient by using _p = 2 _o mi and
tllenmultiplying by 4.34 to obtain attenuation in dB/m.)
Values of the real and imaginary parts of the complex index of refraction
are shown in Fig. 4.3a and b. The values of mi can be used to estimate the
attenuation constant by use of Eq. (_.I0). Plots of rainfall- rate versus
frequency for specific values of the attenuation constant are given in
Fig. 4.4. These curves show that attenuation increases with rainfall rate and
frequency, up to about 100 GHz or more.
4.2 EMPIRICAL RELATIONS BETWEEN RAIN RATE AND ATTENUATION
Values of the attenuation constant can be calculated as a function of
frequency and rain rate by use of the Mie theory of the previous section, and
empirical relations between rain rate and attenuation have also been de-
veloped. These relations have the form of
ap : a(f) Rb(f) _Blkm (4.11)
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wherea andb representvalueswhichare a function of frequency,f, andI_is
rain rate. First observationof a.-relationof this type, hut with b ,- ], i_
credited to Ryde (1946). Values of a(f) and b({) have since, bqen determined
by several workers including Zufferey (1972) who gave sets of-values for ligllt
and heavy rain, the dividing line being taken as 10 mm/h. Olsen, Rogers, and
Hedge (1978) have analyzed the relation thoroughly and derived tables of
values of a(f) and b(_')for the Laws and Parsons and Marshall-Palmer distribu-
t-ions and for the drizzle and thundersto_n distributions o_ Joss. For the
Laws and Parsons distributions they made separate deten_linations for the low
rain rate values of 1.27, 2.54, 12.7, 25.4, and 50.8 mm/h (designating these
values by LPI.) and-for the high rain rates of 25.4, 50.8, 101.6, and 152.4
mm/h (designated by LPH). The tables of Olsen, Rogers, and Hedge include the
range from 1 to 1000 GHz for temperatures of O°C, 20°C, and -I0°C. Values for
frequencies of 15 GHz and lower for T = O°C are given in Table 4.2 for the LPL
and LPH rain rates,
Figure 4.5 shows values of attenuation constant as given in CCIR Report
721 (CCIR, 1978a) with credit to Olsen, Rogers, and Hedge. Values of a and b
have also been provided by Crane (1966) on the basis of the Laws and Parsons
distribution. His values for frequencies of 15 GHz and lower are given in
Table 4.3.
In addition estimates of the attenuation constant for frequencies below
10 GHz can be taken from Fig. 4.4. For frequencies of 3 GHz or less values of
the attenuation constant can be calculated by using Eq. (4.8) for Cext.
Interest in attenuation due to- rain tends to be concentrated at the
higher frequencies above-lO GHz where the attenuation is the greatest, but the
plots of Figs. 4.4 and ¢_5 extend below 10 GHz as well. The values from the
two figures are in general agreement, both showing that for frequencies o_
I0 GHz or less and rainfal_ rates of 100-mm/h or less, the attenuation con-
stant has a value of about 3 dB/km or less. Attenuation constants of this
order of magnitude, while less than for higher frequencies, may still be
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Table 4.2 Values oT a and b of Eq. (4.11) from Olsen, Rogers, and Hodge (1978)
for T =O°C and for Laws and Parsons Low and High Rain Rates.
i
a b---
Freq.
(GHz) LPL Lp H LPL Lpll
: '!
.-4B,
_;_,
_.
1.0 6.41 x I0 _5 5.26 X 10 -5 0.891 0.947
1.5 1.45 x 10 -4 1.14 X 10 -4 0.908 0.976
2.0 2.61 x 10 -4 1.96 X 10 ..4 0.930 1.012
2.5 4.16 x-t0 -4 2.96 X 10 -4 0.955" 1.054
3.0 6.15 X 10 -4 4.12 x 10 -4 0.984 1.100
3.5 8.61 x 10 -4 6.42 X 10 -4 1.()15 1.150
4.0 1.16 X 10 -3 6.84 x 10 -4 1.049 1.202
5.0 1.94 x 10 -3 1-.12 X 10 -3 1.113 1.274
6.0 3.05 x 10 -3 1.99 x 10 -3 1.158 1.285
7.0 4.55 x 10 -3 3.36 x 10 -3 1.180 1.270
8.0 6.49 X 10 -3 5.35 X 10 -3 1.187 1.245
9.0 8.88 X 10 -3 8.03 x 10 -3 1.185 1.216
10 1.17 x 10 -2 1.14 x 10 -2 1.178 1.189
11 1.50 x 10-2 1.52 x 10 -2 1.171 1.167
12 1.86 x 10 -2 1.96 X 10 -2 1.162 1.1"50
15 3.21 x 10 -2 3.47 x 10 -2 1.142 1.119
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Table 4.3 Parameters for Computing Attenuation Constant for O°C, Laws and
Parson Distribution (Crane, 1966),
f - GHz a(f) b(f)
I 0.00015 0.95
4 0.00080 1.17
5 0:00138 1.24
6 0.00250 1.28
7.5 0.00482 1.25
10 0.0125 1.18
12.5 0.0228 1.145
15 0.0357 1.12
serious, and concern about attenuation due to rain is thus not confined to the
higher frequencies but includes all of the X-band (B-12 GHz). At%enuation in
the S-band (2-4 GHz) is usually not a serious problem on earth-space paths
unless the elevation angle is very small but may nevertheless need to be taken
into account.
Attenuation due to rain increases the loss factor L, appearing in equa....
tions-describing system performance and determining slgnal-to-noise ratio
(Sec. 1.1). It should be kept in mind also that rain increases the system
noise temperature, Tsys, as weli. The increase in Tsy s may play a more
important role in reducing the signal-to-nolse ratio than the increase in L
for systems baying low values of Tsys. This consideration is discussed
further in Chap. 7.
4.3 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF ATTENUATION DUE TO RAINFALL
Procedures for calculating the attenuation constant for propagation
through r_in as a function of rain rate have been considered in previous sec-
tions. For describing the expected attenuation along an earth-space path,
however,-one needs to model the occurrence of rain along the path and needs to
4-13
knowthe lengLhof path that is-exposedto rain. Furthermorethe datamaybe
neededin statistical form. Thestatistical data are usually presented-as
plots showingthe percentageof time that rainfall rates areexceeded.
4;3.1 Rainfall Data
A first step in developing-anunderstandingof the effect of:rainfall on
propagatLoni a particular areamaybe to-obtain rawdataon the occurrence
of radnfall there. Whensufficient rawdatahavebeenaccumulated,it-can be
put into statistical form.
Publisheddata on rain are available for the UnitedStates from the
National Climatic Center (Asheville, NorthCarolina28801)of the National
WeatherService-. TheysupplyHourlyPrecipitation Data, issuedmonthlyby
state (including monthlymaximumrainfalls for periodsas short as 15minfor
a-num,_erof stations in eachstate); ClimatologicalData°issuedmonthlyby
state (includes daily precipitation amounts);ClimatologicalData- National
Sumnlary,issuedmonthly(includesmonthlyrainfall andgreatest rainfall in
24h); Climatolbgical Data - AnnualSummary(includes maximumrainfalls in
periods rangingfrom 5 to 180minutes); Local ClimatologicalData, issued
monthly(includeshourlyrainfall for individual weatherstations); andStorm
Data,publishedmonthlyfor the UnitedStates. In CanadaMonthlyRecordsfor
WesternCanada,NorthernCanada,andEasternCanadanda monthlyCanadian
WeatherRevieware available from Supplyand ServicesCanada,Publishing
Centre(_ull, QuebecKDA059). Datafor a-numberof other countries are on
file at the National WeatherService Library, Room816, GramaxBldg., 13th
Street, Silver Spring,MD.
Raingaugesare the means_sedfor obtainingmostof the NationalWeather
Servicerain data. A commontype of gaugeis supportedin a verticalposition
andhasa receivingarea ten timesthe crosssectionof the measuringtubeto
facilitate precision in measurement.Theamountof precipitation is deter-
minedby use of a hardwoodmeasuringstick. Automatictlpping-bucketand
universalweighinggaugesare in useat Natlonal'WeatherServicestations that
are mannedbytheir ownpersonnel(First-Order WeatherStations), andchart
recordsfromthesegaugescanbeobtainedfromthe NationalClimatic Center.
i!,_
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If it is deemed advisable tn obtain additional 6ata on _ainfall and/or
attenuation du(; to rainfall" because of a )ack of detailed published data, a
variety-of options are available if sufficient support and time can he Justi-
fied. One can set up their own rain gauges of the tipping bucket or weighing
type,. Radar can monitor precipitation over a wide area using the concepts
discussed in Sec. 4.5 for bistatic scatter. For _nostatic radar the dis-
tances R I and R2 are the same, however, and the-scattering volume V is propor-
tional to R2 for widespread rain, so the ratio of WR/N T is proportional to
I/R 2 as shown in Eq. 4.12 (Flock, 1979).
G2 3
WR OHp ¢Hp c_
= 1024 (£n 2) R_ _2
Z (4.12)
G is the radar antenna gain, oHp and ¢HP are the half-power beamwidths of the
antenna, c is about 3 x 108 m/s, _ is the radar pulse length, k is wavelength,
and Kc is the complex relative dielectric constant of water. Z is _ d6 where d
is drop diameter and is r_lated to the rain rate R by Z = 400 RI'4 for the
Laws and Parsons distribution and Z = 200 RI'6 for the Marshall and Palmer
distribution. See Sec. 4.5 for further discussion of the basis for this rela-
tion that allows estimating R over the radar coverage area.
Another approach to measuring attenuation due to rain on earth-space
paths is to use radiometer techniques. One procedure of this type involves
using the Sun as a source. When a source having an effective temperature T s
is viewed through an absorbing medium having an effective temperature of Ti,
the observed brightness temperature Tb is given by
Tb = T s e"_ + T i (1 - e "T) (4.13)
where _ is referred to as optical depth and is the integral of the power-
density at_-enuation coefficient along the path (j :p d_). The temperatures of
Eq. (4.13) are measures of puwer, as k Tb B, where k is the Boltzmann constant
and B is bandwidth, is power. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.
(4.13) represents the power from the Sun attenuated by the Earth's atmosphere,
and the second term represents thermal noise emitted by the Earth's atmos-
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®phere. The Sun subtends arl angle of 0.5 ° viewed from the Earth, and if the
antenna of the radiometer is per_fectly aligned with the Sun and the Sun fills
the beam, Ts is the effective brightness temperature of_the Sun. Otherwise Ts
is the average brightness-temperature _vith|nthe antenna beamwidth, as dete_-
mined by the temperature of the Sun itself and the low background level of
about 2.7 K.
i -
The object of using Eq. (4.13) is to determine T'due to rain. This can
be accomplished by tlrsC G=iPO the Sun as a source and then switching away
from the Sun, The difference between the :wo values of Tb obtained in this-
way is Ts e "T and if Ts is known then _ is known. The-temperature Ts can be
determined by using the Sun as a source when no rain-is present. (Some
attenuation due to the gaseous constituents of the atmosphere may f_eedto be
taken into account as well.)
If the value of Ti of Eq. (4.13) can-be determined then it is not neces-
sary-to use the Sun as a source. Instead one can point away from the Sun and
record
Tb = Ti (I - e"T) (4.14)
from which _ can be determined. Ti can be determined originally from measure-
ments utilizing the Sun. Ti is in general less than the physical temperature
of the volume of the sky where rain is falling because total attenuation__s
due to scattering as well as absorption ....Eq. (4._) can only-be used with Ti
equal to actual temperature when attenuation is due to absorption alone.
Data on attenuation due to rain, rather than on rain rate, have been
obtained by several-means. An advantageous procedure for obtaining da'_aon
earth-space paths is to use beacon signals on satellites. NASA has sponsored-
an extensive program of study of'attenuation due to rain by this meaos, mostly
=
at _frequencies above 10 GHz (Bostian etal., 19)_; Ippolito, 197B; Kaul,
Rogers,-and Bremer, 1977; Vogel,"1979).- The Bell Laboratories (Hogg and Chu,
1975, Cox etal., 1980), COMSAT (Harris and Hyde, 1975) and other agencies
have been active as well. CCIR Report 564-I includes a summary -of -
measurementsusing.ATS satellites (CCIR, 1978b).
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4.3.2 lli'foctiw'Path Length
Two _eF_i-_erations about the length of the path through rain on earth-
space link", are as follows:
lJ The average rain rate R along a p,_ththrough a region where rain is
falling tends to differ from the instantaneous point rain rate Rp,
and this difference should be taken into account in estimating total
attenuation along a path. One approach is to set R = r Rl_where R
and Rp have the same probability of occurrence and r is an effective
path average factor which must be determined empirically. P.ased
largely upon modeling of data for the C, D, and E rain rate regions
of Figs. 4.8 and 4.9, an expression for r, apparently applicable
primarily to those regions, has been developed (CCIR, 1978c). The
expression has the form of
r = _'(D)Rp"aiD) (4.15)
where D is the horizontal projection of the path through rain.
Application of Eq. (4.15), using values of _(D) and 6(D) determined
empirically, yields the plots of Fig. 4.6. The-horizontal projec-
tion D is related to path length L througll the rain by D = L coso
where e Is_the elevation angle of the path. The product Lr can be
regarded as an effective path l_ngth. Also R can be regarded as an
average rain rate, and the process of determining r can be referred
to as path averaging.
Q Temperature decreases with height and above the O°C isotherm
precipStation tends to occur as saow rather than rai_. Snow causes
considerably less attenuation than rain, and it is the length of the
path up to the O°C isotherm that largely determines attenuation due
to precipitation. (Liquid drops are more strictly confined below
the O_C isotherm for liqht rains than for heavy rains), For e >
10° the path length L can be taken to be equal to the height H of
the OCC isothe_ above the surface divided by the sine of the
elevation angle or
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where Hois the height of the O°C isotherm and Hg is the height-of
the surface. The height of the O%--isotherm Ho varies with
latitudo and meteorological conditions. Figure 4,7 shows values
of Ho as a function of-latitude and probability of occurrence.
A var!e_' of procedures or methods have been used for determining an
effect%v_ path length. In comparing the various approaches, Kaul, Wallace,
and Kin_l (1980) have determined that, for an elevation angle of 45° and a
latitud_of 40°N, an effective path length between 4 and 5 km is re_sunable.
4.3.3 Mode l'_of Attenuation Due to Rain
Sever,_! _%atistical models of attenuation due to rain have been developed
and refined and updated from time to time. The goal of the-models is to pro-
vide statistical descriptions of attenuation but for this purpose one can use
data on rainfall or attenuation or a combination of both. When data on-rain-
fall are uGed as the data base, values of attenuation can be calculated from
the rainfall data.
For locations of First O_der Weather Stations_n the United States and
for locations having similar records elsewhere, data are available to provide
reasonably satisfactory statistical descriptions of rainfall. Earth stations,_
however, may be located elsewhere than where weather stations are found, and
it is thus desirable to divide the Earth into regions having similar rainfall
characteristics and to attempt to-obtain statistical descriptions of these
characteristics. Selection of regions can be done on a large scale in rough
accordance with the natural-regions of the Earth (Sec. 1.4). A number of
variations of such classifications exist. They agree generally on principal
features but may disagree on detail and %erminolo(_y. It has been suggested,
however, that classifications made from biological, geographical, or agricul_.
tural viewpoints may need some modifications for telecommunications purposes
(Segal, 1980). Figure 4.8 and 4.9 show the regions used in the Crane (1980)
global_model.;.and.Fig._4.10.shows_the__egions.used__n.Canada....._ ......
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Figure ¢.i0. Rain rage regions of North and Central America. The regions are
those of the Crane 1980 global model, except for Canada where
the Canadian rain rate regions are shown. From4;CTR Study Group
report B/91-E concerning Report 563-i, 1980,
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The 8 rain-ratp reqinn¢ nf Fin 4.F_ cnrrespond to the natural regions
introduced in Chap. I, lable i._ fairly well. The rain rate regions are iden-
tified by letters in Fig. 4.8, and these letters are included in Table 1.3
when there is a clear correspondence. The largest discrepancy between Table
I.3 and the rain rate regions of Fig. 4.8 occurs with respect to regions 6, 8,
and 9 of the table (grasslands and steppes, desert, and regions of Mediter-
ranean climate) and rain rate region F of Fig,-4.8. Reg$on P tends to include
all 3 natural ragions - 6, 8, and 9 - except that some of the grasslands-of
the Great, Plalns of the UniteC..States appear to be included in rain r'ate
reg-$onD of FXg. 4.g. Re'gions 6, 8, and 9 of Table L_are quite distinct
from each other and from natural regions 3, 4_and 5 (rain rate regions C, D,
and E). Southern California (region 9), for example, has long coI_pletelydry
summers, winter rains,--and-very little thunderstorm activity near the coast,
while the Great Plains (region 6) have maximum precipitation and frequept
thunderstorms in the sui_mer.The desert in Arizona (region 8) also has maximum
precipitation and some severe thunderstorms in summer. It appears that
further study of the telecommunications-characteristics of regions 6, 8, and 9
(region F) is needed.
In areas where sufficient data are available; such as portions of Europe
and North America, more detailed divisions than can be shown on worldwide or
continental maps may be desirable. A variety of such subdivisions could be
formulated_ It-should be taken into account that in mountainous areas of
western North America and elsewhere, any broad-general scheme of classifica-
tion has its limitations. Quite detailed rainfall maps, perhaps for indi-
vidual states, would be advantageous in such cases.
Regardless of what divisions or subdivisions are selected or whether one
only uses data from a particular-weather station, plots such as those of
Fig. 4.11 can provide a basis for system design. Published rainfall data for
the United States are available for periods as short as 5 minutes, and chart .
records may provide estimates for shorter periods. It is the Climatological
Data - Annual Summaries that include maximum rainfalls for 5-mlnute periods
and also for periods up to 180 minutes.
Characteristics of some of the models and analyses of attenuatlon due to
rainfall that have been developed will now be described briefly.
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i. Ri ce-tlol mberg Model
Using a variety of. meteorological data, Rice and Holmb_rg {1973} formu-
lated a model which predicts distributions of t-minute point rainfall rates.
The model gives the cumulative number of hours in a year that the rain rate-.
may be expected to exceed a specified value during t-minute periods, e.g. i ....
minute periods, 5-minute periods, etc. The model involves the use of 3 basic
parameters which are M, the annual rainfall in mm; _, the average annual ratio
of thunderstorm rain to total rain; and D, the average number of days for
which the precipitation eQuals.or_-exceeds 0.25 ram. M and D are determined
directly from recorded data, and B is derived from data on the greatest
monthly precipitation values in mm and the average.annual number of days with
thunderstorms. In considering this model one can set M = MI + M2 where MI
represents thunderstorm or convective rain and M2 represents stratiform rain
which tends to be of relatively wide extent and long duration. Convective
rain tends to involve high rain_--rates but- for only comparatively short
periods. The parameter B represents the ratio M1/M.
2, Dutton.-DoughertyModel, Modified Rice-Holmberg Model
The Dutton-Dougherty model predicts total attenuation from precipitation,
clouds, and the clear air. For attenuation caused by rain i_cuses a modified
Rice-Holmberg model (Dutton, 1977). An incentive for modifying the Rice-
Holmberg model is that while the original model provides P(R), the percent of
time that _ainfall rate R is exceeded, given values of R, it is difficult to
invert to obtain R, given P(R). That is, if one wishes to determine the rain
rate R t_at is exceeded 0.01 percent of the time, for example, it is difficult
to do so by using the original Rice-Holmberg model. The-modified Rice-
Holmberg model overcomes this pr_Qblem. Like the original model it uses the 3
parameters, M, B, and D. St-ratiformrain is assumed to be uniform up to the-
rain-cloud base and-t_ decrease to zero at the storm top height, while con-
vective rain is assumed to increase slightly., in terms of liquid water
content, up to the rain-cloud base and to then decrease to zero at the storm
top height.
ThemodifiedRice-Holmbergmodelis availableas a computerprogramfrom
E. J. Button of the BoulderLaboratoryfacilities of NTIA/LITS(303 497-
3646). Someresults of interest_ obtainedby useof thls-cumputer-program,
havebeenpublishedfcr Europe(Doughertyand Dutton, 1978)andthe United
States (DuttonandDougherty,1979). Thepapez_tprovidemapsof Europeand
the United-Statesthat showcontoursof constant1-minuterainfall rates in
mm/h,correspondingto valuesequaledor exceededfor i, 0.1, and_O..01percent
of the time. A percentageof i represents87.7h/yr, O.1_percentcorresponds
to 8,7/ h/yr, and0.01percentis equivaluntto about53 rain/yr. Thepapers
also include contoursof the standarddevi._ion in mm/hof annualrainfall
rates correspondingto the percentagesof 1, 0.1, and0.01, Datafor 30yrs
wereusedfor the UnitedStates.
3. t.inand Lee Models
Lin (1977) and Lee (.1979)describe and analyze procedures for obtaining
rainfall s_atistics from data published by the National Climatic Center for
the United States. Ein provides an empirical relation for computing attenua-
tion-as follows:
A(R, L) = _ (R) L dB (4.1_)
L
i +_
C(R)
where A is total attenuation expressed as a function of rainfall rate R and
path length L. The parameter _p is the attenuation constant and has the form
of aRb, L is actual length, and [ (R) is a characteristic path length given
by
[(R) - 2636 km for R > I0 mm/h {4.18)
R-6.2
Sligh_y different values can be used for a and b for vertically and horiZ
zontally polarized waves in the expression for _p at 11GHz, based on analysis
by Chu (1974).
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¸4o Piecewise Unifom_ Rain Rate Model
The piecework uniform nmdel (Persinger et al., 1980) is a quasi-physical
model developed to eliminate the need for effective path lengths. It involves
the assuD_ptlons that the spatial rain rate distribution is uniform for low
rain rates but becomes increasingly nonuniform as the peak rain rate in-
creases. Total attenuation A is determined from
where L is the path length which is divided i}itoN equal intervals, _ is the
attenuation constant corresponding to rain rate Ri of the -ith division or
cell. A two level model has been developed for which
R for 0 < _ < CLR_ : Rx for CL <_ < L (4.20)
where
Rx : x (4.21)
RI R1 > 10 mm/h
In terms of these quantities, the expression for A can be written as
Based on experimental evidence for the eastern United States, C is taken to be
0.2 and x is taken to be -0.66. Path length L is found,by using a height
extent of-rain H and a basal length B with
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3.5 kin,high latitude, above 40°
H = 4.0 km,mid latitude
4.5 km,low latitude, below 33°
(4.23)
and B = 10.5 km. then
IHlsin o o _ ooL.._{
B/cos 0 0 _ Oo
{4.24)
Q.
>
¢
with Bo = tan"I H/B and o the elevation angle.
It is stated that as a larger-data base becomes available the two-level
model could be expanded to multiple levels and to include climatic zone depen-
dence.
5. Goldhirsh and Katz AnElyses
6oldhirsh and Katz (1979) and Goldhirsh (1979) have used radar and dis-
drometer data as aids in analyzing and predicting attenuation due to rain.
Radar, by recording the intensity of rainfali along a path and the height
range overwhich echoes are received, can provide prediction of effective path
length. The disdrometer is an instrument for measuring drop size distribu-
tions. The relations used for calculating attenuation are
AR(t) = _ _i Ar
I=
(4.25)
with ei the power-atteruation constant for the ith range bin and Ar the radar
range resolution. The_onstant el is related to radar reflectivity Z by
ei = a Z_ (4.25)
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®Z is detem'ined experimentally by- use of an- equation of the form. of
Eq. (4.12), and a and b are determined empirically to make the values of _i
agree with the values of ep given by Eq. (4,2),.based on Mie scattering-theory
utilizing the drop size distributlon given by the disdrofT_ter.
6. CCIR Report 563 of i978
The Earth is divtded in this report into 5 regions and curves are pro-
vided giving the percentage of an average year that rainfall rates are
exceeded for the 5 regions. The curves giving the rain-rates exceeded as a
function of percentage of time extend at the low end to-0.001 percent, corres-
ponding to about 5.3 min/yr.
7. CCIR Study-Group Doc. P/IO5-E.
A document written for the-Special Preparatory Meeting for WARC-79 (CCIR,
1978c) uses the raSn rate regions of Fig. 4.8, Fig. 4.11-,or Table 4.4 for
determining the rain rates exceeded as a function of percentage of time, and
the procedure for determining path length that has already been described in
Sec. 4.3.2. This model, utilizing 8 rain rate regions, was developed in
recognition of the shortcomings of the 5 rain rate regions of Report 563 of
1978. The model of 1978 and this study group model are forms of what have
been referred to as global models. The equation for the total attenuatlon A
along a path; according to the working group-model, has the form of
A = H -6 Rb (4.27)
s-T6-1Ty(D)Rp (D) a P
where quantities are as defined in Sec. 4.3._. The procedures of this model
are easy to grasp and apply, assuming sufficient data for the determimation of
-_(Di
r = y(D) R
P
8. 1980 Global Model
This form of global model _y Crane (1980) uses a somewhat more _omplex
procedure for estimating attenuation than that of the CCIR Study Group but is
otherwise very similar. The number of rain rate regions is 8, and the same 8
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regions are _is_edas in.the Stuoy Group Model (Fig. 4.8")T The United Stat(:sis
covered by 5 regions wlth one reginn, D, divided-into 3 ,_ubdiv_l_f(m_--_,s'-i'n-
Fig, 4.9. Figure 4.]£ or Table 4.4, giving rain i'atesas a function ()ftiHi_,
ex(:eeded for the 8 regions, are utilized. The model is based entirely upon
rain rate data-and utilizes the empirical relation _p _,(_R{_(same as _Rh)
fur converting rain rate to attenuation.•....Table 4.5 gives rain rates as a
function of time exceeded for the regions of Canada. In the discussion of the
model, it is stated that Eq. (4.15) produces the desired relationship betwecn
,'ain rate-at a point and that averaged-over a-path but that becau.,,r._the
attenuation constant is a nonlinear function of rain rate the form of
Eq. (4.27) of tileCCIR Study Group Model IS tlot adequate ('or estimation of
total attenuation. Nun_rical differentiation involving Eq. (4.15) has been
carried out and has led to relative path raln-rate profiles which _.howtllat
when high point rain rates occur, the most--intense rain is found close to the
san@ling location. When rain rates are low at the sampling location, however,
higher rain rates are likely at distances in excess of 6 k_iaway. Approxin_a-
tion of the profiles by exponential functions leads to an expression for
attenuation along a horizontal path of length D that involves 3 such f'unctions
as foTlows.
_p[ e_I_d- I b_-ecI_d b_ec_D ]A(Rp, D) = _R L----C_F---" - _-_ +-"C_-- d < D < 22.5 Kn] (4.28)
A(Rp, D) =_RBp [ ep_D-.hB I ] 0 < D < d (4.29)
with A in dB, Rp in ram/h,
ln[beCd[l (d in l-m)
b : 2.3 Rp0'17 (Rp in mm/h) .......
c : 0,026 - 0,03 £n Rp
d : 3.8 - 0.6 _n Rp
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For elevation angles o greater than i0°, i) is given i)y
o gI) =
tan o
(4.30)
where 11o is the height of the 0% isot,herm from
height of the surface [consistent with Eq. (4_16)].
path of length L is given by
L A(R , O) A(R {))
p p'
=
As _ D cos o
Fig. 4.7 and Hg is the
Attenuation As along a
(4,31)
for (7 > I0 °. for elevation angles less than 10 °, see Appendix 4.1.
k
4.
I.
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It is reported that the mean deviations between model predictions and
measurements in particular siCuations are smaller than ].4 percent. The model
applies to percentages of occurrence as small as 0.001 percent, and i-t is
asserted that the model provides good results for the low percentages of 0.001
and 0.01 whereas other models fail for these low percentages.
9. 1982 CC]R Model
The rain-rate regions of the 1982 CCIR model are shown in Figs. 4.12--
4.14, and I. _ rain-rate values for these regions are given-in Table 4.6. In
addition, contours of constant rain rate exceeded for 0.01 percent of the time
are provided in Figs. 9.8-9.10. Path length L is determined as in Sec. 4.3.2,
except that the curves of Fig. 4.7 are now considered by the CCIR working-
group involved to give heights that are too great at low latitudes. Figure
9.11 shows the same curves (Method 2) as in Fig. 4.7 and also a new Method I
curve for maritime climates, with a modification oF the latter for low
latituaes. This modification of CCIR IWP 5/2 is shown by the dashed curved in
the figure and is also-described by
I I¢ " 27_H : _p 5.1 - 2.15 log [i + 10 '"T" ] ] (4.32)
where _ is latitude and pp.iS an empirical height reductio!_ factor given by
pp : 0.6 ¢ < 20 °
pp 0.6 + 0.02(¢ - 20 ° ) 20 ° _ ¢ _ 40 °
pp = 1.0 ¢ _ 40 °
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Figure 4.13. Rain-rate regions of Europe and Africa (CCIR, 1982).
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Figure 4.14, Rain-rate regions-of Asia and Oceania (CCIR, 1982).
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Note that for latitudes less than 20° the height H is reduced by a fa'ctor
of 0.6.
In using the model, a path reduction factor rp is introduced such that
A = _p L rp dB (4.33)
where A is attentuation in dB, L is path length, and rp is the path reduction
factor. The value of rp is determined from"
90
rp : 90 +CpD (4.34)
where-D is the horizontal projection of L and Cp is given by Table 4.7 for
continental climates. (Cp is 4 for a probability of occurrence of 0.01).
Table 4.7 Coefficient Cp for Detemining Reduction Factor rp for
Continental Climates.
Percent of Year 0.001 0.01 0.i 1.0
Cp 9 4 0.5 0
4_4 DEPOLARIZATION DUE TO PRECIPITATION-
The term depolarization refers to a degradatio_ or change in
polarization, as from purely vertical linear polarization to linear
polarization at a_- angle slightly different from vertical. This latter
condition is equivalent to a combination of vertical polarization, of a wave
having an amplitude close to the orignal amplitude, and horizontal
polarization, of a wave having a small but finite amplitude. Precipitation
can cause such an effect.
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The possibility of using two orthogonal linear or circular polarizations
simultaneously on the same path is of much interest, but the ability to do so
is limited-_ some degree by antenna characteristics and depolarization caused-
by precipitation or other phenomena. The two orthogonal linear pclarizations
are generally referred to as vertical and horizontal, but for earth-space
paths, the polarizations tend to be rotated somewhat from the local vertical
and horizontal axes (Dougherty, 1980-_. The two orthogonal circular polariza-
tions are right and left circular polarization (Sec 2.1.1). Two orthogonal
polarizations- are sometimes referred to as cross polarizations, and. espe-
ci_llyo a wave of the opposite or-orthogonal polarization that is produced by
a process of depolarization is known as a cross-polarized wave. The produc-
tion of a cross-polarized wave can result in interference between orthogonally
polarized channels of the same path.
In considering questions of wave polarization in transmiSsion-through
rain, the ratio of the power of a wanted or copolarized wave to thepower of
an unwanted or cross-polarized wave is often pertinent. A copolarized wave
has the-_ame polarization as the transmitted wave, or the wave incident upon a
region of rainfall_ and the cross-polarized wave has the opposite or
orthogonal polarization. Letting EI_ and E22 represent electric field
intensities Of copolarized or wanted _aves and E12 and E21 represent field
intensities of cross-polarized or unwanted waves and expressing the _ower
ratio in dB, the ratio may take the form_f-20 log Ell/El2, for example. The
first subscript represents either a reference or original polarization, and
the second subscript represents an actual (resulting or final) polarization.
Thus, E12 is a field intensity having polarization 2. It may have been
derived from a wave of original polarization i, or polarization 1 may merely
be the reference polarization of the system in question. A ratio of the above
type is commonly .referred to bythe term cross polarization discrimination
(XPD). For the example considered,
XPD : 20 log Eli/El2 (4.35)
The use of the term discrimination is pertinent in some cases, but the notation
XPD has-been used also to describe the polarization of a wave whether a
process of (Mscrimination is-involved or not. For example, if a receiving
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system has a linear, horizontally polarized antenna but an incideni: wave is
linearly polarized at an angle _ with respect to the horizontal, it may I)e
said that
XPD : 20 log cot ,_ (4.36)
as E11 _ E0 cos T and E12 = Eo sin T, where E0 is the total-field intensity of
the wave and E11 and E12 are components along horizontal and vertical axes.
In the above illustrations of XPD, it is seen to be a value in dB
representing-the ratio of copolarized or wanted power to cross-polarized or
unwanted power. Note that-the cross-polarized power w_ou]d be interfering
power if it was desired to use polarization 2 for a second signal channel. A
related quantity, cross-polarization isolation or XPI, can be illustrated by
XPI : 20 log Eli/E21 (4.37)
XPI is also a value in dB and -epresents the ratio of copolarized power to
interfering power (taking E21 to be a field intensity having polarization I
that may have been produced froma wave that originally had only polarization
2 and that in an_ case is unwanted). XPI has the advantage of being a direct
measure of interference, but XPD is easier to determine experimentally (by
receiving singly po._arized satellite, signals with a-single antenna having
orthogonally-polarized feeds). Theoretically, the two quantities XPD and XPI
should have the same value.
Depolarization due to precipitation is caused by the nonspherical shape
of raindrops and ice crystals; spherical raindrops do not cause
depolarization.- Depolarization would not occur in the case oi; spheroidal
raindrops either if the electric field '.ntens_-ty vector of a linearly
polarized wave were tc lie-strictly parallel to either the long or short axes
_,,.•
of the raindrops (althougll the attenuation for the two cases would be
different). In the general case, however, the roughly spheroidal drops tend
to be tilted or canted with respect to" the electric field intensity vectors of
i
i'. incident vertically or horizontally polarized waves as well. Wind contributes
to cant.ing and, even in the case of apparently vertical fall, the drops
normal ly_exhib1:t_a_di_str_ibution_of_canti ng angles.
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Differential attenuation and phase shift of-field components p_a__a]_1o]__t_()
the long and short axes of symmetry of raindrops are what-produces depolari-
zation. The effect of differentia-I attenuation on a Tinearly polar-izedwaw,
is shown in a qualitative way in Fig. 4.12, where tileelliptical-cr-oss--sectic_n
of a canted oblate-spheroidal raindrop-is depicted. A circularly polarized
wave is equivalent to the combination of two linearly polarized waves that
differ-by 9[)° in both spatial configuration and electrical phase, and depolar-
ization occurs for circularly polarized waves also. Indeed, it develops that
the degradation of XPD due to rain is worse for circularly polarized than
linearly polarized waves (Chu, 1974).
Taur (1974) has reported experimental results showing a degradation of
XPD to about 12 dB for 4-GHz circularly polarized transmissions from INTELSAT
IV to the COMSAT i._boratories near Washington, D.C. He compared these results
with prediction based on differential attenuation A and differential phase
shift B as indicated by
i + eA+jB (4,38)XPD: 20 1o9
i - eA+JB
The observed values of XPD were somewhat lower than the predictedvalues.
Quantitative analysis has provided numeriLal values of differential
attenuation and phase for waves that have field intensities along two
............o_thogonal axes symmetrically oriented with respect to_oblate-spheroidal and
Pruppacher-Pitt-er raindrops (Morrison, Cross_ and Chu, 1973; Hogg and Chu,
1975; Oguch_, 1977; Kaul, Wallace, and Kinal, 1980). Further analysis of
cross-polarization__has led to a relation between XPD, attenuation of the
copolarized or o_iginal wave A, elevation-angle 6, and polarizatio(_tilt angle
with respect to the horizontal T (Nowland, Olsen,-and Shkarofsky, 1977; CCIR,
1978b). The expression used by the CCIR in Report 564-i is
XPD = 30 log fGHz - 40 log (cos e)
- 20 log (sin 2T) - 20 log A (4.39)
®=_
2
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®Fora f-ixed value of A, the XPL)l-ncreaseswith frequency, which would indicate
that XPI} wouid be low (poor) for low frequencies. Attenuation, however,
increases with frequency. Equation (4.39) is considered to be valid for
i dB < A < 15 dB
I0 dB < XPD < 40 dB
8 GHz < f < 40 GHz
i0° < _ < 80°
i0° < 0 < 60°
The relation is provisional and should be used with caution. It has the
form of
XPD = a - b log'A (4.40)
One approach to depolarization studies has been to empirically determine
values of a and b for particular situations and to analyze flowthe values of a
and b vary with frequency and elevation angle. Some results for a and b for
11.7 GHz, not far above 10 GHz, that have been obtained at Vi_r-ginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University (VPI & SU) and the University of
lexas (UT), are shown in Table 4.7.
Occurrences of low values of- XPD when attenuation is low have been
attributed to ice crystals, which cause small attenuation but can
significantly degrade XPD. Relations between XPD and attenuation_that are
de_eloped for rain should not be extende_o low values of attenuation for
this reason (Bostian and All;nut, 1979).
Data on rain depolarization at 4 GHz have been obtained by Yamada et al.
(1977). For such relatively low frequencies attenuation values are low and
are not useful for predic%ing XPD either. Depolarization at such low
-frequencies is considered further in Sec. 9.4.3.
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Table 4.7 ii.7 GHz XP[_ Dat_;. In the Case of the UT-Values, XPD _:xceeded-th_
Values Silown for th_ Percentages of Time-lndicated. [Tal)l_. i_
P_elimiFJary V_rsiom Assembled from Data in Kaul, Wallace, and
Kinal, 1980.]
Source #,PD o Appl icabiIit_
VPI & SU 44.7-22.6 log A 33° Aug_ 1977
VPI & SU 36.3-16,2 log A 33° 1978
UT _2,9-17.3 l_g A 50° 10% (;ccurrence
UT 35.C_-,13.4IGg A- 50° 50% Occurrence
UT 31.._-12.6log [, 50° 90% Occurrence
A_ wizh atmospheric effects in general, attenuation and degradation in
XPD d_ze to rain are mo_t _evere on lew.-elevation-angle paths. Lin (1974)
describe_ the occurrpnce of a squall line of heavy rain that produced 7 dB of
attenuation and a degradation of XPD from 27 dB down to 9 dB on a 42-km 4 GHz
path. The path 'lengththrough rain of 42 km is considerably greater than for
most earth-space paths, and some of the depolarIzation may have beellcaused by
mul:ipath propagation (Hogg and Chu, 1975).
4.5 BISTATIC SCATTER FR_4 RAIN
In considering the propagation of signals through a region of rainfall,
interest commonly centers on the degree of attenuation of signals propagating
in the forward direction. Another effect, however, is that raln scatters
energy into all directions, with a resulting potential for interference with
earth-satelllte or terrestrial line-of-sight telecommunicaticn systems. Such
scatter can be referred to as bistatic scatter, using the term bistatic as for
radar operations in which the transmitter and receiver are at different loca-
tions.
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Theprocessof bistatic scati_ercanbedescribedasfollo_s. Thepuwer
deI_sityP in W/m? at a distaf_GeRI from a transmitter having a power output-of _'"
WT watts and an antenna gain of GT is given by
I'
WTGT
_';,..... (4.4].)
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At the location where the power densi_ is P, consider a target having o radar
cross section of _V m2 where n is the cross section per unit volume and V is
the total volume taking part In-the scattering process.. In tilepresent case V
is the common volume of the transmitting and receiving antennas as shown in
Fig. 4,i_.
Considering the common scattering volume to be small such that the dis-
tance from-the trarsmitte_, to any part of it is RI and the distance from the
receiver to any part of the volume is _, the common volume is presumed to
radiate isotropically the power' Inclden_ upon it Jo that the receivedLpower
WR-,intercepted by an antenna with an effective area of AR at the distance of
R2, is given by
WTGTnVAR
WR : " 2 (4.42)
(4_)_R21R_
Maki_ig use of the relation between gain G and effective area A, namely G :
4,A/_2, the equation can be put into the form
WR GTGR nV x2
_T _ (4_,_3R l R2L
(4.43)
where a factor L has been added to take account of attenuation of the incident
and scattered waves and any' pol_rlzatlon mismatch. Assuming for simplicity
that Rayleigh scattering applies, the cross section per-unit volume n is given
by
5 I K,c- iI 2
_"4 d6 m2/m3
• ' ft'OPlr#, _!r' !. l.,' ,;
OF' I-.,(_(..,;.¢(_UALI"IY
(4-.44)
lZ)
where Kc is the complex index of-refractionof water at the frequency in ques-
tion and summation is shewn over al-I of the drop diameters d within-a unit
volume, lhis summation is comnK)nlyrepresented by the symbol Z so that
Empirical relationS-have been deri.vedbetween Z and rain rate R.
and Parsons drop-size distribution
For the Laws
Z = 400 R1.4 (4.46)
T R
Figure 4.16,-T_e cr_ss-hatched area is a two-dimenslonal representation of the
common volume of the transmitting and receiving antennas.
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with Z in mm6/m3 and R in mm/h. Another form of the-relatlon between Z and R,
which-is a slight revision of:the relation proposed by Marshall and Palmer and-
is based on their drop-size d_stribution is
Z = 200 R1.6" (4.47)
In monostatic radar observations of rainf_'.,lln can be determined from
Eq. (4.43) and Z can then be determined from Eq, (4.45-)-exceptthatfor mono-
static radar RI and R2 are the same and V is ,)roportional to distance squared
so that WR/WT varies inversely with distance squared if rain fills the radar
antenna beam-width. In Eqs. (4.44) and (4.45) all lengths are in m. To con-
vert from Z in m6/m 3 to mm6/m 3 for use in Eqs, (4,46) and(4,47) multiply by
1018,
For calculation of interfering signal levels one can assume rain rates R
and calculate Z and n for insertion into Eq, (4,43),
4,6 CONCLUSION
Much of the interest in effects of precipitation-on telecommunications
has been directed to frequencies above 10 GHz, but the Various models of at-
tenuation due to rain are applicable to--frequencies below 10 GHz as well.
Attenuation and noise due to precipitation-may be important for frequencies as
Iow as 8 GHz or lower and need to be taken into account for frequencies as 'low
as 4 GHz. Depolarization, the production of-cross polarized components that
have polarizations orthogonal to the original polarizations, increases witll
attenuation for frequencies above-8 GHz. For lower *frequencies,_,_Ltfferential
phase shift rather than differential _$tenuation tends to make the major con-
tribution to depolarization, and significant depolarization m_ take place at
frequencies as low as 4 GHz (Taut, 1974; Sec. 9.4.3). Backscatter from pre-
cipitation is important in radar observations at frequencies as low as those --
of the L band (near 1300 NHz), aridbistatic scatter from rain is a potential
source of interference for telecommunication system op_r_Jons at frequencies--
this low as well as at higher frequencies.
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Water in the form of a thin layer of film over a radome or-reflector and
as the tiny drops of clouds or fog, as well as in the form of the larger drops
of rain, can affect the performance of telecommunication systems, l-t has been
pointed out that a given water content integrated-_long a path_causes mor-e
attenuation when the water is in the form of a thin slab than when it occurs
as fog or rain. Hogg and Chu (1975) used the water content of a slab i mm in
thickness, corresponding to a rain of-25 mm/h over a l-km path or fog of
0,1 g/m 3 over a lO-km path, to illustrate this point. Avoiding the use of
radomes and using blowers to eliminate water films are means for minimizing
system degradation due to water films.
Effects of clouds are considered in the following Chap. 5. Among the
effects are a slight range delay, above that due to the gaseous constituents
of tlle atmosphere. The same effect occurs for rain, for which the excess
range (or time) delay can be determined from the real part Of the complex
index of refraction mc of Sec. 4.1 by taking JI_e (_c-i) d_ namely the inte-
gral of the--real part of mc minus unity over the-path. Further consideration
of range delay due to liquid water, whether of_the tiny drops of fog or the
larger drops of rain, can be found !n Sec. 5.1.
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APPENDIX 4.1
1980 GLOBAL MODEt.
For elevation angles o less than or equal to i0° in the 1980 Globi_l
Model, Crane (1980) states that-D Is given by
D = E,I, (A 4.1)
with
{ r
_,: sin-I ) cos o _(Hg + E,2 sin2 0
H° + E [
+ 2E(Ho'Hg) + H2o+ Hg ]_1/2
- (Hg + E) sin O I (A 4.2)
]
E is the effective earth radius and the value of 8500 km, corresponding to k =
4/3 (Sec. 3.2, T.able3.2) is suggested. Ho is the height of the O°C isotherm,
and Hg is the height of the ground (height of station).
Also for 0 <i0 °
L = E + Hg) 2 + (E + Ho)2 - 2(E +Hg) (E +Ho) cos (A 4.3)
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CHAPTER 5
EFFECTS (')I- .MAI.L PARI'I(;I.E,_; AND f_IOLOGICAI. MATTEIN
5.1 CLOUbS AND lOG
5.].i Introduction
Clouds, dust, and vegetation and their effects on propagation are the
principal topics considered in this chapter. Clouds and fog are both composed
of minute water droplets or ice crystals suspended in air. Fog forms near the
Earth's surf_ce, arid clouds occur at higher levels. Both-clouds and fog form
through cooling, clouds when air cools adiabatically while rising-for example
and fog by contact and mixing. Fog also sometimes forms by _ncrease of _ater
content-_ Clouds are of three basic types - cirrus, cumulus, and stratus
(Donn, 1975).
Cirrus clouds are high, thin, separated or detached clouds. They usually
for_1 above about 9 km (about 30,000 ft) and consi-s_-of thin crystals or
needles of ice rather than liquid water. Cumulus clouds are the majestic
billowing white clouds of summer and fair weatl_er generally. Their base is
typically flat and they have considerable vertical extent. Stratus clouds
have a large horizontal extent covering all or--most_of the sky and showing
little structure. They tend to have a uniform grey color. If a cumulus or
stratus cloud occurs above its normal l_el, the term alto precedes th_
name. If a cloud is associated with rain, the term nimbus ma_ be added to the
basic name. Thus, nimbo stratus clouds are rain or snow clouds, and cumulo-
nimbus clouds, which develop from cumulus clouds, are the clouds of thunder-
storms. Clouds combining the characteristics of two of the basic types have
names such as stratocumulus and cirrostratu'_.
Drop sizes and liquid water contents in cumulonimbus clouds are given in
Table 5.1, adapted from Ludlam (1980). The table shows values-o_ drop concen-
tration N, mass density p, and mean radius r for particular cumulonimbus
clouds, which have relativeTy large val _s of liquid-water content. The
entries are arranged in groups or classes.
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Table 5. i
Parameters of Cumulonimbus Clouds
(adapted from Ludlam, 1980).
CIass N/cm3 p_(_/m3). r(ILm)-
a 290 0.05 3.45
590 0.13 3.74---
281 0,65 8.2
b 30 0.03 6.2
41 0.025" 5,26
85 0.06 5.52
c 229 0.60 8,55
182 0.95 10.76
285 0.66 8.21
220 0.51 8.21
119 0,70 11,2
d 195 1.6 12.5
99 5.0 22.9
Fog has four principal categories - radiation fog, advection fog, frontal
fog, and upslope fog. Radiation fog forms when the Earth, and consequently
the-air immediately above it, cools on clear nights. Advection refers to
horizontal"movement, and advection fog forms when cold air passes over a warm
sea surface and when warm moist air passes over a cold surface. The latter
mechanism is responsible for about 4/5ths of all maritime fogs (Donn,-1975 ).
Frontal fog is important over the continents_and results at a front where warm
air moves over cold air_ Clouds form in the warm air, and if rain falls from
the clouds it will add moisture to the cold air underneath which may already
have been humid and near the dew point. The result is the formation of fog in
the cold air. Upslope fog forms when humid air ascends a gradually sloping
plain-as in the interior plains of the United States. Ice fog forms at low
temperatures In the order o£ -34°C (-30°F) and lower and is aggravated by man-
made pollution. Ice fog is a problem ir winter in Fairbanks, Alaska (Benson,
1965, 1970).
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The discovery that radar echoes can be received froillclouds at Ir'eq_len-
cles of 3 _.fi_z-andlouver suggests that clouds have a degree of structur_ that
causes partially coherent ba(:kscatter.echoes (Gos._ard,1979). The contribu-.
tion to coherent backscatter from water vapor in the cloud is believed to be
i_iuch_1oreimportant than the contribution from water droplets.
®
5.1.2 AtterJuation
Attenuation of radio waves by clouds can be calculated on the basis of
Rayleigh scattering}theory, as the droplet sizes of clouds are small co_par{d
to wavelength. The power atte$iuati_)ncel}stant_p for propagation in clouds is
proportional to liquid water content p_ as shown by
a = K_p_ dB/km (5.1)p
where K£ is a proportionality factor that is dependent on frequency as shown
in Fig. 5.1. Attenuation values for frequencies of 18 6Hz ai_d lower are
small. The factor K_ has a m_xi_T,um value of about 0.i _n this frequency
range, and 5 g/m3 is a quite _.xtremevalue for p_. Thus the attenuation due
to clouds or fog at 10 GHz is unlike'iy to be more thall 0.5 dB/km, and
attenuation values decrease ,_s frequency decreases. Eve_ higher values of
density from 6 to 10 g-/m3 have been reported (Valley, 1965), but dense clouds
more commonly have a density of only about I o/m3.
For the low frequencies of this handbook, for which Fig. 5.1 cannot be
read accurately, numerical values of the attenuation cor,sta_t can be obtained
by using
a = [0.4343 6_ (' Kc'I_p T Im - c_/ ]p, dB/km (5,2)
where x is wavelength in cm, Im _ndicates the imaginary part of, Kc is the
complex relative dielectric constant of water, and p_ is wa%er content in
g/m3. The constant Kc is a function of temperature ard frequer)cy. It has the
value of 78.45-j 11.19 for T = 20°C and X : 10 cm. Table 5.2 shows values of
the imaginary part Of -(Kc-I/(Kc+2) = -R, adapted from Battan (1973) and
originally provided by Gunn and East (1954). Equation (5.2) can be used for
ice as-well as water clouds if the density of ice is taken as i. See Battan
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for' justificatic)n for thi,s step. The equation is based upon tile th,_()ry ot
i_ayleigh scattering which carl be applied to particles which are sufficiently
small COml)a_ed to wavelength.
An alternative expression for attenuation in a cloud for frequencfes from
I _o 50 GHZ that does not require knowledge of Kc has the following form
(Stae!in, 1967).
(4.343)p_ i00"0122 (291"T)'1(1,16)
,_ .-- dB/km (5.3)
p 2
T is temperature in kelvins and equals 273 plus the temperature in °C, _ is
wavelength in cm, and p_ is water content in g/m 3,
Values for total attenuation at frequencies of 2.3, 8.5, 10, and 32 GHz
as calculated by Slobin (1981) a1"eincluded 'InTable 6.3. The model utilized
for calculations includes cloud layers having combined thickness as shown and
also includes the small contributions to attenuation due to water vapor and
oxygen as well as the larger contribution due to clouds. Values for the com-
bined effect of water vapor and oxygen in a clear atmosphere are also _hown
for reference (the entry for p.{ : 0). The condition p_ : i g/m3 and a total
cloud thickhess of 4 km is referred to as a worst case, but it is possible for
values of p_ as great as 6 g/m3 or more to occur. See Table 7.1 for a more
complete listing, Fig. 9.J5 for a map of cloud regions of the United States,
and Slobin (1982) for further information.
5.1.3 Noise
The contributions to system noise temperature due to clouds, water vapor
and oxygen (-primarilydue to clouds) are shown in Table 5.3 also. For con-
sidering these values, Eq. (3.25)is repeated below,
e-T ._T. (1-.e-T) (3.25)Tb : Ts I
The equation applies to the brightness temperature Tb when a_ource at a tem-
perature of_s is v_ewed through an absorbing region having an effective tem-
perature of TI. The parameter _ represents optical depth, namely f_pdR ,
th_ral of the power density attenuation constant along the path. In the
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Table 5.2 Im (-R), adapted from Battan (1973).--
Substance T(°C) Im (-R), X : I0 cm Im (-R), x = 3.21
Water
Ice
20° 0.00474 0,01883
I0 ° 0.00688 0:0247
0° 0.01102 0.0335
0° 9.6-X 10-4. 9.6 x 10-4
-10° 3.2 X 10-4 3.2 X 10-4
-20° 2,2 X 10-4 2.2 X 10-4
R : (Kc-l)/Kc+2), where Kc is the_omplex relative dielectric constant.
Table 5.3 Values of Attenuation and Contributions to System Noise Temperature
of Cloud Models,
p£
Total S-Band X-band X=band K.-Band
Thick- (2.3 GHz) (8,5 GHz) (10 GHz) 3L_(GHz)
ness Zenith Zenith Zenith Zenith
T(K) A(dB) T A T A T A
0.5 2 2.43 0.040 6.55 0,105 8.25 .133 61100 1,083
0.7 2 2.54 0.042 8.04 0.130 10.31 .166 77.16 1.425
1.0 2 2.70 0,044 10,27 0.166 13.55 .216 99.05 1,939
1.0 3 3.06 0.050 14.89 0.245 19.66 .326 137.50 3.060
1.0 4 3.47 0.057 20.20 0.340 26.84 ,457 171.38 4.407
.0 0 2.15 0.035 _.78 0.045 3,05 ,049 14.29 0,228
®
case considered here, the first ten_ has a small value and may possibly-_e-
neglected or Gonsidered a constant, and the major contribution to Tb comes
from the second term. The temperature Tb can be measured, and if_T is known
or can be estimated and the first term can be es_timated-or ignored then a
value for I'i can be determined-from Eq. (3.25). Conversely, if values for Ti
and T are known or can be assumed,-then Tb can be determined. Values for'Ti
generally range from about 260 K to 280 K.
To illustrate the latter procedures, let us assume an attenuation of i dB
and a value of 273 K for Ti. Then using
AdB = 10 log L : 10 T log10e : 4.343 T (5.4)
where A is attenuation and L = I/e"_ and is a loss factor, T = i/4.343, e-_ =
0.794, and.-Tb = 56 K [neglecting the first term of Eq_ (3.25)]_. An
attenuation of only i dB is seen to be associated with a fairly large
contribution to system noise temperature. The subject of noise is treated
more fully in Chap. 7.
Attenuation and noise due to clouds are modest but not insignificant at
frequencies of 10 GHz and lower. Table 5.3 includes entries for 32 GHz which
illustrate the-fact that the effects of clouds are more serious at higher
frequencies.
5.1.4 Range Delay
In Sec._.7, the range or group dela_vdue to dry air and water vapor were
considered.--'Liquid water i_ the form-of clouds and the-larger drops of rain
may also make a contribution to range delay.
U_der the influence of the _inusoidally time-varying electric field of an
incident electromagnetic wave, the small spherical droplets of clouds act as
tiny antennas having an electric dipole moment PI' By application of
Laplace's equation (Ramo, Whinnery and Van Duzer, 1965, for example), it can
be shown that, when the drop diame-te.ris small compared to wavelength, p1-_-s
given by
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where V is the volume of the spherical particle and n is now the index of
refraction of water at the frequency in question. The quantity _:o is the
electric permittivity of empty space (8.854 X 10"12 farads/m) and Eo is the
_i_ii. electric fiuld intensity of the incident wave In volts/re. In a region
...... containing N such particles per u,it volume
_n ,.2/ oo
where P is the e_ectric dipole moment or electric polarization per'unit wlume
(considering only the effect of the spherical water particles and negl_cting
all other possible contributions to P). The-basic relations, by definition,
between E, D (electric flux density), and P for an isotropic medium are that
D =e E + P =_ (I÷X)E =_ KE (5.7)
0 0 0
where K is relative dielectric constant andx is electric susceptibility. The
reiative dielectric constant K (commonly .designated by _r) is equal to _#o,
w)iere¢ is the electric permittivity of the medium. D and P have units of
coulombs/m 2. From Eq. (5.7)
K = I+ x (5.8)
where K is an effective relative dielectric constant of a medium consisting of
small spherical water droplets in empty space.
The excess range delay in the medium is proportional to the index of
refraction of the _,edium minus unity. As n has already been used for the
index of refraction of water, however, we will use m for the index of
refraction of the medium. Index of refractio_ squared equals relative
dielectric constant. Thus
m2 = K (5.9)
®
Then as in general (l+a)l/Z= i_a/2 for a<<l and in this case x is much less
than 1.
m = I + x/2 (5.10)
By comparison of Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7)
[ n2"I_ (5.11)
×--3,v
and
m- i x 3NV In2-I
The relation for determining the excess range delayaR due to the liquid water
content of the troposphere is
AR = f Re (m-l) dl (5.13)
The expression indicates that the real part of m-1 should be used. This
notation is needed because the index of refraction of water is complex and m
is therefore complex also. The real part of m determines the phase shift and
range delay, and the imaginary part determines attenuation. In deriving
Eq. {5.12), no mention was made of the lossy nature-of the droplets, but
relations derived for a lossless medium can be applied to the lossy case by
merely utilizing the proper complex value in place of the real value. Whereas
the index of refraction of dry air and water vapor-are independent of
frequency__.in the radio frequency: range up _iLoabout 50 GHz the index of
refraction of liquid water is a function of frequency and temperature.
To illustrate the range delay due to water' droplets in a cloud, consider
the range delay for a zenith path through a dense cloud 1 km thick and having
a water content of 1-g/m 3. For a frequency-f = 3 GHz and temperature T =
20°C, it can be determined from curves given by Zufferey (1972) that n = 8.88
- j0.63. As water has a density of i g/cm3, the water content of i g/m3 fills
only 10-6 of a cubic meter. Then NV of Eq. (5.12) is 10-6 and it develops
that
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Re(m-l) = 3/2 (0.967)(i0"6)' : 1.45X 10-6,
As a region of uniform water content and a thickness of i km-is assumed, the
integral of Eq. (5.13) s-impli_iesto _come the product of Re (m-l) and 103 m
so that aR2 = 1.45 X 10-6 (10-3) = 1.45 X 10.-3m = 0.145 cm. For f = 10 GHz,
n = 8.2-ji.8 and the value of aR is 0.144 cm, while for f = 30 GHz, n = 6-j2.8
but aR is still about 0.144 cm. The excess range delay in this case is quite
insensitive to the value of n, which condition ,nightbe anticipated by noting
that n2 appears in both the numerator and denominator of Eq. (5.12). The
excess delay is therefore insensitive to frequency as well. The water content
of I g/m3 assumed in the above example is that of a rather dense cloud,-but-it
has been reported that the maximum water content of-clouds lies b_tween 6 and
10 g/m3.
Raindrops are considerably larger than the small droplets of clouds, and
to analyze the effects of raindrops one must generalAy use the Mie scattering
theory or refinements of it. The technique of deriving an equivalent index of
refraction can nevertheless be employed for rain; this approach has-been _
utilized most extensively for determining the attenuation constant for propa-
gation through rain. If m = mr - jmi, the field intensity attenuation con-
stant _ is given by
: Bomi Neper/m (5.14)
where Bo = 2_/Lo is the phase constant and _o is wavelength for propagation in
empty space. (One Neper equals 8.68 dB.) The p_h_se_c_nstant _ for propaga-
tion through a region of rain is given by
B = 8omr radian/m (5.15)
For calculating the excess range delay AR due to rain, one can use
AR =/Re (m-l) all-= /(mr-l) dl (5.16)._
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Tables giving_values of mr-i have been provide(]by Setzer (1970), and Zufferey
(1972) has presented these values-An graphical form. Setzer_'s value for mr-1
for a rain of-25 mm/h at a frequency of 3 GHz, for example, is 1.8 X 10-6.
The excess range delay in a 1 km path of unif{_;'mrain of that rate is (1.8 X
10-6) (103) = (103) = 0.18 cm, a value comparable to that for a zenith path
through a cloud 1 km thick. For heavy rain of 150 mm/h the delay would be
0.92 cm in I kin.
For estimating total excess range delay due to rain, one needs an e'sti..............
mate of effective path length through rain. This topic of effective path
length has been considered with respect to estimating attenuatlon-due to rain
(Sac. 4.3.2). Effective path lengths through rai-_tend to be in-the order of
4 or 5 km for an elevation angte-of 45° at a latitude of 40°N and these fig_
Ores can be used as a rough guide. In contrast-wlth attenuation in rain which
increases with frequency up to about 150 GHz, excess range delay decreases
above 10 GHz and stays nearly constant below 10 GHz to 1 GHz or lower but has
modest maxima in the 6 to 10 GHz range, depending on rain rate (Fig. 4.3a).
It appears that the excess range delay due to rain may be of significance in
some heavy rainstorms.
5.2 SAND, DUST, AND OTHER PARTICULATES
Sand and dust storms may reduce vi-sibility to 10 m or less, reach _
height of I km or more, and extend for hundreds of kilometers over the Earth's
surface. Based on extrapo_lation of laboratory measurements at 10 GHz by Ahmed
and Auchterlonie (1975), it-has been estimated that the attenuation constant
for a particulate_density of 10 g/m3 is less than 0.1 dB/km for sand and
0.4 dB/km for clay (CCIR, 1978a). It was concluded that total attenuation
along an earti_,spacepath should be less than i dB.
An analysis by Bashir, Dissanayake, and McEwan- (1980) for 9.4 GHz has
included the case of moist smldstorms and, assuming oblate spheroidal parti--
cles, has provided different values of attenuation for horizontal and vertical
polarizations. Values for attenuation for moist sandstorms were as high as
1.83 dB/km for horizontal polarization. For dry sand the values were about
0.27 dB/km. Values for particulate density per m3 of air were not given, but.
information on particle volumes was included. If the particles themselves
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haw densities of I 9/cm 3, the particulate densities or loading in air would
he ah(_ut I g/m 3. Thus, particulate densities in the order of I to 10 g/mI_
have been assumed for obtaining estimates of attenuation inthe cases cited
h(,re, l_ashir-et--al--('i98Cr)--concludedthat attenuation in sandstorms could be a
problem for domestic-satellite services in desert areas i-fsandstorms were
encountered at both of two earth stations that were c(mm_anicatin9 via satel-
lite. The possibility of depolarization and interference due to scatter in
undesired directions woro also considered. The effect of sand storms on
microwave propagation has also been analyzed by Chd (-1979) and Ghobrial
(]98()), and Goldhirsh (1982) has pre._ented a unified, quantitative treatment
of th_ effect of dust storms over desert regions on radar operations. The
attenuation constant for propagation through dust or sand storms at centimeter
wavelengths, as presented by Ghobrial and repeated by Goldh4rsh is
1.029 x 106 Kim NI. 3
_' "-' TiT >: ri dB/km (5.17)[(K + 2) 2 + K Pi
r 1 i]i
where K r and Kim are the real and imaginary parts of the complex relative
dielectric constant of the dust or san_ particles, NT is the total number of
particle_ per m3, _ is the wavelength, and Pi is the probability that the
particle radius lies between ri and ri + ar i. The quantity Kim/[(K r + 2)2 +
K#m] represents Im [-(Kc - I)/(K c + 2)] as in Eq. (5.2) except that Eq. (5.2)
refers to water drops. The effects of dust and sand on radar performance tend
to be more serious than for earth-space communications because of the longer
paths through dust or sand storms and two-way propagation over such paths.
Many aerosols of natural and manmade origin occur in the Earth's atmo-
sphere and might occasionally have a slight effect-on-telecommunications-on a
local scale. Two sources of information on aerosols (particulate matter of
the atmosphere) are Clouds and Stb---rmsby Ludlam (1980) and Man's Impact on the ......
Global Environment (SCEP, 1970). Most interest in such particulate matter is
related to air pollution or scientific considerations. Clearly visible clouds
of pollen are given off by some trees, e.g. pine trees, during spring wind-
storms, and pollen from various plants is a source of hay-fever. Measure-
ments in the.-plume-of the Mt. St.-Helens erupt-ton of May 18, _980 showed that
particle number densities about 9.3 km downwind in the 0.01 to 10_Jm diameter
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range were from 4 to I000 ti1_esthe number density in the amhient air. For
particles <2 1,m in dialneterthe mass loading was about 9.5 X I0"5 .g/m3 com-
pared with less than 10..7g/m3 in the ambient air (Hobl)set al, 1g(_i). Even
interplanetary space is not completely ei_pt.vhut is permeated by the solar
wind and has a dust content of around iO"17 or 10-18 g/m3 (i_erman, 19"/9;
14allidayand Mclntosh, 1980).
!!i:
_'
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5.3 BIOLOGICAL MATTER
Vegetation can have important effects on r,,diowave propagation, espe-
cially in the case of mobile communications. FloGks of bi-r-dsare e_sentially
large blobs of water as far as effects on radio waves are concerned and they
can attenuate--and scatter incident waves. Insects as well as birds are
readily detectable by radar means and can. have an e-ffecton-propagation when
they occur in large concentration.s, as in the case of swarms of locusts in
Africa. The effects of these various forms of biological matter on propaga-.
tion are considered briefly in this section. Vegetation is attached to but
not part.of the ground, except for roots, and is therefore included in this
chapter, whereas phenomena of the solid or liquid Earth are considered in-
Chap. 6.
Propagation through the vegetation of dense-forests-and jungles has been
treated by considering the forest to be a lossy dielectric having a complex
relative dielectric constant _c and-a complex index of refraction nc = nr -
Jni.. In-such a case, an electromagnetic wave is attenuated by a factor e"_d =
e'6onid where (_o : 2_o and is the free-space propagation constant, ni is the
magnitude of the imaqinary part of the complex index, and d is distance. The
attenuation due to this factor is-the excess loss above that due to spread-
ing. Using the form _c = ¢ (1=j tan 6) for the complex relative dielectric
constant, Tamir (1974) has reported that measured values of E range from 1.01
to 1.1 and tan _ values range from 0.01 to 0.15. The quantities cc and nc are
related by ¢c = nc2"
In addition to a direct path through a section of forest, there may be
additional paths as shown in Fig. 5.2. In this model TR is the direct path.
Rays incident upon the upper boundary at angles equal to or greater than the
critical angle Oc, measured from perpendicular to the boundary, experience
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Figure 5.2, Ray paths in an idealized forest environment (T_mir, 1974; CCIR,
1978b).
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total reflection and energy may thus reach the receiver by a path such as
TABR, for example.
Waves which skim over the tree tops following a path like TABR have been
referred to as lateral waves (Tamir, i974). Some energy may also b_ reflected
from the ground as at S and S' and eventually reach the receiver location.
Attenuation on direct paths like TR and reflected paths is very high, and for
other than short paths propagation is said"to be by lateral waves, or by a sky
wave for lower frequencies.
Using data from several sources-in the frequency range from 100 MHz to
3.3 GHz, [aGrone (1960) found an average excess attenuation constant _ of
1.3 X 10-3 _0.77 dB/m for propagation through woodland. Other data for
"MHz
propagation through woodland in the frequency range from 30 MHz to 2 GHz are
summarized inFig. 5.3 (CClR, 1978b). For propagation over a grove of trees
when transmitting and receiving antennas are sufficiently far from the tr_es,
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Figure-5.3. Excess attenuation in propagation through woodland (CCIR, 1978b).
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transmission has been found to b(_ priliiavily by diffraction (La{,rutm, ](177).
When th{_ anterlnas are closer to small grov(,_ (_f tr(;es less than 40I)m in
extent, Weissberger (19_)U) found the atL_enuat!ull A in dl$ f()r'_ p#_rticular ',(_t
of data to be given by A _:0.197 f0.2/_4 d()'(_I{ where f is fre(}u(,ncy in
IhFIz
1411zand d is dl_tance in I_..
Because of the highly variable tlature of forests and vegetation as
regards density, species, habits of gro_th, i_K_vi_ti4r:c(]ntent, how rec(mtly it
has rained, and topography, it is very difficult "o estimate attenuation in_
advance. Any express$on or curve such as those given should-be-used only to
obtain a very rough idea of possible effects. 'Ihe proceedings of a workshop
on radio systems in forested and/or vegetated environments contain considera-
ble discussion about, propagation in such env"ronmerlts (Wait, Dtt, and Teller,
1974). The paper by lan_ir- (1974) on lateral waves and a qui?e comprehensive
though brief-paper-by Hagn (1974) are included in the proceedings of t)Ms
workshop_ All information reported here is for terrestrial paths but should
apply to some degree for earth-space paths.
Effects of birds and insects on telecommunications can be expected to b_e
localized. In the near vicinities of breedi-n<_and wintering colonies of birds
and along major migration routes in the spring and fall, concentra>=-i_ns of
birds could disrupt communications momentarily or increase the bit error rate
for digital communications. Concentrations of sea birds occur in summer in
arctic and subarctic areas,-including the Aleutian and Pribilof Islands and
Bering Strait of Alaska, Baffin Island cf Canada, etc. Wintering areas of
waterfowl and cranes in North America include the Gulf Coast, southern New
Mexico, and interior valleys of California, The areas of bird concentration
are frequently in or-near wildlife refuges operated by federal agencies
(Butcher, 1955), and contact with personnel of the wildlife agencies, the U.
S. Fish and Wildlife Service in the Unite(t Si_ate's,and the Canadian Wildlife
Service in Canada, would be advisable if consideration is being given to
installations near wildlife refuges or other areas of bird concentration.
Concentrations of blackbirds and starlings are sometimes a problem in towns
and cities. In addition to causing attenuation of transmissions, large flocks
of birds scatter incident electromagnetic radia'_.ion and make good radar tar-
gets (Eastwood, 1967; Flock, 1974). Thus they have the potent(al to cause
interference between two or more telecommunica".ions or radar systems.
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The pollen introduced into the atmosphere by trees and other plants falls
under the heading_f-biological n_tter. Airborne cottonwood seeds are plenti-.
ful in certain areas (e.g. Boulder, Colorado) in the spring. As they are
detectable by-radar they have some potential for causing interference also.
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CHAPTER6
TERRAINEFFECTSANDMULTIPATHPROPAGATION
6.1 GROUNDWAVESANDEFFECI'SOFTERRAIN
Previou-schaptershaw dealt largely wth atmosphericeffects on radio-
wavepropagation,but terrestrial, telecommunicationlinks and earth-space
transmissionsat small elevation angles-or between.satellites and mobile
receiversmaybe.influencedby the electrical-properties of the Earth's sur-
f((ceandby featuresof terrain, Reflectionsfromthe solid Earth, manmade
structures, andbodiesof water may result in multipath propagation-which is
characterized by fading. This topic is treated in Sec. 6.2. A brief treat-
ment of other effects of the Earth's surface on radio-wave propagation is
given in this section. In 3ecs. 6,3-6,5, the three classes of mobile-
satellite services--land-mobile, marine-mobile, and aeronautical-mobile-.-are
considered.
6.1.1 Ground Waves
One means by which radio waves propagate from one location to another-4s
by 9round waves. In analyzing propagatio,_near the Earth's surface what are
referred to as ground waves are-often separated into space waves and surface
waves. A space wave consists of the direct wave from transmitte$ to receiver
and the reflected wave, if any that reaches the receiver after reflection
from the Earth's surface. It is the surface wave that is most strongly--
affeGted by the electrical properties of the Earth. The attenuation-of the
surface wave is high and surface wave propagation is limited to short
distances for-high frequencies, The-surface wave is the principal component
of the ground wave for frequencies of-a few MHz, is of secondary importance at
VHF (30-300 MHz), and can be neglected for frequencies greater than 300 MHz
(Bullington,1977).
An approximate expression for-the attenuation or loss factor-L s for a
surf-ace..wave-is
Ls = -I (6.1)
I - j 2_dlx(sin e + z)2
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where
z =IK -j
o
for horizontal polarization and
Z =
o 2 )½K - j _-T-_- cos 0
o
0
K-j----
o
for vertical polarization. Ls-has a maximum value of unity. The expression
is most accurate for Ls _ 0.1 and within 2 dB in _mplitude in any case but in
error in phase by 180o as Ls ÷ i (Bullington, 1977). In the above expressions
o/_JEo can be replaced by its approximate equivalent 60o4. The conductivity o
is in mhos/m, _ is the elevation angle, _ = 211fwhere f is frequency, co is
the electric permittivity of empty space (8.854 X 10"12 F/m), and K is the
relative dielectric constant. If using 60 oh, A is in m. Surface waves are
most important at frequencies below the 100 MHz lower limit of this handbook
and in a region within a few wavelengths of the ground. They can be neglected
in most applications of microwave mobile communications (Jakes, 1974, where
the microwave range is treated as from about 450 MHz to 10 or 20 GHz). A more
thorough tPeatment of surface waves can be found in Jordan and Balmain
(1968). Ground-wave propagation at frequencies from 10 kHz to 30 MHz i_ con-
sidered in CCIR Recommendation 368-3 (CCIR, 1978a).
6.1.2 Ef-fectsof Obstructions
Obstructions along a path-in the form of hills and buildings introduce
loss with respect to fr_e-space propagation, and the loss varies w_th time
because tropospheric refraction varies with time. For considering the effect
of obstructions, the concept of Fresnel zones is useful. To introduce this
topic consider Fig. 6.1 which shows two paths TPR and TSR between a transmtt.-
ter T and a receiver R. TPR is a direct path, and TSR is longer than TPR. If
TSR-= TPR + L/2 where _ is wavelength, the region within the radius r (in the
plane perpendicular to TR), at the distance dT from T and dR from R, is
d_fined as the first Fresnel zone. The part;icular_valueof r in this case
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is the first Fresnel zone radius and is designated here by F1. The above con-
cept can be extended,to-_he case when TSR = TPR _ nL/2, for which the corres-
ponding Fresn_l zone radSus can be designated as Fn. The significance of the
first Fresnel zone is that all the elements of radiation passing through this
zone have components of electric field intensity that add constructive"y.
Radiation passi-ng through the second Fresnel zone (values of r between FI and
F2) , however, interfeWes destructively with radiation passing through the
first Fresnel zone, that passing through the third Fresnel zone adds construc-
tively with that in the first zone but makes_a smaller contribution, etc. The
process can be understood in terms of-Huygen's principle which states that
every elementary area of a wavefront can be regarded as a source of secondary
spherical waves. When r is small compared to dT and dR, it can be determined
that
xdTdRFI = d m (6.2)
.......where d = dT + dR and all_lengths are in meters or that
J dTd RF1 = 17.3 f m (6.3)
if distances-are in km, f is measured in GHz, and FI is in meters. For the
situation-where dT is apprcximately equal to d the expression for F1 corres-
ponding toEq. (6:2) is
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F'I= _/"_dR m- (G.4)
The value of Fn is related to that for FI by
Fn = J'n FI (6.5)
One might think that a satisfactory signal amplitude would result on a
telecommunications link as long as a direct line of sight from the transmitter
to the receiver is provided, but consideratinn of Huygen's principle suggests
that having a direct line of sight may not be sufficient. The analysis of the
effect of an obstruction approximat_.ng a knife edge is -glven in texts on....................
optics, for example that by Jenkins and White (1976), and in Jordan and
Balmain (1968). The results are conveniently--expressed in terms of-the ratio
hc/FI of path clearance hc to the first Fresnel zone radius FI, as in Fig.
6,2, If the edge of the-knife-edge obstruction Is- a.t the direct llne of
sight, a loss of 6 db is encountered. To avoid attenuation a clearance of
about 0.6 FI is required. Note that the rresnel zone analysis is in terms of
field intensity. For-zero clearance the total fieldintensity at the receiver
location is reduced to 0.5 of the value for a completely unobstructed path, A
reduction of field intensity to 0,5 corresponds to a reduction ofpower to........
0,25 and therefore to the loss of 6 dB. In analyses of diffraction a para-
meter v equal to #2hc/F I may be utilized and resulting values of attenuatio_
may be plotted as a function of v instead of hc/FI. The parameter v is used_
for example, in CCIR Report 715 (CCIR, 1978b)_-and in Jordan and Balmain
(1968).
The field intensity beyond an obstacle is dependent upon the form of the
obstacle, Whereas the loss due to a knife-edge obstacle at grazing incidence
is 6-dB, the corresponding value for a smooth spherical earth is about 20 dB
(Bulllngton, 1977). Formulas and nomograms for determining the loss due to
diffraction by a smooth spherical earth are given in CCIR Report 715. This-
same report and CCIR Report 236-4 discuss propagation over irregular terrain,
and Hall (1979) also treats this.difficult topic. Multiple knife-edge dif-
fraction is the subject of a paper by Deygout (1966). His approach is to---
first determine which knife-edge obstacle causes the greatest loss and to
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Attenuation due to-diffraction over obstacles,_wtth relation-to
free space, as a function of the parameter of _ and H/R = H/FI
with-H the height of the obstacle above a direct unobstructed "
path (Assis, 1971-).
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detemdne this loss. Then locations and additional losses are ¢-a_culated for
the other knife-edge obstacles. Assis (1971), noting that the assumption of a
knife-edge often gives overly optimistic results, employs the approach of
Deygout but applies it to the case of rounded obstacles. He provides a set of
curves (F]g. 6.3) which give lo_s as a function of H/FI, where H {s the height
of the obstacle above a direct unobstructed path from transmitter to receiver,
and the parameter _ where
,(= _213 r113/FI (6.6)
with _ the wavelength, r the radius of curvature, and FI the first Fresnel
zone radius. Note that the condition H/FI : -0.6 corresponds to hc/F_ = 0.6
and to free-space propagati'on. Also H/F = 0 and _ = 0 is the condition for
the loss of 6 dB mentioned for knife-edge diffraction, and H/F1 = 0 and c =
1.5 corresponds roughly to the loss of 20 dB mentioned earlier as well. For
positive val.uesof H/F1, corresponding to obstructions extending above direct
unobstructed paths, losses ar_ shown to increase above those for H/F I = O. An
alternative approach to propagation over irregular terrain uses the theory of
integral equations (Ott, 1971) instead of diffraction theory.
It is possible for the signal beyond an obstacle, such as a mountain, to
be larger than if the obstacle was not present. This condition occurs due to
diffraction alone in the case of a knife.edge obstacle as in Fig. 6.2, but in
this case the enhancement in signal level occurs when there is a direct line-
of-sight path, with an obstacle below the direct path. More commonly the term
obstacle gain is applied when there is no line-of-sight path. In this case
obstacle gain involves multipath propagation as in Fig. 6.4, for example,
where four paths exist between a transmitter and a receiver on the opposite
side of an obstacle. Obstacle- gain depends upon the occurrence of favorable
Figure 6.4. Possible ray paths contributing to obstacle gain.
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phase relations between tile signals arriving over the different paths, It can
be destroyed by n_teorological variations and thus may he subje#.-to fading but
carl be used to advantage in certain circumstances (K'Irby et al.. 1955; 14all,
1979).
The losses associated with the occurrence of obstacles on mobile commun-
ication systems are comnmnly referred to as shadowing losses.
6.2 MULTIPATH PROPAGATION
6.2.1 Introduction
The term multipath refers to a condition in which energy reaches the
receiver of a telecommunications system by ,nore than one path. Multipath oper-
ation tends to be undesirable, because the signals arriving over the different
paths tend to arrive with variable relative phase, with the result that they
alternately reinforce each other and irrterfere destructively. The total
signal is then characterized by fading involving repeated minima, and the dan-
ger exists that the minima will fall below the acceptable signal level. The
signals arriving over the different paths also have different time delays
which can result in intersymbol interference in digital systems. Multipath
propagation may result from reflections from land and water surfaces and man-
made structures. Multipath propagation may also arise from atmospheric
effects alGne, in the absence of reflections from surface features.
Reflections from a plane surface and the total electric field intensity
which results when field intensities arriving over two paths are summed can be
considered with the aid of Fig. 6_5. The figure shows direct and reflected
rays reaching a receiver at a height hR above a flat, smooth surface at
h = O. The transmitter is assumed to be se far away that the two rays can be
considered to be parallel at an elevation angle of o from the horizontal.
Assuming also a--perf-ectlyconducting surface and horizontal polarization, a
180o phase shift will occur upon reflection so that at h = O Er = -Ei, where
Er is the field intensity of the reflected wave and Ei is the field oF-the
incident wave of path 2 of Fig. 6.5. The difference in length of paths I and
2, A_, is 2hR sin o. If A_ = _/2 (or n _/2 with n odd), maximum total signal
intensity will be recorded as the combination of the -C80°-phase shift on
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Figure 6.5. Direct and reflected rays for space-earth path employing horizont-
al polarization (electric_field intensity vectors perpendicular to
the plane of the drawing).
reflection and the phase shift of 1800 corresponding to A_ = _/2 results in
signal reinforcement. If A_ = X (or nL/2 with n even), destructive interfer-
ence between the two rays occurs as they then differ in phase by 1800. It
might seem that satisfactory operation is assured if hR is chosen so tha_ A_ =
nx/2 with n odd. The discussion to this point, however, has neglected the
atmosphere. In the Earth's atmosphere the ray paths will be curved to some
degree and variable with time so that destructive and _onstructive interfer-
ence may take place alternately even for a fixed receiver location and
height. In mobile operations, furthermore, the receiver position with respect
to reflecting surfaces will vary and the height w_ll not necessarily be
optimum at any particular location.
The phase shift ¢ corresponding to the difference in path length A_ - 2hR
sin e is given by _
4_hRsin_
¢..= (6.7)
k
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wherf..;, is wavelength. If the field i?ftensitiesEI and E2 of rays arriving
over the two paths of-Fig. 6.5 h_ve the same amplitude Eo, the total field
intensi-t,y-car_be i_oundto be give,n, with the aid of Fig. 6.6, by
(P._,h slno)l
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Figure 6.6. Phasor diagr'am illustrating how field intensities of direct and
reflected rays (E1 and E2) add to give total electric field
intensity E.
The two phasors EI and E2 represent field intensities arriving over paths
i and 2 at the receiver location of Fig. 6.5. In the absence of the phase
reversal of 180o upon reflection, E2 would have the direction of E_. Taking
account of the phase reversal, the components of El and E2 along the vertical
axis add so that E = 2Eo sin ¢/2.
For terrestrial paths, the analysis of how direct and reflected waves
combine to reinforce o#4nterfere destructively can be analyzed with the help
of Fig, 6,7, For the case that d>>hR and d>>hT and for propagation- over a
flat earth _ : r2 - rl : 2_hThR/d" The corresponding phase difference
2_ 4_hThR
: _ (r2 - rI) = xd
(6o9-) ...........
For a perfectly conducting surface and assuming equal field intensities Eo for -
the two paths it-de_velops that after taking account of the-_e-versal of phase
on reflection
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Figure 6.7, Direct and reflected rays for terrestrial patll.
IEI=I2 Eo sin --_- =I 2E sino 2
(6.I0)
The relations for the terrestri_l path have been included for comparison with
those for a path from space to earth. Equation (6.8) can be obtain_.d from Eq.
(6.10) by replacing hT/d by sin o.
The approaches shown for earth-_pace and terrestrial paths--can be modi-
fied to take account of earth curvature when necessary (Beckmann and
Spizzichino, 1963_ Flock, 1979). Earth curvature affects-the phase relation
between direct reflected rays and may also result in a decrease in the magni-
tude of the reflected ray. The latter condition tends to be most important-
for aerOnautical-mobile systems and is mentioned further in Sec. 6.5,
The different time delays of the signal arriving over the different paths
when multipa_h propagation occurs also tend to be of most importance for aero-
nautical-mohile systems, for which the differences tend tO be greatest. The
time delays tend also to be nf greater importance for=digital systems than-for ........
systems employing analog signals.
6.2.2 Keflection Coefficient for Specular Reflection
The complex electric field intensity Er of the reflected wave on path:?
at h = 0 has-an amplitude and phase angle that is given by the produGt of Ei,
the electric field intensity of the incident wave at h = O, and the reflection
coefficientp (Fig. 6.5). Thus, at h = O, Er =pE i or
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where all 3 quantities may ho comple:K. It is evident that the reflection coo
efficient detennine._ the ai_iplitudeand phase of the reflected wdv(:, wizh
respec_t to the incident wave. The--greater the magnitude of p, the greater is
the potential for harmful f_ing.
The reflection cohfficient for a _Mooth surface is a function of the
relative dielectric constant K, conductivity G (mhos/m), elevation angle %
and angular frequency (,_=2,f. For a horizonta'llypolarized incident wave the
reflef:tioncoeff-icient nh is given by
sin o- K_-j (_/_: - cos2 o
_V o
i'll ..... (6.12)/
sin o + !K..j oI_,: - cos2 o
_V 0
lhe angle o is measured from the horizontal. The symbol to represents the
electric permittivity of empty space, 8.854 X 10"12 F/I_.
!i
_! PV =
i, - -
;i
fhe usual form for Pv the reflection coefficient for vertical polariza-
tion, or for the electric field intensity vectors in the plane of incidence
(the plane of the drawing as shown in Fig. 6.8), is
[K -jol_ o] sin m- /K-j _/_c0 - cos2 0
[K -jolm_o] sin 0 +JK'j(slm_ 0 - cos2 c)
(6.13)
E. E
Figure 6.8. Electric field intensity vecto_'sfor vertically polarized wave.
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intensity of the reflected wave, are not strictly vertical unless o = 0o. On
the contrary Ei and [r have horizontal components, and the relation between
these hori_o_tal components at h _ 0 is determined by the beundary conditions
which apply at this surface. Consistent with Fig. 6.8 it has been assumed in
advance that the-horizontal components are oppositely directed. Thus- for a
perfectly conducting surface Pv :'+1, consistent with the horizontal compo-
nents of EI and Er being equal and opposite so that the total tangential fielm
intensity is zero at the surface of a perfect conductor. But for o = 900
where horizontal and "vertical '_polarizations are indistinguishable, Ph :"
i. The reason for'this discrepancy is that different initial assumptions are
made about the directions of Ei and Er for the two polarizations. For
horizontal polarization Ei and Er are assumed to be in the same direction
whereas they are assumed to be in opposite directions for vertical polariza-
tion. As two vectors pointing in the same direction but 1800 out of phase are
equivalent to two vectors pointing in opposite directions but in phase, the
two results are actually compatible. It would seem more logical to f'_at the
two polarizations in the same way so that Pv would equal....i for o = 90o and
o : ®, Then the discrepancy referred to above would not-occur, and it would
not be necessary to provide an expqanation of it. The forn_ of Eq. (6.13),
however, is widely used, as in Jordan and Balmain (1968)for example. Plots
of Ph and Pv are given in Fig, 6.9.
An interesting characteristic of the reflection coefficient for vertical
polarization is tha% when both media are lossless and a wave is incident from
medium 1 to medium 2, Pv goes to zero for a particular elevation angle ep
defined by
Op = tan-I K_2
(6.14)
This angle is referred to as the Brewster angle. If medium I is air
Op = tan"1 _/_ (6.15)
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For o :i 0, a minimum JpvJ still tends to occur, and as it is o/_ o that
appears in Eq. (6.13) the minimum tends to be quite pronounced for large
values of (_.
6.2.3 Surface Roughness
The discussion of reflection in Secs. 6.2.1 and 6.2.2-a_sumed-a-perfectly
smocth ref_cting surface, consistent with reflection in the forward direction
only. If a surface is rough, however, energy is reflected or scattered in
other directions as well, with the result that the magnitude of the forward
reflection coefficient is reduced. A commonly accepted criterion for rough-
ness is the Rayleigh criterion, which can be explained with the help of
Fig. 6.10. Consider two rays A and B such that ray A follows a path that is
longer than that of ray B by _ rad, the two rays being reflected from loca-
tions that differ in heigh.t by ah. As the two rays differ in phase by _ rad
(assuming the same phase angle for their forward reflection coefficients) they
interfere destructively for forward reflection. Therefore it can be argued
tl}at some of the incident energy is scattered in other than the forward direc-
tion. The amount A_ by which the path length of ray A exceeds that of ray B
is given by
a_ = 2ah sin o (6.16)
and the corresponding phase difference A@ is set equal to _ so that
4_
A¢ = _ Ah sin0 : 7r (6.17)
---...
Ah slnO I Ah sinO
f
Figure 6.10. Basis for Rayleigh criterion.
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can be taken as the criterion for roughness,
criterion for smoothness, one might use
If it is desired to have a
The integer in the denominator is arbitrary and may be larger than 8 (16, for
example). Note that we have allowed a range of ah for which the surface is
not defined as either rough or smooth.
As large reflection coefficients for forward reflection tend to be un-
desirable, the occurrence 6f high degrees of surface roughness of possibly
reflecting surfaces can generally be looked upon with favor. In the case of
reflection from a rough surface some degree of specular reflection may still
occur and diffuse scattering takes place as well. Specular reflection is of
the same type as that from a smooth surface. It is directional, coherent in
phase, and tends to have small fluctuations in amplitude. Diffuse scattering
exhibits little directivity, is incoherent in phase, and in mobile communica-
tions tends to exhibit large fluctuations which are Ra_]eigh distributed
(Beckmann and Spizzichino, 1963). The following section treats the Rayleigh
probability density function.
6.2.4 Statistical Characteristics of Multipath Signals
In considering-the statistics of multipath signals received by moving
mobile receivers, a distinction can be made between the rather rapid fluctua-
tions that occur over short distances of a few tens of wavelengths when the
mean signal is essentially constant and the slower variations in mean signal
level that occur as the vehicle moves over large distances and experiences
shadowing losses (Jakes, 1974). For analyzing the rapid variations,-it can be
assumed that the received field intensity E can be expressed as the sum of two
components that are separated by 90o in phase such that
E = x(t) cos mt + y(t) sin mt (6.20)
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The-quantities x(t) and y(t) represent, the amplitudes of the two orthogonal
terms, and both are assumed to have normal or Gaussian.distr_ibut_ons with _.ro
means and the same variance 02 such that
2
x
i - _ (6.21)
p(x) = V_-o e 202
and
2
Y
p(y) = i e" 2o_ (6.22)
where p(x) and p(y) represent probability densities, Assuming that p(x) and
p(y) are statistically independent, their Joint probability p(x,y) is given by
x2+y2
p(x,y) = p(x) p(y) = 1 _ e 2o2 (6.23)
2_o2
It is desirable to know the probability density of the total field inten-
sity amplitude which will now be designated by r. The relation between r, x,
andy is
r2 = x2 + y2
To determine plr) one can begin by using the relation (Beckmann, 1967)
p(r,¢) = p(x,y)J (6.24)
whereJ is the-Jacobian defined by
The derivatives can be evaluated by noting that
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y=rsin¢
fr6m which
QF F'(}{;>;: L_t;;',i !IY (6.27)
i
-f
j = cos @ sin ¢
-r sin¢ r cos ¢
so that
= r(cos2 ¢ + sin2 ¢) = r
r2
p(r,¢) : r e 202 (6.28)
2_a2
To obtain p(r) one can integrate with respect to ¢ from 0 to 2_ with the
result that
r2 r2
- 2rp(r) = e 7 =_ e-'_"- (6.29)(z
0
where _ = 202 is the mean square value of p(r). This function is known as the
Raylelgh probability density function. The forms of the RaLyleighand normal
density functions are shown in Fig. 6.11.
I
2%/2_O l.i.i. '._ RAYLEIGH:• 2
GAUSSIAN: x2 "_ i _ o o
i-
0 _o rorx
Figure 6.11. Normal or Gaussian and Rayle-igh probability density functions
(Jakes, 1974).
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The probability density in this case for phase, p(@), is uniform with
p(@) = 1/_ for 0 ( @ _ 2_7. Considerable experimental evidence,e_is_;sto the
effect that the signal rec_i_ed by a land mobile receiver (-inground-to-ground
service) is Rayleigh distributed on a local scale. A good approximation to a
Rayleigh distribution tends to occur for as few as four to six multipath com-
ponents (Schwartz, et al., 1966). I_ cases when the number of rays is very
small, however, the Rayleigh distribution may not be applicable. The Rayleigh
distribution can be considered to be a special Case of more general distribu-
tions including the m distribution (Panter, 1972) and the Weibull distribution
(Beckmann, 1967; Shepherd, 1972), and forms of these distributions may be
applicable when the Rayleigh distribution is not.
When expressed in dB, the slower variatfons in mean signal level tend to
follow the normal or Gaussian distribution and to have a probability density
of the form of
(X-Xo)2
p(x) - I e-
2VI_-° 2o2 (6.30)
where now x = in y with y representing field intensity and xo : ln Yowith Yo
the mean field intensity. [Values in dB represent 20 log10 (y/yo) but our
interest is not in dB values as such, and the natural logarithmic relationship
is sufficient and convenient for present purposes.] To obtain the probability
density of field intensity one can use....
p(x) dx : p(y) dy
and note that as x = in y; dx : dy/y so that p(y) = p(x)/y and thus
[In(y/y o)]2
p(y) _ 1
e 22 (6.31)
This probability density is known as the lognormal probability density func-
tion.
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¸The probability distribution for combined Rayleigh and lognormal fading
I1as been-analyzed by Hansen and Men o (1977). The probability d::nsity of a
constant vector and-a signal following the Rayleigh distribution is the Rice
or Rice-Nakagami density function described by
(r2+c2)
(p(r) 2r (__r)
O_
= _ e _ I (6.32)
_- 0
where r is the total electric field intensity, c is the peak field intensity
of the constant llne-of-sight component, _ is the mean-square value appearing
in the Rayleigh distribution [Eq. (6.29)], and Io is the modified [_essel
function of the first kind and zero order (Norton etal., 1955; Beckmann and
Spizzichino, 1963; Beckmann, 1967).
6.3 LAND-MOBILE SATELLITE CHANNELS
Any earth-space path may experience reflections and resulting multipath
fading, but fixed earth stations can be designed to minimize multipath prob-
lems. Mobile satellite services are especially vulnerable to multipath fading
for two principal reasons. One is that they must operate in a large variety
of locations which in general cannot be selected or prepared in advance. The
major factor contributing to fading, however, is the movement of the
vehicle. No matter how reliable the signal may be when the-vehicle is
stationary and in a favorable location, fading becomes a potential problem for
a moving vehicle.
Certain measures can be taken to minimize multipath fading. The use of
directional antennaswhich discriminate against reflected rays is one impor-
tant means. This approach is most effective__in the case of satellites at
rather high elevation angles, as contrasted to terrestrial services and low-
angle satellites. Circular polarization has the favorable feature that
reflected rays above the Brewster angle tend to have the orthogonal circular
polarization from that which is transmitted. As receiving antennas are
designed for the transmitted polarization, they are insensitive to the ortho-
gona_ polarization of the reflected ray. Thus multipath fading, resulting
from interference between direct and reflected-rays, is minimized.
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Measurements have-been made of signal intensities of transmissions from
the ATS-6 sat_lite to mobile receivers at 860 MHz and 1550-MHz in a number of
cities in the United States (Hess, 1980). The data reported are-.primarily
from Denver. The excess p_th loss for 90 percent spatial coverage for 90 per-
cent of the time for uraan areas is about 25 dB and quite insensitive to
frequency. The statemen_ ismade-that the comparable value for suburban/rural
areas is under 10 dB. Fhe probability density of signal intensity is found to
be different from that of the Rayleigh distribution.
Another study (Brisken et al., 1979) usirigthe ATS-I and ATS-3 satellites
determined that ground-reflectlon multipath and ignition noise affected satel-
lite communications less than terrestrial mobile communications. Position
determinations of a less precise nature' than planned for the GPS satellites
(Sec.....6 6) were made by measuring the transit times of coded transmissions
from the two satellites to the mobile vehicle and back. Measurements were
made mostly in the Washington, DC area and in southwestern states, especially
Colorado, Arizona, and California.
The planned Land Mobile Satellite Service (LMSS) is intended to provide
narrowband, primarily-voice, communications via satellite between land mobile
vehicles, generally in rural areas, and earth stations (Knouse, 1980). The
coverage area of LMSS will include the continental United States, Alaska,
Canada, and possibiy Hawaii. The satellite-to-mobile up]ink and downlink-fre-
quencies will be in the 806-890 MHz band and the satellite-to-earth station
frequencies will be in the 2550-2690 MHz portion of the S band. A downlink
frequency of 868 MHz and an uplink frequency of 823 MHz have been used for
uplink and-downlink analyses, respectively, in the UHF band. A large LMSS
satellite antenna will proviue multiple, spot beams. Although LMSS is
intended primarily for rural areas, it is planned that LMSS will be compatible
with urban cellular mobile phone service. It has been planned to employ a
dB margin for multipath fading and to not _rovide additional margin for
shadowing. The decision-to not attempt to compensate for shadowing involves,
among other factors, the concept that the se_ice is intended mostly for rural
areas where a line-of-sight path will be-_intained for a-large percentage of
the time.
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k6.4 _ MARITIME-MOBILE SATELLITE CHANNELS
Maritime-mobile satellite systems encounter multipath effects which
generally arise Prom reflection and scatter from the surface of tile oceans and
seas.
The electric field intensity at a maritime-mobile receiving antenna, due
to signals transmitted from a satellite, is the vector sum of components
associated with the direct wave from the satellite, a specularly or coherently
reflected wave, and a diffusely or incoherently scattered wave. The field
intensity of the diffuse wave nomally has a Rayleigh distribution. The
magnitude of the reflection coefficient for the specularly reflected wave is
decreased below that for a smooth surface by surface roughness which can be
characterized by the factor s, given by
h
s = _ sin c) (6.33)
where h is the rms sea wave height, _ is wavelength, and o is elevation angle
(Beckmann and Spizzichino, 1963; CCIR, 1978c). If the first Fresnel zone con-
tains a large number of scatterers, th(. r(_flection coefficient can be
expressed as the product of the coefficient _o for a smooth surface and a fac-
tor k where
_8_2s2
k = e (6.34)
Values of the reflection coefficient for a smooth plane sea are shown in Fig.
6.12. In practice, with normal sea conditions in mos_ areas, multipath
reflections from the sea surface are said to be primarily diffuse (CCIR,
1978d).
The MARISAT maritime satellite communication system utilizes geostation-
ary satellites over the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian oceans and shore sta-
tions at Southbay, Connecticut; Santa Paula, California; and Fucino, Italy
(Lipke et al., 1977). _Each satellite receives transmissions at 6 GHz from
shore stations• and translates them to 1.5 GHz for_transmission to ships.
Transmissions from ships to satellites are at 1.6 GHz and those from the
satellites to the shore s_ations are at 4 GHz. An allowance of 4 db for
short-term fading is provided for the L-band (1.5 and 1.6 GHz) li_ks.
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6.12. Reflection coefCi.c-_entsfor smooth plane sea. A: horizontal
polarization; B: vertical polarization (CCIR, 1978c).
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6.5 AERONAUTICAL-MOBILE SATELLITE CHANNELS
_ecause of the heights at which aircraft fly, aeronautical-mobile
sateliite operat"ons involve considerations-_that may not be important-for
vehicles and sh,ps that are confined to the Earth's surface.
{
i
:{
For surface operations, multipath propagation is of importance primarily
because of the resulting fading. For aeronautical operations, however, time
delays of the reflected rays, w_th respect to the direct rays, may be of
importance as well. The tirnedelay is greatest when an aircraft is-directly
beneath a satellite. For an aircraft at an altitude of 15 kin, for example,
the time delay of the reflected ray is 100 _s. _r the north Atlantic air
routes and a geostationary satellite at 30o longitude, the oelay times for
aircraft between 8 and 17 km are between about 20 and 60 _s (CCIR, 1978d).
The problem of multlpath time delays is treated in the CCIR references
(Report 505-2) under the heading of modulation interference. The interference
due to multipath propagation is also referred to as intersymbol-interfer-
ence. The time delays mentioned above do not cause significant garbling of
voice signals. The effect on da_a transmissions depends on the relative mag-
nitude of the time delay andthe bit length. When the two periods are compar-
able, errors mayarise unles_ remedial measures are taken. If the bi_ period
is large compared to the propagation delay and sampling is done at-the center
of each bit period, problems are minimal.
For small elevation angles and aircraft heights above about 10 km, the
reflection from a smooth surface is reduced-by the Earth's curvature below the
value for a plane earth.- The factor by which the reflection coefficient is
reduced is known as the divergence factorD (Beckmann and Spizzichino, 1963)
and is illustrated inFig. 6.13 for two different aircraft heights.
Aircraft can range over land and sea and also over areas of ice and snow
such as the Greenland ice cap and Antarctica. Reflection coefficients for
such surfaces, consisting of snow which gradually changes with depth to com-
pact snow and finally to ice, are illustrated in Fig. 6.14.
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Figure 6.13,Divergence factors, D, for reflection,from a smouth spherical
earth. A: aircraft at 3,300m,.B: aircraft at 10,O00m (CCIR,
1978c).
Aircraft in flightpass through the maximaand minima_f the interference
pattern which tends to be set up by reflection,and they experiencefading
which is a functionof the applicablereflectioncoefficients. The vertical
separation,AhR,_b_.tweenmaxima of the interferencepatterncan be found from
Eq. (6.8),assumingreflectionfrom-aplane surface,by setting
L
2,ahR_sine- -
fromwhich
(6.35}
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Figure 6.14.Field intensity reflection coefficients for ice caps such as
those of Greenlandand Antarctica. A: horizontalpolarization,
B; verticalpolarization(CC}R,1978c).
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l able b.i lists vdlues of AhR as determined from Eq. (6.35) for various eleva-
tion angles o.
(;(deg) AhR
2 14.3 A
4 7.2 A
8 3.6
15 1.9
30 1.0
60 0.58
9C 0.5
Table 6.1 Vertical separation between maxima of interference pattern.
Ascending and descending aircraft pass rapidly through the maxima and minima
in the interference pattern. For the elevation angles of abou_ 15o and great-
er even aircraft in nominally level flight experience the full range of fading
because of the limited ability to maintain constant height.
In flight over water the Doppler spectrum of the sea-reflec.ted signal
introduces spectral spreading of the received signal, as a function of the
elevation angle of the aircraft with respect to the origin of the reflected
signal. Values of the measured Doppler bandwidth between points at i/e of the
peak amplitude for L-band transmissions from ATS-5 are shown in Fig. 6.15.
An AEROSAT satellite system specifically designed for aircraft communica-
tions has been proposed but never funded. Volume VIII, Mobile Services,
Recommendations and Reports of the CCIR, 1978 includes a large number of
reports that provide infomlation pertinent to mobile communications, including
satellite-mobile communications. The contents o_ Report 505-2 of this volume
haYe been especially useful in the preparation of Sec. 6.5.
6.6 THE NAVSTAR GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM
The three previous sections have involved consideration of multipath
effects that may be of importance to the three categories of land, maritime,
and aeronautical mobile communications services. In-addition, the ef-fectsare
pertinent to radionavigation systems, incTuding the pending NAVSTAR Global
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Figure 6.15. Dopier bandwidth as a function of elevation angle, based on 1550
MHz transmissions from the ATS-5 satellite to a 707-type aircraft
(CCIR, 1978c).
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Positionlng Syste_ (GPS) (Milliken and Zoller, 1978). The system will provide
three-dimensional position and velocity information to mobile or. fixed
reGeivers an_,wherein the world whether on land or sea or in the air. Origi-
nal plans called for 24 3atellites in 12-hour orbits at an altitude of 20,183
km in 3 ort!_ogonal planes (8 in each plane). Budgetary consid_ratidns have
required a change to operation with a total of 18 satellites (Book,Brady, and
Mazaika, 1980). Signals are transmitted at two L-band frequencies, 1227 and
1575 MHz, to p_rmi_ correction for ionospheric time delay. The satellites
carry precision clocks, and if the user has a precision clock signals from 3
satellites are sufficient to determine position. A fourth satellite is
required for most users, however, who must have a clock of reasonable accuracy
but will not have a precision clock. The fourth satellite provides the neces-
sary correction _for the offset of the user clock. Position determination
involves the employment of two codes, the P code which provides precision
measurement of time and the C/A code which provides easy lock-on to the sig-
nal. It is expected that multipath propagation will cause errors in position
determination of 1.2 to 2.7 m. The overall error i]_range is expected to be
3.6 to 6.3 m.
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CHAPTER 7
RADIO NOISE
7.1 SYSTEM NOISE-TEMPERATURE AND ANTENNA TEMPERATURE
7.1.1 Basic Concepts of Electrical-Noise
Electrical noise is developed in resistors or conducto's, due to the ran-
dom rmtions of electrons. The available noise power p at the terminal_ of a
resistor in a I Hz bandwidth at radio frequencies is independent of tile-value
of the resistance and frequency and is given by
p : kT WIHz (7.1)
where k is Boltzmann's constant (1.381 x 10-23 JIR) and T is temperature in
kelvins (K). The noise power P in--abandwidth B in the radio frequency range
is therefore given by
P : kTB W (7.2)
with B in _z. The standard reference value, TO = 290 K, is normally used for
T for noise power calculations.
If a receiver or amplifier has a resistive input impedance, the noise
power at the output terminals of the receiver will be
P : gkToB + Pi W (7;3)
where g is the power gain of the amplifier and Pi is noise which is generated
internally within the amplifier. The noise performance of an amplifier can be
measured by use of a noise figure F where F is defined by the relation
Pout
gPin....
(7.4)
with the subscripts representing output and input and with Pin = kToB' Alter-
natively, a noise temperature TR can be used to describe the noise performance
of the receiver such that
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Pout = gk (F 0 + TR)B (7._)-
Making use of Eqs. 7.3-7.5, it can be established that
TR
F=I+
and
(7.6)
TR = TO (F-I) (7.7)
An advantage of using TR as a measure of the noise introduced by the receiver
is that it refers to the input terminals of the receiver and is additive with
respect to temperatures repcesenting other noise sources that may be applied
to the receiver input terminals, as in Eq. (7.5).
Consider next a resistive or dissipative attenuator at the temperature
T0. In many applications, one simply considers the power output of the
attenuator to be the input power times the power "gain" ga of the attenuator
so that Pout = Pinga' It is convenient when working with attenuators, and
with noise, to use a noise temperature in place of noise power itself. In
that case
Tout = Tin ga (7.8)
A resistive attenuator, however, does more than.attenuate. It adds noise as
well, and it is advantageous to refer this noise to the input terminals of the
attenuator in the same way that receiver noise was referred to the i_put
terminals of the receiver. To carry out this procedure, it is necessary to
determine the input temperature of an attenuator-such that the temperature
accounts for the noise generated by the attenuator and is consistent with
EQ.(7.8). The advantage is, as with receivers, that this noise temperature is
additive with respect to noise temperatures representing other sources of
noise that-may be applled to the-input "of the attenuator. Then one can use
Eq.(7.8)for an attenuator with Tin representing either the attenuator by
itself or the sum of the attenuator input noise temperature and a temperature
7 ___m
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representing another noise source such as an antenna ....(See Fig. 7.1.) It
develops that for an attenuator by itself (no input)
,._j ....
e ,, C , ;i
Tin : (_,a" i) TO UF P_u_ QUI_Li'IY (7.9)
,ip
and
Tout = (i - ga) TO (7.i0)
with ha : I/ga. If an antenna which introduces noise corresponding to the
temperature TA is connected to the input temlnals of the attenuator then
Tin =TA + (_a-1) TO (7.11)
and
Tout = TA ga + (1"ga)To (7.12)
(a) T. o II-in gQ --_ Tout
(b)
Tin_
Figure 7.1. Concept of noise temperature of attenuator. For both systems Tout
= Tin ga' In Fig, 7.ia, no input i_ connected to the attenuator
and Tin = (ha - 1) TO. In Flg. 7.1b, Tin - TA + (ha - I) TO,
where TA is the antenna noise temperature.
•11_I
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One additional basic relation is needed in order to define system noise
temperature, Consider a system consisting of two separate parts connected in
series as in Fig, 7.2,
Tin o-------
T_
gl
T2
Figure 7.2. System of two parts connected in-series and having temperatures of
TI and T2.
It develops that
T2
Tin = T 1 + -- (7.13)
gl
Thus, if gl, the gain of the first part, is greater than unity, TI plays a
greater role in determining Tin than T2. Each of the two parts of the system
may be an amplifier, attenuator, or combination of amplifiers and attenua-
tors. The concept illustrated by Eq.(7.13)can be extended to additiorJal
stages. For example, for a system of three parts, Tin = TI + T2/g I + T3/glg2.
7.1.2 System Noise Temperature
Following Kraus (1966), system noise temperature Tsys is defined with the
aid of Fig. 7.3, suggesting a telecommunications receiving system including an
_. _ : TR
Tsys TS
,------o
Figure 7.3. Locations where Tsy s and Ts are defined.
•IF,__,,_ ......_ _,_,_,,_,,_- -_._..................._ ......
®
_:_,_',f ..jill _ _ ...... _ ' •
antenna having, a noise temperature of TA, a dissipative transmission line
which acts as an attenuator at a temperature of Ta = TO, and a receiver having
a noise temperature of TR. Tsys is defined as refePri1_gto the antenna termi-
n,:'+sand is given by
Tsys = TA + (_a-1) TO + _aTR (7.14)
Noise introduced by tile antenna is accounted for by TA. Then follows a term
representing the input temperature of an attenuator at a temperature of 10
[corresponding to T1 of Eq. (+7.13)]. Finally, _aTR corresponds to T2/g I of
Eq. (7.13) when T2 = TR and i/ga : h a.
Some analy-ses of telecommunications links make use+of Ts, defined at the
receiver terminals, ratl_erthan Tsys. It is simple to convert from Tsys to Ts
by using
Ts = Tsys ga (7.15)
resulting in
"i
Ts : TA ga + (1"ga) TO + TR (7.16)
Either Tsy s or Ts ca,,be used, if carrier power and noise power are definedat
the same location, either the antemna terminals or the receiver terminals.
Noise power Xat the antenna terminals i_ given by
X = k Tsy s B (7.17)
and at the receiver terminals by
X=kTsB
Note that if ga = ha
antenna and receiver.
(7.18)
: I, corresponding to zero attenuation between the
7°5
(7.19)
!
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The effective noise temperature of th_antenna TA (not i-_sphysical tem-
perature) accounts for all the noise appearing at the ouLput terminals of the
antenna, including Sky noise and noise of terrestrial origin. The term sky -_
noise includes noise emitted by the constituents of the Earth's atmosphere,
namely gases, hydrometeors_ and other matter such as-.dust. It also includes
extraterrestrial noise emitted by the Sun, Noon, planets, and universe and the
2.7 K component which fills space. Terrestrial noise may be picked by the
side lobes or as a result of antenna spillover and blockage, in the case of an
earth-station antenna. The main lobe, however, of a satellite-borne antenna
is usually pointed at the Ea-rth and thus receives noise of terrestrial
origin. Interfering signals also constitute noise whch contributes to TA.
The system noise t_mperature can be decreased by placing a preamplifier
at the antenna terminals. In that case, for a system otherwise the same as
that of Fig. ?.3,
(_a-1) TO + _aTR
Tsys : TA + TpRE + (7.20)
gPRE
For this procedure to be most effective, the noise temperature of the pre-
amplifier, TpRE, must be low and the gain of the preamplifier, gPRE, should be
high. In the above expressions ha and gPRE are numerical values and not dB
values.
The various contributions to TA are considered in the following section.
7.2 ATMOSPHERIC CONTRIBUTIONS TO NOISE TEMPERATURE
The principal types of naturally occurrin9 radio noise, generated exter-
nally from the receivers of telecommunications systems, are the noise of
lightning discharges _(commonly referred to as atmospheric noise), cosmic
nois_, thermal radiation from the atmosphere and nearby ter_ain and objects,
and noise from the Sun, Noon, and distant planets. Noise from lightning pre-
dominates for frequencies below about 20 MHz, and cosmic noise tends to be
most important between about 20 and 1000 MHz. Above 1000 MHz, atmospheric
thermal noise tends to p_edominate, When the antenna points into space and not
towards the Sun or some other strong disGrete sour_:e. Noise from lightning
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occurs moinly at frequericies below the range of this handbook and cosmic noise
is considered in Sec. 7.3. Attention is directed in this section to atmos-
pheric thermal radiation,
A basic relation concerning noise applies to the noise temperature Tb
recorded when observing a noise source, represented by a temperature Ts,
through an absorbing region. The relation for the zenith case is
with
and
(,)
T(h) _ ih)e'_dh (7.21)
Tb = Ts e-tL" + JO
T = IO _ (h) dh
h
¢
"_ : [ c_(h) dh
#
0
with_(h) the absorption constant expressed as a fuh.tion of height h (Waters,
1976). When T(h) is a constant, a change o$ the variable of integration made
by noting _at a(h) dh equals _ allows carrying out the integra£ion and
obtainlngthe simpler form (with_ = _)
Tb = Ts e-_ + Ti (1-e"_) (7.22)
The first term of Eq. (7.22) shows that the noise souFce beyond the absorbing
region is attentuated by a factor e_. The second term represents atmospheric
thermal noise whieh may be generated whether there is a noise source Ts beyond
the absorbing region or not. (If T is zero, corresponding to no absorption,
the second term is zero.) If attenuation due to scattering occurs as well as
absorption, Eq. (7.22) may need to be modified such that _(h) in the second
term mepresents absorption only. However, Eq. (7.22) may still be used as it
is with _(h) representing extinction, even when there is scattering, if an
appropriate, effective temperature Ti can be determined. In this case, Ti
will be less than the actual physical temperature of the absorbing region.
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One procedure for determining Ti involves alternately pointing at the Sun
and away from the Sun. The difference in the two values of Tb gives Ts e"'t
and, from Ts e__ and the two valuers of Tb, Ti (1-e"I) can also be deter-
mined. By also recording Tb when pointing at the Sun with no absorbing region
(no clouds or precipitation) in between and currecting for the rather small
absorption due to gases, one can then determine Ts itself for the Sun. Know-
ing Ts then allows determining e"'t when clouds or precipitation are iJresent.
Finally, as all the other quantities of Eq. (7.22)are known, Ti can be deter..
mined as well. In practice, this procedure is followed whether it is known
that T(h) is actually a constant or not.
Extraterrestrial noise corresponding to a noise temperature of 2.7 K is
always present as well but this value is small and can be accounted for or
ignored, in the latter case resulting in
Tb _ Ti (l_e-_) (7.23)
The value of the effective temperatur_ Ti will be different at different times
and locations, but taking it as 280 K appears• to give _nerally good results
in temperate regions. Wulfsberg and Altshuler (1972) found that 284 K was a
suitable value for Hawaii. In other cases, where scatterlng becomes signifi-
cant, lower temperatures such as 273 K or 260 K (CCIR, 1981) have been used.
Figure 7.4 shows the ratio of the extinction (total attenuation)
constant to the absorption constant for a 12 mm/h rain model and for a-cloud
model. It can be seen that scattering is not important for clouds for fre-
quencies below about 50 GHz, but is significant for a 12 mm/h rain for
frequencies above about 5 GHz. Figure 7.5 shows a plot of Eq.(7.23)for Ti =
280 K and also shows the relations Tb : 60 AdB which_app]_te_ for sufficiently
small values of absorption.
For low-noise systems, the decrease in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to
the accompanying increase in noise is larger than the d_crease due to signal
attenuation, for attentuation up to about 10 dB. This condition is illustrat-
ed by Fig.-7.6 Which is based upon Eq.(7.23)with Ti = 280 R and upon
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SNR= C/X (7.24)
with C reduced from the free space value by a factor of e"_ and
X : k (Tb + TI)B = kT2B (7.25)
where Tlis the system noise temperature in the absence of the contribution Tb
and T2 : Tb+l'1 is the system noise.temperature when Tb is included. As the
optical depth T is a power-density attenuation coefficient rather than a co-
efficient for field intensity,
4.34_ : AdB _Z.26)
w_
i' I
"i "
where A is attenuation in d_.
The dotted line in Fig. 7.6 divides the figure into two regions. To the
left and above this line, the decrease in SNR due to the increase in-noise is
greater than the decrease due to attenuation while the reverse is the case to
the right and below the line. For exampte, if T_ = TR : 18 K as may occur in
the NASA-JPL Deep Space Network, then atmospheric absorption of I dB will
result in an increase of noise power of about 6.5 dB and a total decrease in
SNR of 7.5 dB. Of the 7.5 dB decrease,_about 87 percent is due to the
increase-in noise. For large earth stations of the type used for satellite
communications, TI may be between 50 and 100 K, for which a i dB increase in
absorption will result in a 2 to 3.3 dB increase in noise and a 3 to 4.3 dB
decrease in SNR.
ALtenuation due to the gases of the troposphere was illustrated in Sec ...................
3.6, and attenuation caused by rain was discussed in Chap. 4. Some values of
attenuation and-noise due to clouds-were given in-Sec. 5.1,3, and a more ex-
tensive set of such values is given in Table 7.1 (Slobin, 1981, 1982). For
low noise systems, especially f_r frequencies above 10 GHz but also for fre-
quencies as low as 8.5 GHz,. clouds are an important source of noise. The
values of Table 7.1 apply for zenith paths (elevetion angle of 90°).-Attenua-
tion for elevation angles other than 90° can be obtained from
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iA(O) - zenith dB (7.27)
sin 0
for values of o above-about ]0°.
expression has been used.
For lower elevation angles, the following
2A
zenith dB
A(O) = (7.28)
sin2O + 0.00235 + sin 0
_igure 7.7 _hows values of noise temperature for an atmosphere having a
water vapor denslty of 10 g/m3, according zo CCIR Repomt 720 (1978) (solid-
llne curves) and according to a JPL program (various symbols) (Smith and
Waters; Smith, 1982b). The noise temperatures from the JPL program are higher
in the valleys between the peak temperatures than the CCIR curves. For a
zenith path (elevation angle o : 90°), the noise due to water vapor is small
for frequencies of 10 GHz and lowe_ Note, however, that for values of o of
10° and less, water vapor makes a rather large contribution to system noise.
For o = 0o, as for a terrestrial path, the noise temperature due to water
vapor is about 140 K at 10 GHz.
7.3 EXTRATERRESTRIAL NOISE
7.3.1 Introduction
While studying atmospheric noise from thunderstorms, Jansky,_.an engineer
with the Bell Telephone Laboratories, first identified radio noise of extra-
terrestrial origin (Jansky, 1932, 1933). The identification was made while
conducting direction-findlng observations at a frequency of 20.5 MHz. Three
sources of noise were recorded--noise from nearby thunderstorms, noise from
distant thunderstorms, and noise of-cosmic or extraterrestrial origin. The
cosmic noise came from a region having a m_ght ascension angle near 18 h and a
declination-angle near -10 dog, which is the direction of the center of the
Galaxy. Jansky noted that the extraterrestrial noise was often the limiting
factor with respect to the detection x_f--weaksignals in the frequency range he
was working in.
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Reber followed up on Jansky's work I)y constructing and operating a
receiving system having a 9.5 m paraboleidal reflector in his backyard in
Wheaton, Illinois. Utilizing a frequency of 160 MHz, he constructed the first
radio map of the Milky Way (Reber, 1940). Later he investigated the intensity
distribution-of-cosmic noise at 480 MHz (Reber, 1948).
The first recorded recognition of radio emission from the Sun was made in
1942 by Hey (1946), who was concerned with radio noise causing interference to
5-m radars in southern England during World War If. Jamming by German forces
was suspected at first in a particular case in February 1942, but it was
concluded that the noise was associated with a large sunspot. Later in the
same year, Southworth (1945) of the Bell Telephone Laboratories observed ther-
mal emission from the quiet Sun at centimeter-wavelengths. Reber (1941) did
not succeed in detecting the Sun by radio means until 1943-44, as at frequen-
cies of a few hundreds of MHz the Milky-Way appears brighter than the Sun when
viewed with a broad-beam antenna.
The first observation of emission--from a discrete radio source,---Cygnus A,
....... was made by Hey, Parsons, and Phillips (1946). The identification as a dis-
crete source was originally made for the wrong reason, namely that emission
from the source was thought to vary in amplitude as mentioned when ihtroducing
the subject of ionospheric scintillation (Sec. 2.6.1). Observations by Bolton
and Stanley (1948), utilizing the resolution obtained by interference between
direct and reflected--rays at a-location on a-cliff overlooki-ngthe sea, how-
ever, showed that the source was._ndeed discrete, in fact confined to 8' of
arc. Their observations were made mainly at 100 MHz, _or which they-reported
that the source had an effective temperature of 4 x 106 K. In the same year,
Ryle and Smith (1948), utilizing a frequency of 80 MHz, identified another
strong discrete radio source, Cassiopeia A.
The brightness of the sky at radio frequencie_ does not correspond to
that _t optical freq_encies, and it has been difficult to identify radio
sources with visible objects, The first such identification was made by
Bolton, Stanley, and Sloe (1949), who identified the radio source Taurus A
with._he-crab Nebula, the expanding shell of the'supernova of 1054 A.D. The
prediction in 1945by-vandeHulst of emissionbyneutral _drogenat 1421MHz.
(Kraus, 1966)and the subsequentdetection of such emissionby Ewenand . _
Purcell (1951)at Harvardwasan importantdevelopment. Theemission_.by
neutral hydrogenis due--toa hyperfinetramsition betweentwo.statesc_rres-
pendingto the electron spin beingparallel or antipara!lel to the spin of the
nucleus(the proton). Theprobability_of spontaneousemissionof this typeis
very low, but the extent of interstellar Spaceis so vast that the total
amount--ofemissionby hydrogenin spaceis sufficient to beobservablein our
galaxyandalso in nearbygalaxies.
Since the early developmentsmentionedabovemany_screte sourcesof
radio emissionhavebeenidentified andmuchprogresshasbeenmadein mapping
andcataloguingthe discrete sourcesandbackground-radiation. Interesting
histories of the radio observationsof extraterrestrial sourceshavebeen
givenby Shklovsky(1960)andHey(1971),anda valuablethoroughaccountof
radio astronomyhasbeenpreparedby Kraus(1966). Radiosourcesare useful
for calibrating radio telescopesand: in discussingthis topic, Wielebinski
(1976)haspresenteda list of radio sources. Theproceedingsof IAUSympo.-
slumNo. 74 include reports on a numberof efforts in the mappingof radio
sources(January,1977), and recent treatmentsof radio sourceshavebeen
presentedby Fomalont(1981), Kellermanand Pauliny-Toth(1981), andMiley
(1981).
Thediscoveryby PenziasandWilson(1965).ofmicrowavebackgroundradia-
tion correspondi.ngto about3 K in temperaturewasan importantdevelopment
which earnedthe NobelPrize for them(Wilson, 1979). The radiation is
believedto be relict radiation fromthe formationof the universe. It dis-
plays a high degreeof isotropy, varyingby only about-O.O03K in 24 hours.
Shakeshaft--andWebster(1968)analyzedthe values-of microwaveflux-at 12
different frequenciesas reportedby variousobservers. Theyconcludedthat
the valueswerein agr__ementwi h blackbodyradiation from matterat 2.68K,
anda valueof 2.7 K is commonlyassignedto microwavebackgroundradiation.
7.3.2 ThermalEmission
Radionoisen_y be due to thermal or non-thermal emission and may cover a
cont-_nuumof frequenciesor occur at a discrete line frequency.-
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Thermal emission from black bodies obeys the Rayleigh-Jeans law in the
radio_frequency range so that the t_oise power density w received from a uni-
form source is given by
2kT
w =---_- I W/m2/Hz (7.29)
s
where k is Boltzmann's constant (1.38 x 10-23 J/K), T is temperature in kel-
vins, A is wavelength in m, and Rs is the solid angle subtended by the
source. It can be seen that w varies inversely with wavelength squared or
with _ to the -2 power. The exponent, n, of X, is known as a spectral index
(Kraus, 1966). A hot blackbody emits thermal radiation and thus tends to be a
s_rong emitter at infrared and optical frequencies but a weak emitter at radio
frequencies.
Emission from neutral hydrogen is line emission (most prominently at the
discrete frequency of 1421 MHz), but emission from ionized hydrogen, such as
occurs near hot stars, is a form of thermal emission. The thermal radiation
comes-from free electrons experiencing acceleration, as when deflected in
passing near a proton. The spectral index for ionized hydrogen can range from
D to -2. Flux from a region of ionized hydrogen is as described by Eq.(7.29),
but T can be either a constant for which n _ -2 or can vary as wavelength
squared for which n = O. Recall that the brightness temperature Tb when view-
ing a region of intrinsic temperature Ti having an.-optical depth of T is given
by
Tb = Ti (i -e"T) (7.30)
For a region containing free electrons $ is-inversely proportional to frequen-
cy squared or directly proport+ional to wavelength Squared, and for high
frequencies (e.g. 3 GHz) for which _ is very small
Tb -"-= T_ = Ti X2
Then the T of+Eq.(7.2g)becomes Tb andisproportional to wavelength squared so
that- n = O. For lowe_-frequencles for which _ is large Tb _ Ti, w varies
inversely as._2, and n : -2.
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7.3.3 Non-thermal Emission
The mechanism believed to be responsible for most-non-_hermal radio emis-
sion is synchrotron radiation. The form of radiation occurs when high
velocity electrons follow spiral paths in magnetic fields (Jackson, 1962;
Kraus, 1966). The e!ectrons may be cosmic Fay particles having relativistic
velocities. A-Ifven and Herlofson (1951) first suggested that the intense
radio emission at low frequencies is due to synchrotron radiation. Consider a
relativistic electron moving in a circular orbit. Under this condition,
radiation from the electron is concentrated in a narrow cone of width o which
is pointed in the direction of the instantaneous velocity, as suggested in
Fig. 7.8. An observer in this direction will observe a sho,'_burst of linear-
ly polarized radiation, with its electric field intensity__ector oriented as
shown in the illustration. Such radiation has a broad frequency spectrum.
The spectral index for synchrotron radiation derived from cosmic-ray particles
tends to be around 0.75 so that the power density of the radiation, w, is pro-
portional to _0.75. Note that unlike the case for thermal emission, the spec-
tral index for non-thermal emission is positive, Table 7.2 gives flux
densities, w, and spectral indices for a few of the strongest discrete sources
of radio noise, at a frequency of 400 MHz.
E _-
- TO
OBSERVER
Figure 7.8. Beam of radiation from a very high velocity electron.
Line emission from neutral hydrogen is a form of nonthermal emission. It
has provided a picture of the spiral structure of our galaxy.
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TABLE 7.2
Flux De,sities and Spectral Indices
For Some Nontherma! Radio Sources (Kraus, 1966}.
w at 400 MHz in Janskys (Jy)
(multiples of 10-26 W/m2/Hz)
Spectrdl
Index
Cassiopeia A 6,100 0.77
Cygnus A 4,500 0.? - 1.2
Taurus A 1,230 0,27
V_rgo A 580 0.83
Hydra A 133 0.87
Cassiopeia A_ in our galaxy, is the most intense discrete source of radio
noise in the sky, Other than the Sun. Cygnus A, the second most intense noise
source other than the Sun, is external to our galaxy. It is actually a galaxy
itself, and as it is an exceptionally intense source of radio Waves it is
known as a radio galaxy. Many radio galaxies radiating-from 10 to 106 times
more radiowave power than normal galaxies-have been discovered. Both Cassio-
peia A and Cygnus A are nonthermal sources.
7.3.4 The Sun, Moon, and Planets
The Sun emits as a b!ackbo_ with a temperature near 6000 K in the opti-_
cal range, but at radio frequencies (below about 30 GHz) the emission from the
QuietSun is greater than that for a blackbody-at this temperature and emission
from the disturbed Sun is much greater yet at radio frequencies. Radiation at
a particular frequency f, where f _ fp, comes mostly from a layer located Just
abo_e a critical layer having a-plasma angular frequency _p = 2Xfp given by
_2 = N_.qq2
P m_
0
where N is electron density, q is the electron charge, mis the electron mass,
and _o is the electric permittivity of empty space. As N decreases with alti-
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rude, the lower frcquenciesare emitted from higher regions of the solar
corona. The Sun appears larger and brighter at radio frequencies than for
visible frequencies. The equivalent blackbody temperature for radio
frequencies under disturbed conditions may be 1011 or higher (Kraus, 1966).
2 2
Note that Up is-the same quantity that appears in K = i - mp/,_, where K :;n2
is the relative dielectric constant for the ordinary wave in a plasma [see Eq.
(2.9)].
Radio emission from the Sun can be classified into three components, that
frownthe qulet-Sun, a slowly varying component from bright regions, and bursts
from transient disturbances such as flares (Kundu, 1965; Elgaroy, 1977). The
slowly varying component is most prominent in the 3- to 60-cm wavelength
range. Emission at I0.7 cm has been recorded for many years at Ottawa,
Canada. Data from observatories recording radiation at 3, 10.7, 21, and 43 cm
and 169 MHz are included in Solar-Geophysical Data reports issued by NOAA,
Boulder_- Colorado. Bursts are classified into centimeter bursts, decimeter
bursts, and bursts at meter and decameter-.-wavelengths. The latter are further
diviz_edinto Types I_,II, Ill, IV, and V.
Centimeter-.wave bursts have a rapid rise in intensity and a slower
decline and cover essentially a smooth continuum of frequencies. The more
complex decimeter bursts show a great variety of fluctuations superimposed on
the continuum. Type I or noise storm radiation consists of a slowly vary-ing,
broadband enhancement of the normal solar radiation on which a seri-es of
bur3ts near 5 MHz are superimposed. The enhanced radiations "last from hours
to day.s,and the bursts last from a fraction of a second to several seconds°
The radiation is strongly circularly polarized. Type II and Ill bursts are
intense events whose frequencies drift lower at rates of about I MHz/s and
20 MHz/s, respectively. Type IV bursts cover a smooth continuum of
frequencies having wa_e-lengths from centimeters to decameters and last from
about 10 minutes to a few hours. Type V bursts are also continuum events but
last only for seconds to minutes and-are usually limited to meter wavelengths.
When t-hebeam of a receiving antenna comes close to the Sun, the noise
due to the-Sun increases in a manner dependent upon the characteristics of the
antenna pattern and the relative positions of the Sun and the antenna beam.
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Figure 7.9 shows-the recorded increase in system noise temperature for the
64-m, S-band antenna cf the Deep Space Network of the Jet Propul_ion Labora-
tory when tracking Pioneer 8 (Nov. 1968, near the solar maximum).
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Radio emission from the Moon was first detected, at a wavelength of
1.25 cm, by Dicke and Beringer-(1946). The mean-brightness temperature of the
r_oon for the Sand X bands if about 240 K (JPL, 197-7),and the Moon has the
rather large angular size of about 0.5°. The observed temperature at micro-
wave frequencies varies slightly with the phase of the Moon,_reaching a maxi-
mum about 3,5 days after full moon. As for the general case, the noise
temperaturm of an antenna that is pointed at the Moon is the average tempera-
ture for the beam. If other sources of noise can be neglected, the average
temperature is about
240(_Moon/_antenna)
where RMoon, the solid angle of the Moon is (_/4)O_oon , with OMoon the angu-
lar width of the Moon aridRantem,a the _olid angle of the antenna (as a rougll
rule of thumb about _ eHpCHp, where eHp and CHp are the half-power beam-
widths).
Emission from the planets is of much interest from the viewpoint of radio
science, the intense, sporadic, and fluctuating emission of decametric radia-
tion from Jupiter being especially noteworthy. Equation(7.3O)gives _he rela-
tion used-by J_L (1977) for estimating the increase, Tpl, in._system'noisetem-
perature due to certaimplanets at the S and X bands, assuming the planets
fall within the antenna beamwldth.
SoL2 2 2
-2.77 o /oHp (7.30)
Tpl : 8_k--_RG e
In- Eq. (7.30), 30 is the flux density in--W/m2/Hz at a range of I AU
(1.5 x I011m), R is the range_of_the planet in AU, k is Boltzmann's constant
(L38 x 10"23 J/K), k is-the radio wavelength, G is antenna gain modified to
include atmospheric attenuation, o i_-the planet.-earth-probeangle in deg, and
(_HPis the half-power beamwidth of the antenna in dog. The flux densities So
in Janskys (Jy) at I-AU (i Jy = 10-26 W/_n2/Hz) for some of the planet,s are
given in Table 7.3.
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Flux Density So in Janskys (Jy)
at one AU (i Jy _= 10-76 W/m?/Hz) .
S-band X-band
Venus 0.53 Oy 7.4 Jy
Mars 0.050 Jy 0.68 Jy
Saturn 14 Jy 170 Jy
,Jupiter 91 -I 18 Jy 330 Jy
\,
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7.3.4 Satellite Operations
A radio map of our galaxy at a frequency of 200 MHz for a neamwidth of
17 _ is shown in Fig. 7.10. The plot is in galactic coordinates and is quite
symmetrical with respect to the galactic equator. A noise temperature of
1200 K is shown for the center of the Galaxy. Figure 7.11 shows a similar
plot, but for a frequency of 250 MHz and in celestial coordinates, with the
z_ro declination line corresponding to the Earth's equator. For geostationary
satellites the corresponding values of declination 6 are restricted to about
_8.7 °. (For an earth station at the highest possible latitude of about 81.3 _
for communicating with a geostationary satellite, 6 z sin-1 6356/(35,785 +
6356) = 8.7 ° where 6356 is the polar radius and 35,785 km is the altitude of a
geostationary satellite.)
The contours of Fig. 7.11 are in units of 6 K above 80 K, the value for
tlle coldest parts of the sky. For ap 18 h right ascension angle and 0°
declination, for example, the value from Fig. 7.11 is 37 and the corresponding
brightness temperature T b is-6 x 37 + 80 : 302 K at-250MHz_ To estimate the
brightness temperature at a higher frequency note that the brightness B at
radio frequencies for a blackbody at a temperature T is given by the Rayleigh-
Jeans radiation law
B =-_- W/m2/Hz/rad 2 (7.32)
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It can be shown (F_ock, 1979) that an antenna receiving radiation fmom a-
blackbody, assuming that it fills the a_Jtenna-beam, will receive the power per
Hz, w, given by
w = kT W/Hz (7.33)
For the case of nonthermal radiation, an equivalent blackbody temperature can
be assigned even though blackbody-radiation theory does not applz, li the
spectral index for nonthermal radiation is +0.75 and T of Eq.(7.32) is to be
defined_as an equivalent blackbody brightness temperature so that the Ray-
leigh-Jeans law can be utilized, then T must vary as _2+75 ur f-2;75 (Smith,
1982a). On this basis the total brightness temperature at a microwave
freqL1encyfi can be determined from Y for 250 MHz (referred to as fo) by
Tb(f i) : Tb(fo )'fi
For example, if fi : i GHz,
+ 2.7 K (7.34)
Tb : 302(4)-2.75 + 2.7 = 9.4 K
while for fi = 4 GHz
Tb = 302(16)-2.75 + 2.7 = 2.8 K
The quantity 2.7 K represents the microwave background-ra_ation investigated__
by Penzias and_Wilson (1965), and Tb for fi = 4 GHz is close to this microwaye-
background level. It can thus be noted that the brightness temperature _b is
a strong function of frequency and decreases to a very low value in the S
band.
For frequencies above 2 GHz, _he extraterrestrial sources of importance
are the Sun and a few non-thermal so_Jrcessuch as Cassiopeia A, Cygnus A and
X, and the Crab nebula (CCIR, 19813. Examination of Fig. 7.10, however, shows....
that the non-thermal sources mentioned are not of concern for geostationary-
satellite operitions as they fall outside the range of _ of +_.8.7°. Fom deep-
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spaGe h_issions,the value of 6 can be near +.2_T¢_-_-,corresponding to the eclip-
tic, or larger and somewhat larger values of noise may be encountered than for
geostationary satellites.
7.4 NOISE OF TERRESTRIAL ORIGI_J
The receiving antenna of an uplink to a satellite points at the Earth
which has an effective temperature Te that is com_)nly taken to be 290 K. The
noise temperature of-this antenna is the average temperature within the beam,
as mentioned for the case of the Moon (Sec. 7.3.4). (If the Earth fills the
beam the brightnes_ temperature is Te,_and if the Earth fills only part of the
beam the temperature will be less.) Work in progress (Smith, private communi-
cation) indicates that-T e actually has a value less than 290 K and probably
less than 200 K for frequencies below 10 GHz.
If one wishes to examine noise of terrestrial origin more precisely, it
can be noted that temperature over the Earth's surface varies with location
and time and that the brightness temperature of an area is not the actual
temperature but the true temperatume multiplied by emissivity, which is less
than I. (Emissivity can approach but never exceed I.) The variation in
brightnes_ temperature is the basis for certain passive remote sensing tech-
niques. The scanning microwave spectrometer on Nimbus 6, for example, pro-
duced passive microwave spectral images of the Earth and maps showing
temperatures of atmospheric layers as well (Staelin et al., 1977). The per_
_nent ice and snow cover of Antarctica and Greenland, for example, s_owed as
having low brightness temperatures ranging from 140 to 160 K at 31.65 GHz.
For the case of a-downlink from a satellite, the sidelobes and backlobe
of the earth-station receiving antenna pick up small amounts of radiation from
the Earth. Thus the Earth provides-at least a slight contribution to the
noise temperature of-even a very high-quality earth-station antenna. The mag-
nitudeof the contribution must usually be determined empirically. Any object
in the field of view of an antenna contributes _o antenna noise temperature
unless it is a perfect conductor. In determining the level of microwave back-
ground radiation, Penzias and Wi-_son (1965) found in a-particular case an
antenna _emperature of 6.7 K when the antenna was pointed to the zenith, of
which 2.7 K was cosmic relict radiation, 2.3 K was of atmospheric origin, and
OT9K wasJudgedto be dueto ohmiclosses in the antennaand-back-lobe res-
ponse. The latter value is for a very high-efficiency horn antenna and can be
considered to be an absolute minimum value.
Noise of terrestrial origin may be natural or man-made. Consideration of
man-made--radio.noise is outside the scope of this handbook but a useful treat-
ment has been provided by Skomal (1978). Chapters are included in his text
about noise from automobiles, elect_ic_power systems, and industrial, scienti-
fic, and medical sources. It is stated that unintentionally generated noise
of-.-metropoljtan areas may arise wlthin any portion of the radio spectrum
between 30 Hz and 7 GHz. Line spectra, perhaps occurriBg as high-i_teger
order harmonics of a fundamental signal, are often encountered below 500 MHz.
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CHAPTER8
PROPAGATIONEFFECTSONINTERFERENCE
8.] INTRODUCTION
As a result of the congestionof the frequencyspectrumandthe geosta-
tionary orbit andthe related widespreaduseof frequencysharing,considera-
tion of interferencehasassumedan-lmportantrole in earth-station siting and
other aspectsof telecommunication-systemdesign. Interf_.rencemayarise
betweenterrestrial systems,betweenterrestrial andspacesystems,and be-
tweenspacesystems.Attention is givenhere to interferenceinvolving space
systems,whetherbetweenspacesystemsor bet,'eenspace and terrestrial sys-
tems. Space-system earth stations, which normally transmit high power and
have sensitive receiving systems, may cause interference to terrestrial sys-
tems when transmitting and may be interfered with by terrestrial systems when
receiving. In addition, one earth station may Interfere with another. Also,
earth stations may receive interfering, unwanted transmissions, as well _s
wanted signals, from satellites. Likewise satellites may receive interfering
transmissions from other than the intended earth station, :nd terrestrial sys-
tems may receive interference from _pace stations.
In Sec. 8.2, some basic considerations are presented concerning the slg-
nal-to-interference ratio- for a single wanted or service transmission and a
single interfering transmission arriving over a direct path.
In considering the problem of interference to or" from an earth station,
analysis may be separated into two-stages. In the first, a coordination area
surroundi_ the earth station _s determined. This area, based on calculating
coordination distances _n all directions from the earth station, is defined
such that terrestrial stations outside the area should experience or cause
only a negligible amoun_ of interference. To determine coordination distances
information on transmitter-powers, antenna gains, and_ermissible interference
levels is needed. For the earth station, the gain towards the physical hori-
zon on the azimuth considered is used. For terrestrial systems, t_e maximum
antenna gain is used. When considering interference due to scatter from rain,
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it_is assumed that the beams of-the two antenna systems intersect in a region
where rain is falling, The-coordination procedure is.thus hased on unfavora..
ble assulnptionswith respect to mutual interference.
After the coordination area has been established, potential interference
between the earth station and terrestrial stations _ithln the coordination
area can be analyzed-in l_re detail, in this stage of analysis, the actual
antenna gains of the terrestri.al stations in the directions toward the earth
station will be used. Also, it is deten_ined-whether the beams of the earth
station and terrestrial station truly do intersect, in considering scatte_
from rain. Terrestrial stations within the coordination area may or may not
be subject to or cause significant interference dependinQ on th_ factors taken
into account in the second stage of analysis,
Two propagation modes are considered for determining coordination area.
One involves propagation Over near-great-circle paths, and one involves scat-
ter from rain. Coordination distances dI and d2 are determined for the modes
and the larger of the two values is used as the final coordination distance.
Deter_ina_ion of the two distances is considered in Secs. 8.3 and 8.4. Inter-
ference between space stations and terrestrial -systems 'is discussed in Sec.
8.5. Procedures for interference analysis are summarized in Sec. 8.6, and
certain practical matters about the siting of earth stations are discussed in
Sec. 8.7.
From the propagation viewpoint, interference between terrestrial systems
and earth stations is concerned very much with _ranshorizon propagation. In
the late 1950's and early 1960's, transhorizon-propagation became of Gonsi-
derable interest as a means of communication over long distance.s. The rather
weak but consistent troposcatter signals were and -are utilized for this
purpose, as the stronger but sporadic'sJ_gnals due to ducting and rain scatter
do not occur for the high percentages of time needed for reliable Gommunica-
l_ions. At the present time however, much interest in transhorizon propagation
is related to_nterference. Ducting and rain scatter contribute to the higher
levels of interfering signals that occur for smaller percentages of time, and
they are highly important in interference analysis (Crane, 1981). The occur-
rence of ducting-.is vividly displayed on PPI radar screens showing ground-
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(;lutter (_cho(>s.At timesducting causesgroundclutter o_other targets to
appi_dri_t considerahlygreater rangesthan normally. Actually there is no
tix(_.dr_onnal appearance of the radar _creen, as the maximum range at which
!_round-clutterechoes appear fluctuates continuously.
In this chapter, attention is given to propagation _f-fects on interfer-
ence and to determination of coordination area, with emphasis on basic con-
cepts. Additional details, including some of the empirically derived expres-
sions utilized for c()ordinat_:onanalyses are given in-appendices. CC]R
Reports 569, /24, and 382 (CCIR, 1978a, b, c and 19_2a, b, c) and Appendix 28
to Radio Re_gulations (ITU, 1982) treat these topics and have been utilized in
th(:preparation of this chapter. Persons carrying out coordination analyses
will wish to refer to these reports, especially to Appendix 28 for legal
purposes; all of the charts, tables, and other details of the reports are not
repeated here. Instead, an effort has been made to provide explanatory back-
cJround material and summaries of procedures for use as an introduction and
refer_)nceon interference analysis. The material in the CCIR reports is sub-
ject to a continuing process of revision and updating as a comparison of the
reports for ].978and 1982 indicates.
The procedure described in Appendix 28 of Radio ReQulations must be fol-
lowed in determining coordination area if le.gal reQuiren_nts are to be met.
The material of Appendix 28 concerning coordination area is essentially the
same as that of CCIR Report 382 for 1978, Study Groups 4 (Fixed Service Using
Communication Satellites) and 9 (FixeCService Using Radio-Relay Systems)have
primary responsibility for coordination area; Report 382 is in Volume 9, pre-
pared by Study Group 9. Reports 569 and 724, prepared by Study Group 5,
(Propagation in Non-ionize(i Media) represent its inputs to the coordination
problem. As th_s handbook is-eoncerned p-rimarilywith propagation effe_-ts,we
describe the approaches of Reports 569 and 724 as well as the procedures of
Report 382 and Apperidix 28.
8.2 TIIE SIGNAL-TO-INTERFERENCE RATIO
The signal-to-noise ratio, C/X, of a telecommunicatioRs link was given in
Chap. i in the form of
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(C/X)dB= (EIRP)dBw - (LFS)dB-LdB
+ (GR/Tsys)dB- kdBW- BdB
{8.1)
In %his section, attention iT given to a corresponding signal-to-
interference ratio,-C/I. For considerlng,this ratio, first separate EIRP into
PT and GT where EIRP stands for effective isotropic radiated power, PT repre-
sents the transmitted-power, and GT represents transmitting-antenna gain.
Also, the loss factor LdB can be separated into A(p,o), the attenuation in dB,
expressed as a function of percentage of occurrence p and elevation angle o,
and the factor -2D Iog_re_resenting polarization mismatch (bougherty, 19_0).
As _ varies from 0 to i, -20 log 6 is a positive quantity; Separating-(E-IR_)
dBW and LdB as indicated, CdBW alone becomes
CdBW : (PT)dBW + (GT)dB + (GR)dB - (LFS)dB
A(p,o) + 20 log 6
(8.2)
For IdBW, thc interfering power arriving over a direct path, a similar expres-
sion applies, namely
IdBW : (PTi)dBW + (GTi)dB + (GRi)dB - (LFsi)dB
..Ai(P,0) + 20 Io9 _i
(8.3)
where the subscript i refers to the interfering signal. The quantity GTi rep-
resents the gain of the antenna of the interfering transmitter in the direc-
tion of the receiving system being i-nterfer_dwi%h, and a similar interpreta-
tion applies to the other terms. Interference due to scatter-from precipita-
tion will be considered in Sec. 8,3. On the basis of Eqs. (8.2) and (8.3),
the (C/I)dB ratio may_be expressed as:
(Cll;dB : iPT)dBW - (PTi)dBW + (GT)dB
- (GTI_dB + (GR)dB - (GRi)dB
+ 20 log(di/d)+A i (p, e) - A'(p,B) +20 log a/6i
(8.4)
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The term ?0 l(_!l(rli/d ) arises from the LFS free-space haslc transmission loss
terms which have the form of (4_d/_) 2, where d is distance. In Eq. (8.4), d
is the length of the path of the wanted signal and d i is the length-of the
path of the interfering signal.
For analyzin(_ transmissions frol;_space to Earth or vice versa, the polar-
ization mismatch factor 6 equals cos o where cJ is a polarization mismatch
angle to which there may be three contributions such that
o = oo + oi +a_ (8.5)_
The angle uo arises from geometrical considerations and can be determined from
o : <SB - _A (8.6)
o
With ,SB, the difference in back azimuths between the service path (to the
intepded earth station) and the interfering, path (to the earth station .being
interfered with). The back a_imu_h is t_ angle to the earth station measured
from the north-south meridian of the subsatellite point. The factor _A repre-
sent_ the difference in azimuths of the two earth stations, azimuth in this
case being _easured at the earth station as the angle from geographic north to
the great circle-path from the earth station to the subsatellite point (Fig.
8.1). l_e quantity _ depends on the great circle distance Z between the earth
stations-. On this topic, we follow the treatment by Dougherty (1980) and
reproduce two of his illustrations showing 0o as a function of B and A (Fig.
8.2) and B and Z as a function of earth station latitude and longitude with
_espect to the subsatellite point (Fig. 8.3).
The angle o i represents the Faraday rotation of a linearly polarized wave
that may take place in propagation through the ionosphere. The concept of
Faraday rotation is not applicable to the propagation of circularly polarized
waves. The relation for 0 i used by Dougherty (1980) is
ei : i08o/f2 (8.7)
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with f the frequency in GHz. (T_valu_ of oi corresponds to the maximum
one-way effect of the ionosphere for an elevation angle o_30°.) The subject
of Faraday rotation--4s-treated in-Sec.-Z.2. The angle or represents the pos-
sible rotation of the electric field intensity due to depolarization caused by
_)recipitation. By definition, the cross polarization discrimination (XPD) is
given by
XPD = 20 log_Eli/El2
where Eli is the amplitude of the Gopolarized signal (havinq the origifi_l
polarization and after taken account of any attenuation due to precipitation)
and E12 is the amplitude of the orthogonally polarized signal produced by
depolarization due to precipitation. The angle o_ is tan "1 Eli/El2.
For determining the values of A (p,o) and 6 in Eqs. (8.-2) and (8.3), one
evaluates the service path under unfavorable conditions, using the loss
occurring for a small percentage of the time, Corresponding to p = 0.01 per-
cent, for example. The interference path, however, is evaluated with the
minor iosses occurring for say 50 percent of the time. This practice takes
into account such possibilities as the wanted signal propagating through an
intense rain cell while the unwanted signal follows a path which misses the
rain cell and encounters negligible attenuation.
8.3 COORDINATION AREA BASED ON GREAT CIRCLE PROPAGATION
8.3.1 Basic Concepts
For determining coordination areas, attenuation needs to be given in two
modes of propagation of interfering signals (CCIR, i982a, b, c). Propagation
mode one (mode i), referring to propagation over a direct near-great-circle
path, occurs essentially all of the time. The second propagation mode (mode
2) is via scatter from hydrometers, principally rai:_, and may occur infre-
quently. In this section, some general considerations are presented, and
propagation mode-1--is.-discussed. Scatter from rain (mode 2) is treated in
Sec. 8.4.
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In system planning, it is generelly required to estimate the relatively
intense interference level which is exceeded for some small percentage, p, of
the time (e.g., p -" 0.01 percent} and also perhaps the interference level
exceeded for' about 20 percent ip = 20 percent) of the time. Corresponding to
high interference levels are low values of basic transmission loss L b (Fig.
8.4). Note that in considering attenuat-ion due to rain (Chap. 4) concern was
directed to the small percentages of time for which maximum values of attenua-
tion occurred. Here the concern is for the small percentages of time for
which the highest interfering signal intensities occur.
The total loss factor, Lt, relating the interfering transmitted power',
PTi, and the interfering received power, PRi , is defined by
Lt : PTi/PRi (8.8)
An expression for the basic transmission loss, Lb, referred to above, can _e
obtained by a modification of Eq. (I.2), namely from PRi = PTiGTGR/LFs L.
Identifying LFsL as L b
PT.GTGR
1
kb = LFsL =' PR,
q
(8.9)
where LFS is the free-space basic transmission loss and L represents other
system losses. In decibel values referring, to p percent of the time, Eq.
(8,8) becomes
[Lt(P)]dB= (PTi)dBW- [PRi (P)_dBW (8.1o)
and Ee. (8.9) becomes
[Lb(P)]dB: (PTi)dBW+ (GT)dB+ (GR)dB- [PRi(P)]dBW (8.11)
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Figure 8,4. Correspondence between interference level and basic transmission
loss. The interfering sHgnal power will be above a certain level
for 0,01 percent of the time, as suggested by the a_'rowextending
upwards from the dotted line of Fig. 8.4a. The-high inte_f_Trence
level, above the dotted line of-Fi.g, 8.4a correspond to the low
values of basic transmission loss beld_-_he dotted line cf Fig,
8.4b.- For 20 percent of the time, the interference 'level-willbe
above the solid line of Fig; 8,4a, and the corresponding values of
basic transnffsslonloss will be below the solid line of Flg. 8.4b.
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power level to be exceeded for 'no mm_rethan p percent of the time. Further ........
information about permissible interference levels is given in Appendix 8,1.
The gains GT and GR are the ,oains of the transmitting and receiving anten-
nas. For determining coordination distance, the horizon gain at the azimuth
considered i.s.--.used for the earth-satellite station at_d the maximum gain is
used for the terrestrial station. From Eq. (8.9), it can be seen that if GT =
GR = I, Lb = PTi/PRi. For this reason, Lb is said to be the loss that would-
occur between isotropic antennas.
The basic tra_Ismission loss Lb is seen to be the product of LFS and L.
For a-line-of-sight path and for frequencies below 10 GHz, Lb will be roughly
but not exactly equal to LFS. In any case, LFS makes a major contribution to
Lb. The free-space basic transmission loss LFS was introduced in Sec. I.I.I
and defined there by
LFs = (4_rd/X)2 (8.12)
where d 'is distance from the transmitting to receiving locations and x is
wavelength. At higher frequencies, the dissipative attenuation associated
with water vapor and oxygen may make significant contributions to Lb. Dissi-
patlve attenuation of the interfering signal due to rain is not included in Lb
for the low values of p normally considered in applying Eq. (8.11) as Lb(P)
then represents the low values of basic transmission loss that can be toler-
ated for only small percentages of time. When considering fnterfering sig-
nals, high values of Lb can be readily tolerated_ It is the low values of Lb
that are of concern.
In terms of decibel values, Eq. (8.12) can be written as
(LFS)dB : 20 log(4_) + 20 log d - 20 log X (8.13)
where d and _ are in meters. Commonly, however, LFS is expressed in terms of
frequency f rather than-wavelength x. By replacing _ by c/f where c = 2.9979
x 108 m/s, one obtains
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(I.FS)dB = -147.55 + 20 log f + 20 log d (8.14)
If f is expressed-in GHz rather'than Hz, a factor of 180 dB must be added to
the right-hand side of Eq. (8T13) and if d is in km rather than m, an addi-
tional factor of 60 dB must also be included. The expression for (LFS)dB then
takes the form of
(LFS)dB = 92.45 + 20 log fGH.,+20 log dkm (8.15i
8.3.2 Line-of-Sight Paths
Although Ll_ may equ_l LFS approximately for frequencies below I0 GHz for
a certain range of values of p, in the absence of horizon or obstacle effects,
the actual received interfering signal on even a clear line-of-sight path
fluctuates due to the effects of multipath propagation, scintillation, and
defocusing and may be greater or less than that calculated from LFS alone.
Thus although factor L o£Eq. (8.9) has been referred to as a loss factor, it
must be able to assume values either greater than or less than unity if it is
to be applicable to the situation considered here. The variation of the
received level PRi with time provides the basis for specifydng PRy as a func-
tion of p. For line-of-sight paths; L can be expressed as Ao + AD - Gp and Lb
is given by-
(Lb)dB : (LFS)dB + Ao + AD - Gp (8.16)
where Ao is the attenuation in dB due to oxygen and water vapor. (See. Fig.
3.11 for attenuation caused by oxygen; that due to water vapor can be
neglected below 15 GHz.) The coefficient AD represents attenua:ion due-to
defocusing in dB, and Gp is an empirical factor in dB given by Table 8.1 for
paths of 50 km or greater (CCIR, 1982a).
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Table 8.1 Gp of Eq. (8.16) in dB (values which may be exceeded for p percent
of the time).
p O.001 O.G_ O.I I
Gp 8.5 7.0 6.0 4.5
For distances shorter than 50 km, the values of Gp can be proportionally
reduced. To estimate the value exceeded for all but 20 percent of the time,
CCIR Report 569 recommends adding 1.5 dB to the value of LFS (thereby increas-
ing Lb by 1.5 dB with respect to what it would be otherwise). The coefficient
Gp can be taken as zero for p = 20 percent.
Attenuation due to defocusing results when the variation of refractivity
with hefght dN/dh (See. 3.2) it-_elfvaries with height so that rays at dif-
ferent heights experience different amounts of bending. Rays traversin9 the
region, rays which were originally essentially parallel for example, then
became more widely separated than otherwise and signal intensity is conse-
quently reduced. It develops that the variation of dN/dh with height h is
proportional %o _, the decrease in refractivity N in the first km above the
surface. Figure 8.5 shows attenuation due to defocusing as a function of AN
and elevation angle o (CCIR, 1982d).
A given path may be a clear line-.of-sight path for certain values of
dN/dh (Sec. 3.1)but may have part of the first Fresnel zone obstructed for
other values of dN/dh. The effect of obstruction is taken into account in
Sec. 8.3.3.
8.3.3 Transhorizon Paths
Maj(_r attention in the analysis of interference between terrestrial
systems and the ea_rth stations of space systems is directed to transhorizon
propagation. The teml transhorizon path refers to a path extendi,_g beyond the
normal radio horizon for which diffr_L'tion is a relevant propagation
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mc'-chanism,as distinguished from a clear line-of-sight path at one extreme and
a strictly troposcatter path at an opposite extreme, For tran._horizon paths,
a diffraction loss term, As (dB) must be added to the free-space basic tr'ans-
mission loss LFS. In addition, account must be taken of ducting and super-
refraction which can be expected to occur for some percentages of the time.
When botF_ the transmitting and receiving terminals of a link are immersed
in a duct, the basic transmission loss Lb between the two terminals has been
shown to be given by
(Lb)dB _ 92.45 + 20 log fGHz + I0 log dkm
+ 0.03 dkm + Ac
(8.17)
where Ac(dB) is a coupling loss that takes account of the fact that not all of
the rays leaving the transmitting antenna may be trapped within the duct. The
distance d in the term 0.03 d is in km and 0.03 is the theoretical mlnimum
value of a duct attenuation coefficient Yd, having units of dB/km (Dougherty
and Hart, 1979). Note that in the expression for (LFs)dB (Eq. 8.15), 20 log d
appears rather than 10 log d. The basis for using 10 log d for_ duct is that
a wave in a duct is constrained in the vertical direction and spreads out only
in the horizontal direction, whereas in free space a: wave spreads in both
directions. Because Lb for a duct includes the term 10 log d r_ther than 20
log d, L-b for"propagation in a duct tends to be significantly less than LFS.
In the general case Yd in the equation for (Lb)dB for a transhorizon path
[0.03 in Eq. (8.17)], depends on meteorologlcal conditions, frequency, and
percen$ of time and can be determined only by empirical means. For establish-
ing the value of _d, the Earth has been divided into four zones in CCIR Report
569 (CCIR, 1982a). These zones are:
ZonB AI: coastal areas, i.e., land with an altitude less than I00 m
above sea level but not extending mo_e than 50 km inland from
Zones B or C.
ZoneA2: All other land
'" 8-16
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7one B : seas, oceans, and other substant-ia$ " hodles of water (as a cri-
terion, one which can encompas_ a circle of diameter 100 km) at
latitudes greater than 23.5 _ N or S, but excepting th(, Black
Sea and the Mediterranean.
Zone C : seas, oceans, and other substantial bodies of water (as a cri-
terion, one which can encompass a circle of diameter 100 km) at
latitudes less.-than 23.5° N ._r S and including the Black Sea
and the Mediterranean.
Taking account of the diffraction loss and ducting, the basic transmission
loss Lb for paths entirely in one zone is given by
(Lb)dB --92.45 + 20 log fC-Hz+ i0 log dkm
+ (Yd + Yo + ?w)dkm + Ac. + As
(8,18)
The attenuation constants Yo and Yw refer to oxygen and water vapor. The
attenuation due to water vapor can be neglected for-_reQuencies below 15
GHz. The attenuation constant for oxygen is shown in Fig. 3.11. In CCIR
Report 569, values of Yd are given as a function of frenuency and percent p in
graphical form for the 4 zones. These graphs are reproduced as Figs.-8.6_--
8.9. The value of Ac is given in the form of a table, reproduced here as Table
8.2.
Table.-8.2 Values of-Coupling Loss, Ac (dB).
Percent of Time
Zone 0.001 0.01 0.i 1
A2 9 I0 ii 14
AI,B,C 6 7 8 11
The value of As, the diffraction loss, is given in Report 569 as
AS : 20 log [i + 6.3 e (fdh)I/2] + 0.46 o-(fCr)!/3 (8.19)
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where f is frequency in GHz, dh i_-the horizon distance in kin, o is the hori-
zon elevation angle, in degrees, arld Cr is the obstacle radius of curvatur-e_-
Equation (8.18) can be solved for d by use of an interactive col_,i_uterp ogram,
using the value of Lb which is the minimum acceptable value for a particular
value of-p.
(, ,
4
E
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The treatment-of Report 724 is similar to that described above for Report
669, but in Report 724 only 3 zones A, B, and C are considered. Zone A is
land, excluding the coastal strip extending 50 km inland. The coastal strips
are included within Zones B and C which are otherwise the same as zones B and
C of Report 569. In Report 724, ?d is given by Yd = a(-p)+ b(p)g(f) where a,
b, and g are empirically determined expressions which have different forms for
the three zones. The expressions are shown in Table I of Report 724 and are
reproduced in Appendix 8.2. The quantity_As has a slightly different form in
Report 724, corresponding to letting dh = 0.5 km and Cr = 10 m in Eq.
(8.i9). [See Eq. (8.21).]
The treatments of Report 382 (CCIR, 1982c) and Appendix 28 of Radio Regu-
lations (ITU, 1982) are similar to each other hut Report 382 has received
updatin9 from the 1978 version which has not yet been included in Appendix
28. The 1982 versions of the three CCIR reports referrred to (569, 724, and
382) were all updated with respect to the 1978 versions, but it was felt that
it was too early to propose_correspondi_ng changes in Appendix 28, which
closely follows the 1978 version of Report 382.
!_eport 382 and Appendix 28 take account of essentially the same factors
as Reports 569 and 724 but in place of _he 10 log d, Yd, and Ac terms of Eq.
(8.18), which all relate to ductina, one empirically derived ex_'es_i_n _zdl
is employed such that the equation for Lb takes the form of
(Lb)dB = 120 + 20-_Iogf + Bd1-+ Ah (8.2o)
where
(3= #Z + 6V+ BO
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The factors f_ and (30represent attenuation in di_/km due to water vapor and
oxygen. It is f_d1, where f_zis expressed as a function of f and p and has
different fon_is for' the 3 zones, that takes account of ducting and super-
refraction. The 3 forms are included in Appendix 8.?. The term Ah is the
same as As of Reports-569 and 724, with dh = 0.5 km and-Cr _ 10 m as in Report
724. FTakingthese substitutions result in
Ah = 20 log (i + 4.5o fl/2) +()fl/3
Equation (8.20) can be solved for dI, the coordination distance corresponding
to the value of Lb which can be tolerated for p percent of the time,
Troposcatter signals, re_ulting predo_._inantly from inhomogeneous scatter-
ing by random fluctuations of the index of refractior_of the atmospher_e,..are
horn,ally weaker than the interfering signals due to ducting and super-
refraction. However, the tropospheric scatter signals may be predominant for
percentages of time between about i and 50 percent and for percentages less
than one percent when high site shielding (Ah values of 30 dB and greater) is
encountered.
8.4 2.OORDINATIONAREA FOR SCATTERINC BY RAI_J
For consid.=ring interference due to scatter from rain, one can start with
a slight_ly modified version of Eq. (4.43) which refers to bistatic scatter
from rain. I_verting this relation to obtain a total loss factor Lt , using
GT, GES, RT, and RES to refer to the gains of the terrestrial and earth-
station antennas and their distances from the region of rain scatter, and re-
- and--PRy results inplacin_ IIT and VIR by PTi
PT (4_)3 p,2 R 2 L
i- T ES
L = _ = (8.22)
t P 2
Ri GTGEs n V X
In this exression, L is a--loss factor (greater-than unity if truly_a loss), V
is-the common scattering volume, and n is the radar cross section per-unit
volume. For Rayleigh scattering n has the form of
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5 Kc - 112_i 2 3
• I
where Kc is the c_nplex dielectric constant of water and is a function of fre-
quency and temperature. When expressed in mm6/m3, the quantity Z '_srelated
to rainfall rate R in mm/h for a Laws and Parsons distribution of drop sizes
hy the empirical expression
Z = 400 R1.4 (8._4)
Physically, Z represents X d6 where d is the drop dial:raterand the summation
is carried out for all of the drops in a unit volume. For frequencies higher
than 10 GHz for whicll Rayleigh scattering does not apply, an ef.fective or
n_odified value of Z, designated as Ze, is used for coordination distance
calculations.
Usually the earth-s-tation antenna has a smaller beamwidth than the ter-
restrial antenna. Assuming that such is the case and noting that the scatter-
ing volume V is defined by the antenna with the smallest beamwidtil,V is given
approximately by V ,_ (_/4)02REs2D where 0 is the beamwidth of the earth-
station antenna, RES is in distance of the earth station from the common scat-
tering volume V, and D is the extent of the c_mon scattering volume along the
path of the earth-station antenna beam. Not.ing that the beamwidth e of an
aperture-type antenna is given approximately by Vd where d is the aperture
dimension, assuming a circular aperture, and recalling that the gain G of an
antenna i-s..-r-elatedto effective area A by G = 4_A/_2, it develops that 02 =
_,f2/Gand V =_3REs2D/(4 GES). In Eq. (8.23) forn, I (Kc-I)/(Kc + 2) 12 has a
value-of about 0.93 (Battan, 1973), which is close to unity. Substituting for
V and TI and dropping numerical factors which affect the magnitude only
slightly, the express-ionfor the loss factor Lt becomes
R 2 _2 L R 2c2_ L
T T
L _
t ZDG 2
T fZDG
T
(8.25)
An intportant point about this relation is that It involves only the distance
RT of the scattering volume V from the terrestrial station rather than both
distances as in Eq. (8.22).
To consider the application of Eq. (8.25) further, we-convert to decibel-
values and utilize the presentations of CCIR Reports 569, 724, and 382 start-
ing with th_ 1978 versions of Reports 569 and 724 which follow the basic form
of Eq. (8.25) most closely. Replacing x2 of the-or-.iginalEq. (8.25) by c2/f-2
so that ?0 log c - 20 log f = 169,54 - 20 log f replaces 20 log x, the resuli_-
ing expression in the 1978 version-of Report 569, when applied to frequencies
below I0 GHz, is
[Lt(P-)]dB= 19_ + 20 log (RT)km - 20 log fGHz
- 10 log M - 10 log C + Yoro + B - 10 log Z
- 10 log Dkm - 10 log GT (8.26)
The numerical value of 199 is obtained, approxinBtely, by adding 60 dB to
169.54 because of expressing RT in km rather than m and subtracting 30 dB
because of expressing D in km also. in the equation, Z is in mm6/m 3 rather
than m6/m3 and use of these-units introduces a factor of 180 dI_,but express-
ing f in GHz rathe.rthan Hz introduces a factor of 180 dB-of opposite sign and
the two 180 dB-factors cancel. The loss factor L of Eq. (8.25) is represented
by -.10log M where M is a polarization mismatch factor (Sec. 8.2), by--10 log
C which takes account of attenuation due to rain within the common scattering
volume, by Yoro for the attenuation due to oxygen, and by B which is a terrain
blocking factor. As M and C are less than unity, -10 log M and -10 log C are
posiVcivequantities. See Appendix 8.3 for the form of C and for discussion of
B,
Considering the term -10 log Z where Z = 400 RI'4 for a Laws and Parson
distribution, the rainfall rates R that are available are usually surface
rates. In some-treatments, as in the 1978 version of Report 382__3Lt has been
assumed that the reflectivity Z decreases with height at a rate of about 1
dB/km. To take account of this assumed decrease-of Z with height when R is a
surface rate, it is only necessary to subtract the height of the common scat-
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tering volume in kin. This height h can be deteri'_linedfrom h _ _2/?kro (Eq.
3.18 and following paragraphs), where _ in this Gase equals RT - Rhor, namely
the difference between the distance of the terrestrial transmitter from the.
scattering volume and the distance to the horizon of the terrestrial trans_
mitter (Fig, 8.10). Letting k = 4/3 and taking ro as 6371 km and Rhor as 40
km (corresponding to an antenna height of 100 m) results in 2kro = 17,000 and
h = (RT - 40)2/17,000. Thus
(RT - 40)2
10 log Z = 26 + 14 log R - 17,.000 C8.27)
In the 1982 versions of Reports 569, 724, and 382, however, Z is assumed to be
constant witn height so that 10 log Z = 26 _ 14 log R,
The 1978 version of &ep_t 724 uses essentially the s_me relation a_ in
the 1978 version of 569 but includes a table--giving values of D, referring to
it as rain cell diameter, as a function of rain rate and climatic region for
0.01 percent of the time. Both reports_nclude the attenuation due to water
vapor and a correction for the deviation from Rayleigh scattering, but these
are not applicable for frequencies below 10 GHz.
The corwesponding expression in the 1978 version of Report 382 and in
Appendix 28 of Radio Regulations (ITU, 1982) is also closely similar but
utilizes a normalized transmission loss L2 (0.01) defined by
• ,
[L2 (O.01)]dB -(PTi)dBW + (AG)dB - [PR(P)]dBW- F(p,f) (8.28a)
The normalized transmission loss is based on a gain GT of 42 dB of the terres-
trial station antenna. The factor AG is the difference between the maximum
gain of the terrestrial antenna and 42 dB, and tables are given showing AG for
use when the earth station is a transmitting antenna and when it is a receiv-
3ng station. A term -F (p,f) is also included in the texts cited as a correc-
tion factor to relate-conditions for the percentage of time p to the case when
0
.,L:
i:
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Figure 8.10.-Considering rain scatter involving a transhorizon path from a-
terrestrials,station, T, a graz_ing ray at the horizon will reach a
height of _/2kr n = (RT - Rhnr )_ /2kr_ at the distance RT - Rhnr from
where the ray if tangentialv to the _arth)s spherical surfac'e'. The
elevation angle 0 corres@onding to the height h as seen from the
earth statior_,E, is tan "_ h/Ad.
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the per.ce_tage is 0.01, in the frequency band under consideration, hut irl
Report 382 of 1987, the rmrmaliz(d loss I? does not refer specifically to th(_
percentage of 0.01 and no correction factor is included, lhe equation defin-
ing I.2 then becomes
[L2(P)]dB = (PT i)dl]W _ (Z_G)dB - [I'11i(p)]dBW (8.ZSb)
Q
t
_W
_2
In order to determine d form for L2 (0.01) in terms of propagation
parameters, one can subtract 42 from the 199 of Eq. (8.26) to obtain 157, thus
taking account of the assumed gain GT of the terrestrial antenna of 42 dB.
Also one can express -10 log Z as -26 - 14 log R + (RT - 40)2/17,000 but com-
bine the -26 + 157 to obtain a numerical coefficient of 131. The form of L2
(0.01-) as utilized in the 1978 version of Report 382 then becomes, after com-
bining numerical factors and with ,_G --O,
[L2(O.Ol)]dB = 131 - 20 log(RT)km- 20 log fGHz
-IU log C + _'oro - 14 log R + (RT - 40)2/17,000
- l(J log Dkm (8.29)
Equation (8.29) can be solved for the rain-scatter distance RT by an
iterative process. The distance RT, however, is not the same quantity as d2,
the rain-scatter coordination distance, as RT is measured from the common
scattering volume rather than from the earth station. Thus the center of the
circle representing the locus of RT is displaced from the earth station by the
distance Ad where
i%
i: tan o
_3
i_ and
__>
i!
i"
_d=
2
h (RT - 40)
A_ 17,000 _d
(RT - 40) 2 cot o
17,000
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where 0 is the elevation angle of the main beam of the earth station
antenna. The basis for the expression for tan (Jis shown in Fig. }i.]O. Th_
distance ^d is measured from the earth station along the azimuth of tl_emain
beam of the earth station. A circle of radius RT is drawn about th() point so
reached, The circle is referred t_ as the rain scatter coordination con-
tour, The rain--scatter coordination distance d2 is the distance from tho
earth station to the rain scatter coordination contour on the azimuth under
consideration.
We now mention briefly the 1962 versions of Report 569, 724, and 3_2, In
theft982 form of Report 569._Eq. (8,26) has been modified and for frequencies
below 10 GHz takes the form of
[Lt(P)]dB = 199 + 20 log(RT}km - 20 log fGHz
- 10 log M - 10 log C + Yoro
- 10 Io9 Z - 10 log B (8.31)
The Quantity B is now entirely, different from that of B of Eq. (8.26) and is
an integral expression that includes the factors D and GT and also attenuation
due to rain outside the common scattering volume (see Appendix 8.3).
(;
Still slightly different expressions are given in Reports 724 and 382 for
1982. The form of Report 724 for frequen_es below 10 GHz is
[Lt(P)]dB = 168 + 20 log (RT)km - 20 log fGHz
- i0 log C + Yoro + I"
-13.2 log R - 10 log GT (8.32)
In this equation, a 10 log D form does not appear nor is D accounted for in a
c_plex term like -10 log B of Eq. (8.3!). Instead; b i_ km has-been taken to
be given by-
D : 3.5 R-0.08 (8.33)
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where R is rain rate in ram/h. This variation of I_ with R introduces an f).f_
1o9 R term which when combined with the -]4 log R ternl (of ](J log Z = 26 _ 14
log R) yields -13.2 log R. The coefficient 3.5 of Eq. (_I,33) results ina fac-
tor of about -5 dB (10 log 3.5 _5) which when combinedmith 199 and -?(i from
I0 log Z gives the numerical coefficient of 168. The quantity 17represents
attenuation outside the common scattering volume.
The corresponding equation in the 19&2 version of Report 382 is
[L2]dP ' = 126 + 20 log(RT)km - 20 Iog-fGllz
- i0 1o9 C + Xoro + 10 log B
- 13.2 log R (8.34)
Here [L2]dB is a normalized transmission loss, and the nul_rical coefficient
of 126 is 42 dB less than the 168 of Eq. (8.32). Otherwise the same factors
are included, as 10 log B in this case is actually the same as _ of Eq.
(8.32).
8.5 INTERFERENCE BETWEEN SPACE STATIONS AND THOSE-ON THEEARTH'S SURFACE
Interference between a space station and one on the Earth's surface may
take place, for example, when an earth station receives unwanted transmissions
from an interfering satellite as well as wanted transmissions from the satel-
lite that serves the earth station. The analysis of Sec. 8.2, presented there
as an introduction to the analytical aspects of interference, applies directly
to this case, and some additional considerations follow.
Scatter from rain, which was not considered in Sec. 8.2 but may also
cause iaterference can be analyzed by a modification of the approach of Sec.
8.4 with RT and GT now taken to refer to th_ interfering satellite transmitter
rather than to a terrestrial transmitter.
Solar power satellites, which would intercept solar energy and transmit
energy to the Earth's surface as microwave radiation at a frequency of 2450
MHz according to preliminary plans, present a potential interference problem
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for communication satellite systems. According to one analysis (CC]R, 1982d)
based upon likely harnK_nic content_- the interfering- signal scattered from
rain, even at the fourth Jaarmonic, would bo comparable with the signal-level
received in i_hefixed satellite service.
In the absence of precipitation, the signal on a line-of-sight path from
a satellite will be attenuated by the atmospheric gases and perhaps by defo-
cusing but may experience a gain Gp du.e.to muILipath and scintillation effects
as mentioned in Sec. 8.3.2. The gain due to multipath effects and scintllla-
tion may be assumed to be zero for elevation angles above 5° and _r per-
centages of time greater than one percent (CCIR 1982d).
8.6 PROCEDURES FOR INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS
8.6.1 Introduction
-!
r-_CC
.r
Previous sections of this chapter have outlined the theoretical basis for
interference analysis> with emphasis on basic concepts. Some empirically
derived relations and other details are reproduced in the appendices. In this
Sec, 8.6, practical considerations, including procedures for determining
coordination distances, are summarized.
The procedures for interference analysls are subject to continLIing
development and updating, and a number of variations in approach have been
illustrated in this chapter. The procedures of Appendix 28 of Radio Regula-
tions (ITU, 1982) carry legal authority, but they may be revised in the
future. (Resolution No. 60 of WARC-79 called#or a revision in Appendix 28 of
Radio Regulations, and the 1982 version of Report 382, utilizing certain data
from Reports 724, 563, and 569, has:been proposed as a basis for any changes
in the Radio Regulations.) The differences in the treatments of the several
CCIR _eports are in detail and refinement and relate to what losses are taken
into account and how to achieve the necessary compromise between a satisfac-
tory degree of precision on one-hand and convenience and practicality on the
other. A basic problem is that some of the phenomena, such as ducting, must
be treated in a largely empirical way and the available data bases are
limited.
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f_.6.? Qff-axi;; Antenna Gain
For calculating the pr_icted intensity of a terrestrial inte.rferir, g si!i--
nal at an earth station, it is necessary to kr)ow the gain of the earth stati(Jn
antenna at the horizon at-the azimuth of the terrestr.ial si._Li(m (or for
determining coordination distance at all azimuthal angles). To determine thu
(lain, one must first find the angle of the horizon from the axis of the n_ain
antenna beam at the-azimuth of interest. For the case that the horizon is at
zero elevation angle, the horizon angle ¢, measured froi_---the---ax-is of th(,
antenna heam, is found by aplsl-ying the law of cos_:_es for sides of a sph_.,rl(:(Jl
triangle, namely
COS(I)= COSOs COS((_=_(S) (8.3_;)
where os is the elevation angle of the satellite the earth station is servic-
ing, us is the azimuth of the satellite, and _ is the azimuthal angle of
interest. If the horizon is at an elevation angle o, the corresponding rela-
tion becomes
cos¢ : cose cosos cos(,_-c_s)+ sinOsin 0s (8.36)
Having determined @, it remains to specify a value for the antenna gain
at this angle. If the actual antenna gain is known as a function of _, it
should be used. If the gain is not known and the antenna dian_ter to wave-
length ratio D/X is 100-or greater, the following relation, from CCIR Report
391 (CCIR, 1978d) and 382,.and Appendix 28 of Radio Regulations, can be used
for angles greater than that of the first side lobe
G : 32 - 25Iog¢ dB (8.37)
If the b/X ratio is less than 100, the corresponding relation is
G = 52 - I0 log(D/_) - 25 log@ (8.38)
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The same sources give relations between the maximum gain
R_;p_.)rt 382 and Appendix 28 being
20 log D/A ,=G - 7.7 dB
nla X
More precisely arid completely than stated above, Report 382 and Appendix 2L_
gives tile following set of relations
For DI_ ._..I00,
G(,_) ;, Gmax - 2.5 × I0 "3 (D_'_)2
G((_) = G1
G(@) = 32 - 25 log
G(,_,): -_0
where
20_ . G1@m= -D-- I Gmax
06
For
Gii_;_xaridD/A, that in.....
deg
G1
D/_ _ I00
G(_) : G_ax- 2.5 x I0 "3 (D-_) 2
G(@) = G1
G(@) = 52 - 10 log D/X - 25 log @
G(@) = lO - I0 log D/_
deg
= 2 + 15 log D/_ = gain of first side lobe
(_. 3_)
0 ,: _ < @m (8.40a)
@m<@ < @r (8.40b)
q'r < _I_": 48° (8.40c)
48°< @ ":180" (8.40d)
(8.41)
0 < _ < @m (8.42a)
@m< _ < I00 _/D (8.42b)
I00_
D < @ < 48° (8.42c)
48° < ¢ <180 ° (8.42d)
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For satellite antennas, CCIR Report 5!_8 (1978e) gives the following rela-.
G(_) = Gma x -3(_) 2 ¢o < ¢ < 2'6@o (8.43a)
0
G(@) = Gmax - 20 2.6 ¢o < @ < 6'3_o (8.43b)
G(@) = Gmax - 25 ]og(¢¢---) 6"3¢0 _ @ < @i (8.43c)
0
G(@) = -i0 01 < 0 (8.43d)
where
log
-iO.
@o is one half the 3 dB beamwidth and ¢I is the value _ wi_e,;Gmax - 25
(_) equals -10. In other word_. G le0) is never assumed to drop below
0
8.6.3 Procedures for Determining Coordination Distance foF Great Circle
Propagation
For determining coordination distances dI for great circle propagation,
it is necessary to first determine the basic transmission loss, Lb, as defined
by Eq. (8.11), that can be tolerated for the percentage or percentage_ of time
specified (commonly 0.01 percent and perhaps 20 percent as well). The allowa-
ble value of Lb is based primarily on factor_ othe_ than propagation. For
determlning the gain of the earth station towards the horizon, which value is
needed in Eq. (8.11) in order to find Lb, find the angle ¢ and then the gain G
in the ¢ direction by using the procedure of Sec. 8.6.2. The quantity PRI(P),
the maximum permissable interference level for p percent of the time that
appears in Eq. (8.11), is defined in Appendix 8.1.
Hawi.ng decided-on a value for Lb, one can solve for distance d of Eq.
(8.18) of Report 569 (1982a) or for d from the ver_ similar relation of Re_ort
724 (1982b) or one can solve for dI of-Eq. (8.20) of Report 382 (1982c) and
Appendix 28 of the Radio Regulations. In all three cases, the distances
whether d or dI originally are to be taken as coordination distance dI. Equa-
tion (8.18) follows more directly from the basic theory than Eq.(8.20) butif
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legal requirements-are to be met, it is necessary to use the approach gi.venin
Radio Regulations. The effect of ducting is accounted for empirically in all
cages,
For zones B and C (Sec. 8.3.3), if coordination distances turn out to be
greater than the values in Table 8.3',the values in the table should be used
instead as the coordination distance,
Table 8.3 Maximum Coordination Distances,Propagation Mode I.
Percentages of Time
Zone 0,001 0,01 0,i 1.0
B 2000 km 1500 km I_00 km 1000 km
C 2000 km 1500 km 1200 km 1000 km
8,6.4 ProGedures for Determining Coordination Distance-for Rain Scatter
For determining the coordination distance for scatter by rain, one must
first find the total transmission loss Lt that can be tolerated-for some spe-
cified percentage of time, commonly 0.01 percent of the time. This loss is
tha_f the interfering signal that is scattered by rain and is the ratio of
the transmitted interfering powe_ to the received Interferlng _ower as shown
in Eqs, (8.10) and (B.22). In addition,_or alternatively, certain approaches
including that ofRepert 382 of the CCIR and Appendix 28 of Radio Regulations
for both 1978 and 1982, utilizo the_.nommalized transmission loss L2 which is
based upon the assumption that the terrestrial antenna being considered has a
gain of 42 dD. The loss L2 is reduced with respect to Lt by 42. dB for thls
reason, but its final value may differ from Lt by a different amount. For
finding the value of Lt, use the definition of Lt of_q. (8.10). For finding
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L2, use Eq. (8.28b). In both-cases, it is necessaryto first determine
PRi(P),andthe procedurefor doingthis, the sameprocedureas whenworking
with great ci.rc_epropagation,is givenin Appendix8.1.
Whenthe requiredloss factor, Lt or L2, hasbeenfound, then onemust
determinethe rainfall rate R in mm/hthat applies for tile specified per-
centage-of time for the location or climatic region beingconsidered. IT
appropriate long-termdata are available for the location in questioll, it
shoul_beused. Otherwiseonemustuse one of several models which show rain
rate exceeded a: a function of percentage of time for the various geographical
areas of the world.
I-
2
2
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Several such models are described in Sec. 4.3.3, and values of R, as a
function of percentage of time exceeded, are given in Table 4.4 for regions
defined for North America in Fig. 4.10 and in slightly more detail for the
United States in Fig. 4.9. Also, Table 4.5 gives values of R for regions of
Canada defined in Fig. 4.10. An additional geographical model, presented in
CCIR Reports 563 (CCIR, 1982e) and 724 (CCIR, 1982b) for 1982 is included in
Sec. 9.3.2 which deals with estimation of attenuation due to rain. Data con-
cerning this model are presented in two ways. The regions of the world
utilized are shown in Figs. 4.12 - 4.14-and Table 4.6 shows the corresponding
rain rates as a function of percentage of time exceeded. I_ addition, Figs.
9.8 9.tO from Report 563 shows contours of fixed values of R that are
exceeded for 0.01 percent of the time.
Once the values of Lt and _have been settled on, one can solve for-the
value of RT, the distance of the rain scatter region from the terrestrial sta-
tion, by use of Eqs. (8.26), (8.29), (8.31), (8.32), or (8.2__) Equation
(8.29) is that utilized also in Appendix 28 of Radio ReBulations and must be
followed if legal requirements are to be met..
The value of RT is the radius of a circle centered on the region of rain
scatter. The center of this circle is (Lisplaced form the earth station by the
distance ad of Eq. (8.30), and d2, the coordination distance for rain scatter,
is the distance from the earth station to the circle at the azimuth under con-
sideration.
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If coordination distances for rain scatter t_rn out to be-greai_er than
thoso shown in Table 8.4, the values of the table should be used instead.
Table 8,4 Maximum Rain Scatter Distances (km).
Latitude (deg)
Percent
of time 0_30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70
1.0 360 340 290 260 240
0.1 360 340 310 290 260
0.01 370 360 340 310 280
0.001 380 370 360 340 300
8.7 SITI_G OF EARTH STATIONS
The siting of earth stations in basins or valleys surrounded by hills is
highly advantageous for minimizing radio interference. It is recom.mended in
CCIR Report 385 (1978f), however, that the angles of elevation of obstructiens
should not exceed about 3° in order to ensure maximum satellite availa-
bility. Where sufficient natural shielding cannot be found, artificial
shielding may be desirable. Rada fences built for suppression of signals at
low elevation angles have provided 20 dB-of protection (Crane, 1981). Place-
ment of the earth station antenna in a pit is repnrted in CCIR Report 390
(1978g) to have provided 25 dB of protection in _he 4 and 6-GHz fixed satel-
lite bands. Ducting has the potential for producing the highest-level inter-
ference fields, but the effect of-ducting can be reduced by the measures_men-
tioned. Other siting precautions mentioned-in-Report 385 include avoiding
line-of-sigh_ paths between earth stations and interfering transmitters,
avoiding locating the earth station with less than a 5° discrimination angle
at the interfering tr-a_smitter between the path to-the earth station and the
main beam of the interfering transmitter antenna, and maintai_Ltng a minimum
distance of 50 k_when shielding of 3° to 4° is available.--A distance of only
20 km is sai4_--t(_--besufficient when the shielding has an elevation angle
of i0 °.
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Reflections fr_n aircraft- can cause interference, and earth stations
should preferably not be-located near areas of especially heavy aircraft
traffic. In the Federal_epublic of Genl_a1_, some 19,000 events attributed to
aircraft reflections were observed during a period of lO,O00-_ours on a 1.9
GHz troposcatter ]Im_ 420 km in length. The average-basic transmission loss
on this link was about 236 dB but for 0.1, 0.02, and 0.005 percent of the time
the losses were 216, 213, and 210 dB respectively. The low levels of loss
attributed to aircraft (CCIR_ 1982a) show the advisability of ccn_idering
potential interference due to reflections from aircraft.
Although apparently not mentioned in the literature, reflections from
flocks of birds can also cause interference, and the vicinity of major water-
fowl refuges or flyways should be a_oided if possible. As far as the reflec-
tion of electromagnetic waves is concerned, birds act like large blobs of
water. They are thus effective scatterers of electromagnetic waves and
readily detectable by radar at L band and higher frequencies (near 1.5 GHz and
higher) (Eastwood, 1967). Migrating bfrds commonly fly at altitu'des up to
about 3.6 km or higher.
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/_,Plq'._lliIX 8, 1.
PERMISSIIILEI.EVELOF ]NTFRFERIN(IEMISSION
Information on the permis:;ib-le--leve-l-ofinteirfering emission that is
included in Appendix 28 of Radio Regulations (ITU, 19P_2) is reproduced
below. Reference is made in the following material to two tables containing
detailed listing of par.ame-tees..forthe various frequency bands. These tables
are not included here, but notes 1 through 4 discuss the parameters and pro-
vide information about their magnitudes.
Ii.
2.3 Derivation and tabulation oJ interfi,rer, ce pararneter.v
2,3, I Pem_ssible lever of the interfering eml3sion
The permissible level of the interfering emission (dBW) in the reference
bandwidth, to be exceeded fo_ no more than p% of the time at the output of the
receiving antenna of a station subject to interference, from each source of inter-
ferenee, is given by the general formula below:
P,(p) = 10 log (kT, B) + J+ M(p) - W
k:
r,:
where:
with:
B:
(3)
M(p) _ M(po/n) = Mo(pu) (4)
Bolt.zmann's constant (1.38 x 10 -_ J/K);
thermal noise temperature of the receiving system (K), at the
output of the receiving antenna (see Note I);
reference bandwidth (Hz) (bandwidth of the interfered-with
system over which-the power of the interfering emission can be
averaged);
ratio (dB) of the permissible long term (20% of the time) inter-
fering emission power to the thermal noise power of the
receiving system, referred to the output termin-',ls of the
receiving antenna (see Note 2);
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flO :
n:
p:
Mo(po):
M(p):
W:
percentageof the time during.which the interference from all
sourcesmay exceed the per'missibl¢ value;
number of expected entries o£.interferenc¢, assumed to be
uncorrelated;
percentage of the time during which the interference from-one
source may exceed the permissible value: since the entries of
interference are-not likely to occursimultaneously: p - po/n ;
ratio (dB) between the permissible powers of the interfering
emis._ion, during Po% and 20°10of the time, respectively, for all
entries of interference tsee Note 3);
ratio (dB) betweerl the permissible powers of the--interfering
emission during .,% of the time for oneentry of interference,
and during 20°10of the time for all entries of interference;
equivalence factor. (dB) relating interference from interfering
emissions to that caused by the introduction of additional
thermal noise of equal power in the reference bandwidth, It is
positive when the interfering emissions would cause more
degradation than thermal noise (see Note 4).
Tables I and II list values for the above parameters.
In certain cases, an administration may have re.on to believe that, for
its speciti¢ earth station, a departure from the values associated with the earth
station, as listed in Table II, may be justified, Attention is drawn to the fact that
for specific systems the bandwidths B or, as for instance in the case of demand
assignment systems, the percentages of-the time p and Po may-have to be
changed from th= values given in Table II, For further information see § 23.2.
/CoteI;' The noisetemperature,in kelvins,ofthe receivingsystem,refereedto the
outputterminalsofthereccivinl;antenng,maybedeterminedfrom:
Te- Ta+(e- l) 290 +eTt (_a)
where:
T=: noise temperature (K) ¢ontrlb.ted by the receivinliantenna;
e: n_merlcal loss in the transmission line (e,8, a waveguide)between
antennaandr_iver frontend;
T,: noise temperature (1¢.)of the receiver front end, including all successive --
r_ses, referredtothe frontend input..
¢i
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For radio.relay rece3:,,elsand where the wavcguide iou of a receiving earlh
_tation is nol known, a valuc ore - 1,0is fo be ur,ed,
Note 2: The factor Y (dB) is defined _ the ratio of to_l permissible long term
(20% of Ihe time) power of interfering emissions in the system, to the IOnl_lerm
tben'nal radio (rtqutncy noi_ power in a single receiver. In the computation of
this l'sc_or,the imcrfering emission is considered to have a flat power ,_l._-_ral
densi:y, its a_ual spectrum shape being taken into acoount by the factor W (s¢_
below). For example, in a 50-hop terrestrial hypothetical reference circuit, the
total allowable additive interference power is I 000 pWOp (CCIR Recommenda-
tion 3.57.3) and the mean thermal noise power in a single hop may be assumed to
be 25 pWOp. Therefore, sincein a frequency.division multiplex/frequency modu.
lation (FDM/FM) system abe ratio of a flat interfefiag noise power to the thermal
noise power in the same reference band is the same before and aher demodula-
tion, J is given by the ratio I 000/2.5 expressed in dB, i.e. J - 16 dB. In a fixed-
satellite service system, the total allowable interference power is also I 000 pWOp
(CCIR Recommendation 356-4), but the thermal noise contrlbL,tion of the down.
link ii not likely to exceed 7 000 pW0p, hanoe J ;_ - 8.5 dB.
Indigital systems interference is measured and prescribed in terms of the bit
error rate or its permissible increase. While the bit error rate increase is additive
in a reference circuit comprising tas_dem links, the radio frequency power of
interfering emissions giving rise to such bit error rate increase is not additive,
because bit error rate is not a linear function of the level of the radio frequency
power of interfering emigsions. Thus, it may be necessary to protect each receiver
individually. For digital radio-relay systems operating above I0 GHz, and forall
digital satellite systems, the long term interference .po,ver may be of the same
order of magnitude as the long term thermal noise, hence J - 0 dB. For digital
radio-relay systems operating below tO GHz, long term interference power
should not decrease the receiver fade margin by more than I riB. Thus the long
term interference power should be about 6 dB below the thermal noise power
and hence J - -6 dB.
Note 3: Mo(Po) (dB) is the "interference margin" between the short term (Po%)
m_dthe long term (20%) allowable powers o( an interfering emission,
For analogue radio-relay end f_xed-sateltite aystem_ in bands between
I GHz and 1.5GHz, this is equal to the ratio (dB) between 50000 and
1 000 pW0p (l_ dB),
In the case of digital systems, ,_ystem performance at frequencies above
10 GHz can, in most areas of the world, usefully be defined as the percentage of
the time Po for which the wanted signal is allowed to drop below its operating
threshold, defined b_*a given bit error _te. D_dng non-hded operation of the
system, the desired signal will exceed its threshold level by tome margin M_
which depends on the r_in climate in which the itation operates. The greater this
marBin, the greater the enhancement of the interfering emission which woulg
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degrade the system to threshold I:_r/`orman_, As a first order ¢_timate it may he
a_sumed thai, f`or small-percentages of the time (of the order o( 0001% to
0.00.t%), the level o[ inter/`eing emissions may be ullowed to equ_,l the thermal
no=so which exists at the demodulator input during faded conditions, _tus, M<_ in
Tables 1 and II may,/'or di_itzd sySems operating ==hove l0 Gtl?_ be a.s_umed to
be equal to |he E=de margin Mj of Ihe system, For digi;al radio.relay systems
oper:Jting below l0 (]H_ it is .%sumed tl_a! Ihe _hort term power of an intedering
emi,_ion can be allowed Io exceed the long term power o1" the interfcnng emis- _
sion by ",n amount equal to the fade margin of the system minus J, i.e. 41-dB,
where J - -6 all1,
Hot=, 4: The (actor W (dB) is the ratio of:radio frequency thermal noise power to
the Power of an interfering ¢missio_ in Ihe reference bandwidth when- both pro.
duce the same inted'erence after demodu)alion (eg. in a FDM/FM system it
would be expressed {'or equal voi_ channal PeWormance', in a digital system it
would be expressed for equal bit error probabilities), For FM signals, it is det_ned
a.sFollows:
W =. 10log
Thennal noise power at
the output of the receiving Interference Power in the
a,ntenna in the reference receiving system after de-
bandwidth modulation
x
Power o( the interfenng Thermal noise power in
=emission at the radio-(re- - the receiving system after
quenc)' in the rc/'erenc,e demodulation
bandwidth, at the output
o/` the receiving antenna
(Sb)
The factor W depends on the characteristics o( the wanted and the inter-
(ering.._ignals. To avoid the need (or considering a wide range o( characteristics,
upper limit values were determined (or the (actor IV. When the wanted signal
uses I'requeney modulation with r.m.s, modulation indices which are greater than
unity, W is no! higher than 4 dB, In such cases, a conservative figure 0/'4 dB will
be used for the/'actor W in (3), regardless o( the characterislic_ or the interfering
signal. For low.index FDM/FM systems a very _mall reference bandwidth
(4 kHz) implies v_lues of W not greater than 0 dB. [n such cas¢_, a conservative
figure of 0 d8 wilt be used/'or W in (3), regardless o/' the characteristics o( the
interfering signal.
When Ihe wanted signal is digital, W is usually equal to or les._ than 0 riB,
regardless o/' the characteristics of" the interfering sigjmL
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T-E-RHS.OF EQ. (8.26) OF REPORT 569, 1978 AND EQ. OF REPORT 569, 19(37.
Tlle expression for 10 log C, representing the attenuation due to rain
within the comn_n scattering volume is given below. This term is the same in
the 1978 and 1982 versions of Report 569.
10 log C 2 IC) log 2.17 I I0 "YR da/5 1 +cos c_T\
........ AR d dB
XR da 2
YR = kRm ' the rain attenuation coefficient in the rain cell (dB/km);
(see Report 721);
da = the earth station main b_am section lying in the rain cell below
the 0° C isotherm (km);
mT is the azimuth of the terrestrial station relative to the eart;l s_ation
beam azimuth, measured at the scatter volume (oT = 0°: forward scatter;
mT : 180° : back scatter);
The quantity B of Eq. (8.26) is a terrain blocking factor which-may have
a value of about 3 dB under some circumstances. For best accuracy in
determination of B, it should be determined on. the basis of the geometry in
question. In the 1982 version of Eq. (8;_6), the terrain blocking factor B is
omitted, and a term 10 log B refers to an entirely different phenomenon° In
the 1982 report, 10 log B accounts for attenuation outside the common scatter-
ing volume and has the form of
lO log B = lO log
/10 a .£2/10 D
lO-£I gTdX + lO gT lo'O'65(lq'HR)dx dB
DO
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g'I is the numerical antenna qain component of"the _,;e,l_restrialstation
in the direction of an int_.!_rationelement dx along the earth station
main beam from DO to D:
IIR is tlle rain ice-crystal transition height (kin) (see ._4,3 of
Rel)ort 563-I) arid above the height HR in tile reflectivity is assumeH
to decrease by 6.5 dB per kin of additiona_ height.
The quantities l'land I'2are attenuation coefficients derived on the basis of
the Crane path profile model (Sec. 4.3.2-, No.. 8). This approach is also
utilized in Report _$82, "Scattering by precipitation,-:CCIR, Vol. V, .Propa,qa-
tien in Non-ionized Media, 1982, In the expression for 10 log B,- Do is the
distance from,t_e earth station to the intersection of the earth station main
beam axis with the horizon ray from the terrestrial station, and Da is the
distance from the earth station along the beam to the O°C isotherm at height
HR. D is t_e distance from th_ earth station to the edge of the rain cell.
The 1982 version of Report 569 provides further information about rI and I_2
and points out that when the gain g'Fdoes not vary much along the path from DO
to D. or Da to D, it may be taken outside the integral sign.
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CHAPTER9
ESTIMATIO_IFPROPAGATIONIMPAIRMENTS
9.1 INTRODUCTION
Background material on the various propagation effects on satellite
communications has been presented in previous chapters, and in this chapter
attention is devoted to cQnsideration of the magnitudes of the effects for use
in system design. The phenomena are treated in essentially the same older as
in Chaps. I-8. Thus ionospheric effects are considered first. Table J.l
(same as Table 2.2) provides a summary of ionospheric effects (not including
ionospheric scintillation).
9.2 IONOSPHERIC EFFECTS
9.2.1 Faraday Rotation: Determination of Longitudinal Component of Magnetic
Field
Many satellite communications systems employ circularly polarized waves
and therefore need not be concerned with Faraday rotation. Some sate1"ftes
transmit linearly polarized waves which are subject to Faraday rotation,
however, and attention is given here to its estimation. One reason for using
linearly polarized transmission may be to obtain information about ionospheric
total electron content (TEC) which contributes to excess range delay and other
effects in addition to Faraday rotation. At high frequencies, Faraday
rotation along a path is given in SI units by
2.36 x 104 I
fZ .'N_GOSOB d_ tad (9.1)
where :_ is the Faraday rotation angle in radians, f is frequency in Hz, N is
electron density iB el/m3_ B is the magnetic flux density of the Earth's
field, and oB is the angle between the path and the B vector. The SI unit for
B is the tesla (T), also commonly referred to as Webers/m2 (Wb/m2).
Evaluation of the integral involves the values of N, B, and cos oB along _he
path, but for some situations, for both geostationary and orbiting earth
9-I
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satelfires,
effective value BL and take it outside the integral.
the form of
2.36 lo4 I
,_,= f_._ N d_
2.36 x 104 ITL
.... • (TEC)
f2
where
INB cosqB dR
BL
:"J_'_ N d_..
it is sufficiently accurate to re_lace B cos oB by an average or
Then the relation has
tad (9.2)
T or Wblm2 (9.3)
Table 9.1
Effect
Estimated Maximum Ionospheric Effects in the Un{ted States for
Elevation Angles of About 30 Degrees and One-way-PaSs [derived
from Table VI, Report 263-4 (CCIR, 1978), first appeared in Smith,
E, K, and E. Reinhart, JPL Publication 77-71, October 31, 1977].
Frequency
Dependence I00 MHz 300 MHz IGHz 3 GHz i0 GHz
Faraday Rotation
Propagation delay
Refraction
Variation in the
direction of
arrival
Absorption
(auroral and
pol_r cap)
Absorption
(mid latitude)
Dispersion
llf2 30 rot, 3,3 rot. I08° 12° 1.1°
i/f2 25 ps 2.8 i_s 0,25 ps 0,028 ps 0.0025 us
i/f2 _I° <7' <0.6' <4,2" <0.36"
I/f2 20 min 2.2 min 12 sec 1.32 sec 0,12 sec
of arc of arc of arc of arc of arc
I/fx 5 dB 1.1 dB 0.2 dB 0.04 dB 0.008 dB
l<x<2
llf2 <i dB 0,I dB <0.01 dB 0,001 6B <10-4 dB
I/f3 0.4 0.015 0.0004 1.i x10"5 ¢xlO"?
ps/Hz ps/Hz ps/Hz ps/Hz ps/Hz ps/Hz
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A variation of this procedurehasbeenemployedby Oavieswhouses
8.447 x; 10-7 f
4[J
f._"-'-- JfL N d;; rad
p_
8.447 x 10-7
= f_ F (TEC) rad (9.4)
with F defined by
f
F : J N-fH cos OBdP
..... (9,5)
I N d_:
As the electron gyrofrequency fH in Hz equals 2.8 x 1010 B and (2.8 x 1010) x
(8.44 x i0"7) = 2.36 x 104, the two variations are seen to be compatible. The
values of TEC obtained by use of Eqs. (9.2) and (9.4) are values for slant
paths. If it is desired to determine TEC values for equivalent vertical
paths, one may use
2.36 x [04
= f-_ M (TEC) rad (9.6)
fN B cos (}Bsec x dh
with (9.7l
N dh
where × is the zenith--angle and dh represents an element of length in the
vertical direction (Titheridge, 1972}. Davies (1980) has pointed out that the
use of an effective vertical content is advantageous when_comparing contents
over different paths butmay be somewhat misleading because there may be no
existing vertical path that has the inferred vertical content.
Equations (9.3), (9.5), and (9.7) show what the values of BL, F, and
represent but in pr_actice it is generally considered that for BL, for example,
the value at a height of 400 km, or at a heigh{ near 400 km such as 420 km,
represents a sufficiently good approximation to what would be obtained by
evaluation of the integral expression.
The approach to be used to estimate Faraday rotation-depends on the
degree of accuracy required.- If only a very rough estimate is needed for
paths between an earth station and- a geostationary satellite in the
centerminous United States one may refer to Table 9.1 or Fig. 9.1 if an
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estimate of TEC is available. If somewhat greater accuracy is needed, it may
be advisable--to determine a value for B-L for the path and _to then use Eq.
(9.2) for calculating Faraday rotation as a function of TEC. In determining
BL, one has a choice of using a simple dipole model of the Earth's field or
more sophisticated models. The dipole model is useful for preliminary
estimates or when.funding, facili-ties, and location do not justify the use of
more accurate models. The need for a more accurate model than the dipole
model tends to be greater at low geomagnetic latitudes than at the higher
latitudes of the conterminous United States. It should be recognized in any
case that Faraday rotation is proportional to ionospheric TEC, which is highly
variable, and high accuracy in determining _BL may not be justifiable. Also
the use of a fixed value of -BL introduces errors and.if the highest precision
is desired one should theoretically evaluate Faraday rotation by using the
integral formulation or by use of a suBnation obtained by separating the
ionosphere into layers of known or assumed values of N, B, and cos GB.
The view i._taken here that it is useful in some cases to employ a value
for BL obtained by using a dipole model for the Earth's field, and a procedure
for doing so is presented a_ Appendix 9.1. If one wishes to be assured of
greater accuracy than about 25 percent for determining BL,L_.ne can make use of
the Environmental Data and Information-Service (EDIS) of NOAA, Boulder,
Colorado. They can supply values of the Earth's magnetic field and its
components by using one or more of several mathematical models. Alternatively
they will also supply program decks for carrying out the needed
calculations. A leaflet describing their services is available (Environmental
Data and Information Service, 1981). Also use car be made of the spherical
harmonic coefficients of the International Geomagnetic Reference Field
(Peddio, _982) and a computer algorithinfor synthesizing the geomagnetic field
such as that by Malin and Barraclough (1981). A special issue of the Journal
ili!oomnmo ono.......oeothe Internati_onal Geomagnetic Reference Field. The following Example 9.1
• illustrates the calculation of B-L, using a dipole model of the Earth's
field.- The example utilize_ the procedure described in Appendix 9.1.
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Exampleg.l Determinationof BL
Considering.an earth station at Fairbanks,Alaska(65°N, 148°W)and a
geostationarysatellite at 148°W(on the samegeographicmeridian), this
exampleillustrates how to find a value for BL.Zor evaluating Faraday
rotation, using the dipole model of the _arth's magnetic f_Id, In the
example the-geographic coordinates of the intersection of the dipole axis _nd
the Earth's surface in the northern hemisphere are taken as 78.3°N and 69°W,
the values used by Davies (1965). Recent values given by Dawson and Newitt
(1982) are 78.8°N and 70.9°W.
From Eqs. (A9.14) and (A9.15) with eG = 65o, Op 78.3a and @g _I,p
148° . 69° = 79°,
Om-'-64'667°N (geomagnetic latitude of Fairbanks)
_m = 75'822°W (geomagnetic longitude of Fairbanks)
By a graphical construction, it is found that the path to the satellite
intersects the 400 km height of the ionosphere at about 55:. The coordinates
of this point, found by using Eqs. (A9.14) and (Ag.15) again, now with o_ =
55°, are
' = 55.51gON8m
am = 84.0140W
From Eqs. (A9.5)and (A9.6), u_ing Bo as 0.31G (10,000 G = i Wb/m2) and
a/r = 6378/(6378 + 400),
H = 0.146 G
Z = 0.425 G
F = 0.449 G
and F = ar 0.425 ÷ a o 0.146
Converting to rectangular coordinates by using Eqs. (A9.17) and (A9:18),
F : 0.0_76ax + 0.359 my + 0.268 az.
Next one needs to determine d = S - G, where S is the geostationary
satellite position and G is the earth-station position. For S, e_ = 2.302°
and @m = 79'24° £rom Eqs. (A9_4) and (A9.15) with _ = 0_. Measuring
distances in earth radii with the satellite at 6.6 earth radii and expressing
in rectangular coordinates by use of Eqs. (Ag.19-Ag.21).
S = ex 1.231 + my 6.479 + az 0.2651.
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For G, (_m= 64'66"/°and_'m= 75'822°andwith B at a distanceof i oarth
_adiusfromthe-Geqlterof the Earth
G= ax 0.107+ ay9.415+ az 0.904
Thusfor d = S - Gthe result is that
d = aX1.12+ ay6.06 - az 0.639,
ThenusingF.d = FdcoscB
2,048= 2.784cosoB
cos_eB = 0.736
OB,--42.6o
and _L = FcoseB = (0.449)(0.736)--0,330G-- 3.30x 10-5 Wb/m2
If the earthstationandsatellite arenot on the samelongitude,onecan
use the angleZ of Eq. (1.16) in place oft' in a graphicalconstructionto
find the smallerangleZ' for the intersectionof the earth-spacepath with
the 400kmlevel in the fonosphere;Theni_l a figure like thoseof Fig. 1.2,
Z' canbe shownas lying along the samepath as Z but shorter in length.
Valuesfor e' and@' for the 400kmintersectioncanbe obtainedfromthose
for Z' and a by usingrelations for right sphericaltriangles (ITT, t9(_8of
ChaD.I) namely
sin ¢' = sin Z' sin
sin o' = tan @'cot
where_ is the azimuthanglecalculatedbyuseof Eq. (1.17)andshownin
Fig, 1.2.
9.2.2 PropagationEffects Directly Dependent on TEC
The total electron content (TEC) along a path is the number of-electrons
in a column one square meter in cross-section (el/m2) that coincides in
position with the path. T_e TEC of the ionosphere has a pronounced diurnal
variation as illustrated in Fig. 2.6 and also varies with solar activity,
especially with geomagnetic storms which may result from solar activity.
Faraday rotation, excess time delay and associated range delay, phase advance,
and time-delay and phase-advance dispersion are directly proportional to
TEC. Most ionospheric effects in fact tend to be more severe for high
val_es of TEC than for low values. Note that whereas much emphasis in this
handbook is on effects on the loss factor L and the system noise temperature
Tsys, both introduced in Chap, i, in this subsection Consideration is given to
additional parameters, including excess time and range delay, which are
important to navigation andranging systems.
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_9.2.2.1 Faraday Rotation
The Faraday rotation angle is proportional to TEC as indicated by Eq.
(9.2) which is repeated below
,I,- 2.36 x 104 _L(TEC) red (9.2)
f2 .....
The theory of Faraday rotation was developed in Sec. 2.2, and Eq. (9.2) was
further justified in Sec, 9.2.1 which was devoted primarily to consideration
of BL' the longitudinal component of the Earth's magnetic field.
For systems usin_ linear polarization, uncompensated Faraday rotation can
cause a polarization mismatch loss 20-1og a where _ = cos r_i and oi is the
polarization mismatch angle. This angle may equal the Faraday rotation
angle _ but may also be less than ,I,(if a certain value of@ was anticipated
and compensated for but the actual value of _ encountered was different). In
a_dition to the diurnal variations of Faraday rotation and the variations with
the solar cycle, rapid variations, having pemlods of fracCions of a minute,
are also sometimes observed. At Ascension Island at the equatorial anomaly
crest, rapid variations of about 90° at 136 MHz were observed at the same time
that intense scintillation was recorded on 1,54 GHz MARISAT transmissions (Lee
et el, 198_). Although Faraday rotation can sometimes be troublesome or at
least must be taken into account__o-ensure satisfactory system performance, it
can be- a valuable tool for determining ionospheric TEC which causes excess
time delay that is important for radionavigation and positioning satellite
systems. Representative values of F_raday rotation are shown in Fig. 9.1 as a
function of frequency and TEC_
9.2.2.2 Excess Time and Range Delay
The excess time delay-._t due to the TEC along a path is given by
At : 40.3 (TEC). 1.34 x IO'7(TEC)
cf2 f2 s (9.8)
and the excess range delay _R due to the TEC is specified by
4_.3AR = _ (TEC) m (9.9)
f:
®
Z_,
_I,:¸'i
In Eqs, (9.8) and (9.9), f is frequency in llz and I'FC is total electron
i_ii!l content in el/m2. It is evident that d(!terminatiorlof :t and ,'R requirL,s
it)formationconcerning TEC.
Figure 9.2 shows time and range delay as a function of frequency for a
one-way path for I'EC values of 10"17 and 10-18 el/m2. Sometimes a known or
estimated value of TEC is available for a vertical path and it is desired to
estimate delay for a path as a function of elevation angle. Figure 9.3 show_,
the excess range delay or error as a function of elevation angle for a TEC of
]_)i_ el/m2 on a vertical path for frequencies of I00 MHz, 400 M!Iz, and 120U
MHz (Millman, 1980).
9.2.2.3 Phase Advance
The phase advance ,\,_,of an electromagnetic wave with respect to the value
of phase for propagation through a vacuum is also directly proportional to TEC
as expressed by
!,,:,8.44 x I0-'
= _T _ (TEC) rad (9.10)
The change in phase associated with a change in TEC is often of interest. For
example, one may wish to relate th_ change in phase due to a traveling
ionospheric disturbance (TID) to the change in TEC, Using _,¢ for the change
in phase associated with an incrementA(TEC)in TEC,
8.44 x 10-7
_s,_- -f-------A(TEC) tad (9.11)
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9.2,2,4 Doppler Frequency
Frequency f and phase : are related by f ;, (112 }(d;l(It), and the i)oppler
shift in frequency f,] associated with a change in phase due to a I LC that is
varying with time i_ given hy
fD 1,34 x 10-7 d(TEC)
= £ cTt Hz (9.12)
The average Doppler frequency dt_ing a time interval or count time Tc in which
the TEC changes by A(TEC)IS given by
1.34 x 10-7 ';(I'EC)
fD = _ Tc Hz (9.13)
9,2,2,5 Dispersion
The rate of change of time delay with frequency, or tile time-delay
dispersion, is
d__t_t= . 2.68 x I0 -7
df f"3".... (TEC) slHz (9.14)
Applied to a pulse of length _ for which the associated bandwidth Af = I/L,
the difference in time delay ht between the two extreme frequencies of the
pulse is given by
2.68 x 10 -7
_',t= F3- ,:_f (TEC) s (9.15)
The eff-ect of dispersion on a pulse pl"opagating through the ionosphere is to
decrease the amplitude,increase the length, and introduce frequency modulation
(Millman. 1980). Whether the effects are significant or not depends on the
values of f, ,'.f,and TEC.
9._,_.6 Refractive Bending
It develops that the refractive bending or change in direction of a ray
traversing the ionosphere is proportional to the TEC _so. The expression
given by Millman and Reinsmith (1974) for the elevation angle error Ao for a
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satellite for which the range R is considerably larger than ro ,qin 'o , where
ro is earth radius and oo is elevation angle, is
COil 0
0 _,R rad (g.16)
m' = Enfii
The quantity hi is the height where the median electron content occurs and is
generally between 300 and 45Q km, As /,Ris the range error along the path and
is _roportionial to TEC, A_ is als_ proportibnal to,TEC.
As irregularities in electroa density such as T[D's move across the !(ne
of sight and Cause variations in TEC, the same variations are reflected in ,';R
and As and variations in direci_ionof arrival thus occur,
9.2.2.7 Prediction an:,Measurement of TEC
TEC along a path is highly variable and difficult to predict accurately,
but adva,_ce estimates or predictions of TEC may be needed for system planning
ar;d in system operations. Techniques are available for measuring TEC and
these will be mentioned shortly, but their expense may preclude their use,
For some purposes it may be sufficient to estimate the maximum Faraday
rotation or excess range delay that could be encountered, To obtain this
estimate one may assume a maximum TEC Of lO18 el/m2 for a zenith one-way path
(CCIR, 1978a). At night the value of TEC may drop to about t/Sth of the
maximum value. Figure 9.3 illustrates how effects proportional to TEC will
tend to vary as a function of elevation angle o in the range from 0a to 60°.
When the value of TEC is given without qualification it normally refers to the
zenith value> but the content along a slant path is often what is wanted.
Th_s value i-:commonly assumed to be the zenith value multiplied by the s_can'_
of the zenith angle ),at an ionospheri_ height h somewhat above that of the F
layer maximum, thus taking into account the preponderence of ionization on the
topside of the layer. A relation giving the zenith angle x in terms of the
elevation angle _ of the path at-the surface is
, ]-ITcos o (9.17)
9o13
.}
?
where r 0 is the-l_arth's radius and h is ionospheric height, common'ly 300 to
400 km (CCIR, igTI_b). For exalnple if ":= 30Q and h = 350 kin
., = sln "I _TCT-+--3_I3_ 0.866 = 55.175 °
Then soc x = 1.75 and the TEC for the slant path equals about 1.75 times the
value for a zenith path.
The problem of predicting time delay due to TEC was considered carefully
by Klobuchar and the working group of which he was the leaOer (Klobuchar and
Worklng Group, 1979) at the Solar-Terrestrial Predictions Workshop Program in
Boulder in 1979. It was concluded that monthly median values of TEC could be
predicted to within an rms deviation of 20 to 25 percent in the daytime and 30
to 35 percent at night but that geomagnetic activity causes about a-25 percent
deviation from the median values. For highest accuracy in TEC, real-time or
near-real time data are needed. A service is available for registercd SELDADS
users that provides hourly TEC values from satellite data. SELDADS is an
operational, real-time, solar-terrestrial environment monitoring system.
Further information about SELDADS and the TEC data that it can provide can be
obtained by writing to the Chief Forecaster, Space Environment Services
Center, R432, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 325 Broadway,
Boulder, Colorado 80303.
One means for obtaining real-time data on ionospheric TEC is to measure
the Faraday rotation of signals from beacons on-satellites. In addition to
the ionospheric TEC, however, the total.TEC al.ong a path to a satellite or
space vehicle may include a contribution from the plasmasphere that is about
15 percent of the ionospheric TEC by day and 50 percent by night (Klobuchar
and Working Group, 1979). Measurements of time delay at two frequencies can
provide the value of the total TEC along a path, A_ discussed more fully in
Sec. 2.3.1, the total TEC is given in that case by Eq. (2.38) which is
repeated below.
_t c f12f22
TEC : _ _ (2.38)
 I-'2
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Thequantities i_land f2 are the two frequencies,c is the velocity ofl light,
and _,t is the difference in the time delays ( At2 /_tI) at the two
frequencies.
E×ample 9.3 Effects Dependent on TI_C
To illustrate the effects dependent on total electron content (TEC),
freqLlencies of 870 MHz and 2.3 GHz, a TEC vaIQe of 1018 el/m2, and a
Iongi%udinal component of the Earth's magnetic field BL of 0.38 G will be
utilized.
i. Faraday Rotation
870 MHz_ 1018 el/m2, 0_38 G : 3.8 x i0"5 Wb/m2
2.36 x 104 BL (TEC)
f2
2.36 x 104(3.8 x 10"5)(1018 )
(8.7 x 108)2
= i.I? rad = 67.6°
2..3GHz, 1018 el/m2, 3.'/R 10-5 Wb/m2
: . 67.6 o = 9.670
3 x i09
2. Time and Range delay (one-way transmission)
870 MHz, 1018 el/m2
A R - 40.3 (TEC) 40.3 1018
= : 53.24 m(8.7 2
t - 53.24 = 1.775 x i0"7s = 0.17_5 us
2.9979 x 10_
2.3 GHz, 1018 el/m2
AR ( 8'7 x I08) 2
= (53.24) : 7.618 m
\2.3 x i09
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3,
7.618
,,t-- o 0.0:,54s
Phase Advance (one-way transmission)
t',,,_'_,_, _,, •
8 .9_v_ Z
,t'+{I) 8.44 x 10-7 (TEC) - 8.44 x I0"7 (1018)
f 8.7 x tOg
970.1
: 970.1 rad or--2-_-: 154.4 cycles
This very large advance in phase is probably of less interest than that
due to a change in TEC, A(TEC). Suppose that a traveling ionespheric
disturbance modulates the TEC by a factor of 0.01 so that A(TEC) = 1016. Then
6_,- 8.¢4 x i0"7 A (TEC) = 9.701 tad
= 1.544 cycles
= 555.84 deg
This is still a large change in phase.
2.3 GHz, 1018 el/m2
A{ = 8.7 x 108
_.701) : 367 rad
2.3 x iOT = 58.4 cycles
For modulation of TEC by a factor of 0.01
_@ : 3.67 rad : 0.584 cycle = 210 deg
4_ Doppler Frequency
870 MHz. TEC = 1016 el/m2 in I00 s
Suppose that the change in TEC assumed for calculating 64
(namely 0.01 x 1018 = 1016 el/m2) took place in a period of 100 s.
1.34 x I0"7 _(__TEC)= 1.34 x 10"7(1016 )
fD = f Tc 8.7 x 108(100)
Then
= 0._5 Hz
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2.3 GHz,TEC= 1016ellm2 in I00 s
fD =
Dispersion
870 MHz, TEC = 1.018el/m2, Af : 50 MHz
To consider dispersion we take as an example a bandwidth of 50 Mllz which
minht be utilized to reproduce a pulse of width _ = I/Af = 2 X 10 -2 ItS.
2,68 x 107 (5 x 107)1-018
(8.7 x 108)3
2.2 x I0"8s = 2.2 x 10-2 lJs
_.C_, .
:!if'
' [
1
I
The time dispersion is seen to be slightly greater than the pulse width. It
thus appears that dispersion limits the bit rate (data rate for digital
transmission) to something less than 50 Mbps.
2.3 GHz, TEC =1018 el/m2, _f = 50 MHz
lAt,= (8"7 x i°8) 32.3 i0-_" (2,2 x 10 -2 ]
: 1.19 x 10 -3 _s
At a frequency of 2.3 GHz, a data rate of 50 Mbps appears to be _ossible.
1 Elevation Angle Error
870 MHz, 1018 el/m2
cos o
_o - o _R
2_Ti
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A range delay /_R of 53.24 m was determined for this frequency and TEC,
Using 400 k_ for hi and taking (_o to be 40 °
o.766 ¢o.7B
2(4 x 105)- (53.24) = 8 x ]0_
=5.1xi0 -5
2.3 GHz, 1018 el/m 2
= 0.0-51 mrad
A() :
0.766 5.835
10_-'-m)(7.618) :- 8 x I0 _2(4 x
= 0.0073 mrad
9.2.3 Ionospheric Scintillation
Scintilla_ion is most severe in the equatorial region within + 20 ° of the
magnetic equator and at high latitudes, where two regions of peak
scintillation activity have been reported. One corresponds to the auroral
oval, and one is over the polar cap above 80 ° of geomagnetic latitude. In the
equatorial zone, scintillation is higher in the region of the equatorial
anomaly from about 15 ° to 20 ° north and south of the magnetic equator than
near the equator itself; In between the equatorial and high-latitude regions
are the middle latitudes where activity is less intense. In all sectors
pronounced nighttime maxima occur. The general pattern is as shown in Fig.
9.4. A recent review of the global morphology of ionospheric scintillation
has been provided by Aarons (1982). Some data concerning scintillation levels
are shown in Table 9.2 for the low frequencies of 137 and 254 MHz for which
scintillation _ends to be intense. At Ascension Island in the equatorial
anomaly 27 dB peak-to-peak fading was recorded at 1.54 GHz compared to 7-9 dB
at Huancayo and Natal near the magnetic equator during the sunspot peak in
1979 and 198G (Aarons, et al., 1981).
At equatorial latitudes, significant scintillation has been recorded in
the 4 and 6 GHz bands. In one case involving transmission on a 6 GHz uplink
and a-4 GHz downlink, fading reached _ dB peak-to-peak (Aarons, 1982).
Examples of scintillation fading on 6 GHz links are also shown in Fig. 2.16.
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Figure 9.4. Pattern of occurrence of ionospheric scintillation (CCIR, 1978).
Although scintillation at middle latitudes is generally not as intense as
at equatorial and high latitudes, some cases of severe scintillation have been
recorded. During a magnetic storm on March 22, 1979, peak-to-peak
scintillation of 18, 10, 15, and 3.5 dB were recorded at 136 MHz and 1.7, 4,
and 12 GhL, respectively, on different paths in and around Japan (Minakoshi,
et al., 1981).
Considerable data have been accumulated on ionospheric sci_tillatlon and
the values quoted here give a rough _dea of what margins may be needed to
protect against ionospheric scintillation. Table 9.3 gives values of fade
deoths due to scintillation at mldlatitudes (CC_R, 1982). Much of the data
has-no_ been presented or analyzed and summarized and made readily available
on a statistical basis, however, and it is difficult to reach firm conclusions
about m_rgins. The data have commonly been presented as peak-to-peak values,
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Table 9.2 P_centage of Occurrence ofScintillation (CClR, 1978).
(a) > £O dB peak to peak, equatorial latitudes
Site Frequency Day Night
(0400-1600 LT) (1600-0400 LT)
Huancayo (Peru) 137 MHz 3 14
254 MHz 2 7
(0600-1800 LT) (1800-0600 LT)
Accra (Ghana) 137 MHz 0.4 14
(b) > 12 dB peak to peak at 137 MHz, sub-auroral and auroral latitudes
Site Kp Day Night.
(0500-1700 Lt) (1700-0500 LT)
! -
Sagamore Hill 0 to 3+ 0 1.4
(Massachusetts) > 3+ 0.1 2
Goose Bay (Labrador) 0 to 3+ 0.I 1.8
> 3+ 1.6 6,8
Narssarssuaq (Greenland) 0 to 3+
> 3+
2.9 18
19 45
(c) >10 dB peak to peak at 254 MHz, auroral latitudes
Site Kp Day
(0600-1800 LT)
Night
(1800-0600 LT)
Goose Bay (Labrador)
Narssarssuaq (Greenland)
0 to 3+ 0.i 0.I
> 3+ 0,3 1,2
0 to 3+ 0.i o.g-
> 3+ 2.6 8.4
LT: Local time.
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Table9.3 Distribution of Mid-LatitudeFadeDepthsDueto
IonosphericScintillation (dB} (CCIR,1982a).
Percentage Fr_:quency(MHz)
of time I00 200 500
Percent
I000
l.O 5.9 £.5 0.2 0.I
0.5 9.3 2.3 0.4 0.I
0.2 16.6 4.2 0.7 0.2
0.1 25.0 6.2 1.0 0.3
i_:
and in the case of the 8 dB figure mentionez£ for 6 GHz-4 GHz li_ks not much
more than half of the 8 dB range appeared to involve a signal decrease and
nearTy half a signal increase abhve the unperturbed level. Thus, the needed
margin is less than _he peak-to-peak value and may possibly approach a v_ue
as low as one half the peak-to-peak value. The increase in signal level may
in some cases eause a problem of overload.
A WBMOD empirical computer model of global scintillation behavior has
been prepared by Fremouw and co-workers over a period of years. This model
has been described in the review paper by Aarons (1982) and in more detail by
Fremouw (1982). Persons wishing to pursue the application of this model to
the estimation of ionospheric scintillation may contact Dr. Edward J.
Fremouw, Physical Dynamics, Inc., P.O. Box 3027,Bellevue, Washington, 98009.
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9.3 TROPOSPHERIC CLEAR-AIR EFFECTS
9.3.1 Introduction
Clear-air effects on propagation are influenced strongly by the elevation-
angle of.the path. For elevation angles above about 10° and for frequencies
below about i0 GHz, the effects on communication satellite operations tend to
be slight. For elevation angles of only a few degrees, the effects may be
severe. The low-elevation-angl.e effects have long been familiar to persons
concerned with terrestrial line-of-sight paths, for which margins up to about
45 dB may be utilized to cow,batatmospheric multipath fading. For downlinks
from sate.llites, it is difficult to supply large margins and it has been
generally assumed that it would not be necessary to do so because large
elevation angles would normally be utilized for satellite communications. It-
turns out, ho,vever, that in a number of situations i_ is desirable to be able
to utilize-satellite communications at low elevation angles. The problems of
lo_-angle propagation are well illustrated in a paper on measurements of 1.5
GHz MARISAT signals (-Fan, Tseng, and Calvit, 1982). It was reported that
MARISAT services were not available for paths having elevation angles below
10° because of severe signal degradation. Reflections from the sea surface
probably contributed to the problem, but atmospheric effects surely played a
major role.
The time delay due to the atmosphere may be important for navigation,
ranging, and time-transfer purposes (Spilker, 1977), The excess range delay
caused by the ionosphere on earth-space transmissions can-be determined and
taken into account by transmitting two different frequencies but that
technique cannot be applied to the-troposphere as the tropospheric index of
refraction does not vary with frequency within the frequency range of
interest.......
9.3.2 Refraction and Multipath Fading
The-variation of the index of refraction of the troposphere with height
causes ray paths to experience bending rather than to be straight lines....The
bending results in-elevation-angle errors. The exact amount of bending and
the resulting elevation-angle error on a path depends on- the-_ndex of
reflection profile as well as elevation angle but representative values can be
determined for assumed index of refraction profiles. The results of such
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®calculations for a U.S. standard atmosphere are shown in Table 9,4. The
differences in bendinq and eTevation-angle error values apply to the path
heights of 80 km and less that are shown. For the much greater heights of
geostationary satellites, elevation-angle error is equal to bending, rather
than smaller as for lower heights. Table 9.5 shows values of bending (equal
to elevation angle error for earth-space paths) for polar continental air and
tropical maritime air (CCIR, 1982b).
Table 9.4 Ray Parameters for a Standard Atmospherea,b (Crane, 19/6}.
Ini.tialElevation Elevation-Angle Range
Angle Height Range Bending Error Error
(deg} (km) (km) (mdeg) (mGeo) (m)
•.4
0.0 0.I 41.2 97.0 48.5 iZ.._q
1.0 131.1 297.8 152.8 38.79
5.0 289.3 551.2 310.1 74.17
25.0 623.2 719.5 498.4 I0i.0
80.0 1081.1 725.4 59_.2 103.8
5.0 0.1 1.1 2.6 1.3 0.34
1.0 11.4 25.1 12.9 3.28
5.0 55.2 91.7 52.4 12.51
25.0 241.1 175.7 126,3 24.41
80.0 609.0 181.0 159.0 24.96
50.0 0.I 0.i 0.2 0.1 0.04
1.0 1.3 1.9 1.0 0.38
5.0 6.5 7.0 4.0 1.47
25.0 32.6 14.3 10.3 3.05
80.0 104.0 14.8 13.4 3.13
F ¸
aU.S. Standard Atmosphere Supplements, 1966, Environmental Sci. Serv.
Administration, Dept. of Commerce, Washington, D_C. (1966),
bN. Sissenwine, D. D.Grantham, and H. A. Salmela, AFCRL-68-0556, Air Ferce
Cambridge Res. Lab., Bedford, Massachusetts (October 1968).
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Table 9.5 Ray Bending Values (CCIR, 1982b).
Elevation angle Average total-ray-bending,
Polar continental air Tropical maritime
io 0.45° 0.65 °
2° 0,32° 0.$I °
4° 0.21° 0.27°
10° O.IO° 0.14°
Day-to-day v_riation in Ao
1° 0.I° r.m.s.
10° 0.007 ° r.m.s.
Atmospheric multipath fading is a serious problem for very-low-elevation-
angle path _, whether terrestrial paths or earth-space paths. The amount of
fading is best determined by experimental data for the particular path, and
the margi_ to be utilized for fading depends on the grade of service needed,
An effort is :_de here to distinguish between refractive multipath fading or
multipath propagation on the one hand and scintillation on the other, but the
distinction is not always made clearly in the literature nor is it always
possible to distinguish the two phenomena in practice. Atmospheric multipath
fading is generally restricted to angles less than I0° and is most serious
only for angles up to a few degrees. It is considered to result from l-arge-
scale changes in refractivity and involves relatively lof_g fading periods,
generally from around i0 s to a few minutes. Scintillation results from the
smaller-scale structure of turbulence and clouds and has short-periods in the
order of a second and less. Though most intense for Ibw el_vation angles, it
does not decrease as rapidly with increasing elevation angle as does multipath
fading. Tropospheric multipath-f-ading tends to be insensitive to frequency
over the microwave freque_cy range. It is often closely associated with-the
ocqurrence of temperature inversions and disappears when _he temperature
inversion is destroyed by the passage of cyclonic storms (Flock, 1960).
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Altheugh-sometimes-referred-t@ as scintillation, the fading observed at 4
and 6 GIIz in the Canadian Arctic at an elevation angle of i ° (Strickland, et
al., 1977) is undouhted!y atmospheric multipath fading. The margins .judged to
be required for such operation for three values of reliability or availability
are shown in Table q.6. The refractivity in the Arctic tends to be less than
in other sections of the world, perhaps excluding desert areas, and similar or
higher margins would probably be required elsewhere for the same elcvation
angle. On a path in Hawaii at the slightly larger elevation angle of 2.5 _,
Thompson et al. (1975) observed fading of 20 dB.
Table q.6 6 GHz Link Margins for Tropospheric Fading at Eureka,
Canada, Elevation Angle i Degree (Strickland, et al
1977).
Reliabilitx
Time Duration 90% _ 99,gT
Worst two-hours 8.0 dB
Worst summer day 6.8 dB
Worst summer week (5 days) 5.4 dB
Worst month, July (15 days) 3.8 dB
18.0 dB 28.0 dB (Rayleigh)
15.5 dB 24.5 dB
!3.0 dB 22.0 dB
10.8 dB 20.3 dB
9.33.3 Tropospheric Scintilla_ion
The term tropospheric scintillation is used here to refer to generally
low-amplitude, rapid variations (periods typically around I s and less) in
signal intensity. Such scintillation tends to be associated with small-scale
structure such as that of turbulence and clouds. The amplitude variance due
to scintillation has been modeled as a function of frequency and elevation
angle (Ippolito, Kaul, and Wallace, 1981). The results of this analysis show
that scintillation amplitude increases with frequency and elevation angle
(Fig. 9.5).
i!
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Figure 9.5. Amplitude variance for a 4.6m diameter aoerture for
I to I00 GHz (Ippolito, Kaul, and Wallace, 1981).
Examole 9;3 Tropospheric Refraction
The term tropospheric refraction includes elevation-angle error, ducting,
and multipath fading,, The materials of this Sec, g.3 and Chap. 3 include
illustrative values of elevation-angle error and multipath fading, but it is
difficult to establish quantitative recommendations concerning the magnitudes
0
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of these effects. All area function of index of refraction. Calculation of
refractivity N is illustrated in this example.
The refractivity of the troposphere is described by the following
equation (Eq. 3.2),
ml,
?-
C':
;?
_k
%.:
_.,.
N = ._7.:__.P+3.73 x lOSe
T T_
where N = (n-l) x 106 with n the index of refraction, p the total pressure in
mb, e the partial pressure of water vapor in mb, and T the temperature in
ke_vins. A value of N that could apply to Denver, Colorado will now be
calculated for the pressure of a standard atmosphere, a surface tem,)eratureof
20°C, and water vapor specified in two ways--first, as a water vapor density
of 7.5 g/m3 and secondly as a relative humidity of 60 percent.
From the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, the pressure p at an altitude of 1600
m or i mile is 835 mb (compared to 1013 mb at sea level). The temperature of
20°C gives a temperature in kelvins of 273.15 + 20 : 293 K.
I. _, water vapor density, = 7.5 g/m3
: F_T _93) : 10.15 mbUsing Eq. (3.5), e ILrT6-TS-=
N - 77.6 (835) + 3.73 x 105 (10.15)
293 (293)Z
: 222.1 + 44.1
= 265.2
2. R.H. (relativity humidity) = 60 percent
From Table 3.1 for T : 20°C, es (the saturation water vapor pressure) :
23.4 mb.
e : es(R.H.) : (23.4)(0.60) : 14.04 mb
3.73 x i05 (14.04)N - 77.6 (835) +
293 (293)2
: 222.1 + 61.0
= 282.i
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The above values of N are rather-low because of the reduced pressure at
the altitude nf Denver. For the same water vapor contents of 7.5 g/m 3 and 60
percent relative humidity but the sea level pressure of 1013 rob, the
corresponding values of N are 313.5 and 330.5 respectively.
To illustrate what is probably the maximum value of N that might be
encountered consider the temperature of 34°C and a partial pressure of wa_er
vapor of 53.2 mb (values recorded at Sharjah, Saudi Arabia). For this case
N ;_ 77.6 (1013) + 3.73 x 105 (53.2)
307 (307-} _
= 256.1 + 210.5
: 466.6
It is the variation of N with height that has the greatest effect on wave
propagation, a decrease of 157 N/km being sufficient to cause trapping or
ducting of a wave launched at an elevation angle of 0 degrees. Still higher
rates of decrease can trap waves having elevation angles slightly greater _an
0 degrees. An expression provided by Bean and Dutton (1966)
n -I + Op
allows determining that for a decrease of 300 Nlkm (AnlAr : -0,008-3@8) in a
layer of thickness hA of 0.I km at the Earth's surface (r o = 6370),
Op = 5.3 mrad = 0.3 deg
The angle Up is the penetration angle. Rays having smaller values will be
subject to ducting.
9,3.4 Defocusing
Bending of rays is proportional to dN/dh, the variation of refractivity N
with height (Sec, 3.2), and when dN/dh itself varies across a wavefront rays
crossing the wavefront experience different amounts of bending. As the resul_
the rays become more widely separated than previously and si'gnal intensity is
reduced. Figure 8,_ shows the attenuation due to defocusing as a function of
elevation angle andaN_ the decrease in refractivity in the first km above the
surface. Figure 9.6 shows the defocusing loss in a differo,t way. Here _he
loss corresponding to the average of many index of refraction profiles and the
standard deviation of the loss are shown as a function of elevation angle.
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The r_ult_ woro e_' _ ,'_ ....... _' ....._)rwYork and can be considered
to be representative of an inland continental location. The loss is only
significant for low elevation angles.
9.3.5 Gaseous attenuation
The attenuation constants for oxygen and water vapor are shown, in Fig.
3.11 for sea-level pressure, a temperature of 20%, and a water vapor density
of 7.5 g/m3. At 10 GHz, the attenua_on for oxygen is about O.O0?-dB/km and
it decreases only slowly to about 0.005 dB/km at I GHz. FoT water'vapor the
value is about 0.0085 dB/km at 10 GHz, but the attenuation drops rapidly to
0.001 dB/km near 4 GHz. The values quoted are given bY the dotted curves
provided by J.W. Waters of the J'et Propulsion Laboratory and for water vapor
are higher than the values previously used by the CCIR.
The total vertical one-way attenuation due to the gaseous oonstituents of
the atmosphere from specified heights to the top of the atmosphere for a water
vapor density of ?.5 g/m3 is shown in Fig. 3.10. For tO GHz and 0 kin,
corresponding to sea level, the value is nearly 0.06 dB; for 10 GHz and a
height of 4 km the value is slightly over 0.02 dB.
In treatments of coordination distance, it is usually considered that
attenuation due to water vapor can be neglected below 10 GHz but that
attenuation due to oxygen should be included. This conclusion should be
modified slightly in light of the values provided by Waters, as the
attenuation due to oxygen and water vapor for a water vapor density of 7.5
g/m3 are comparable near lO GHz. However for coordination distance analysis,
the recommended values of water vapor density range from i to 5 g/m3 and use
of these lower densities is conservative when considering interference. It
appears r_asonable then to continue to neglect water vapor for frequencies
below i0 GHz.
9.3.6 Time and Range Gel_y
The excess time and range delays for propagation of signals through the
Earth's atmosphere consist of components caused-by the ionosphere and by the
troposphere. The delaY due to the ionosphere was considered in Sec. 9.2.2.
• it_
(
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®Time delay .'t and range delay /;R are related by AR : c/it, where c is the
velocity of light, 2.9979 x 108 m/s. The discussion in this section is-in
terms of,_R.
The excess tropospheric range delay-can be separated into the delay due
to dry air /'.Rd and the delay due to water vapor _R w or, somewhat more
conveniently, it can be separated Into z,_R1 and AR 2 corresponding to the two
terms of the expression for the refractivity N of the troposphere (Sec. 3.7;
Flock, Slobin, and Smith, 1982). Th_ equation for N is
N : 77.6 p + 3.73 x i05e (9.181
T T2
The range delay ARI for a vertical path due to the first term N1 of Eo. i9.18)
is given by
ARI = 1.0.-6 ; N1dh = lo'6/Z-_ p dh = 2.757 x 10-3 Po m (9.19)
for a lai:itude of about 45° (only slightly different elsewhere) where Po is
total surface pressure in mb. For Po = 1013 mb, the approximate value for sea
level, LRi = 2.31 m, The total oressure p = Pd + e where Pd is the pressure
of dry air and e is water vapor. As Pd is much larger than e, ARI is largely
but not er_tirely due to dry air. Hopfield (1-971)has determined that aRI can
be determined to an accuracy of 0.2 percent or about 0.5 cm by measuring Po"
It is shown in Sec. 3.7 that _R2 for a vertical path is given by
= 10-6 IN2dh = 1.731 x i0"3/_-dh (9.20)AR2
where p is the density of water.vapor in g/m3. Water-vapor density p in g/m3
and water vapor pressure e in mb are related by p = e 216.5/T where T is in
kelvi.s (derivation in Appendix 3.1). Determining a value for AR2 requires
information-on p and T as a function of height. As p is highly variable and
difficult to predict from surface parameters, water vapor is responsible for a
larger error in range than is dry air even though the magnitude of _R 2 is
typically only about i0 cm for _ : 7.5 g/m3-at the surface. By the use of
raILiometertechniques, however, _R2 can be determined to an accuracy of i or Z
cm.
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Example 9.4 Tropospheric range delay
To illustrate the magnitude of excess range delay due to the troposphere,
consider f_rs_ a zenith path at Denver, Colora,l_ where the surface pressure
(for a standard atmosphere) is 835 mb. From Eq. (9.19) the typical delay
corresponding to the first term of the expression for N is
_R I = 2.2?57 x 10-3 Po
:l.9m
A more precise value at a particular time could be obtained by using a
measured value of Po rather than the value for a standard atmosphere. For a
relative humidity of 60 percent and other conditions likewise as in Example
9.3, the delay corresponding to the second term of the expression for N could
be obtained a_pro_imately by first calculating the v_lue of N2 by use of
3.73 x 105 (14.04)
N2 (293)2
= 61.00
Then assuming an exponential decrease of N2 with a scale height of 2 km
AR2 = 10-6 I 61.00 e -h/2000 dh
= 10-6 (61.00) (2000)
: 12.2 cm.
The total delay _R for a zenith-path would then be
_R = _Ri + _R2 = 2.02 m
For a path at an elevation angle of 30_, the commesponding delay would be 4.04
m. The calculation of aR2 is illustrative only, and the precise determination
of AR2 requires the use of radiometer techniques (Sec. 3.?).
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9.4 ATTENUATIONANDDEPOLARIZATIONCAUSEDBYPRECIPITATION
9.4.1 Introduction
AtZenuation due to main increases with frequency throughout the microwave
range and has sometimes been considered to be important only for frequencies
above 10 GHz. However, while it is true that attenuation decreases rapidly
with decreasing frequency below 10 GHz, values of attenuation are nevertheless
potentially troublesome for frequencies of 8 GHz or lower. In-addition the
attenuation due to rain is accompanied by an i_crease in antenr,a noise
temperature which further degrades the carrier-power-to-noise ratio (Sec.
9.7).
Depolarization iue to rain is caused by the differences in attenuation
and phase shift of electric-field-intensity components that are parallel to
the major and minor axes of rain drops, which are roughly spheroidal in
form. FOr the differences in these quantities to be high, the absolute values
must generally be high. Thus depolarization tends to be most severe when
attenuation is high, and it might be expected that as attenuation is low for
frequencies below B GHz depolarlzation would also be low. Attenuation at 4
GHz, for example, is only about 0.05 dB/km for a rain rate of 35 mm/h.
Depolarization does tend to decrease with decreasing frequency, but it does so
less rapidly than attenuation because differential phase shift as well as
differential attenuation contributes to depolarization, and differential phase
shift is relatively high for frequencies below 10 GHz. (Phase-shift is
proportional to the real part of the effective index of refraction of a
medium, and this value is relatively high below i0 GHz for rain as shown in
Fig.4.3a). It thus develops that depolarization due to rain may be important
for frequencies of 4.GHz or lower.
Scatter of electromagnetic waves by rain is significant for frequencies
of 1.5 GHz or lower, as the intense echoes from rain on-L-band radar displays
indicate. Such scatter is a potential source of-lnterference.
Basic concepts and definitions-concerning the propagation eff_r_ts of rain
were presented in Chap. 4. Consideration is directed here to procedures for
estimating_themagn_tude of the effects.
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9.4.2 Estimation of Attenuation Due to Rain
9.4.2.1 Step-by-step Procedure
In the design of telecommunication links, data-on propagation effects are--
needed in statistical form in order to provide as much assurance-as possible
that a certain signal level will be available for a specified percentage of
time. A sufficient data base is not available for all propagation effects to
allow link design on this 5asis, but a considerable'effor_ has been devoted to
the development of satisfactory dacca bases and models to account for the
effects of rain in this way.
If satisfactory statistical data on rain rate or attenuation due to rain
are available for the particular location in question they should be used.
Lin (1977) and Lee (1979) have described procedures for obtaining-£4_e needed
rain rate statfs_cics from data supplied by the National Climatic Cent_-r in the
United Sta_6s. Lacking the information needed to proceed on the basis of
local weather data or not wishing to formulate statistical data from Weather
Service records, use can be made of models that have been developed for rain
rate and attenuation due to rain. The steps to be taken in estimating
attenuation are listed below.
I. Estimate Rain Rate
The first step i_ obtaining a value for attenuation due to rain is to
estimate the rain rate Rp that is exceeded for a certain small percentage (or
certain percentages) of time, commonly 0.01 percent corresponding to 53
minutes per year. For this purpose, use should be made of statistical data
for the particular location, if satisfactory data are available, or of several
models described in Sec, 4.3.3. Prominent among these is the 1980 Global
Model by Crane (1980a, b). Figure 4.8 shows the rain-rate regions of the
world according to this model,and Fig. 9.7 shows rain-rate _regions of the
United States iB more detail. The rain-rate values for these regions are
given in Table 9.7. Figure 4.10 shows rain-rate regions for Canada, and Table
4.5 gives-co_responding rain-rate values for Canada.
The 1982 CCIR model uses similar but somewhat different rain-rate regions
(CCIR, 1982c). These are shown in Figs._4_12-4.14, and the corresponding
rain-rate values are given in Table 4.6. Contours based on the model of
constant rain rate exceeded for 0.01 percent of the-time are provided in CCIR
Report 563 and are reproduced here as Figs. 9.B-9.1_.. This type of
presentation provides considerable information at a glance.
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The large-scale world-wide or continent-wide maps of rain-rate regions
are extremely valuable but suffer from lack of detail. This statement is
especially applicable to the western United States where large variations in
rain rate occur within short distances. Rain rates on opposite sides of
mountain ranges, for example, are often drastically different. As pointed out
in CCIR Report 563, additional data are needed to improve the accuracy and
resolution of the information on rain rates. An observation period of many
years and rain gauges with adequate, sensitivity and time resolution are
required for thi_ purpose. A considerable amount of data on the effects of
rain have been accumulated for the eastern United States and are reflected in
Fig. 9.7. For the United States, we recommend u_ing the rain-rate regions of
F_g. 9,7 and the values of Table 9.7. For Canada, we favor the regions of
Fig. 4.10 and the values of Table 4.5. For the rest of the world, we favor
the regions and values of the 1982 CCIR model. (Figs. 4.12-4.14 and Table 4.6
or Figs, 9.8-9.10 for a percentage of occurrence of 0.01°)
2. Determine Attenuation Constant (dB/km) Corresponding to Rain Rate
For the rain rate Rp determined in step i, find the coi_responding
attenuation constar_t <_p by use of an expression of the form of _p = aRb.
Values of the coefficients of a and b have been provided by Olsen, Rogers, and
Hodge (1978) and their values for frequencies of 15 GHz and lower are
reproduced as Tables 4.2 and 9.8. The table includes values LPH and LPL
calculated in accordance with analyses for high and low rain rates. It is
recommended that the LPL values be used for rain rates of 30 mm/h and less and
that the LPH values be used for rates above 30 mm/h.
If it is desired to distinguish between horizontal and vertical linear
polarization, values of a and b for the two linear polarization are given for
a limited number of frequencies in Table 9.9 (CCIR, 1982d). For circular
polarization, the value of a (ac) is given by
ac = [aH ÷ aV + (aH - aV) cos2o cos2T ]/2 (9.21)
and the value of b is given by
bc : [aHbH + (aHbH - avbV) cos2o cos2_ ]12ac (9._2)
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®Table 9.8
Values of a and b of Eq. (4.11) from Olsen, Rogers, and Hodge
(1978) for T = O_C and for Laws andParsons Low and HighRain Rates,
%
1,0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9,0
10.0
11,0
12.0
15.0
a
b
LPL LpH LpL LPH
6.41 x 10-5
1,45 x 10-4
2.61 x i0"4
4.16 x 10-4
6,15 x 10-4
8.61 x 10-4
1,16 x 10-3
1.94 x 10-3
3.05 x i0"3
4.55 x 10 -3
6.49 x 10 -3
8.88 x 10 -3
1.17 x 10 -2
1.50 x 10-2
1.86 x 10-2
3.21 x 10-2
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5.26 x 10-5 0.891 0.947
1.14 x 10-4 N,908 0.976
1.96 x 10-4 0.930 1.012
2.96 x 10-4 0.955 1.054
4.12 x.10-4 0.984 1.100
6.42 x 10-4 1.015 1.150
6.84 x 10-4 1.049 1.202
1.12 x 10-3 1.113 1.274
1.99 x 10-3 I._58 1.285
3.36 x i0"3 1.180 1.270
5.35 x 10-3 1.187 1,245
8.03 x 10-3 1.185 1.216
1.14 x 10-2 1.178 1.189
1.52 x 10-2 1,171 1.167
1.96 x 10-2 1,162 1,150
3.47 x 10-2 1,142 1.119
_;_i_':I
_'_,'_X
NI'
-:! i;t
N}i;,:!l'_:_
J_iql::
=;,
:!iai
where II and V refer to horizontal and w)rtical polarization, _, is the
elew_tion angle of the path, and ' is the polarization til_;an(lie (see Sec,
!).4.3.2).
Other means are available to obtain a value of '_p as a function of
frequency and rain rate Figures 4.3b and 4.5, for example, can be used for
this purpose with ,_pgiven by (2_/_)mi if Fig. 4.3b is used. As in some cases
these figures can provide _Jnly an approximate value because of the way they
are plc,.ted,they are perhaps best used as a rough check on the values obtained
by using ,,p= aRb.
Table 9.9 The Coefficients-a end b for Calculating Attenuation for
Horizontal and Vertical Polarization (CCIR, 1982d).
Frequency aH aV bH bv(GI.',z)
i 0.0000387 0.0000352 0.912 0.880
2 0.000154 0.000138 0.963 O.g2J
4 0.0006_0 0.000591 1.12 1.07
6 0.00175 0.00155 1.31 1.27
8 0.00454 0,00395 1.33 1.31
10 U.010]. 0.00887 1.28 1.26
12 0.0188 0.0168 1.22 1.20
15 0.0367 0.0347 1.15 1.13
3. Determine path length L and horizontal projectionD
In addition to the attenuation constant, _p in dB/km_ information on the
path length L through rain is needed to determine _otal attenuation along the
path. Rain is essentially confined to the region below the height of th_ O:C
isotherm, and this height has been considered to vary with latitude and
percentage of time as shown in Fig. 4.7. By use of this figure, one can
determine the height H of th_ _:C iz ,_herm for the latitude and percentage or
probability of occurrence. The h_i.at H can be expressed as the difference Ho
9 -42
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I4g, where Ho is the elevation of the 0_ isotherm and Hg is the ground
elevation. The more recently prepared Fig. 9.11 shows the same curves-for ...............
height H as Fig. 4.7-but refers to them as Method 2 curves, where Method 2
applies to continental climates and/or percentages of occurrence greater than
0.1 percent. Also, Fig. 9.11 includes a curve for 0.01 percent-for Method l.,--
which-has been formulated for maritime climates. It is now believed, however,
that both the original Method i and Method 2 curves give values of 11that are
too large for the lower latitudes (tropical-regions-),and Fig. 9.11 includes a
dotted n_dification of' the Me.thod i curve that has been prJposed by a 1982
CCIR working party (IWP-5/2) for the lower latitudes. The relative advantages
of Methods i and 2 for locations in the United States where the modification
for lower latitudes is not applicable are under continuing review. The
modified Method I curve appears to be preferable for use in tropical regions.
For elevation angles above I0°, determine the length L of the path
through rain by use of
H _ Ho - Hg
L = _-F_o s-T_ (9.23)
where 0 is elevation angle. For elevation angles less than 10°, various
expressions have been devised, that included in CCIR Report 564 (CCfR, 1982)
being
L - 2H _ (9.24)
(sin_o + 2H/kro)_/_ + sino
where kro is the effective radius of the Earth (SeC. 3.2) and can be taken to
be 8500 km for k = 4/3 in the absence of contrary information. If using the
Crane Global Model, however, determine L and its horizontal projection D by
the procedure of Appendix 4.1 for elevation angles less than i0_.
For elevation angles greater than i0°, find D by using
O = L cos_ (9.ZBI
4. Path reduction factor; effective path length
The average rain rate along a path through rain tends to differ from the
rain rate at a _articular point. For high values of rain rate Rp, the average
rate tends to be-less than Rp, as intense rain is generally restricted to
localized areas. A common approach to the estimation of attenuation is to
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determine a path reduction factor which can b_ view(;d as modifying the value
of Rp to obtain an effective value of R or as modifying i to obtain an
effective peth length. Crane (1980), however, determines a value of 0 as
mentioned for step 3 but instead of calculating an effective rain rate or path
length determines attenuation by an expression using three exponentia}
functions that have been devised to account for the expected variation of rain
rate with distance from a recording location, as a function of rain rate.
Following CCIR Report 564 for 1982, we determine a reduction factor rp,
which for continental climates and Method 2 has the form of
90
rp :
where D is in km and Cp is given by Table g.lO,
Table 9.10 Coefficient C. for Determining Reduction Factor rp for
Continental CYimates _CCIR, 19B2e).
(9.26)
Percent of year .0001 0,01 0.1 1.0
Cp 9 4 0.5 0
Note that for the commohly used percentage of p = 0.01,
90
rp :
This relation for p = 0.01 is considered to hold for both fnaritime and
continental climates (and thus for both Methods I and 2). For other
percentages than 0,01 for maritime climates (Method I), however, the
recommended procedure is to first determine the total attenuation AO.01 for p
= 0.01 and to then use the relation given by Eq. (9.28) for percentages of 0.1
and less (rather than referring to Table 9.10 for these percentages).
5. Calculate attenuation
Having determine_ tl_values of,,p, L, and rp, attenuation A in dB can be
calcul_ted by using the simple relation
--- C _,_L' "-_ _ .... -?Zy_- ;7,,;,?--'-Z ?TW'W3__
)C
! J ~
I
i':
i
,j!
A = (_pL rp dB (9.27)
This relation-applies for all_ percentages of occurrence _or continental
climates (using Method-2) and for p = 0.01 oF p > 0.1 for maritime climates
(using Method I). For values of p other than 0.01 (but 0_i or less) for
maritime climates first calculate AO.OI for p = 0.0t and then use
Ap : AO.O I (_i-) "a (9.28)
with a ::0.33 for 0.001 _p < 0.01 and a = 0.41 for 0.011C a "L0.1.
It should be kept in mind that-attenuation due to rain-is accompanied by
an increase in system noise temperature. Thus the degradation in signal-to-
noise ratio due te rain is more severe than that caused by attenuation alone,
especially for low-noise systems. Section 9.7 and Chap. 7 are oevoted to the
subject of noise.
Example 9.5 Attenuation Due to Rain
For an example of attenuation due to rain; we use the rain rate exceeded
for 0.01 percent of the time at a frequency of 8_5 GHz and a latitude of 40°
in region DI of North America or in central Spain. The procedure followed is
generally that of the 1982 CCIR model but differs from it in some details.
i. For North America, Table9.7 shows a value of 35.5 mm/h, and Fig.
9.9 indicates that about 35 mm/h is suitable for central Spain.
Also reference to Fig. 4.13 and Table 4.6 confirm that 35 mm/h is a
reasonable figure for central S_ain. We therefore settle on 35
mm/h as being suitable for both the DI region of North America and
central Spa_n.
2. To determine the attenuatio_constant ep, use
= a(f) Rb(f)
P
where R is rain rate and a and b are given by Olsen, Rogers, and
Hodge (1978) for O°C. Table 9.8 gives values of these constants
for frequencies of 8.0 and 9.0 GHz, and reference to the original
paper indicates that linear interpolation should be suitable. For
a rain rate of 35 mm/b, use the LPH values.
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The values of a, b, and _p Dr 8.0 GHz-and 9.0 GHz and the
interpolated values-for 8.5 GHz are as follows:
f(Gliz) a b --
8.0 5.35 x 10-3 1.245 0.447
9.0 8.03 x 10-3 1.216 0.606
8.5 6.69 x lO"3 1.23_ 0_2
.
and
0
o
For determining the path length L and the horizontal projection D,
use Eig. 9.11. For a latitude of 40°, the original and modified
Method I curves agree. It is only for lower latitudes that they
differ. From Fig. 9.11, the height from the Method t curve is
about 3.7 km. To determine L and D, information on elevation angle
is needed. For purposes of illustration, the elevation angle is
arbitrarily taken to be 42°. Then
H 3.7
L = sn-3-R-6-= _ = 5.53 km
D = L cos e = (5.53)(0.743)
= 4.11 km
The path reduction factor rp is given by
90 90 90
rp = _ = _ = TO'6TZF4"= 0.84-6
The total attenuation A is calculated by using A = _p L rp,
resulting in
A = (0;532)(5.53)(0.846)
2.49 dB
See Exa_Iple g.? for consideration of the decrease in C/X due to the
noise associated with an attenuation of-2.4g dB...If the Method 2
¢urve for O.01_percent Were used the value of H would be about 4
km, D would be 4.44 km, rp would be O.835,and A would be 2.66 dB.
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9.4.3 Depolarization
9.4.3.1 Introduction
The degree of depolarization may be described in several ways. The terms
cross polarization discrimination (XPD) and depolarization or cross
polarization have an inverse relation. The quantity XPD was defined by Eq.
(4.32) as 20 log Ell/E]2 where Eli is the copolarized or wanted signal and El2
is the cross polarized or unwanted signal which may have been produced by a
process of depolarization. The terms depolarization and cross polarization
may be used, however, to represent 20 log EI,2/EII. It-can be noted that a
high value of XPD, for example 40 dB, represents a favorable condition
corresponding to a small value of depolarization or cross polarization, namely
-40 riB. Also the low value of XPD or 10 dB for example represents an
unfavorable conditions corresponding to the quite high level of _.epolarization
of -10 dB.
9.4.3.2 Relation between XPD and A for rain for frequencies above 8 GIiz
For frequencies above 8 GHz and for attenuation values above about I dB,
XPD and copolarized attenuatiofiA have been related by
XPD : 30 log fGHz " 40 log (cos 0)
_K2
- 10 log_[! - cos (4T)e m]
+ K2 - 20 log A (g.2g)
This expression is given in CCIR reports 563 and 722 for 1982 and differs
slightly from an earlier version which did not include m2.and for variation
with _ used the form of -20 log [sin 2(_- T{], sometimes written with ¢ taken
as zero as -20 log sin 2_. In Eq. (9.29), o is the elevation angle of the
path, _ is the polarization tilt angle (of the e}ectric field vector of the
wave) with respect to the horizontal, and A Is attenuation in dB. The
quantity _ equals 0.0053 a2 where o Is the effective standard deviation of the
raindrop canting angle distribution and can be set equal to zero as a
conservative design measure, and _ = 0.0024 a2m where am is the standard
deviation of the canting angle _, assuming it to have zero mean and a Gaussian
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distribution. The angles o and Om. are in degrees. For application of Eq.
(9.29), one can use 5° for om (CCIR, 1982f).
The term - 40 log (cos ())_ where o is elevation angle shows that XPD
increases as elevation angle increases; The term is positive fob--o-:'0° as
cos u is then less than unity and log (cos o) is negative. The relation
between XPB and o, however, should only be used for 10° < _ " 60°, or for a
smaller range of o. The term involving _ shows that XPD i_ the lowest for
tilt angles .Lof 45° and highest for horizontal and vertical polarizations for
which the electric field intensity vectors are essentially parallel to the
major and minor axes, respectively, of raindrops. Circular polarization is
equivalent to linear polarization with ati]t angle of 45° as fa_ as
depolarization is concerned, and circularly polarized waves have lower XPD
(higher depolarization) than linearly polarized waves unless the latter have a
tilt angle near 45°. In summary
i. XPD is higher (depolarization lower) for paths at large elevation
angles than for paths at low elevation angles.
2. XPD is higher {depolarization lower) for vertical and horizontal
polarization than for circular polari_ation or linear polarization
at an angle of 45°.
3. For frequencies above about 8 GHz, taking only rain into account,
XPD has the form of U - V log A, wi_h A copolarized attenuation and
U and V as indicated in Eq. (9.29). Use Eq. (9.29) with the
appropriate-values of A, e,.and _ and with K2 = 0 and K_ = 0.06 for
estimating XPD. The value of attenuation A can be estimated by the
procedure of Sec. 9.3.2.
It should be-recognized that the use of Eq. (9.29) provides only a rough
estimate of XPD. If statistical data relating XPD and rain rate or XPD and
attenuation are available for the particular frequency and location they-
should be used instead.
Example 9.6 Depolarization at 10 GHz
Applying Eq. (9.29) to the case of a linearly polarized wave with f = I0
GHz,- e = 40°, _ = 80:, and A = 4 dB, corresponding to a very heavy rain, the
calculated value of XPD is 31.15, meaning that the desired copolarized signal
is 31.15 dB above the unwanted cross polarized signal. For a circularly
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polarized wave corresponding to _ = 45_ but wi-thother parameters the same,
the calculated value of XPD is 22.72. If the polarization is linear at the
same frequency, tilt angle,,and attenuation as originally but the elewltion
angle is I0°, the calculated_ value of XPD is 26.79 but if the attenuation
increases to lO dB, as might possibly be the case for a path at a lower
elevation angle and the same rain rate, the calculated XPD is 18.83. The
values of the parameters mentioned are summarized in the following table and
the calculation giving the first entry then follows.
Illustrative Calculations of XPD
f A XPD
(GHz___.! (deg) _ (dB) !dB/)
10 40° 80° 4 31.15
10 40_ 45o 4 22.72
I0 I0 ° 800 4 _6.79
I0 i0 ° 80 ° i0 i8,83
For the first row of the table
2
XPD = 30 log fGHz " 40 log (cos O) - 10 log _ [I - cos 4T e m] . 20 log A
: 30 - 40 (-0.i157) - i0 log _ [I - cos 3200(0.9418)] 2O log A
- 12,041
= 30 + 4.628 + 8.561
= 31.15
9.4.3.3 Depolarization due to ice particles
Clouds above the O°C isotherm consist at least in part of ice
particles. These have a variety of shapes but-are asymmetric and when they
have a pref_e_red orientation may cause depolarization not aceempanied by
appreciable attenuation- (Bostian and All_ut, 1979_ Cox, 1981). The
depolarization in this case is produced primarily by differen_4al phase
shift. Rapid changes in depolarization due to--ice particles have been
correlated with lightning strokes, (Howell, 1977; McEwan etal., 1977). The
relative amounts of rain and ice depolarization vary considerably with
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location and weather. Also when attenuation is high, depolarization is due
primarily to rain but when depolarization is accompanied by only low values of
attenuation a larger'amount of the depolarization is due to ice. -Chu (1980)
has suggested the simple procedure of adding 2 dB to the depolarization due to
rain alone (subtracting 2 dB from the XPD) in order to account for the effects
of ice particles. Elsewhere it has been stated that an allowance of 2 dB may
be sufficient for North America but that a value as much as 4 or 5 dB may be
fleededfor the maritime climate of northwestern Europe (CCIR, 1982e).
9.4.3.4 Depolarization as a function of differential phase shift and
differential attenuation
For frequencies below about 8 GHz, Eq. (9.29) whiGh relates XPD to
attenuation is not su+table for estimating XPD because at these frequencies
differential phase shift plays an impor-tant role in causing depolarization.
One may then need to place greater reliance on any suitable experimental data
concerning XPD that may be available. However expressions have been developed
for XPD that take into account both differential phase shift and differential
attenuation. For circula_ polarization, Taur (1975) and Miya (1981) use
Fl+ eA+jB]
xPD: 20log (9.30)
and for linear polarization they use
F1 ÷ tan2 _ eA÷JBt;n_]XPD = 20 log L_-.-_-eA+jB) (9.31)
m
where A represents differential attenuation and B represents differential
phase shift. Also Chu (1980) has concluded that depolarization is
proportional to the differential propagation constant J( _a )_ + (AB)2
where Ac_ is differential attenuation and ,'.Bis differential phase. This
differential propagation constant,__fu_thermore, is proportional-_o frequency
from about 4 to 30 GHz. Thu_ while _ decreases more rapidly that frequency
below 10 GHz, _(A_) 2 + (AB)2" decreases at essentially the same rate that
frequency decreases.
Based-on these considerations, Chu (1980) has developed a procedure for
estimating depolarization at any frequency, elevation angle, polarization, and
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location where rain statistics are available by extrapolation of data from
other sources, including 19/28 GHz COMSTAR beacon measurements. For
converting depolarization D from one path to another when rain distributions
are available for both paths-,Chu gives
(DI)dB " (D2)dq = PI " P2
+ 2O Tog
where the P's represent polarization factor_ which are zero for circular
polarization and for linear polarization are given by
P = 10 log I_ [i - cos 4_e-8°2m] ÷ AA
- _ (9.33)
The expression involves the same dependence on elevation angle o and
essentially the same dependence on polarization tilt angle _ as in Eq.
(9.29). The quantities _(A_ )2 + (/_)2 for the two paths represent
differential propagation cons-t_._-sper km and the L's are path lengths. The
term A/2 _quals 5 log(_v/_H )_ where _v is the attenuation constant of a
vertically polarized wave and,:(H is the attenuation constant of a horizontally
polarized wave. The sign of +_ aA/2 should be chosen to favor (give a higher
value of P for) quasivertical polarization than _Jasihorizontal
polarization. Chu includes curves giving _(A_)2 + (A_)2 (for zero
elevation angle) as a function of rain rate and frequenc_ (Fig. 9,12), and _V
and _H can be determined by using Table 9.9 with av : avR V and _H = aHRbH'
Figure 9.13 shows the application of the procedure outlined to comparison
of depolarization at 4 GHz for linearly polarized transmissions-on a path.with
an elevation angle of 38.6= in New-Jersey with depolarization on a path with
an elevation angle of 9° in Japan where circular polarization was employed.
Further_ informat,_onon the low values of XPD which may.be_encountered at
the low elevation angles utilized on some 4 GHz-carth-space paths from Japan
is shown in Fig. 9.14 (Kobayashi_1976). Low values of XPD have also been
reported to-Taur (1974) at 4 GHz on paths terminating at Washington, D.C. and
having higher eleva%_on-angles.
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txample (_.7 (',(_m1_Jri*_nno! I)ep()larizatinnfor Different Paths
The al)l,li_ai:i_')n()_lq. ((}.Ti?)t()the compari..,(}nof depelarizati(,n on two
diffnrerJt path'_ will now h_, iiIu_,trated. Let Station I have an _?lewltion
arlql_,()f],()_arvi(:ir(:ulari)ul_riz,,ti(m,lintStation ? have an elevation an_lle
of 4D'_arvi<l_m(,iv,'_rticall}olarizatl,)rlwith a tilt angle _ of 75_. Assume that
both station,; ol)(,rateat a (_Hz, that Station 2 is reported to have a
del)olariz_tior_ of _:_0 all;, and that it is desired to determine the
depolarization of Station I. The comp,_risonwill be made for the same rate of
35 _m/h at I_oth r,tations. Station I can be expected to nave a higher
depolarization (less favorable condition for frequency sharing) than Station P-
so that ")l." 112 should he positive.
As Stati(_t}] h_s circular polarization PI is zero. The principal term of
P2, namely
2
-8
[I ..cos 4 e i,] : }.0!og .IT[i - cos 3000 (0.9418)] = - 5.77I0 log
where the exponential term has the same value as in Example 9.6. [In Eq.
(9.33), m is in radians whereas it is in degrees in Eq. (9.29)]. By using
values of all, aV, bH, and bV from Table 9.9 it is determined that /A/2 is
.19. Therefore
PI - P2 : 0 .-(-5.77 - _.19) = 6.96.
Considering _ext the second term of Eq. (9.32), the propagation constants
are the same if the same rain rate is assumed and the difference in
depoiarization due to this term is
= 15.73
Thus
and
(DI)dB - (D2)dB = 6.96 + 15.73 : 22.69
(DI)dB - (-30) : 22.69
(DI)dB = 22.69 - 30 = -7.31
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Totake accountof different frequenciesor rain rates usecanbemadeof Fig.
9.12. For exampleif Station2 operatedat 8 GHzwith the s_q_edepolarization
of -30dB,but station i remainedat 4 GHz,the ratio of propagationconstants
of Eq. (9,3?-)wouldbe roughlyI/9. andin placeof 15,73for the secondterm
of Eq. (9.32)onewouldhaveabout9.7. Then(DI)dBwou4_beabout-13.3.
Notethat whereasStation2 wasknownto ooeratewith a depolarizationof
-30 dB(or ×PD of +30 dB), Station i, at the same frequency and rain rate but
a different path, was predicted to have an unsat.isfactory depolarization value
of -7.3 dB (XPD of +7.3 dB) in the firs'tcase considered.
9.5 EFFECTS OF CLOUDS, DUST, AN[)VEGETATION
_ttenuatio_ due to clouds is normally no qreate_' than 0,5 dI_ for a
vertical (zenith) path for frequencies of 10 GHz and less. For the same
conditions otherwise, the attenuation would be I dB for an elevation angle of
30° and 2.88 dB for an elevation angle of 10° if the attenuation were 0.5 dB
for a vertical path. As every dB of attenuation may be important, clouds may
rk'
be of significance for frequencies as low as I0 Gl_z and somewhat lower (as
well as for higher frequencies for _qich th _ttenuation is greater). Also as
.C
was indicated for the case of rain, dissipative attenuation is accompan-iedby
an increase in noise and both effects contribute to a degradation in signal-
> to-noise ratio. Section 9.7 and Chap. 7 specify and discuss further the
_-. relation between attenuation and noise. Table 7,I gives noise temperature and
•, - attenuation values for 12 different cloud models.
i. Although effects due to clouds do not become as intense as those due to
% rain, they occur for larger percentages of the time_ For operations for which
_v propagation impairments occurring for relatively high percentages of the time
_ (such as i to 10 percent of greater) are pertinent (rather than or in addition
to small percentages such as 0.01}, the effects of clouds assume the greatest
relative importance. In a study of effects of clouds by Slobin (1982), the
Ur,ited States has been divided into 15 regix}nsshown in Fig. g.15. For these
7 regions data on cumulative distributions of zenith atmospheric___noise
,.: temperatures due to clouds have been provided. Figure 9.16 shows such
distributions for 5 of the 15 regions mentioned,
i_ Very little data on attenuation due to sand and dust are available, For
_i: earth s'cationsin desert areas where serious sand or dust storms are known to
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occur, an.allowance of--1-_, for attenuation due to sand dnd dust on a one-way
path appears to be advisable if high-quality service is required.
Attenuation due to vegetation could be a factor for land mobile
systems. The questions of whether to provide a margin for attenuation cau:_d
by vegetation-and how much of a margin to provide if the answer to the first
question is affirmative appear to be primarily questionsof pulicy rather than
questions that can be answered on the--basis of quantitative, technical
considerations. The view could be taken that vegetation causes a degree of
shadowing and that providing for shadowing is impractical. Or one could
arbitrarily specify a margin of a dB or two if it is planned to operate
extensively in forested terrain. Background material on the effects of
vegetation is presented in Sec. 5.3. Addilional experimental data are
required if this topic is to be treated in a satisfactory quantitative manner.
9.6 PROPAGATION EFFSCTS ON MOBILE SYSTEMS
Two of the systems used as examples in Chap. !0 are mobile systems, and
the link equations for these systems include margins for propagation effects.
9.7 RADIO NOISE
9T.7.1 Basic Relations
The system noise temperature, Tsys, and the noise temperature, Ts, of the
receiving system of Fig. 9.17 are given by
Tsys " TA + (_a " 1)To + _aTR (9.34)
and
Ts : TA_a + (I - _a)T.o+ TR
_ii:',-
---i'. ii_ •
__i',
, 2:-
In these equations, TA is the antenna noise temperature, TO is the attenuator
temoerature (taken here to be 290 K), and TR is. the receiver noise
temperature. The factor ga is the attenuator gain and has a maximum value of
one; the _actor _a equals _/ga and has a minimumvalue of one. If there is -o
attenuatlon Tsy s - Ts = TA + TR.
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Figure 9.1?. Noise temperatures of a receiving system.
The brightness temperature Tb, recorded when observing a noise source Ts
through an absorbing region having an intrinsic temperature Ti and causin_ an
attenuation represented by-e"_ is given by
Tb = Tse'_ + Ti(l - e"r) (9.36)
Note that ga and e"_ are alternative ways of representing dttenuetion and that
if TR = O, Eqs. (9.35) and (9.36) are-identical in form. In the above three
equations, noise temperature is .tsedas a measure of noise power. TO obtain a
value for noise power itself, multiply the temperature by Boltzmann's constant
k (I,381 x 10-23 ,J/K)and by the bandwidth B. The differences in ERs. (9.35)
and (9.36):when TR = 0 lies-only in the fact that th_ a_tenuation of Eq.
(9.35) is considered to-be due to a transmission line or device whereas the
a_tenuation of Eq; (9.36) is that experienced by a wave in propagating through
an absorbing region of the atmosphere. In both cases the noise generated in
the absorbing medium is thermal noise,
In the case of a satellite receiving_.system, TA may be approximately
equal to Tb. That is, the antenna noise may be p_imarily that due to an
absorbing region along the path possibly -plus noise of distant origin that i-s
attenuated-by the absorbing region. Actually other noise sources, such as
terrestrial noise picked up by the antenna sidelobes and backlobe make at
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least a small contribution to-TA as well, In some situations the value of the
term Tse't of Eq. (9,58)may b_ much smaller than that of the second term and
Tb = Ti (i - e-'_) (9.3?)
Also in some cases absorption may be negligible and then Tb = TA = Ts.
Consider that a signal is propagating through an absorbing region, for
example a region where rain is falling. T_e signal is attenuated by a factor
e-_ or by AdB where A = 4.34 _. Also the antenna receives noise given by Eq.
(9.3?) as Ti (l,- e"L). Values of Ti have been deter_ined empirically and may
range from 260 to 290 K. The degradation in slgnal-to-noise ratio (C/X),
compared to the case when no rain is present is given by
T2
t,(C/X)dB = AdB + 10 log TTI
or
TI + Tb
A (C/X)dB : AdB + I0 log --ITT--- (9.38)
where TI is the system noise temperature in the absence of the absorbing
region and T2 = TI + Tb is the system noise temperature in the presence of the
absorbing region
The concept presented here applies regardless of what the absorptive
attenuation is due to (rain, clouds, or atmospheric gases). Note that the
magnitude of i0 log [(Tl + Tb)/TI] depends on the relative magnitudes of TI
and Tb. If TI>> Tb, 10 log E(TI_+ Tb)/T 1] is small. For a low-noise system,
however, for which T1 fs small, 10 log [(TI +Tb)/T I] tends to be relatively
large and may be larger than AdB. Thus for low-noise systems-and for
attenuations up to about I0 dB, the degradation in the C/X ratio due to noise
may be larger than that due to attenuation. This result is illustrated by
Fig. 9.18 for Ti : 280 K.
9.7,2 Noise-Sources
9.?.2.1 Ex_-raterrestrialNoise
In the iower decade of the frequency range of this handbook from 100 MHz
to 1000 MHz (I GHz),__xt_a_e_restrial or cosmic noise is the dominant type of
noise. Atmospheric thermal noise clearly dominates above i0 Gllz,and the
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frequencyrangefromI to I0 GHzhasthe least noiseof natural origin of the
radio-frequencyspectrum.
Themostintenseextraterrestrial radio noisesourcesother than the Sun
are non-thermaland havepositive spectral indices, whichmeansthat their
noise powers increase with wavelength and decrease with frequency. Figure
7.Ii shows radio emission from that part of the celestial sphere of interest
to telecommunications utilizing 9eosJcationary satellites (declination angles
from +8.? ° to -8.7°) and includes data for larger declination angles as
well. The plot is in celestial coordinates with declination angle _ measured
from the celestial equator which is an extension into space of the Earth's
equator. Declination angles of + 8.7° correspond to the highest possible
latitudes (+ 81.3°) which can be used for communication with geostationary
m
satellites. For an earth station in the northern hemisphere at a latitude
of (>',the extraterrestrial noise received is that from a strip of sky behind
the satellite having a declination angle 6 given by
:' : - tan'l 6.6 - cos o' (9.3§)
and equals -6.3° for o' = 40°. l'he fraction sin 0'/(6.6 - cos o') is a ratio
of distances measured in earth radii, geostationary satellites being at 6.6
earth radii from the center of the Earth. By examination of Fig. 7.11 (or a
clearer original version) and from the accompanying discussion of Chap. 7, it
can be determined that the maximum noise temperature at 250 MHz for an earth
station at a latitude of 400 that is communicating with a geostationary
satellite is 850 K. For other frequencies an equivalent blackbody temperature
T can be determined by assuming that T varies as f-2+n where n is the _pectral
index and can be taken as 0.75 for frequencies less than 250 MHz (Smith,
1982a). In addition, for microwave frequencies, the microwave background
temperature of 2.7 K should be included in Tb, the total brightness
temperature. Thus for a microwave frequency fi
Tb(fo)(fri )-2.75 + 2.7 K (9.40)Tb(f i)
_o
where fo = 250 MHz.
_T
9.7.2.2. Atmospheric Thermal Noise
Thermal noise generated by the atmospheric gases, clouds_ and rain is
related to attenuation in these same media by Eqs. (9.36) and (9.37) of Sec.
9.?.i. Knowledge of attenuations and the intrinsic temperatures of the media
allow estimation of noise temperatures.
Detailed analyses of the attenuation and noise due to gases (Smith, 1981,
1982b) and clouds (Slobi_, 1981, 1982) have been prepared. Values of
attenuation due to gases are shown in Fig. 3.11 and discussed in Sec. 9.3.
Table 5.3 provides some data on attenuation an4 atmospheric thermal noise due
to clouds, and Table 7.i presents more detaileo information on the same
topics. For many purposes the attenuation and noise due to the gases can be
neglected for frequencies of iO GHz and lower, but for low-angle paths and for
coordination-area analyses the effects of oxygen may need to be taken into
account. As discussed in Sec. 9.5, the effects of clouds may need to be taken
into account for frequencies of 10 GHz and somewhat lower.
9.7.2.3 Terrestrial Noise
A principal consideration about terrestrial noise is that the receiving
antenna of an uplink to a satellite points at the Earth which has commonly
been taken to be at a temperature of 290 K. Evidence is accumulating,
however, that the brightness temperature of the Earth _ay be considerably less
than _90 K. The receiving antenna of a downlink from a satellite points at
the sky but nevertheless picks up at least a small amount of terrestrial
noise, ranging from one or a few degrees for a very-high-quality antenna to
tens of degrees or more.
Example 9.8 Decrease in Signal-to-noise Ratio Caused by Absorbing Region
ae Consider. a receiving system with a system noise temperature Tsy s = TI =
I00 K ih the absence of attenuation along the transmission path. Assume
next that an attenuation of I dB occurs along the path in an absorbing
region where the intrinsic temperature is 280 K. Because of the absorbing
region Tsy s increases to a new value T2. This example demonstrates how to
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calculate T2 and the total decrease, A(C/X)dB, in signal-to-noise ratio.
The relation between _ of Tb : Tiil - e-t) and a_tenuation A in dB is
AdB
For this case L = i/4.34 = 0.23 and e-t = 0.794. Thinsusing Tb = Ti(1 - e"L)
Tb = 280 (i - 0.794) = 57.6 K
and from Eq. (9.38)
b0
A(C/X)dB 1 + 10 log I00 + 57.6
= 100
= I + 1.98 = 2.98 dB
Next determine (C/X)dB for the extremely low value of TI of 25 K, witln
conditions otherwise-as in part a. Now
25 + 57.6
(C/X)dB = i + I0 log ....25
= i+ 5.19 = 6.19 dB
For the very-low-noise system of part b, the total degradation ih the C/X
ratio is over six times that due to attenuation alone, and even for the
Tsys of 100 K of part a the total degradation is three times that for
attenuation alone.
Then
and
For the attenuation due to rain of 2.49 dB of Example 9.5, assuming TI =
lOOK,
2.49 = 0.563
: _ = 0.574 and e"_
Tb = 280(i - 0.563) = 122.24
(C/X)dB
100 + 122.24
= 2.49 + 10 log----'II_O--
: 2.49 + 3.47
: 5.96 dB
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APPENDIX 9.1
DETERMINATION OF B"L USING DIPOLE MODEL
I-nthis-_ppendix, a procedure is described for deferrals{riga value of B"L,
for estimating Faraday rotation as a function of ionospheric TEC. The
procedure can be applied to any ionuspherlc height; it is recommended that the
value at a height of 400 k._be used in the absence of information pointing to
a different choice. For a particular earth-station location and path, the
geographic latitude ano longitude of the intersection of the path with the
400 km height level Can b(_determined by graphical or other means.
The dipole model may be described by assuming a scalar magnetic potential
V given by V : -M cos _/r 2, where M is dipole magnetic moment, e is the angle
measured from the dipole axis, and r is the distance from the center of the
Earth. Then F : -vV, where F is the total magnetic flux density vector and
has a vertical component Z given by Z = _V/_r = 2 M cose/r 3 and a horizontal
component H given by H 7 = M sin o/r 3 . The dipole axis should ideally
pass through the observed north and south magnetic dip poles but their
positions, which vary with time, are not directly opposite from each other or
consistent with a purely dipole field. The north magnetic dip pole is near
Ellef Ringnes Island in the Canadian Arctic. The axis of the dipole model
that best approximates the observed field overall intersects the Earth's
surface at different locations, namely the north and south geomagnetic
poles. The north geomagnetic pole is in Greenland, very close to the
northwest coast. Its position was taken to be 78.3°N and 69°W in 1:965
(Davies, 1965). In a 1982 paper on the magnetic poles of the Earth, Dawson
and Newitt (1982) give values of 78.8°N and 70.9°W.
Rather than specifying a value for M, the magnetic _ment, the
expressions for Z and H can be given in terms of BO, the magnetic flux density
at the Earth's surface at the geomagnetic equator. They then become
and
a3
Z : 2 B0 (--6---)cos e (A9.1)
H = B0 (-_-)3sin e (Ag.2)
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with
F = (H2 + Z2)I/2
wherea is the Earth's radius (meanvalueabout6371kln).
expressionsfor Hand7 into Eq; (A9.3), it becomes
(A9.3)
Substituting the
F = B0 (-L) 3 [sin2U + 4 cos2(;])/2
r--
= BO (a)3 [sin2(_ + 3 cos2(_ + i - sin2()]I/2
a 3 ]i/2: B0 (-r--) [I + 3 cos2o (A9.4)
Equations (A9.1), (A9.2), and (Ag.4) refer to the angle o measure from the
polar axis, but for some purposes it is more convenient to use the magnetic
latitude o ', which is measured from the magnetic equator. In terms of
latitude, o', the expressions become
a 3
Z : 2 B0 (-F-) sin _'
a 3
H = B0 (--_) cos o'
and
F = B0 (.___)3 [ 1 + 3 sin 2 o'] l/2
(A9.5)
(A9.6)
(A9.7)
If in Eq. (A9.7) F is held constant, it develops that the radial coordinate r
corresponding to a particular value of F is given by
r = k'a [i + 3 sin2 o']I/6 (A9.8)
where
k' = (Bo/F)I/3
The quantity F represents the magnitude of the total magnetic flux
density. To obtain a plot showing, the direction of the magnetic flux density
vector (or showing the magnetic flux lines), note that the direction of the
vector at a particular point is as indicated by
dr Z
r--d-6= FF (A9.9)
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where an increment of length along a field line, dR, has a component dr in the
radial direction and a component rdo in the horizontal direction. Rearranging
Eq. (A9.9) leads to
rdr: -_T- do : 2 coto do (A9.10)
Integrating this expression from the point on the-geomagnetic equator where r
= ka to r = r and from_) =_/2 to
and
_k dr f/2a 7 2 coto do
r
_n _= 2_.n sin o = _n sin2e
from whlch
r : ka sin2e (A9.11)
or, in terms of latitude e',
r = ka cos2 e' (A9.12)
Note that a particular field line that crosses the equator at r = ka will
intersect the Earth's surface at cos e' = (i/k)i/2.
An additional parameter describing the Earth's magnetic field is the dip
angle ! which can be determined from
tan I :-l_-: 2 cote = 2 tan o' (A9,13)
To estimate the value of_ L for a particular path, one can- first
determine the geographic coordinates of the point where the path intersects
the 400 km height level. Then one can convert the locations of the-ground
station, the 400 km intercept, and the satellite to the spherical coordinates
of the Earth's geomagnetic field. The_applicable relations are
sin 9_- sin e_.sin e_ + cos e_ cos e_ cos(@g - Cp)
and
(A9.14)-
cos e' sin (_9- Cp)
sin _m= g . (A9.15)--
l
cos om
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/where the ))rimesrepresent latitudinal quantities, (_I is_the magnetic latitude
of the location of interest, ()_ is its geographic latitude, t_ is the
geographic latitude of the north geomagnetic pole (the intersection of--_e
dipoSe axis and the Earth's surface), _'m is the magnetic longitude of the
location of interest, @g is its geographic longitude, and Cp is the geographic
longitude of the north_eomagnetic pole.
Having expressed all quantities it)magnetic coordinates [previously the
subscript-m was not used but Eqs. (A9,1)-(A9.13) are all in magnetic
coordinates], one can then_ obtain-vector representations of d, the path from
the earth-station to the satellite and F, the total geomagnetic field at the
400 km intercept. One can then determine the angle between the magnetic field
and the path at 400 km by using
Fd cos @B = F'd (A9.16)
where oB is the angle desired and F'd is the scal_r dot product of vectors.
The magnetic field F and the locations of the satellite (S) and the earth
station (G) can be most conveniently described in spherical coordinates
initially, but to find d : $ G and to take the dot product they are
converted to rectangular coordinates by use of
ar : sine cos@ ax+ sine sine ay ÷ coso az (A9.17)
ilO= cos e cos¢ ax + cos o sine ay - sine az (A9.18)
for F and
x = r sin e cos¢ (A9.19)
y = r sin o sin@ (Ag.20)
z = r cos e (A9.21)
for the locations of the earth station and satellite. Note that in these-
expressions e is colatitude, the polar angle of spherical coordinates, rather
than latitude e' (e' = 7,/2- e). Once the magnitude of F and the angle eB are-
known one has E L from
EL _ F-cos oB (A9.22)
As shown by-Eq. (9.2), Faraday rotation is proportional to _'L and TEC
and inversely proportional to frequency squared. Section 9.2.2 considers the
value of the TEC.
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CHAPTER 10
SPACE-COMMUNICATI4;NS SYSTEM DESIGN
10.1 INTRODUCTION
10.1.1 Performance Requirements
The role of propagation phenomena in earth-space telecommunications
system design is illustrated in this final chapter, and it is necessary to
include consideration of related aspects of design as well. The propagation
loss L and the system noise temperature-Tsy s, introduced in Chap. i, appear in.......
the telecommunication-link power budget equation, and reference to system
design in this chapter refers primarily to formulation of link budgets. In
earlier-chapters, itlcluding Chap. 9,-Estimation of Propagation Impairments,
this handbook treats additional topics, including time and range delay, phase
advance and Doppler frequency, and refractive bending. Also Chap. 8 is
devoted to propagation effects on interference and determination of coordina-
tion area.
The system designer may have the function of meeting system requirements
posed by the user, but in the process of attempting.-to do so it may develop
that the requirements present problems and may need to be modified. To mini-
mize this possibility; it i_ advantageous for the system designer, or someone
with experience with system design and performance, to be involved in specify-
ing the requirements. The design of a complicated system like a telecommuni-
cation system, however, is in any case largely an iterative process, starting
with a preliminary design, rather than a true synthesis. The amount of
readily available information dealing specifically with system design is
limited. One useful treatment of the subject has been provided by Ippolito,
Kaul, and Wallace (1981) in the final chapter-of NASA Reference Publication
1082 for the design of systems operating at frequencies from 10 to 100GHz.
Some minimum signal-to-noise ratio is needed for satisfactory operation
_f a telecommunications-system, and information must be available or a deci-
sion must be reached in some way as to what this value is. [We _ili use C/X
generally as in Eq. (1.6) for this ratio but certain related quantities may be
10-1
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used instead in particular cases].- Ilecause of the characteristics of tlle
propa.qation _edium, C/X tends to be a random variable and, as it is usually
i_practical to design a system so the C/X never-drops below any particular
desirable level, a specification should normallj, be r._ade, if possible, of the.
permissable percentage of time for which C/X may be below the desired 'level.
This specification also defines the signal ava-ilabilit_, namely the percentage.
of tinte that a specified C/X ratio should be available_- Alternatively, or-
additiorlal-ly, -a-specification may be made concerning _, such as the nman
outage duration, the distribution function applying to the time until the next
outage, etc. In some cases the statistical nature of the phenonm._a affecting
C,/X m,_y not be known, and it may not be possible to design a-system to have a
......predetermined availability or specific outage characteristics. In such cases,
one may nevertheless need to estimate the-margins to be provided for the
phenoi_ena under consideration. For example, a margin of so many dB must be-.
allotted in some cases to take account of the reduction in signal level
associated with ionospheric scintillation or multipath fading due t_ reflec-
tions from terrain even though a satisfactory statistical description of these
phenomena may not be available.
10.1.2 Digital Systems
For digital systems performance quality is generally measured in-terms-of
the bit error rate (BER), and the BER i-s-.afunction of the energy-per-bit to
noise-power-dens.i-ty ratio, Eb/N o. (When referring specifically to digital
systems, we will.use NO instead of the X o of Chap. 1 and elsewhere). The
e_ergy per bit Eb is related to C, the carrier power, by
E b R = C (10,i)
where R is the information rate in bits per second, Therefore,
Eb C
- (IO.Z)
N NR
o o
Equation (10.2) shows that C/N o - REb/N o and that if bandwidth B equals-
bit rate R, Eb/N o = C/NoB = C/N (same quantity as C/X).--More generally C/N =
Eb R/NoB. The ratio R/B depends on the type of-modulation and coding used.
For uncoded binary phase-shift modulation (BFSK) employing phase values of 0°
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and 180 °, I) may be-equal-to R. For uncoded quadriphase modulation (QFSK)
employing phase values of 0°, 90 °, 180 °, and 270 °,thc bandw-ixJ_$B may be only
half the bit rate R, as f_ each phase there are two corresponding l_its
(Feher, 1983; Freeman, .}981). Coding of digital transmissions is used as a
means of minimizing errors or to reduce the needed Eb/N o ratio and therefore
the power C needed for a fixed BER. Coding involves adding redundant symbols
to an information symbol sequence and requires additional bandwidth beyond
that of "the original uncoded signal .....T_he ratio of the number of information
bearing symbols to the total number is k'nown as the rate of the code and has
values such as 3/4, 2/3, et_., with I/3 usually being the minimum value of th,',
rate that is used. A number of error correcting codes ahd procedures for
decoding at the receiving terminal have been devised. Convolutional coding
and Viterbi decoding (Holler and Jacobs, 1971) are widely used. The perform-
ance of a Viterbi decoder depends upon the rate R, the number K of consecutive
information bit_J encoded (e.g., 4,. 6, or 8), the levels of quantization Q (i
to 8), and path length (e.g., 8-, 16-, or 32-bit). Figure 10.1 shows illus-
trative plots of BER versus Eb/No for Viterbi decoding and for no coding.
10.1.3 Analog Systems
The allowable noise in analog systems used for voice communications may
be specified in pWOp,_standing for noise power in picowatts (pW) at a point of
zero relative level (0) with psophometric weighting (p) utilized. We consider
here how the system designer, given the permissable value of pWOp, can deter-
mine the corresponding minimum signal-to-noise ratio C/X.
In Recommendation 353, the CCIR (1978) advises that the noise power at a
point of zero relative level in any telephone _hannel used in FDM-FFI (fre-
quency division multiplex-frequency modulation) telephony in the fixed satel-
lite service should not exceed the following values:
10.,000 pWOp psophometrically-weighted one-minute mean power for more than
20 percent of any month
50,000 pWOp psophometrically-weighted one-minute mean power for more than
0.3 percent of any month
1,0(}0_-000 pWO unweighted power (with an integration time of 5 ms) for
more than 0.01 percent of any year.
_0-3
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For RF levels above the FM threshold--(commonly IO dB above the noise
level), the noise expressed in pWOp can be related to carrier power C by (5TE,
1972}
I0 log pWOp .-- - CdBm - 48,6 _-[.dB - 20 log Af/fch (10.3)
where F is the receiver noise figure, Af is the peak frequency deviation of
the channel for a signal of test tone level, and fch is the center frequency
occupied by the channel in the baseband,
Solving for-CriBm and then subtracting 10 log k7 = 10 'log kTo + FdB =
-174 dBm + FdB for TO : 290 K, yields
(C/Xo)dB = (C/kT)dB : 125.4 - 20 log _f/fch " 10 log pWOp (10.4)
For determining C/X, use X = XoB where B is bandwidth. Values of 20 log
Af/fch are given in GTE (1972) as -1.82 dB for an 120-channel system with
emphasis, -9.2 _B for a 300-channel system with emphasis, etc.
10.1.4 Allocation of Noise and Signal-to-Noise Ratio
A c_mmunications satellite system consisting of an upllnk and a downlink
is subject to thermal noise generated In the uplink and downlink, to inter-
modulation noise generated in the satellite transponder in an FDMA system, and
to interfering sCgnals which may be received on the uplink or downlink or
both. Considering all the individual noise sources to be additive at the
downlink receiver input terminal, %he ratio of carrier power C to total noise
density (Xo)T is given by
C C
: (tO.S)
(X°) (X°)u + (X°)D + (X°) + (X°)T IM I
where (Xo)D is generated In the downlink, (Xo)IM represents intermodulatlon
nolse, and (Xo)I represents interference noise. The quantity (Xo)U is derived
I
from but not equal to the noise (Xo)U at the satellite (upllnk) receiver input
I
terminal. In particular (Xo)U = (Xo)U g/Lt where g is the gain of the satel-
lite transponder and Lt is the total downlink loss factor (defined so as to be
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greater _lan unity). Starting from. Eq. (I0.5), it can be shown by a process
of algebraic manipulation that
i 1 1 i i
IM
(10.6)
The ratio (C/Xo)T appears at the downlink receiver Input terminal; the ratio
(C/Xo)D would be observed at this locatiorL if the input signal-for the down..
link was noiseless and interferen.ce noise was negligible. The ratio (C/Xo.)U
applies at the satellite--receiver input (uplink) terminal and-also at the
downlink (earth station) receiver input terminal if the Xo in the latter case
is recognized as (Xo)U mentioned above. [The values of C at the two locations
are related in the same way as (Xo)U and (X'o)U.]
If one knows the values of all of the terms of Eq. (10.6) but one, that
unknown quantity can be determined from Eq. (10.5).
The noise contributions to a satellite system can be divided or allotted
in various ways. The total allowable noise of 10,000 pWOp is separated in the
INTELSAT system noise budget into the three major categories shown below.
Space segment
Earth stations
Terrestrial interference
8,000 pWOp
1,000
1,000
Total noise 10,000 pWOp
By the space segment, reference is made to noise in the uplink and downllnk,
intermodulation noise generated in the satellite transponder, and interference
other than terrestrial interference.
10.2 DIVERSITY RECEPTION
Diversity reception of several types, most prominently site diversity,
space diversity, and frequency diversity, may be advantageous for particular
applications. For satellite communications site diversity can be used to
reduce the effect of attenuation due to rain. Site diversity takes advantage
....
i0-6
of the fact that high rain-rates l;en_/-tooccur only 6vet areas of limited
extent. For examp]eT the probability that rain rates greater than 50 mm/h will
occur joi:_tly at two locations 20 km apart is reported to be-about 1/15th the
pFobability that-a rain rate greater than 50-.mm/h.will occur at one location
(Miy_, 1981). Most interest in site diversity has been directed to frequen-
cies above 10 CHz for which attenuation due to rain is most severe (Ippolito,
Kaul, and Wallace, 1981}.
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For terrestrial line-of-sight paths, space and frequency diversity are
used to combat fading due to atmospheric multipath fading and reflections from
surfaces (GTE, 1972). The _orm of space diversity most commonly used involves
vertical separation of two receiving antennas on the same tower.
The perfomlance of a diversity system can be characterized by diversity
gain and d_versity advantage, which are shown in Fig. 14_.2. Diversity gain is
the difference in dB, for the _ame percentage of time, between the attenuation
exceeded on a single path and that exceeded jointly on the two paths to two
sites. Uiverslty advantage is deflatedas the ratio of the percentage of time
that a given attenuation is exceeded on a single path to that exceeded jointly
on two paths.
Site diversity to minimize the effects of attenuation due to rain may be
useful for critical applications at frequencies..below 10 GHz (but above about
6 GHz) but must be weighed against the alternative of providing a margin to
cover the expected attenuation. For the higher attenuations and consequently
the higher values of diversity gain and diversity advantage that tend to be
encountered at higher frequencies, the advantage is more apt to be on the side
of site diversity.
Likewise, space diversity may be helpful on low-angle satellite paths
where atmospheric multipath fading or refler._t-_ons-fromsea or land surfaces ............
are a problem. An example of this type is provided by the Canadian arctic
where, in the 6/4 GHz band, a space diversity system involving two arctic
receiving sites is expected to reduce the required propagation margin from 20
te 8 dB (Mimls and Smalley, 1982)
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Figure 10.2.
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Definition of diversity gain G(A) and diversity advantage I(AJ.
The- curve A(T) represents performance when only one path is
employed, whi
employed I_ADIv(T[IRadl represents performance when two pathsare varsity system (Ippolito, Kaul, and
Wallace, 1981).
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Pr(Jv_siorlof a satisfactory slgnal-to-noise ratio fx_r a specified per-
(:untau(;of time is the aspect of-system design that is treated here, and the
link p()w(_rhud!]et equation is used for this purpose. The equation rllaybe
written F(_r (;/kTsys _,{_/Xo where. C is carrier power'(W), k is lloltzmann's
constant (1.38 x 10-23 J/K), and Tsys is the system noise temI_erature (K).
ThL,r'dtl_(',/Xo is referred to as the carrier power to noise density ratio, as
k Isys is the noise power in a i Hz bandwidth. To obtain C/X, the carrier
p(_worto noise ratio in a bandwidth B, one can simply divide C/Xo by I]as X,
tile nail;(!power in a bandw.idth I], equals k Tsys B. T.he quantity C/Xo was
introduced in Chap. I where it was written in the form of
C EIRP GR
...... C/X '- (10.7)
kTsys o k LFsL Tsys
who,re EIRP stands for equivalent isotropic radiated power, GR is the gain of
the:re(:eivingantenna, LFS is the free space ba._ictransmission loss, and L is
a loss factor defined to be greater th,_nunity for a true loss. The propaga-
tion medium plays a major role in determining L _.ndTsy s, and Eq. (10.7) shows
that C/Xo varies inversely with L and Tsys. In carrying out telecommunication
systems design, one works in detail with the expression for C/Xo (or C/X)
u._ually expressing it in decibel form-and carefully considering the factors
contributing to L and Tsys. Attention must be given to both the uplink and
downlink as they both affect the C/Xo ratio observed at the downlink receiver
input terminal.
I:or applying Eq. (10.7), it is cus_comary to convert to decibel values,
Following this practice
(C/Xo)dB = (PT)dBW + (GT)dB + (GR)dB - kdBW (10,8)
- (LFS)dB -LdB - (Tsys]dB
where for k we have used Boltzmann's constant times i Ktimes I Hz (-228.6 dBW)
so that Tsys and B, the bandwidth, are then treated as being nondimensional.
Equation (10.8) is often written with (PT)dBW and (GT)dB combined into
(EIRP)dBW and with (GR)dB and (Tsys)dB combined into (GR/Tsys)dB, which is
10-_
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cansidered as a figure of merit of the receiving system_ When the terms are
e.ombined as indicated, the resulting form is
(ClXo)dB _ (EIRP)dB W - (LFS)dB - l.dB - kdB W + (GR/Tsys)dB (10.9)
When referring specifically to digital systems, we use NO in place of Xo hut
the meaning is the same.
The treabllent of teleco_imunication power link budgets here is primarily
by oxaml)le. The first example, 10.1, illustrate& son_ of the basic types of
calculations pertinent to link budgets, and the second example deals with a
hypothetical system operating at 8.5/8.0 GHz. Fol-lowing examples deal with
particular systems using values quoted in the literature.
Example I0.I System Concepts
Some of the basic calculations pertinent to system design and operation
are illustrated in this example.
i. System noise temperature, Tsy s
The system noise temperature, Tsys, is a n_asure of noise power as Xo,
_he noise power density or noise power per Hz (same as No ) equals k Ts_ s where
k is Boltzmann's constant (1.38 x 10-23 J/K). Also X, the total noise power,
equals k TsysB where B is bandwidth. System noise temperature is defined at
the antenna terminal as suggested in Fig. 10.3, which shows an antenna having
a noise temperature of TA, a lossy transmission line at the stanJard reference
temperature Tu (taken here as 290 K), and a receiver having a noise tempera-
ture of TR.
TA_7 .- TO
=
T
sys Ts
TR
Figure 10.3. Receiving system, with location of Tsy s specified.
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For the receiving system of Fi,_. 10.3, Tsy s is given--by
Tsys = TA + {_'a'l)To + _a TR
To illustrate the. calculation of l'sys, let TR equal i00 K and TA equal 50 K
and consider that the transmission line has a loss of i dB. In the expression
for Tsys, ':a : I/ga where ga is less than unity and is the power "gain" of the
transmission line, considering it as a lossy attenuator, l'he relation between
ga and attenuation A in dB is
-AdB -- 10 log ga
and for A = I
-I = I0 log ga
ga = 0.794
_'a= I/9a : 1.26
Substituting values into the expression for Tsys
Tsy s = 50 + (1.26-I) 290 + 1.26 (100)
= 50 + 75.4 + 126
: 251.4 K
Note that if there were no attenuation between the antenna and receiver ga and
_a would equal unity and Tsys would eaual TA + TR = 150 K.
The noise power density Xo corresponding to Tsy s = 251.4 K is given by
Xo : k Tsy s : (1.38 x 10-23 ) (251.4)
: 3.47 x 10"21 W
"_ i0-ii
'!i_'
®
and
Also
(Xo)dgW : i0 loq (3.47 x 10"21 ) = -204.6
(Xo)dB m = -174.6
Thus Xo fs 204.6 dB below one watt (W), and 174.6 dB below one milliwatt (roW),
2. A1_tenna gain, G
The gain of an antenna having an effective aperture area Aeff is given by
4X_Aeff
G =
_2
where _is wavelength. The effective area equals the geometric area times an
efficiency factor K which generally falls between about 0.5 and 0.7. To
illustrate the calculation of G consider a frequency of 3 GHz, a paraboloidal
antenna having a diameter of 3 m, and an efficiency factor of 0.54. The wave-
length _ = 3 x 108/3 x 109 = 0.1 m and
_d2 7r9
Aef f = (--4-:) = _ (0.54) = 3.817 m2
Thus
4_(3.817)
G = --_--.=_ = 4797
and
GdB = i0 log G = 36.8
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on the same meridian. The distance d between the station and satellite
9iven by (Eq. 1.13).
d2 _ r_ + (h + ro)2 - 2ro(h + re ) cos O'
where ro is the earth radius, h is the height of the satellite
Earth, and o' is latitude. Thus
d2 = (6378) 2 + (35,7G5 + 6378) 2
- 2(6378) (35,785 + 6378) cos 65o
d = 39,888.6 km
To determine the elevation angle, the foll6wing expression (Eq.
solved for _ which equals the elevation angle 0 plus 90o
(h + ro)2 = d2 + r_ - 2rod ces @
Distance and elevation angle of geostationary satellite
Cunsider a receiving earth station at 65°N and a geostationary satellite
above the
1.15) can be
(42,163) 2 : (39,_88.6) 2 + (6378) 2
2(6378) )39,888.6) c_s
cos _P = - 0.2868
@ = 106.670
0 = 16.67 o
If the earth station weme- displaced by 10o from the longitude of the
satellite then in place of cos 8' = cos 650 = 0.4226 one would use cos 650 cos
100 = 0.4162. The result would be that d = 39,931.9 km and 8= 16.240 . If
the difference in longitude were 200 , the distance would be 40,060 km and the
elevation angle would be 15.000 .
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Example I0,2 Link Power Budget Equation for Hypothetical 8,5/8,0 GH_ System
For an example of a link power budget, consider a hypothetical- analog
system using 8.5 GHz for the uplink and 8.0 GHz for the downlink. The system
has a performance objecti-ve.-of.99.99percent availability in an environment in
which a rain rate of 35-mm/h is exceeded for 0.01 percent Of the time, The
elevation angle of the.path is taken as 42o which allows using the results of
Example 9.5 for attenuation due to rain. A small earth-station antenna which
would be suitable for a portable system i_ considered.
The distance d to the satellite corresponding t_ the elevation angle of
42o, can be found from Eq. (1.15),
(h + %)2 = d2 ÷ r_ - 2rod cos
with_ : 42o + goo : i32o and turns out to be about 37,600 km. Ordinarily one
would start with a particular location to find the value of d and then find@,
but here we have determined a value of d consistent with an elevation angle of
42o. Knowing d, (LFS)dB, the free space loss can be determined from
(LFS)dB " 20 log (_)
and is found to be 202.55 dB for 8.5 GHz and 202.02 dB for 8.0 GHz.
To formulate a llnk equation, some initial assumptions must be made about
the characteristics of the equipment to be utilized, the required C/X ratio,
the needed bandwidth, etc. The initial assumptions may later need to be
modified. We assume a minimum overall or composite C/X ratio of.-lO dB, a
bandwidth B of 5 MHz, a 3-m portable earth-station antenna having an effi-
c'lencyfactor of 0.54, Tsys = 300 K for the earth station,-and GR/Tsys = -1-0dB
for the satellite.
Allowance is made for a carrier-to-interference ratio of 18 dB, as well
as--fo_---thermalnoise on the uplink and downlink. The C/X ratios for the
i0-14
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uplink and downlink could be chosen to be equal, but it is easier to supply
relatively high power for the uplink so a somewhat higher C/X-ratio is chosen
for it. The combination of (C/X) U = 15 dB for the uplink; (CAX) b = 13 dB for
the downlink, and 18 dB for C/I gives an overall or composite ratio of 10.11
dB, thus satisfying the requirement of 10 dB. As ordinary numbers, the four
ratios are 31.62, 19.95, 63.10, and 10.25, corresponding to 15, 13, 18, and
10.11 dB respectively and consistent with Eq. (I0.6) without a contribution
for intermodulation noise, namely
1 i i I
Substituting numbers
i:!
F.
iF
NI
r,}i_
_.i: 'i.-
Ih
-ii,
--j!:
2! "_ .
i.'2'
2::''
i I I I
= _ + "i-9"T7]'_-_+ 63.096
Uplink (8.5 GHz)
Attenuation due to rain is taken to be 2.49 dB (from ExaMple 9.5),
gaseous attenuation is assumed to be 0.1 dB, and the pointing error loss is
taken as 0.3 dB. The gain of the transmitting antenna is calculated from GT =
4_Aeff/k2 (Example 10.1, Sec. 2) to be 38,558 or 45.86 dB. At this stage the
needed transmitter power PT can be determined by rearranging Eq. (10.9) to
give
where
(EIRP)dB W = (C/Xo)d8 + (LFS)dB + LdB + kdB W - (GR/Tsys)dB
(C/Xo)dB = (C/X)dB + BdB
The quantity B is bandwidth which is 5 MHz and BdB = 67 dB (relative to I
Hz). Thus
(C/Xo)dB = 15 + 6? : 82 dB
10-15
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Substituting numbers into the equation for EIRP,
(EIRP)dBW = 82 + 202.55 + 2.89 - 228.6 + 10
: 68.84 dBW
where
(EIRP)dBW = (PT)dBW + (GT)dB
so that
68.84 = (PT)dBW + 45.86
Finally PT : 22.98 dBW = 200 W. The various system parameters are sunmlarized
in Table I0.2A.
Table IO.2A
Uplink (8.5 GHz)
Transmitter Power, PT
Antenna Gain, GT
EIRP
Free Space Loss (LFs)
Losses (L)
Attenuatlon_due to rain
Gaseous attenuation
Pointing error.....
Total
Satellite GR/Tsy s
C/X
CIXo
23 aBW (200 W)
45,86 dB
2.49 dB
0.i dB
0.3 dB
68.84 dBW
202.55 dB
2.89 dB
-10 dB
15 dB
82 dB
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Oownlink (8.0 GHz)
The gain of the receiving antenna for the downl_nk (same antenna as for
the uplink) is calculated to be 34,169 or 45.34 dB. The system noise tempera_
t:(re Tsy s is taken to be 380 K or ?_.77 dB above IKin the absence of attenua-
tion due to rain, and the GR/Tsy s ratio is thus 45.34 .-24.77 = 20.57 dB. The
assumed rain rate of 35 mm/h introduces an attenuation of 2.092 dB and an
additional contribution to the noise temperature given by
Tb = 280 (I - e"T) = 280 (i - e "2'09/4'34) --107.1 K
The total degradation ii_ C/X due to rain is then given by
107. I + 300
(C/X)dB = 2.092 + 10 log 300
: 2.092 + 1.325
: 3.42 dB
Gaseous
sumed,
attenuation of 0.1
Solving for EIRP and PT in the same way as for the upllnk
dB and a pointing error loss of 0.3 dB are as-
228.6 20.57
(EIRP)dB W : (C/Xo)dB + BdB + (LFS)dB
+ LdB + kdBW - (GR/Tsys)dB
= 13 _ 67 + 202.02 + 3.82 -
: 36.67 dBW
At this p_)Jnt it is necessary to have information on or to make an assumption
abou_ the gain. of the transmitting antenna. Taking this gain GT as 24 dB, the
transmitter power PT is given by
(PT)dBW = 36.6? - 24 = 12.67 dBW
20 W
Systemparameters are summarized in Table IO.2B.
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Table IO.2B
bownllnk (8.0 GHz)
Transmitter Power, PT
Antenna Gain, GT
EIRP....
Free Space Loss (LFs)
Losses (L)
Attenuation due to rain
Gaseous attenuation
Pointing error
Total loss
Antenna Gain, GR
Tsys
GR/Tsys
Increase in noise du,.=to rain
c/x
C/Xo
13 dSW (20 W)
24 DB
2.09 dB
0.-1 dB
0.3 dB
45.34 dB
24.77 dB (300 K)
2.49 dB
20.57 dB
1.32 dB
13 dB
80 dB
Example 10.3 LMSS System
As an example in the UHF band, we consider the planned analog Land Mobile
Satellite System (LMSS) (Naderi, 1982). This system will utilize the 806-890
allotment for the satellite-mobile and mobil.e-satellite l_nks and the S band
for satellite-base station and base statlon-satellite link_. For the UHF
links, a design has been prepared for a large (55-m) multibeam (87-beam)
offset-reflector antenna on the satellite with the separate beams formed by
the use of 134 microstrip-patch feed elements excited in clusters of 7. The
87 beams would provide coverage of the entire conterminous 48 states (CONUS)
of the United States. Use of the UHF band provides a satellite system which
is compatible with the cellular mobile radiotelephone system presently in use
on a _miteC basis in two metropolitan areas and due for expansion to other
urban areas. At UHF, 95 volce-channels would be available per beam, each
requiring a 10.2 kHz bandwidth with a 15 kHz channel separation and a total
bandwidth per beam of 10 MHz. The initial system to be used for testing the
concept, hO_Lever, may_ h_v_ a much smaller number of beams and channels. The
satellite-to-mobile link operating foc design purposes at 871MHz is the most
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.ii'! critical of the four links, and the items entering into the power link budget
for-this link are shown In Table I0.3A. Some of the points in the following
discussion refer to line items of this table.
Downlink
The required total or-overall C/X ratio is taken t_ be 10 dB, and the
required minimum C/I carrier-to-interference ratio is 17 dB. Analysis of
intermodulation noise indicates that a 25 dB carrier-intermodulation noise
rati_ Is expected. To initiate the llnk design process, a 20 dB (C/X)U ratio
(carrier-to.-themlal noise ratio for the uplink)_ is assumed. Using the rela_
tion of EQ. (10.6) but applying it to C/X = C/(-XoB), it is determined that
(C/X)D (for the downl_nk) must be 11.6 dB in order for th_ Garrie_--to-overall
ratio to be 10 dB (Line item 1). For designing the links (up and down at UHF
and up and down at S band), the llnk budget In all cases begins-with the
carrier-to-noise requirement at the receiver terminal and progresses backwards
te find the needed transmitter power.
A number of the losses shown in Tables I0.3A are equipmental in nature or
due to the fact that the system is a mobile system. For example a 4 dB loss
is shown to account for a mobile meceiver not being at the center of a beam
but at a point of minimum signal (Line item 14). Also losses of 2 _B and i dB
represent pointing losses for the mobile and satellite antennas respectively
(Line items 15 and 16). The mobile antenna has a maximum gain of only 5 dB
and a correspondingly large beamwidth but the antenna may not always be
pointed towards the satellite as the mobile moves uphill and downhill. The
satellite antenna has a pointing stability of 0.04 deg but at a point at the
edge of the moverage area of a beam a pointing erFor of 0.04 deg could cause a
loss of i dB.
.i!_¸
- ,,
For system noise temperature Tsys the use of such a large antenna beam-
width for themoblle receiver indicates a minimum-_ntenna temperature TA of
290 K. In addition the LMSS must provide satisfactory performance in suburban
areas where man-made noise wouldbe encountered. A value of TA of 1.6(290) or
464 K as suggested in the ITT handbook (ITT, 1968) is used for this reason
(Line item 4). Taking into account also a receiver noise figure-of 2 dB and
2.25 dB for input circuit losses gives a Tsys of 991 K or about 30 dB (rela-
tivel-to 1 K).
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For propagation losses, the following considerations apply. At UHF fre-
quencies attenuation and depolarization due to-precipitation are negligible.
Circular polarization is used, and Faraday rotation is not a factor.
Ionospheric scintillation is most severe at equatorial and auroral latitudes,
and the design is for the contenninous 48 states, CCIR Report 8_4 (CCIR,
1982) gives the data of Table 9.2 for mid-latitude fading due to ionospheric
scintillation. The smallest percentage of time shown in the- table is 0.[, for
which the fide depth is I dB for 500 MHz and Q,3 dB for I000 MHz. Thus-the
800._900 MHz frequency range is sufficiently high that scintillation effects
should not be severe, and as. the grade of service for the LMSS calls for a two
percent probability o# system overload an allowance for ionospheric scintilla-
tion has not been included among the losses. Observations of peak-to-peak
scintillations of 18, 10, 15, and 3.5 dB at 136 MHz an(] 1.7, 4, and 14 GHz
respectively in and around Japan (Minakoshi e% al., 1981), however, indicate
that ionospheric scintillati_)n may -need to be taken into account in some
system designs at temperate latitudes, especially if a high grade of service
is required.
Mobile operations are subject to fading due to multipath reception in-
volving intecference between rays following direct paths and rays reflected
from the Earth's-surface. On the basis of measurements made Dy use of the
ATS-6 satellite (Anderson et al., 1981; Hess, 1980; CCIR, 1982b) a 5 dB margin
for multipath effects has been utilized in the LMSS design (Line item 13). No
allowance has been made for shadowing, as it has been concluded that it is
unreasonable to provide service where a line-of-sight path does not exist
between the mobile and the satellite_
For the uplink opearting at 826 MHz, many of the same considerations .....
apply. A 20 dB (C/X)U ratio at the satellite was assumed at the outset. This
ratio is achieved by using a mobile antenna gain of 5 dB and a transmitter
power per channel of 2.45 V;or 3.9-dBW. The system noise temperature Tsys ior
effective receiver temperature, Line item 4) is 580 K rather than g91 K. A
principal reason for the difference is that the mobile receiver is assumed to
operate _in a 464 K suburban noise environment whereas the satellite receiver
is assumed to receive radiation from the Earth at 290 K. The same multi.path
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TableI0.3A
LMSSatellte-To-MobileLink l_udget
Line Item Parameter Value Cmnment
I Downl_nkCarrier-to-Thermal 11.8dB
NoiseRatio (C/XoB)
2 IF Bandwidth(B = 10.2KHz) 40.1 dB
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
1.5
16
17
18
Car.rier-to-NoiseDensity
Ratio (C/Xo)
Effective Receiver Temperature
(991 K)
Boltzmann Constant
Miscellaneous Receiver Loss
Required Received Power
MaXimum Mobile Antenna Gain
Free Space Losses
(f = 871MHz. _ = 34,44 cm)
51.9 dB
30 dB
-228.6 dBW
2 dB
-]44.7 dBW
5 dB
At the input-to-n_bile
receiver
Assuming Envelope Normallzed
(EN) FM (Channel Spacing =
15 kHz )
(i) ÷ (2)
182.8 dB
Transmitting Antenna Gain 50 dB
Transmitting Circuit Losses i dB
Control Signal Power Require_nt I dB
Multipath Fading 5 dB
Edge of Coverage AITowance 4 dB
Mobile Antenna Pointing Loss 2 dB
Satellite Antenna Pointing Loss 1 dB
Scannin9 Loss 0_5 dB
Required Transmitter Power_ -2.2 dBW
Per-Channel (0.6 W)
Includes: 464 K suburban
noise, 2.5 dB input circuit
loss and a receiver noise
figure of 2 dB
(3) + (4) + (5} + (6)
(G/T : -25 dB)
19 Average Transmitter Power- -6.2 dBW
Per-Channel Using VOX
Free space loss varies from
182.5 dB for southern CONUS
to 183.2 dB for north-
eastern CONUS
(7) - (8 + i0) + (9+11+12+13
+14+15+16+17)
(SCPC EIRP : 46.8 dBW)
For 40 percent voice
(0.24 W) activity factor
i0-21
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Table i0.31_
LMSS Satellite-To-M_)bile Link i_udget
Lin_.-Item Parameter Value Comment
Downlink Carrier-to-Thermal 20 dB
Noise Ratio (WXoB)
IF 19andwidth (B = 10.2 KHz) 40.1 d8
Carrier-to-Noise Density 60.i dB
Ratio (C/Xo)
Effective Receiver Temperature 27.7 d(_
(580 K)
Boltzmann Constant
Miscellaneous Receiver Loss
Required Received Power
Receiving Antenna G_in
Free Space Loss
(f = 826 MHz, _ = 36.32 cm)
-228.6 dBW
I dB
-139.8 dB
49.7 dB
182.4 dB
Transmitting Antenna Gain 5 dB
T_nsmitting Circuit Losses 2.5 dB
Control Signal Power Requirement i dB
Multipath Fading 5 dB
Edge of Coverage Allowance 4 dB
Mobile Antenna Pointing Loss 2 dB
Satellite Antenna Pointing Loss
S_-_nningLoss
Required Transmitter Power--
Per-Channel
At the input-to-s_iteliite
UIIFreceiver
(I) _. (2)
Includes: 290 K Earth's
temperature, I d_ cable
and diplexer loss, 2 dl_
receiver noise figure
(3) + {4) + (5) + (_)
G/T = 22 dB
Various from 182 d8
for southern CONUS to 182.7
for northeastern CONLIS
1 dB
0.5 dB
3.9 dBW (7) - _8 + 10) + (9+11+12+i_
(2.45 W) +14+15+16+17)
(StP_ EIRP : 6;4 dBW)
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fading allowance of 5 dB is used,
ing-and _dgo of coverage losses,
IO.3H,
and the same values are allotted for point-
Parameters for the uplink are given in Table
Example ]0.4 MAP,ISAT
The MARISAT system provides an example involving L-_nd operation for the
U_link from ship to satellite and C-band operation for the downlink from
satellite to ground station. The system parameters utilized in the example
and shown in Tables IO.4A and IO.4B are taken from a paper dealing with appli-
cation of the MARISAT system to the transmission uf seismic data at 56 kbps
from a ship or seismic vessel, with losses taken into account (Calvit and
Heitman, 1981). Table IO.4A follows.
Table IO.4A
Ship to Satellite Uplink (1.6405 GHz)
Transmitter Power, PT 15.7 dBW
Diplexer/Feed Loss 0,6 dB
Antenna Gain, GT 23.5 dB
EIRP (Transmitter PowerMinus
Diplexer/Feed Loss Plus
Antenna Gain)
Free Space Loss (LFs)
Losses (L)
Wet Radome 0.5 dB
Polarization Coupling 0.2 dB
Atmospheric Absorption 0.4 dB
Total
Satellite GR/Tsy s
C/No
The values in the table are consistent with Eq.
38.6 dBW
188.6 dB
i.i dB
-15.9 dB
61.6 dB
(i0.9), namely
(EIRP)dB W - (LFS)dB - LdB - kdB W + (GR/Tsys)dB = (C/No)dB
as can be checked by numerical substitution, giving the result that
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38.6 - 188,6 - i.I -. (-22B,6) - 15,9 -- 6].,6 :_ (C/No)riB
Next consider Table I0.4B for the downlink.
Table IO.4B
Satellite to Shore Station Downlink (4.197 GHz)
Satellite EIRP 2 dBW
Free Space Loss (LFs) 196,9 dB
Losses (L)
Atmospheric Absorption 0,3 dB
Rain attenuation 1.2 dB
Polarization Coupling 0.4 dB
Total 1.2 dB
Increase in Tsy s Due to Rain 1,2 dB
Shore Station GR/Tsys 33 dB
C/No 64.3 dB
Inserting values from the table Into Eq. (10.9) (combining the losses and
the increase in Tsys to obtain 2.4 dB),
2 - 196,9 - 2,4 - (-2"28,6)+ 33 = 64.3 = (C/No)dB
Overall C/No Ratio
The overall or composite C/No value, neglecting interference,
from
is found
I i I
in which (C/No)U = 106'16 = 1,445 x 106 and (C/No)D : 106.43 = 2.96 x 106.
The resulting-value of (C/No)T is 9.333 x 105 or 59.7 dB.
The Eb/No ratio can then be found from
C
Eb/No : NR
o
le-e4
ii,i(:';
"._ 12.
:21;}:1::
If
. -,-. _i_,
wher¢_R is the data rate, namely 56 khp_ in this case. Carrying out the cal-
culation in decibels, 10 log 5.(_x 104 : 47.5 dB and
(Eb/No)dB = 59.7 • 47.b = 12.2 dB
which is a satisfactory va_ue, as it was determined that a bit error r';_i¢.
(BER) of better than I x 10-5 could be achieved with an [b/No r,TLio;_!,(w('
6 dB.
A film of water on an antenna or radome has the potential for'creating a
loss, and for the uplink a loss of 0.5 dB was assigned f(_ lh(,condition of a
wet radome on the uplink. A loss of 0.4 dB was assigned for atmospheric
absorption on the uplink, at about 1.6 GHz. At this frequency, true absorp-
tion of this magnitude is improbable, but a reduction in signal amplitude of
this magnitude due to ionospheric scintillation could very likely occur. For
the downlink at about 4.2 GHz, a generous allowance of 0.3 dE)is provided for
atmospheric absorption, 0.5 dB is assigned for attenuation due to rain, and
1.2 dB is a_igned for the inc_ase in noise due to rain. The basis for the
rain effects is not stated but they correspond to intense rain such as might
be exceeded i_ region D3 of the United States for 0.01 of the time (63 mm/h)
or slightly higher. A greater margin would be needed at 1.6 GHz for iono-
spheric scintillation at equatorial latitudes, and a considerably larger
margin would probably be needed for the degradation in signal-to-noise ratio
on paths at elevation angles below 10o. It appears that the system actually
had a larger margin than that specifically assigned. A practical considera-
tion in shipboard operations is that ships are subject to large values of
pitch and roll in high seas, and these motions can result in degradation in
performance unless the antenna platform is extremely well stabilized.
Example 1-0.5 Westar V
Westar V serves as an example of a C-band system, with the uplink operat-
ing at 6 GHz and the downlink operating at 4 GHz (Piraino and Schoen, 1982),
Tables 10.5A and 10.5B give some of the parameters for the uplink and down-
link. The system is a digital system having a bit error rate of I x 10-6 as a
performance objective without encoding and i x 10-1.1 when rate-7/8 convolu--
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tlonal forward-error-correction (FEC) encoding is employed, The overall Eb/N o
ratio required to meet these objectives i+s stated to be. 14,5 dB. The various
contributions to th.is ratio are stated to be 22,9 dB for the upl-ink,- 18.6 dB
for the downlink, 24_3 dB for the adjacent satellite interference, 20.1 dB for
cross-polarized transponders, and 23.0 dB for interference from-terrest.rial
microwave systems. When these quantities are taken into account in an equa-
tion like Eq. (10.6) (which is written in terms-of ordinary numbers rather
than decibel values), an overall Eb/No value of 14.3 dB (-closeto 14.5 dB) is
obtained. The calculation is summarized in Table I0.5A, For the various
contributions to the overall Eb/No value, the nun_rical values were ealculated
from the dB values and then the reciprocals of the numerical values were
taken. The reciprocals were added to obtain the corresponding overall re-
ciprocal value, and then the overall numerical and dB values _Yere deter-
mined. The bit rate for the system is 60 Mbps (quoted as 77.8 dB-Hz).
Table 10.5A
EblNo
Reciprocals
Type dB Numerical of Numerical Values
Uplink 22.9 194.984 0.00512861
Downlink 18.6 72.4436 0.0138038
Adjacent Sat. 24.3 269.153 0.00371535
Cross Polarization 20.1 _02.329 0.00977237
Terrestrial 23.0 199.526 0.005011-87
Total 14.3 26.7171 0.0374320
Upl_nk (6 GHz)
Parameters for the 6 GHz uplink are shown in Table I0.5B.
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Table I0,5B
6 GHz Uplink Budget
Earth Station EIRP
Free Space Loss
Atmospheric Absorption
RainAttenuation
Wind Effect on Antenna
Transponder GR/Tsy s
79.0 dBW
2O0.i dB
0.i dB
0.4 dB
0.3 dB
-6.0 dB
The values of the table are consistent with Eq. (10.9) repeated below.
(C/No)d/B = (EIRP)dBW - (LFS)dB - LdB - kdBW + (GR/Tsys)dB
Substituting numbers into the right-hand side of Eq. (10,9)
(C/No)dB = 79.0 - 200.1 - 0.8 - (-228.6) - 6.0 = 100.7
Converting to (Eb/No)d_ by subtracting
RdB with R = 60 Mbps (Eq. 10.2),
(Eb/No)dB = (C/NoR)dB = 100.7 - 10 log 6 x 107
= 100.7 - 77.8 : 22.9 dB
Downlink 4 GHz
Parameters for the 4 GHz downlink are shown in Table 10.5C.
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TableI0;5C
4 GHzDownlinkBudget
TransmitterE_RJ;
FreeSpaceLoss,LFS
AtmosphericAbsorption
RainAttenuation
WindEffect onAntenna
Increasein Tsys dueto Rain
EarthStationGR/Tsy s
33.3 dBW
196.6 dB
0, i dB
(J.l dB
0.2 dB
0.3 dB
31.8 dB
Substituting numbers into the right-hand side of Eq, (10.9) as i_ollowing
Table I0.5B,
(C/No)dB : 33.3 - 196.6 - 0.7 - (-22B.6) + 31.8
: 96.4
Converting to (Eb/No)dB
(Eb/No)dB = 96.4 - 77.8
= 18.6 dB
In the numerical equation, 0.7 represents the sum of atmospheric absorption,
rain attenuation, wind effect on antenna, and increase in noise due to rafn.
For both the uplink and downlink, an allowance of 0,1 dB is made for
atmospheric absorption. Absorption due to oxygen and water vapor should be
somewhat less than 0.I dB, and.the allowance is generous but still small. An
allowance of 0.4 dB is made for rain attenuation on the uplink at 6-GHz, and
0.1 dB for rain attenuation plus O.3-dB for noise due to rain is assigned for
the downlink. The basis for the attenuation values listed for rain is not
given,_but the values are reasonable. Effects due to rain at these frequen-
cies are small but should still be included in the llnk.equations. The values
of attenuation are less than those for the rain rate of 35 mm/h considered in
i- I0-28
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Example 9.5 and appear to be based on a percentage of occurrence (percentage
exceeded) of 0.i rathgr than 0.01.
10.4 A GRAPHICAL MARG/J_-DESIGN PROCEDURE
Insight into choosing suitable uplink and downlink margins in the pre-
s_ce of rain can be obtained by use of a graphical procedure described by
Calo, Schiff, and Staras (1978)o Consider first Fig. 10.4 in which the curve
illustrates the combination of uplink and downlink C/X ratios which can
provide the needed total or composite C/X ratio (10 dB in this case) in the
absence of rain. Equal C/X ratios of 13 dB for the uplink and downllnk, for
example, can provide the composite value of 10 dB.
Now consider how the curve would need to be modified for the presence of
rain on the uplink only of a TDMA (time-division-multiple access) system.
Numerical values will be used for purposes of illustration. If 3 dB of
attenuation is expected to be encountered, with a probability of p percent of
being exceeded where p is consistent with performance objectives, the original
curve of Fig. 10.4 can be moved to the right by 3 dB in order to provide a 3
dB margin for the uplink. In addition the output power of the satellite
repeater, which serves as the transmitter power for the downlink, will have
been reduced but, because of the nonlinear characteristic of traveling-wave
tubes, by not necessarily the same amount as the reduction in input power.
Assuming the reduction is 2 dB, the original curve can be moved upwards to
compensate by 2 dB, corresponding to increasing the downlink power and there-
fore the downlink C/X ratio by 2 dB. In Fig. 10.5, the curve of Fig. 10.4 is
redrawn and labeled A and the curve obtained by an upward movement of 2 dB and
movement to the right of 3 dB is labeled as B. Next consider rain causing
attenuation of 2 dB in the downlink with the same probability as for the
attenuation of 3 dB on the uplink. Whereas the receiving antenna of the....
uplink receives noise corresponding to about 290 K from the-Earth, whether
there is rain or not, the receiving a_tenna of the downlink receives additional
noise when there is rain along the path. Take the increase in noise to be 2....
dB so that the total degradation in C/X ratio for the downlink is 4 dB. To
compensate for this degradation, the ori_inaJ curve A can be moved upwards by
4 dB to form curve C which therefore includes a margin of 4 dB. The point
where curves B and C intersect now corresponds t_ C/X values provlding suffi-
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_ient marginsto accommodatesimultaneousrain causinclattenuat;onsas inc:i-
cated for' both the uplink and downlink. Assumingthe probabilities of su_:h
rain rates on the uplink anddownlinkare independent,however,the accommoda.-
tion is nowfor all but 2ppercentof the time rather than for all hut p per-
cent. Alth()ugh the point of intersection of curves i)and C may give sl}itable
C/X values for thB uplink and downlink (in the absence of rain but providing
suitable margins for rain), it .maybe desirable to choose a point slightly to
the riglitalong curve C so that C/X for the uplink is slightly higher than C/X
for the downlink.
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Further discussion, including consideration of the application of the
technique to FDMA (frequency-division-multiple access) is provided in the
original reference (Calo, Schiff, and Staras, 1978).
10,5 COVERAGE AREA
It may be necessary in system design to provide for service over a given,
possibly extensive, geographical area rather than only or_e particular earth
station. The relation between the service or coverage area, Acov, and other
system parameters_ including C/Xo, for one antenna beam is shown in Eq.
(1.11), from which k and other numerical factors were eliminated. The rela-
tion is repeated below but with k and KAN T, the antenna efficiency, rein-
serted.
PTARKANT (10.10)
Acov(C/Xo) ~ kT L
sys
The relation is still shown as only an approximation for a reason to be ex-
plained in the course of deriving the expression. To derive Eq. (10.10) one
can start with E_. (10.7). In this expression make the substitutions LFS =
(4_d_) 2, GR = 4_AR/_2, and _T = KANT 4_T/_A'where AR represents the effective
area of the receiving antenna and_A is the solid angle of the transmitting
antenna beam. Note that 4_/_A, with _A in tad2 or steradians, represents
antenna directivity hy definition and that direct.ivity times antenna effi-
ciency equals gain. After making these substitutions, the resulting expres-
sion fo_.C/Xo is
PT_ANTAR (10.11)
(C/_o = _Ad_Lk Tsys
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o[_y definition the solid angle I_ subtended at a ppint by an area A that is
perpendicular to the line of sight from the point at a dfstance d is given by
A ('10.]2)
_zA = _
If now A is identified as Aco v and _A of Eq. (i0.iii is set equal to Ac_-_-/d2,
Eq. (iO.lO) is obtained. The equation is only an approximation, and possibly
only a very rough one, because Aco v most _Iosely approaches perpendicularity
in the vicinity of the subsatellite point and departs increasingly from per-
pendicularity with inereasing distance from the subsatellite point. A precise
analysis is beyond the scope 6f this handbook. Equation (I0.I0) is of in-
terest, however, in that it shows the product Acov(C/X o) to be independent of
transmitter gain GT. Increasing gain, for example, Increases C/X o but de..
creases Aco v such that Acov(C/X o) remains constant, Also it is obvious that a
higher value of transifiitter power is required, other factors remaining con-
stant, to provide a certain C/X o value over a large area than for a small
area.
Contours of constant EIRP for Westar IV and V are shown in Fi_s. I_6 and
10.7. These satellites provide coverage over the entire United States, with
an EIRP for downlink transmission at 4 GHZ of 34 dBW for the adjacent 48
states and with smaller values of EIRP for Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico.
For uplink transmission at 6 GH_, Fig. 10.? =.ows the GR/Tsys value for the
adjacent 48 states to be -6 dB.
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Figure I0,6. EIRP contours for Westar IV and V at 4 GHz,
Figure 10.7. Contours of GR/Tsy s for Westar iV and V at 6 GHz.
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10.6 DISCUSSION
In the examples-and other material of this-chapter and Ch_p. 9, some
basic, practic_.J consldera_ions about the role of propagation effects have
been illustrated. Emphasis has been on link power budgets and propagati()n
phenomena affecting these, hut depolarizat-ion was considered in Sec. q.4.3,
including Examples 9.6 and 9.7. Note also that in Example 10.5 an allowance
was made for the depolarization or cross polarization by the approach of
specifying a value for the signal-to-cross polarization ratio (20.1 dB in this
c_se). The effect of this procedure is to treat the cross polarized signal as................
a type of noise. Also interference from adjacent satellites and terrestrial
microwave systems was treated in the same way. Diversity systems have been
considered only briefly, as appears appropriate for frequencies below 10 GHz,
and the reader wishing a more nearly complete treatment is referred to such
references as NASA Reference Pub]icat.ion 1082 (Ippolito, Kaul, and Wallace,
1981) and _RI Technical Report 1891 (Wallace, 1981). [xcess range delay due
to the ionosphere and troposphere was illustrated in Examples 9.2 and 9,3
respectively. Section 10.3 treats a graphical technique for determining suit-
able C/X values for the uplinks and downlinks of satellite telecommunicatlon
systems.
Intermodulation noise, which occurs in multiple carrier systems, was
inclOded in Examp]es- 10.3 and 10.5. Intermodulation noise varies, depending
on the combination of carriers being simultaneously amplified and on the posi-
tion of the carrier of interest on a frequency scale. Thus it is difficult to
express it in a general form (Miya, 1981). The intermodulation noise gener-
ated in the traveling-wave tube or klystron amplifier is greatest when full
rated or saturation power is being utilized and can be reduced by reducing
input power (and therefore output power). The reduction in power level is
referred to as backoff-. Intermodulation noise is only a problem for FDMA
(frequency-division-multiple access)- systems as TDMA (time-division-multiple
access) digital systems are single carrier systems.
It is desirable to treat the propagat_o_ impairments, a_d consequently
the evaluation of satellite link availability, in a s_atistical manner. This
tyl)c of approach has been quite well developed for th_ caseof attenuation due
to rain, but less well developed for the other impairments. In the other
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cases it is necessary to rely to ace,nsiderable extent on operational exper-
ience and representative value _ that have been reported. Some mor'_ nearly
complete analyses, however; have been made. I_antin and Lyons (197E_,) in their
statistical analysis of propanation effects in northern ann southern Canada
included rain attenuation, ionospheric scintillation, tropospheric scintilla-
tion (including tropospheric multipath fading), gaseous attenuation, and
pointing error due to wind.
While mild depolarization of originally orthogoaally polarized channels
may be treated-as noise _nd accounted for ir link design irl this way_ as in
Example i0,5t depo_larization in some cases may be so severe as to cause system
outage...Adaptive technioues for compensating for depolarization have b_en
developed for frequencies in tl}e 4- and 6- GHz bands where depolarizatiop, 'Is
caused principally by rain induced differential phase. These technioues in-
volve the use of rotating phase shifters to restore orthogonality (DiFonzo et
al., 1965; Krautel et al., 1977; Yamada et al., 19@1). Theoretical analysis
applicable to this pr.oblemwas carried out by Chu (1971, 1973). It was re-
ported by Yamada et al. (1981) that XPD under rainy conditions was improved
from 18 dB to 45 dB.
The graphic_l approach of Sec. 10.4 is a useful supplementary design
tool. Further discussion of system design procedures can be found in NASA
Reference Publication 1982 (I'ppolito, Kaul, and Wallace, 1981) and in ORI
Technical Report 1890 (McGregor, 1981).
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